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ABSTRACT

This report describes the overall structure of Air Force Operational
Test and Evaluation process from the appearance of the test directive to
the production of the final report. It describes the major documentation
requirements applicable to major and minor weapon system acquisitions and
provides guidance to the Air Force OT&E community in the areas of formula-
tion of test objectives, selection of test concepts, determination of test
planning criteria, OT&E data collection and analysis requirements, formu-
lation of OT&E conclusions and recommendations, and test reporting. It
further describes procedures for the development of statistical design
of an operational test. This report culminates and effort to standardize
the management and analytical procedures applicable to Air Force Operational
Test and Evaluation. Toward this end, standardized data elements of measures
of effectiveness are developed.
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Evaluation

*This report is the culmination of Task 2 under the I
Constant Improvement Program, Project 3105. This was one
of several tasks under this program to improve the management
and technical aspects of Operational Test and Evaluation
within the Air Force.

This report is intended to be used as a guide for all
levels of personnel in the Operational Test and 'Evaluation
(OT&.) community. This effort was started with the full
realization that it was necessary to guide the OT&E Test
Director and Project Officers into areas of interface with
the Operations Analysis areas, Test Methodology, Test Planning
and Statistical Test Design areas without limiting anyone's
innovativeness or imagination, but yet maintaining a constant
eye on test objectives and resource limitations reached through
the major weapon system's documentation chain. We feel that
this report has accomplished this role quite well.

The contractor was mandated by his contract to develop
standards in the following areas: test planning, test
reporting, test procedures, statistical test design and
measures of effectiveness. Survey teams were sent to each
significant Air Force OT&E center within each major command
to develop a data base. In addition, significant documentation
was evaluated to form a larger data base from which the process
of standardization could be initiated. Survey teams and
documentation acquisition also touched upon the domain of
DDR&E, IDA/WSEG, IIQ USAF, Army and Navy.

There was a related task performed under the same
contract. This was the task entitled "Data Management Information
System for Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation". This
task had as its objective the formulation of alternative
approaches for automating the management and analytical capability
) the Air Force OT&E community. It describes the present
organizational and functional OT&L structure and possible
ways of automating the entire structure. Also under
different contracts, but under the same program structure,
AFLC conducted Constant Improvement efforts which resulted
in the development of procedures and methodology covering
nlanning, specifying, testing, evaluating and reporting of
Logistics Supportability, Reliability and Maintainability and'
Life Cycle Costs.

BEMARD D. RYDELEK
Project Engineer !
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Volume I Standard Procedures for Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation has been

written for the use of (a) the Test Officer who is a well qualified operational officer

but who has had no previous experience in testing, (b) the more experienced 'rest

Director and (c) the OT&E staff officer at higher headquarters. It provides-an over-

all skeletal structure of the process taking place in OT&E from the appearance of the

Test Directive to the production of the Final Report, This permits a clear view of

the various choices open at the many stages of the process. The volume also forms

a framework for the addition of new information as its use indicates in areas where

expansion into more detail is productive. From the structure, a step-by-step procedure

is derived that will aid in organizing a total effort including enlisting the assistance of

support (such as operations analysts).

Standardized formats with accompanying instructions will provide guidance in the key

stepssuch as writing the Test Plan and producing the Final Test Report. Checklists

for important actions will give detailed assistance in accomplishing the many OT&E

associated tasks. In addition to presenting fundamental discussions on the important

steps in the OT&E process, reference lists have been provided on the more technical

subjects to aid in further study.

The volume is not expected to enable the Test Officer to personally perform all of the

technical tasks in the total process. Rather it will enable him to know and understand

the various elements needed and to integrate and manage the required support. In

most cases(and especially with regard to OT&E of major systems)-the conduct of OT&E

is a complex evolution requiring-the best efforts of a team assigned to the task.

Manageable segments of the evolution are assigned to individual team members, and

it is the task of the Test Director to coordinate, manage and supervise the various

plans and activities of each segment.
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The structure of this document is heavily influenced by the process (Figure 1-1) the

new Test Officer experiences from the appearance of the rest Directive to the pro-

duction of the Test Report. With the appearance of the Test Directive the collection

of information (Chapter 3) accelerates. The various official OT&E associated

documents (Appendix A) must be searched out-and studied, as well as plans and

reports on similar programs. From this information the objectives can be set down

and the sub-objectives formulated if necessary (Chapter 4). If the determination of

effectiveness is one of the objectives, the standardized Measure of Effectiveness

(Chapter 6) can be employed to meet this objective. Also at this time the latitude

available to Ihe 'rest Officer in the choice of test concept can be ascertained. If

appropriate, a tradeoff study is conducted to select the most applicable test concept

(Chapter 5), and test design (Chapter 7) can begin.

In the past, test design has been a difficult subject for the new Test Officer because of

the absence of good clear simple literature on the subject. Both Service and civilian

texts suffer from the archaic "agricultural" vocabulary used in the original develop-

ment of the science. This handicap, plus the absence of a straightforward step-by-

step process deecribing test design, has placed the Test Officer at a great disadvantage.

Chapter 7 on test design uses an innovative non-technical approach to remove the

mystery from the subject. A more technical treatment is in Appendix F.

The collection, verification, reduction, and control of data (Chapter 9) plays a central

role in several of the key steps in the overall sequence. It affects 'test design,, the

rest Plan, the conduct of the test, and the analysis. Numerous examples are used * 1
to illustrate the process. Ch,.--rte 10 on Range Instrurentation has been included to

acquaint the Test. Officer with range equipment and procedures. These steps plus all

of the preceding ones have a strong impact on the Test Plan.

The standardized Test Plan format (Chapter 11) was derived from a review of high

level requirements for OT&E information, from an analysis of the shortcomings of I
previous Test Plans, and from the use of existing formats in order to minimize the

disruptive effects of a complete change of format. The format is presented with

instructions for its use and a checklist for follow up. A standardized format for test

procedures is also supplied as a part of Chapter 11.
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Simulations are useful at several steps in the overall process from the substitution of

a simulation for physical testing to the use of a simulation as a diagnostic tool in the

conduct of the test. The advantages and disadvantages of the use of simulations are

included-in-Chapter 8.

The conduct of a test is sufficiently similar to the conduct of military operations

previously experienced by the Test Officer as to pose no extraordinary problems. The

need to firm up responsibilities, coordinate support, and to continually supervise is a

familiar one. The subjects that warrant special attention are called out in the narrative

and the checklist in Chapter 12.

The processes of analysis (Chapter 13) and drawing conclusions and recommendations

from the test (Chapter 14) are set down in a step-by-step sequence for the Test Officer

and his supporting operations analyst to follow. Although the general process of

drawing conclusions and making recommendations is an intuitive one, the particular

application to OT&E might cause some difficulties without emphasis being given to

the areas mentioned in Chapter 1.4.

The standardized Test Report format, like the Test Plan format, were both derived

from high level requirements, existing formats, and analyses of previous reports. If

the Instructions and format are followed, sufficient information should be available to

the decision makers and OT&E can effectively support the acquisition process.

Chapter 16 treats Joint OT&E. The general principles discussed in the earlier

chapters are all applleable to JOT&E. Thus, simply the special interest items unique

to JOT&E are covered. Additional information on the interfacing departments and

agencies are covered in Appendices B, C, D, and E.

Special items of mathematics and statistics are defined and discussed in Appendix G.

Other more general terms are defined in the Glossary (Appendix H) which has been

intentionally limited to terms used in the pro.-Jding chapters and appendices.
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This document is not directive in nature, but serves as a guide for systems Test

Officers. it should-not be viewed as the last word on OT&E but rather as a foundation

on which to build. As the role of OT&E evolves and as use of the standardized proce-

(lures incLeases, modifications certainly will be in order.

5
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Chapter 2

AN OVERVIEW OF OT&E IN 'I IE WEAPON SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE

1. INTRODUCTION

DOD Directive 5000.3 "Test and Evaliation" defines and explains Operational Test

and Evaluation as follows:

"Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) is that test and evaluation conducted to

estimate the prospective system's military utility, operational effectiveness,

and operational suitability (including compatibility, interoperability, reliability,

maintainability, and logistics and training requirements), and-need for any

modifications. In addition, OT&E provides information on organization, personnel

requirements, doctrine and tactics. Also, it may provide data to support or

verify material in operating instructions, publications,- and handbooks. OT&E

will be accomplished by opecational and support personnel of the type and qualifi-

cations of those expected to use and maintain the system when deployed and will

be conducted in as realistic an operational environment-as possible. OT&E will

normally be conducted in phases, each keyed to an appropriate decision oint..."

"In each DOD Component there will be one major field agency ... separate and

distinct from the developing/procuring command ... which will be responsible

for OT&E."

Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) planning activities -commence when a new

system or item of equipment is still n the conceptual stage and can be expected to

continue until it Is being phased out of the inventory. During this life cycle which

may extend for more than 15 years, OT&E progressively changes in objective and

scope. Initially, Operating Command representatives may be involved in observing

demonstrations of premising technical solutions for a Required Operational Capa-

bility (ROC). later, they will participate in and conduct tests and evaluations on

new systems or equipment to provide the basis for recommnnding, from an

Operator's point of view, whether production should be initiated. These tests are

known as Initial Operational Tests and Evaluations (IOT&E). As production models

7
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become available, Follow-on OT&Es (FOT&E) are conducted to identify any remaining

operational deficiencies, to determine how to operationally employ the system effec-

tively, and to establish baselines for force structure studies and comparison against

future replacements or new threats. Ideally, FOT&E is planned for completion by

the time the first operational unit is equipped and ready. After the systeni ok equip-

ment is in inventory, the need for FOT&E continues. Changes may occur-whicfi

necessitate measurements of capabilities against a new threat. While in the inventory,

the need for improved operational capabilities is often met by modifying systems.

This necessitates planning for additional OT&E.

'Ihe progression of these events for major programs is demonstrated by Figure 2-1.
0'1 &E is presented against the background of the system life cycle With emphasis on

the acquisition process. It is. during this period that the results of testing are critical

in influencing the evaluation of new systems beingconsidered to satisfy operational require-

ments. A clear understanding of the progression of these evenL will prove helpful in

identifying responsibilities and actions that must be taken to make OT&E'bof alue to

the Air Force mission. Many new items being acquired which must be operationally

tesLed (o not pass through the full range of events depicted on the chart because they

do not involve the level of fitnding ($50M R&D/$200M procurement) or special Interest

requiring Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) procedures. These

minor programs are normally approved for procurement at HQ USAF level and produce

a substantial portion of the OT&E workload even though they do not have the dollar

impact of major systems.

The Air Force Test and Evaluation Command (AFTEC) provides the Air Force with a

separate independent test and evaluation agency. The AFTEC mission is:

a. To manage the AF OT&E program.

b. To design, plan, direct, analyze, evaluate and report on OT&E of major

and designated non-major AF systems.

c. To develop policy recommendations for Air Staff approval.

8
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d. To designate the Deputy Test Director and provide (with augmentation from

the major commands) the OT&E team for combined DT&E/IOT&E.

e. To conduct inter-service and joint OT&E programs.

As AFTEC operating procedures are developed and the major command directives

are revised, it is expected that some adjustments will occur in'the events of the

weapons system life cycle described in this chapter.

2 - CONCEPTUAL PHASE -

The submission of a Required Operational Capabilities (ROC), (usually by one of the

Operating Commands) in accordance with AFR 57-1 starts events which may lead to

the acquisition of a new system (or item of equipment) for the operational inventory.

This is thenormal starting point for OT&E planning. Development Testing and Evalu-

ation (DT&E) is an essential part of this process. DT&E measures the degree to which

system objectives and goals are met. Results of DT&E and OT&E provide guidance to

developers and decision makers in whether to proceed with the established plans,

alter them, or terminate the procurement program. This process is presented in

terms of a typical system such as a new combat aircraft; however, the processes for

a major item of support equipment such as a bomb loader follow essentially the same

route except for the level of review and decision.

In validating a ROC, HQ USAF obtains comments from the Air Force Systems Com-

mand (AFSC) normally the developer (Implementing Command), Air Force Logistics

Command (AFLC) which provides logistics support, Air Training Command (ATC)

which provides training support for operating and maintaining the system, USAF

Security Service (USAFSS) which is involved with communications security (COMSEC),

Air Force Communications Service (AFCS) who may provide necessary communica-

tions, and the Military Airlift Command (MAC) which may be the Operating Command

which submitted the ROC or provide airlift necessary to support a new system.

Copies of a ROC are sent to other Operating Commands and may be provided to other

US military departments and allies if deemed appropriate.

10



If a ROC is validated, a formal directive initiates the Conceptual Phase study effort

which is normally assigned to AFSC. The directive defines the task, designates Par-

ticipatingCommands, and specifies HIQ USAF review and approval requirements,

-limits of authority. It also contains other items such as test and evaluation require-

ments as outlined in AFR 80-14. These '1 &E requirements include thecritical issues

that must be evaluated.

AFSC investigates alternatives for providing th1, capability to meet the need or threat

and identifies and selects a preferred approach. This includes trade-off studies and

determination of the economic, military and technical bases associated with the pro-

A gram. Before inputs to HQ USAF for inclusion in the initial draft ofthe Development
A Concept Paper (DCP), AFSC may call a Joint Operational and Technical Review (JOTR)

as outlined in AFSC Regulation 800-18. 'These reviews provide the Commanders of

AFSC, and the designated Operating and Supporting Commands with the relationships

between operational and support concepts, system requirements, characteristics of

the conceptual designs, technical difficulties, -and estimated life cycle costs. System

reviews are designed to avoid excessive-acquisition costs by reducing marginal re-

quirements, to protect those requirements essential to operational effectiveness, and

to obtain support for the acquisition effort necessary to minimize lifetime cost-of

ownership (including the DT&E and IOT&E effort). During this-phase, demonstrations

of the feasibility and capability of key subsystems (and high risk items) identified in

studies and analysis may be appropriate. By the time AFSC inputs are- forwarded. to

HQ USAF, the cadre of a System Program Office (SPO) may be formed'if required.

In the case of an aeronautical system or aircraft, the SPO cadre would be formed at

the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. At this

time, information is available to the designated Operating Command responsible for

conducting the o'r&E to permit the start of preliminary test planning which may inciude

identification of test units, facility requirements, time phasing, and contact points in

the Implementing and Supporting Commands. In case the Operating Command has par-

ticipated in or obtained reports on feasibility demonstrations of related hardware,

these data can be used to refine preliminary test planning.

1



iQ USAF' uses the A/'SC input andother data in drafting a DCP. After Secretary

of the Air Force (SAF) approvai, the DCP is forwarded to the Office of the Secretary

of Defense (SECDEF) for approval to proceed with the program. DCPs reflect program

objectives, issues, risks and risk reductiun approaches, accomplishments, and.future

plans. 'I hey highlight the major issues to be considered by the Defense Systems Acqui-

sition Review Council (DSARC) before Secretary of Defense decisions. The plans for

the next program phase will include any planned test and evaluation effort. Although

any test and evaluation effort during the Validation Phase will be primarily DT&E, it

--provides important information for planning Initial 01 &E (IOT&E).

The draft DCP is reviewed by the Offices of the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering (DDR&E) and the Assistant Secretaries of Defense prior to DSARC.i

review. This review includes the Office of the Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation)

for all test and evaluation planning. The program is next reviewed by the DSARC

which is made up of the DDR&E and Assistant Secretaries of Defense for Installations

and Logistics (I&L), Systems Analysis (SA), and'Comptroller. The DSARC evaluation

of the DCP provides the SECDE F with input to assist his decision. When an Aui" Force

program Is under review, the DSARC'mocting is attended by the SAF and the Program

Manager who can discuss any aspect of the program. If the SECDEF is satisfied he

approves the DCP and provides guidance for the Validation Phase. The DCP now con-

stitutes the program contract between DOD and the Air Force. * After funding is avail-

able to HQ USAF the Air Staff issues a Program Management Directive (PMD) and a

Budget Authorization (BA) to AFSC providing authority to obligate funds, and a Program

Authorization (PA) which complements the BA and provides programming guidance to

AFSC. The program now moves Into the Validation Phase during which DT&E may, if

prototyping is Involved, begin with participation by Operating Connand personnel who
t have the rbsponsibility for OT&E.

mDuring the program decision process a number of actions are taken by AFSC which

must be considered in OT&E planning. After approval of (he draft DCP by the SAF, a

Irevised action directive is normally issued to AFSC directing actions in preparation

for the Validation Phase. These actions, as well as others involved in the system

32



acquisition process, are outlined in detail in AFSC Pamphlet 800-3 "A Guide for Pro- A

gram Management". These -include: drafting the Request for Proposal (RFP) including

the Work Statement for which potential contractors will submit proposals to accomplish

the contractual requirements of the Validation Phase; issuance of priorities/guidance/

directions to the appropriate AFSC Divisions, Centers, and laboratories; establishing

the SPO; establishing the functional baseline which includes system performance

objectives, operational and logistics concepts, cost estimates, a preliminary system

specification defining the technical portion of the program baseline; preparation of the

basic Management Plan, Cost Information' Report Data Plan, Advanced Procurement

Plan, Source Selection Plan, Real Property Facilities Plan, Logistic Support Plan,

Production Plan, and a Test Plan which covers planning for the Validation Phase, and

(as applicable) Full Scale Development Phase. Component, subsystem or system proto-

typing, and testing may be required prior to full-scale development. Through liaison

with the SPO0 during this period, the designated Operating Command-will be able to

obtain information to initiate planning for IOT&E including, test design studies, and

will consider appropriate simulations and will conduct preliminary planning for FOT&E.

3. VALIDATION PHASE- j
'1ihe issuance of a Program Management Directive (PMD) plus a PA/BA to AFSC after

all approvals moves a program into a phase whie h may involve hardware/prototype procure-

ment or system definition based 6n studies normally prepared by contractors. With the

availability of hardware and/or prototypes, AFSC will proceed with DT&E with par-

ticipaLion of the Operating Command responsible for IOT&E and the Supporting Com-

mands who will be responsible for preparing independent evaluations concerning

supportability.

The PMD may necessitate changing some of the program documentation prepared during

the Conceptual Phase. If not already directed, the PMD will probably direct prepara-

tion of the Pr-ogram Management Plan (PM P).

The PMP is prepared, approved, and issued by the AI.'SC Program Manager with the

cooperation and coordinated efforts of the designated Operating Command, AFLC, ATC,

13
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and' other Air Force elements involved in the program. The PMP is the-baseline

document showing the integrated, time-phased tasks and resources necessary to com-

plete the program. 'lhe test and evaluation section of the PMP addresses -the overall

test concept, participating organizations and their responsibilities, and-planned DT&E

and[0t &E (particularly, lO'1 &E) activities. As the program progresses, the PMP.i3

updated to reflect any changes in program guidance, schedules, and-fundihg.

The Request for Proposal (RFP) for system studies, simulations and/or hardware

development or prototyping is released by AFSC in accordance with the Advanced Pro-

curement Plan. Contractor proposals are reviewed by a Source Selection Advisory

Council who recommend contract award to the Source Selection Authority. Validation

may be conducted primarily on the basis of studies leading to system definition or on

the basis of studies and hardware or prototype demonstrations. Current trends stress

hardware proofing and/or prototype demonstrations as a basis for system validation.

DT&E and IOT&E are part of this process. A Full Scale Development Phese will be

conducted later during which DT&E and IOT&E will continue to determine if the system

should be placed into production.

Contracts for fabrication of hardware or prototype items ior system validation purposes

normally include the requirument to test atd demonstrate functional and performance

capabilities. Althout-h this IYI'&E is conducted primarily by the contractor, it Is

closely followed by ASC test personnel who observe test procedures, review results,

establish procedures to assure program continuity into Full-Scale Development, and

they may actively participate In some test operations or flights. Operating and Sup-

porting Command T&E personnel also normally monitor these tests to gather informa-

tion for their later IOT&E and independent evaluations required for the production,

decision. Participation by Operating Commands in OT&E during Validation varies

from program to program. When competing contractors build prototypes, 'est and

evaluation personnel from AFSC, the designated Operating Cormand, and Supporting

Commands normally participate in a substantial portion of the demonstrations or ]
"fly-offs. "
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,)uring the Validation Phase, the SPO and contractor update the functional baseline of

the system and prepare the desig requirements (allocated) baseline for the Full-Scale

Development Phase. Contractors also prepare proposed Statements of Work (SOW);reflecting

the results of study and hardware/prototype demonstrations,, and other r~ports as re-

. quired by their contract for this phase of tLhe-program. Based on contractor inputs,

studies conducted by Research and Development agencies, and Lest participation/

observation, the SPO prepares RFPs for full-scale-development and provides material

to the Air Staff in updating the DOP. AFSC may conduct another Joint Operational and

Technical Review (JOTR) at this time before the RFP is released for full-scale develop-

ment of the system and before DSARC IL Again, the purpose-of a JOTR is to examine

the requirements and reduce the cost of ownership. At this point, AFSC and the desig-

nated Operational Command(s) and Supporting Commands will have better visibility on

how the program should proceed and will be better able to make detailed tradeoff

studies to improve the program.

HQ USAF is responsible for updating the DCP and other program documentation. After

SAF approval it is forwarded to OSD where updating is completed. The DSARC reviews

the upxIated DCIP and other program documentation to assure thit the proposed procure-

ment method, contract-type, management system, test result, etc. are matched with

the job to be done, goals, risks, and uncertainties. The LSARC may add to the 'DCP

direction for follow-on activity. Favorable DT&E reports based on hardware proofing

of major components and subsystems or prototype demonstrations materially aid in

reducing the risks and uncertainties and support an Air Force recommendation to con-

tract for full-scale development. If recommendations of the DSARC and their review

of program documentation concerning such things as technical, fitianclal,, and schedule

aspects satisfies the SECDEF, he approves the DCP and the program proceeds into

the Full-Scaje Development Phase.

4. FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE -

Test and Evaluation conducted during the Full-Scale Development Phase is highly , isible

since it is during this period that a preproduction system which closely- approximates

15
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the final product, including most'support items, is designed, fabricated, and

tested to determine its ability to meet requirements. The improved visibility must

not be allowed to minimize the importance of test planning and preparafion, including

testing and evaluation involved in hardware proofing and prototype demonstrations,

during the Conceptual and Validation Phases. Early test and evaluation is especially

important since it reduces the risks and unknowns Which become increasingly expensive

to correct as system development progresses. Test and evaluation during Full 'Scale

Development is conducted by the Air Force and the contractor. DT&E directed-pri-

marily for assessing technical adequacy is conducted by AFSC andthe system contrac-

tors who are responsible for contract performince. IOT&E, which may have been

initiated on a limited scale during the Conceptual and Validation Phases, continues and

is completed during Full-Scale Development to support the independent evaluation of a

new system by the Operating Command. The IOT&E reportis requiredbefore a deci-

sion is made to place the system into production and deploy it. During IOT&E and

DT&E, which are often conducted jointly because of resource and time limitations,

technic.ak and engineering as well as operational usability and supportability problems

may be encountered and identified, even though these risks were carefully investigated

during tho preceding phases. Each such problem requires detailed analysis and specific

consideration of tradeoffs between stated operational requirements, cost, and readiness

date.

After the SAF forwards the DCP to the Air Staff with approved documentation for pro-

ceeding with the Full-Scale Development Phase, HQ USAF provides the direction to the

Implementing and Participating Commands via an amended PMD along with BA/PA

actions which provide funding for the Development Phase of the program.

The Full-Scale Development contract Is negotiated and awarded in accordance with the

approved DCP subject to source selection review procedures which may have been

specified at HQ USAF and OSD levels. This contract will specify production of hard-

ware and facilities required to support development and test and normally specifies

test demonstration requirements expected of the contractor.
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Early during this phase, management plans and documentation are revised to make them

compatible with the approved Full-Scale Development Phase guidance. Preliminary De- Af

, ~; sign Reviews (PDRs) are conducted for each Configuration Item (also known as a CI and

refers to an aggregation of hardware or software, or any of its discrete portions, that

satisfies an end use function and is 'deslguatcd for cotifllrilh':it Io :imgonicnt such ns

a Complete aircraft, missile, or item of support (lu1il)nlent). Theso reviews assure

that the approach is feasible and sound from a design, development; test, and deploy-
meat viewp.int. and that the performance/design requirements developed during the

Validation Phase can be effectively met. Participation of the Operating Command in

the PDR provides the opportunity to identify operational factors to the designers

to avoid difficult operating methods in the design and to accommodate operational

characteristics which are best known to the operator.

IOT&E and DT&E during Full-Scale Development is paced by the rate of fabrication and

delivery of the new system. During the initial part of this phase, continuing DT&E

activities are primarily those performed by a contractor under SPO 'direction. Ob-

servation arod monitoring may not be feasible. Personnel responsible for IOT&E

planning should track the progress of these tests. Prior to full-scale system.

DT&E, a highly important contractor test activity is that connected.with the large volume

of component and subsystem qualification tests (sometimes referred to as "shake,

rattle, and roll") required to demonstrate compliance with specifications and Ivlilitary

Standards and regulations pertaining to reliability, survivability/vulnerability, electro-

magnetic compatibility, etc. These tests are stressed because problems identified at

this point can be corrected at a relatively modest cost or an alternate source sought.

As development progresses, the first pre-production systems will be completed and

more complicated events such as first flights, engine qualification and endurance runs,

weapons launch and stores separation demonstrations, and other tests for verifying

compliance with performance and design requirements in the system specification takc

place. Air Force participation in the DT&E process increases, and as discrete test

objectives are completed, test results are evaluated and recommendations made to

correct deficiencies and improve performance/design. These are Implemented in the
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form of changes to the design, the contract, or to system specifications in accordance

with contractual configuration management procedures.

During DT&E, Air Force Preliminary Evaluations (AFPEs) will be conducted to deter-

mine system, performance.. estimatt potential, identify gross deficiencies, and to deter-

mine/estimate the degree to which contract specifications are being met (see AFR 80-14).

AFPE data provides a source of plannring information for IOT&E. The AFPE normally

involves participation by the Operating and Supporting commands.

At approximately the midlvi.'-it of system level IY&E, another JOTR may be held by

AFSC. '1his piovides a most valuable system progress check point since it is based on

actual test results. As with other JOTRs, Commanders from the Operating and Support-

ing Commands participate in the operational, technical, and trade-off presentations, and

become party to working-out mutually acceptable positions.

During DT&E and IOT&E, the rate of test accomplishment is a matter of concern

closely related with attainment of the-technical, operational, and supportability objec-

tives. Technical difficulties, adverse weather, data loss, and resource or facility

availability are among the types of problems which result in test- and thus program-

schedule slippage. Generally, slippage in program schedules- results in higher costs.

Although a fixed program schedule eannot be allowed to dominate testing with the

result that insufficient dalta or tilno is taken to achieve test objectives, cai'eful planning

and consideration of alternatives early in a program can help avoid such problems.

Since resources are nearly always limited, the need to combine IOT&E with DT&E

to the maximum extent possible is recognized. The extent of participaton by Operating

and Supporting Commands in the testing to be conducted at AFSC test centers is esta-

blished during joint planning. Test events which will provide operational or support-

ability data are included. Revisions in the test program may be necessary because of

loss of test items or for other reasons already noted. This may result in the need to

provide additional resources and higher priorities on facilities such as test ranges,

computer facilities, and servies of support agencies and personnel to support higher

test sortie rates and make-up missions.
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The critical design review (CDR) is significant to testing since it is normally con-

ducted prior to or early during-system level DT&E. The purpose-of CDR is to review

and approve the contractors design solutions prior to producing or acquiring the pre-

production prototypes for testing. Continuity in participation by Operating and Sup-

porting Command personnel involved in the IOT&E and who have participated in test

activities, provides a better opportunity for identifying any changes that may be neces-

sary to lessen or eliminate possible operational or supportability problems during

<I later OT&E.

DT&E test results which provide a measure of the degree to which technical, engineering,

and stated requiremenLs have been met are presented in periodic progress reports,

briefings and formal reports. They provide invaluable data for operational and sup-

portability considerations in IOT&E since no aspect of-performance should be considered

in isolation. As DT&E is completed and the program moves toward the Ptoduction Phase

test results are used in performing Functional Configuration Audits of all Configuration

Items (CIs), updating the product baseline for the production contraet RFP, and in

preparing inputs to HQ USAF for updating the DCP.

The Operating Command representative observes the technically oriented DT&E in

accordance with agreements with the SPO and the AFSC test center, lie participates

in DT&E and directs IOT&E. These observations and test data are used in Fo'r&IE

planning and in preparing the independently reported IOT&E required prior to the

Production Decision. The Supporting Commands (principally AFLC and ATCt pairtici-

pate in both DT&E and IOT&E activities to obtain data for preparing the independent

logistical and training supportability reports as required by DODD 5000. 1 and AFR

80-14. Comments on communications security and communications services aspects

may also be required from AFSS and AFCS.

The DCP is again updated by HQ USAF, coordinated throughout the Air F'orce as

necessary, and submitted to OSD for a pre-DSARC planning meeting at least. 30 days

prior to DSARC III, the production/deployment decision. ",

The updated DCP is aigin reievwed in draft by DDR&E and the other Assistant Score-

taries of Defenso prior to DSAItC review. Comments on thi coordination draft are
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provided by OSD to the Air Force and the DSARC chairman within five work days of the

DSARC. These comments, are also provided to AFSC and the Program Manager for

DSARC preparation.

The Prog-an Manager recommends system production/deployment to the DSARC. 1'

addition to the DSARC members, normally the SAF, CSAF, the appropriate Assistant

Secretary, the DCS/R&D, and the Program Element Monitor (PEM) are in attendance.

The DSARC Ill Test and Evaluation presentation includes assessments of test results

from the Operating and Supporting Commands as to operational effectiveness and suit-

ability and supportability. IOT&E results are presented by the operational test agency.

Following the DSARC II, the SECDEF decision is made known by a decision memo-

randum. HQ USAF then updates the DCP incorporating the SECDEF decision and

distributes iE to the DSARC principals, AFSC, the Program Manager, and others as

appropriate.

5. PRODUCTION/DEPLOYMENT PHASE -

After the production/deployment decision has been made, DT&E continues on pre-

production system items until test and evaluation of all technical aspects has been

completed and adequacy of corrective actions initiated during Full-Scale Development

have been verified. As production items become available, DT&E continues to verify

technical adequacy and performance requirements. Operational test personnel con-

tinue participation in DT&E in preparation for FOT&E normally scheduled to begin

when the first production items are delivered to an Operating Command.

Program directions and priorities for the Production/Deployment Phase are trans-

mitted by HQ USAF and funding is provided through BA/PA actions. The RFP a.id

other program documentation for the Production Phase were prepared during Full-

Scale Development. These documents may require revision to reflect DCP guidance

and will be used as the basis for negotiating and awarding the production contrz.t.

As production gets underway, operational personnel continue participation In DiT&E

and should be aware of the test and contractor manufactur'ing procedures. Using
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4 l DT&E data and with knowledge of the production processes, including possible areas

4! of difficulty, planning for FOT&E with production items is completed and potential

problem areas are identified.

A Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) is conducted to assure that the hardware produced

complies with contract specifications. The PCA establishes an approved configuration

" for system items which will be delivered to Operating Command units for the FOT&E.

Normally, FOT&E is planned to begin as soon as delivery of production items is made

to the Operating Commands. FOT&E will continue at least until the first operational

unit is equipped. Ideally, the test will be completed by the time the first unit is

operationally ready. These tests are conducted in accordance with plans initiated early

in the acquisition cycle and refined on the basis of data/information gathered in DT&E,

the conduct of IOT&E, and updating with consideration for changes in threat and

operating environment. These tests are conducted with operationally qualified crews

under actual or simulated operational conditions. They include an assessment of the

production system operational capabilities; development of tactics and procedures;

evaluation of the logistics systems; crew training requirements and procedures; and

adequacy of operating, maintenance, supply, and training publications.

FOT&E provides the first opportunity to collect operational data with a production

system for refining logistic support estimates for AFLC and verifying adequacy of

training courses for whilch ATC will retain responsibility throughout the life of the

system. Thus, participation by AFLC and ATC as well as other Commands and

agencies, which began during IOT&E, can be expected to continue during FOT&E.

During FOT&E with the first production items, the Operating Command Test Plan will

require specific reports on any deficiencies significant to mission performance. In-

cluded are recommendations for modifications to be immediately processed through

program channels. Such reports will normally be in addition to planned documentary

test reports and may require specific follow-up actions to be taken. When possible,

updating changes are made while production is still underway to correct any deficiencies

revealed during this phase of testing. With proper planning, most of the system
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deficiencies can be identified during DT&E and IOT&E for the system configuration

tested thereby making it possible to incorporate necessary changes prior to theI pro-

duction contract. Late identification of required changes will -result in increased

costs for updating changes or modifications thereby causing a serious impact on the

programmed funds. Early identification and correction of deficiencies also reAuces

the need for lk)llow-on DT&E. Program benefits are also derived from OT&E by

earlier stabilization of logistics support, crew training and qualification, and formal

training courses, all -of which tends to accelerate and stabilize the operational readi-

ness date.

The event known as "system turnover" occurs when the Operating Command accepts

responsibility for operation and maintenance of the first operating unit of a new

system. Turnover includes acceptance of responsibility for related property account-

ability and inventory of subsequent units. FOT&E initiated during the Production

Phase probably will not have been completed at this point. With proper consideration

for system turnover in OT&E planning, the event will take place with no unexpected

impact on test execution.

Another event (luring the system life cycle is the transitioning of AFSC program man-

agement responsibility from AFSC to AFLC. This Is accomplished by means of a

formal agreement approximately following completion of production and when the sys-

tem design has stabilized and pattern deficiencies have been corrected. Upon comple-

tion of transition, AFLC assumes logistics support and management responsibility

including engineering, procurement, and financial management. At this point the SPO

is usually dissolved, and necessary technical support or T&E follow-up actions' are re-

solved by mutual agreement between AFSC and AFLC. Program channels and ielation-

ships for OT&E on the first production systems are usually not affected since transition

rarely takes place prior to test completion. Follow-up actions on deficiencies revealed

during first production OT&E may not have been completed prior to transition, there-

fore, shift of responsibility would have to be included in the transition agreement and

AFLC will then become the primary source of engineering and other system support

for subsequent FOT&E.
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6. SYSTEM INTRODUCTION INTO THE OPERATIONAL INVENTORY -

After all production items have been turned over to the Operating, Command the system
may remain in the operational inventory for many years. Follow-on OT&E for new

applications (which may involve system modifications or the addition of new subsystems,

and the determination of how to conduct operations in a new threat environment), contibute
I to extelnhl the systems life cycle. In addition, FOT&E can be- expected to includeparticipation in joint exercises in which the system is employed in coordination with

esystems operated by other services and/or its capabilities may be measured against

other systems operated to simulate a current or postulated threat.

Clhanges identified in FOT&E and recommended to improve system capabilities while

in the inventory are designated and accomplished as Class V Mods in accordance with

provisions of AFR 57-4 on retrofit configuration changes. Desired changes are sub-

mitted by the Operating Command to HQ USAF for approval via a ROC prepared in

accordance with AFR 57-1. Class V Mods are normally recommended when significant

improvements can be achieved in existing systems or equipment that will provide a new

or improved operational capability. Installation of sensors which provide night weapons

delivery capability is an example. Other examples might include changes in fuzing,

warhead size, or sensor tracking gimbal limits in wn air-to-air missile. The net result

of such modifications is that scaled down operational testing approximating that involved

in a new system acquisition is required. Even though management may be retained by

AFLC throughout the program-AFSC may participate to provide specialized technical

and DT&E type support. On extensive modifications requiring a large scale OT&E,

AFLC and ATC personnel will normally be involved to obtain data required to assess

the impact on logistic support and training.

OT&.,s to determine system or equipment employment suitability for now applications

and dsir .d cal)ability against a new threat are often originated by and conducted ontirly

within an Operating Command's own resources. in some instances OT&E may be con-

ducted at the direction of HQ USAF or OSD to satisfy data requirements for force struc-

ture studies and system analysis. Tests of this type directed by HQ USAF or OSD

frequently involve operations against threat systems (or simulators) possessed by
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another Service or Air Force Major Command whoseparticipation has been directed

by or established through the same authority. In the case where an Operating Command

desires ,to conduct an OT&.E against a threat environmnt (an acquisition radar simula-"
tor, for example) possessecd by another Command, arrangements are usually made on

the basis of a direct request sometimes involving the transfer of funds if the facility

is industrially funded. -Unless direct contact has been authorized, use of facilities

and services possessed by another Service is normally arranged through HQ USAF.

Joint exercises directed and controlled by OSI) are normally designed to measure

system capabilities in a specific mode of operation and/or against a defined threat or

target to provide test data for force structure analysis. HQ USAF directs Air Force

participation which is usually conducted as an OT&E activity. These tests further
evaluate current system capabilities and may reveal deficiencies which form the basis

for recommended changes to improve system capabilities, or may lead to the formula-

tion of a new ROC, beginning the cycle anew.

Also, (luring this period FOT&E may disclose latent deficiencies which were not

identified until production items were turned over to be Operating- Command.
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Chapter 3

REVIEW DOCUMENTATION

1. SCOPE

This section-provides both identificationand source of review documentation as an

aid to personnel responsible for the validation of the OT&E testing requirement, the

preparat'on of both the Test Directive and the Test Plan, and in a more general ap-

plication, toother personnel who have a need for information concerning the history

of a defense system's conception, development and test history.

2. EXPLANATION OF TERM

Review Documentation - The term, "review documentation" is used herein as a generic

term referring to the documentary evidence of the validated needi development, test

and operational employment of a system. For a given system, the term encompasses

documentation related to:

a. The iratiation of the material acquisition cycle for the system.

b. The progression of system development, including DT&E and OT&E,

through the phases of the acquisition cycle.

c. The identification, refinement, and translation into test objectives of the

critical questions and issues and the studies, analyses, and test programs

responding thereto.

d. Other system history documents, as appropriate; the review of which pro-

vides a comprehensive view of the development of t;ie system and its oper-

ational history.

3. APPLICATION

Background - The conduct of OT&E usually involves the commitment of considerable

resources such as time, personnel, equipment and facilities. The commitment of

resources means that OT&E costs money - a great deal of money - and therefore,

OT&E programs must be carefully managed from the outset, based on valid test
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RELATED DOC ___

DOCUMTENTS
RELATED NTIS
DOCUM ENTS

CONTRACTOR 0 0 0

0 DOCUMENTATION DT&E REPORTS OT&E REPORTSII
REQUI RED OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY (ROC)

AFTEC COMMANDER'S
________ESTIMATE

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT -__._

DIRECTIVE (PMD)

DEVELOPMENT FECOMNR'
CONCEPT(DcP)_PAPER SUMMARY

TEST OBJECTIVES
ANNEX TO PMD

0 FINAL TEST
o DESIGNINITIAL TEST D

DIRECTIVE

_____________FINAL TEST

_____ 0____ PLAN
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
PLAN (PMP) HQ USAF PROJECT ORDER

TEST DIRECTIVE

PROJECT PLAN] 1

Figure 3-1. Sources of review documentation for tile OT&E planner
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requirements, and verified, advocated, planned- and executed by knowledgeable, compe-

itr tent managers. It is important, in the preparation of the Test Directive and Test Plan,

that responsible managers have a clear understanding of the current critical :questions/ ,

issues, data requirements, and the test objectives. It is no less important that they

be familiar with the system and how it operates, and with the past-history of the sys-

tem, especially in previous testing and evaluation. This is the function of review

documentation.

Some of the review documentation data sources available to the test planner are de-

picted in Figure 3-1. The availability of specific documents, in most instances, will

depend on how far along the system has evolved with regard to the material acquisi-

tion life cycle. For systems under conceptual study, review documentation will be

limited to the Required Operational Capability (ROC) and such requirements docu-

ments and management and program documents as have been produced to date, as

well as review documentation on similar systems. On the other hand, the review

documentation for systems which have been deployed in operational use should be

plentiful, ranging from the ROC through the various management and program docu-

ments and including documentation of testing during system deployment.

4. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

Program Documents. For purposes of this section on review documentation, the docu-

ments recommended herein for review by the test planner are listed below. Documents

denoted by an asterisk are discussed in detail within this section.

*Required Operational Capability (ROC)

*Combat ROC

*Quick Reaction Capability (QRC)

*Development Concept Paper (DCP)

*Program Memorandum (PM)

*Program Management Directive (PMD)

*Test Objectives Annex to the PMD
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*Program Management Plan (PMP)
*OT&E Test Directive

AFTEC Commander's Estimate
'I OT&E 'rest Plan

OT&ETestReport
! OT&ETest eportdetailed information available in

Joint Test Plans and Reports Chapters 11, 15, and 16 of this document

AFTE C €ormander's Summary

-Additional Review Documentation. Additional appropriate review documentation exists
for systems which have progressed into the production and deployment phases of the

acquisition life cycle. Among such additional review documentation may be:
(a) Contractor's reports and literature on the system.

(b) FOT&E Test Directives, Test Plans and Reports.

(c) Review documentation applicable to the system and current critical questions
and issues. Also, documentation concerning the testing of similar systems,
available from Defense Documentation' Center (DDC) or National'Technical
Information Service (NTIS).

Note: Access to DDC documents is through a user number code which is easily ac-
quired through appropriate channels. Bibliographic searches are also avail-
able from DDC which are initiated on the basis of a telephone call to the DDC
center. AFR 80-14 mandates that Test Reports be submitted to DDC, there-fore, it becomes one prime source of Test Reports as well as analysis studies,
simulations, etc. Access to these DDC reports is by way of a key wording
system governed by the DD 1473 form submitted by the Test Officer with his jreport and by DDC's Theasaurus of Scientific and Technical Terms. Many AirForce technical libraries have microfiche reports readily available.
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5. 'IIE UTILITY OF REVIEW DOCUMENTATION

Test Planning. Commencing with the tcntative identification of a- requirement for con-

ducting OT&E, a coordinated effort is normally undertaken within the user command,

the staff of the responsible MAJCOM, (and for issues involving Air Force management

interests), AFTEC and IIQ USAF. This coordinated effort, directed by a Project Officer
within AF/XOOWD, has as its objective the validation of the testing requirement, the

formulation of test objectives, and the preparation of a scheme for conducting the OThE,

including the identification and allocation of resources and facilities required. Upon

completion of the foregoing, and assuming the successful advocacy of the prcposed OT&E

a Test Directive is drafted by AFTEC, reviewed by HQ USAF, and upon approval at that

level is published and distributed authorizing and directing the planning, conduct arid

reporting of the OT&E.

The-Test Directive sets in motion the activities leading to the generation of a Test

Design which is the basis for the Test Plan. The Test Plan:provides a time-phased

integrated and coordinated document which contains the complete detailed plan for the

OT&E.

Each of these necessary OT&E preparatory functions involves the use of review docu-

mentation. For example, in the preparation of the Test Directive, the Project Officer

is directed* to:

a. "Review previous attempts to collect data of the type requested and the results,

if any, of such attempts."

b. "Determine the extent to which test objectives have already been fulfilled

through conduct of IOT&E or other applicable tests."
c. "Review and analyze pertinent factors concerning the system, subsystem or

equipment involved. This includes the mission, terrain, weather, human
factors, environmental factors, and enemy capabilities/tactics applicable to

the OT&E problem or requirement."

*(AF/X00WD Deputy Director Operating Instruction (DDOI) No. 10-2)
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Other Leveis. The utility of reviewo0documentation is not restricted to-the preparation

of the rest Directive. At all levels, prudent personnel concerned with the gener'al plan-

ning and designing of the OT&E will find review documentation useful either directly or

indirectly in the following matters of consideration:

a. Familiarity with the system (or comparable system) and its operation and

performance characteristics.

b. Knowledge of what the system is designed to respond to (the operational

deficiency or need).

c. The test history of the system including previously employed test design and

methodology, and the data results of testing.

(The avoidance of redundant test and data collection).

(The identification of data from previous tests which is applicable to the

problem at hand.)

d. The relationship or earlier system problems (critical questions and isspes)

to new.

e. Difficulties in previous testing and insights Into avoiding such difficulties in

current testing and data collection.

f. Estimating requirements for test resources, viz: facilities, personnel, time,

money, test items.

g. The previous findings/conclusions of the developer, DT&E and OT&E tester,

the user, trainer and logistician.

6. PRESENTATION OF REVIEW )OCUME NATION MODULES

The following page presents modules providing a "quick-look" at the characteristics of

specific review documentation. Figure 3-2 provides the modules in abbreviated outline

form in chronological order of issuance. This Is followed in AppendLN A by the presenta-

tion of individual review documentation modules in somewhat more detail.
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REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (ROC) DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTPAPER IDCP) PROGRAM MEMORANDUM (PM)

PUJRPOSE. FORMALLY STATE AN OPERATIONAL DEFICIENCY OR PURPJSE. PROVIDE CONTINUALLY UPDATED CONTRACT BETWEEN PURPOSE AN OSOODOCUMENT WITH SIMILAR IOMT
NEED SEC OEF AND HO USAF. PRBESENTS COMPRFHENSIVE AND COORDINATION AS THE DCI,. A CO

REVIEW OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS. FORMS BASIS FOR DOCUMENT BETWEEN OSO ANDAlIR FORCE
CONTENTs 1, AMBUUIMATELYO PAGES. DESCRIPTION OF DECISIONS BY OSARC AND SEC DEF. CANT PROGRAMS,.BUTWIHICH ARENOT

DEFICIENCYOR REED, SPECIFIED OCPACTION.

L. MISSION ONRTASK AFFECTED.ONCT ,ISUSFDCSO. CENTENT: I. ESSENTIALLY SAVE AS OCP.
2. PRO00GAAM PU RPOSES.

S. RUWIDENTIFIED. ORIGINATOR: NO USAF (PROGRAM LMENTMONIT61 RB
2. ALTERNATIVES. RESPONSIBLE DIAECTORATEI

ORIGINATOR: ANYICHELON OFAF OR DUO.
4. REQUIRED RESOURCES. APPROVED SY: I. CSAF

APPROVED BY: I. GENERAL. OFFICE; BILLET INCUMBENT.

2.HOISFIDOM&S SCHEDULES IDEVELOPMENTIPAOOCTION). 2. 050
Z HO UAF (AOLMC. RISKSIPROGRAM DIFFICULTIESICBITICAL ISSUES.

7. THRESHOLDS.

&. OOCISIONS/SIGNATIJRES.NA

ORIGINATOR: HO USAF (PRDGRAM ELEMENT MONITOR IN THE
RESPONSILE DIRECTORATE)

APPROVED BY, 1. CSAP

TEST OBJECTIVES ANNEX (TOA) TO PAN) ISO USAF TEST DIRECTIVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP)

PURPOSE: PROVIDE B1ASELINE INFORMATOk.6GUIDANCE AND PURPOSE: A DOCUMENT DRAFTED BY AFTEC FOR HO IUAF PURPOSE: PRINCIPAL MANAGEMENT BASEUNME BDIRECTION FOR THE DEVELOPYIEN. CONDOCTANO WHTICHI DIRECTS THC CONDUCT OFSPECIFIC OT&E BY DEPICTS INTIGRA EDOTIME-PHASOO T
REPORTING Of ATEST PROGRAM FOR AMAJOR OPERATIONAL ELEMENTS. RESOURCES REQUIRED.
SYSTEM IN ACQUISITION. COTN:I AEROD

COTET: 1,SAXGOUD.CONTENT: 1. PROGRAM SUMMARY,.INTCLLIGENCL
CONTENT: 1. CRITICAL QUESTIONS AND ISSUES.

L PUROSE2. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT.
L. BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR EACH ERITICAL

QUESTION AND ISSUE. 3. CONCEPT OF OPERATION. I. SYSTEM ENGINEERING.

3. TEST OBACTI YES. 4. TEST OBJECTIVE. C. TESTAND EVALUATION IRASEDO

4L TASKING 01' COMMANDS FOP TiE. S, DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEMS. ISE)

&. COMMURIEATIDNICLECTRDNICG.-
5. TEST SUPPORT RESOURCES AND REQUIREMENTS. 6. SPECIAL PLANNING FACTORS.

6 OPtRATIONSIMANPDWEPU7TRAMlIN
6. GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTF. 7. PAJ; TICIPATING AGENCIES AND RISP04SIITIES. LS FBSLN IUTVS

ORIGINATOR: 1. AFTEC PROVIDES THE OT&E INPUTS TOTPE TOA. L. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.
ORIGINATOR: PROGRAM MANAGER

2. THE IMPLEMENTING COMMAND PROVIDES THE OT&E 9. MILESTONE SCHEDULC.
INPUTS TO THE TOA. APPROVED BY: PROGAM MANAGER

1R. WEORTS.
A4BSOVED BY. DIRECTORATE LEVELOGENERAL OFlICER.DGS.

R&D. HOUSAF. ORIGINATOR: AFTEC DIRECTORATE FOR TIE.

APPROVER BY: Ho SAP/O

AFTIC CI)UPANDER'S ESTIMATE OT6E TEST REPORT AFTEC COMMAUIDERSUMARY

PURROWE PROVIDE HO SAP A.'D IN VOLVEDO AND PURPOSE: TO PRESENT THE RESULTS Of OT&E 70OSATISFY PURPOSE: PROVIDECTHE AFTEC COMMANORI REVIEW
INTERESTED MAXGMs VTH PLANNING THE DATA AIREVIMNTS OF THE TEST DIRE1CTIVE. CONCURRENCE OR NONCONCURRMINCE A
IN FORMATION CONCERGkINS SCHEDULEDOOT&E. OF THE FINAL REPORT OF AFTOC OR CO

CONTENT: 1. 09PORT OfTEST ACTIVITY CON DUCTEOO0149.
CONTENT: I. SUMMARY Of OWI TEST OBJECTIVES. & INTRODUCTION

k. PURPOSE of OsTE CONTENT: 1. OVERVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF THE 0TH
2. SCHEDULE$ FOR 0T&h. L. METHOD OF AEEOMPLISHMIIT

4. OISEUSSION AND ANALYSIS 2. PESULIS.11RECOMMENDATIONS. EDILt
I. RESOURCES. .. SIMMAAY ARE CONCURRED IN.

4. ANTICIPATEDOPROBLEM AREAL 2. ANNIIIOSAJI.PROViDINGDETAILSOF. &. AREASOFNON4CONEIIRRENCE.
DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITO WTACTICLJDOCTRI4E.

.OTHER SICNIFI&ANT INFONMATION. 0111ENFVIRONMENtT.TEGT METHODOLOGY. DESIGE. 4. REMARKS. RECOMMHENDATIODNS. CONCII
SUPPORTING DATA ANDOANALYSIS. PRETESTING THE AFTEE COMMANDER CONERNINI4

OqIGINATOR:. AFTEE TEST DIRECTOR REOUIREISIACCOMPEISHED.TORT ORGANIZATION. OF THEOTBEAS CONDUCTED AND BR
TEST OPtIBATIONS MAINTENA1JNCE. LOGISTICS AND

HPOVEOOBY. 1. THEEI OF TEST AND VAUIAION. NUPPLY.PERSONNEL.TNAINIING.SAFETY. SECURITY. ORIGINATOR: ATIC TESTIRECT 00
CT HE BMAT? E R.

2. CGMANDEB.ARTEC APPROVEDAVI 1. AFTOCOIAECTOBATEOf Tit
ORIGIRATOR: TERTDIRECTBREAFTECORCOMMANDASAPPASFRIATEI

2. COMMAND(B.AFTIE
APPROVIDAY: 1. COMMANOERAFTEE

L. HO URA



DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PAPER (OCP) PROGRAM MEMORANDUM (PM) PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE PMO)

PURPOSE -PROVIDE CONTINUALLY UPOATEO CONTRACT BETWEEN PURPOSE AN OSD DOCUMENT WITHSIMILAR FORMAT, CONTENT, PURPOSE- THE OFFICIAL HO USAF MANAGEME'E DIRECTIVE
SEC REF AND HO USAF. PRESENTS COMPREHENSIVE AND COORDINATION ASTHE OCP. ACONTRACIUAL DURING ACQUISITION 10 PROV:E DIRECTION TO THE
REVIEW OF PROGRAM ELEMENTS. FORMS BASIS FOR DOCUMENT BETWEEN OSO AND AIR FORCE FORSIGNIFI.- IMPLEMENTINO COMMANO AND TO SERVE ASA
DECISIONS BY ODSARC ANO SEC DEF. CANT PROGRAMS. BUT WHICH ARE NOT SUBNCT TO CONTRACT RETWEEN I;O USAF AND THE IMPLEMENTING

SPECIFIED DCP ACTION. COMMANS.
CONTELT: 1 ISSUES FOR DECISION.

CONTENT: I. ESSENTIALLYSAMEASDCP. COiiTENT: I. DEFINEAUTHORITY OF P.M.
2. PROGRAM PURPOSES.

ORIGINATOR: HO USAF (PROGRAM ELEMENT MiONITOR IN THE 0. REFONSIDILITIESOF PARTICIPATINO COMMANDS.
3. ALTERNATIVES. 

RESPONSIBLE DIRECTORATEI

3. STATE REQUIREMENTS.
4. REQUIRED RESOURCES. APPROVED MY: I. ETAFm

B  
4. REQUEST STUSIEIARALYSES.

S. SCHEDULES iDEVELOPMENTIPRODUCTIONI. 2. REUSTGDIEAALSS
2. MDS. INITIATE.APPRO E. CHANGE. HOCIIFY.TERMINATE.

L SELESOV N UNGRAM iFFICULTiESRiTICAL ISSUES, 
6. SATISFY DOCUMENT NEOS FOR AOVOCACYo

7, THRESHOLDS. DEVELOPMENT, PROOUCTION:MOOIFICATION
FUNDED BY RDT&E ORPROCUREMENT FUNDS._*1 B. DSOSIINATORES.

ii
"  

7, MAY INCLUDE TEST ORBACTIVES ANNEX TUTA)

ORIGINATOR: HO USAF (PROGRAM ELEMENT MONITOR IN THE

RESPONSIRLE DIRECTORATE) ORIGINATOR: HO USAF (THE PROGRAM ELEMENT MONITOR ID THE
RESPONSIBLE DIRECTORATE),

APPROVEDRY; I. CSA?
APPROVED CY: DIRE CTORATL.'LEVEL GENERAL OFFICER, OCS. RO.

z. SEEDER

HO USAF TEST DIRECTIVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PM?) OT&E TEST PLAN

PURPOSE; A DOCUMENT O4.FTEC BY AFTEC FOR HO USAF PURPOSE: PRINCIPAL MANAGEMENT LASE UNE DOCUMENT PURPOSE: TO LXPAND THE OTE TEST I RECTIVE INTO A
WHICH DIRECTS THE CO, DUCT OF SOCIFIC OTAE BY DEPICTS INTEGRATED TIME-PHASED TASKS AND FULLY INTEGRATEOD TIUE-PHASEO PLAN FOR THE
OPRAT.3NAL ELEMENt RESOURrtES REQUIRED. CONDUCT OF 0T&t.

CONTENT: 1. BACKGROUND. CONTENT: 1. PROGRAMSUMMARY, INTELLIGENCE. CONTENT: (MAINBODY)

2 PURPOSE. 2. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT. I. INTROOUCTIT N,

CONCEPT OF OPERATION. . SYSTEM ENGINEERING. 2. TEST PURF'5SE AND ORJECTIVES.

4. TEST OJECTIVE. 4. TESTAND EVALUATION (ASED ON CRITICAL 3. CONCEPTOI TEST O.PERATIONS.
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7. 'SOME SOURCES OF REVIEW DOCUMAENTATION

Sources of review documentation are widespread and depend somewhat on the nature of

the system. The first search effort should be directed to command files (primarily,

the technical library). Some other general sources of review documentation are listed

as follows:

Review Document Source

a. Program documentation for systems

up to the DSARC 1 decision mile- -11Q USAF/RDQ

stone (ROC, formal directives)

b. Program documentation for systems

after DSARC 1 -HQ USAF/RDP

c. Program Management Plans (PMP) (1) For systems in development, refer to

"INDEX OF ACTIVE USAF DIRECTED

EFFORTS" RCS-HAF-RDE(0) 7103 for

the identification of the responsible

System Project Office under AFSC.

(2) For deployed systems, refer to

"INDEX OF ACTIVE USAF DIRECTED

EFFORTS" for the identification of the

responsible ALC under AFLC.

d. OT&E Test Directives (1) HQ USAF/X00WD

(2) AFTEC

(3) MAJCOM under which OT&E was

conducted.

e. OT&E Tezit Design/Test PIVns/Test

Reports (major and select,'I non-

major progruns) (1) AFTEC

(other nonmajor programs) (2) MAJCOM under whom OT&E was

conducted

(3) DDC/NTIS
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f. DT&E Test Plans/Reports (1) PMP for system

(2) Appropriate SPO

(3) Appropriate ALC

(4) Contractor

g. Contractor Documentation (technical (1) Contractor

reports, papers, etc) (2) DDC/NTIS

h. AFTEC Estimate/AFTEC Summary (1) AFTEC

(2) Command Files

i. Combined IOT&E/DT&E (CIDT & E) (1) Appropriate SPO

Test Plan (2) Contractor

(3) DDC

J. SPO - ALC Transition System - Appropriate ALC

Documentation -

k. Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) - AFLC

Studies (Estimates); LSC and LCC

modeling efforts

1. System Technical Orders (T. 0. s) USAF Tech. Order Distribu-

tion System
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CHECKLIST FOR REVIEW OF DOCUMENTATION

1. Identify and compile the referenced correspondence, reports of specific studies or

analyses, and the IIQ USAF Test )irective, if appropriatc, which addresscis the, now

requirement for data on a -system/equipment.

2. Identify the critical questions and issues, if applicable to the data requirement, which

provide the basis for the consideration for.test.

3. As appropriate, identify from the Test Directive or formulate, if necessary, the test

objectives which respond to the critical questions and issues and the data require-

ment.

4. Acquire review documentation on the same system from sources identified in the

Chapter 3 supplemented as necessary with review documentation of like systems.

Such review documentation should consist of the following, assuming that the system

is deployed in operational use:

a. The documentation identified in 1 above.

L,. Other requirements documentation (the Required Operational Capability (ROC)

for the system.)

c. PMD's issued by HQ USAF and command supplements thereto.

d. The DCP/PM

e. The Program Management Plan (PMP)

f. The IIQ USAF Test Directives for IOT&E and for tests conducted in FOT&E, as

appropriate.

g. The Test Plans and Test Reports for OT&E (both IOT&E and FOT&E) previously

conducted on the system.

h. The AFTEC Estinates and Summaries concerning previously conducted OT&E.

i. DT&E rest Plans and Test Reports.

j. AFLC generated reliability and maintainability (R&M) studies (estimatus) azd

LCC and LSC modeling efforts.

k. Air Force Technical Or'ders (T. 0. s) applicable to the system.
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5. Review the documentation in order to gain familiarity with the history of the system,

its functions and characteristics.

6. From a review of documentation on previous testing, determine the following:

1.. Are the current issues addressed in previous dthwumietatloi ?

b. Were attempts previously made to acquire the same or similar data to that

which is currently needed? What were the results?

c. What problems were surfaced in previous testing which relate to the current

consideration for test?

(1) Based on previous test history and capabilities of test facilities and corn-

mands, is the current test technology capable of providing the required data?

(2) Does the system/equipment lend itself to a test scheme which will provide the

data needed as indicated by previous testing?

d. Are there requirements addressed in previous testing concerning cost, personnel,

facilities, test items, time, etc. which are useful in the estimation of require-

ments relative to the current issue?

7. What constraints, evidenced by previous test history, have a possible relation to

the current issue.

8. Are there test techniques, schedules, time-phased events, data collection/reduction/

analysis tools or schemes used in previous testing which appear to have utility in

the present consideration for testing?

9. Review the concept of operations for the system (it's in the PMP, among other places).
is the system designed to operate in the enVironment and in the performance en-

velope which the current test concept envisions ?

10. Have you so familiarized yourself with the characteristics and operation of the sys-

tem (or, in the absence of significant review documentation for a specific. tystem,

with a comparable system) and its test and operational history as to e co nfident I
in your ability to make competent decisions for which you are responsible? j
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Chapter 4

FORMULATION OF TEST OBJECTIVES

I 1. IN TRODUCTION

The development of test objectives and related planning for Operational Test and

Evaluations (OT&E) is a process in which all levels of the Air Force become involved.

In the OT&E of major weapon/support systems this process is extended to OSD level
through the process of Development Concept Paper (DCP) review, and Defense System

Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) procedures. Because of operational interfaces,

* OT&Es may include participation of other military services or civilian agencies

in test planning and the setting of test objectives. The military significance of most

OT&E makes it critical to the national defense. Accordingly, planning and test objec-

tive development must be timely, thorough, and clearly communicated to all participants

to assure that the operational Information and data obtained from an OT&E is that

needed to satisfy the basic purpose of conducting the test and for making production

- :and/or operational'employment decisions.

Development of test objectives is one of the most important steps in planning OT&E.

No matter how expertly OT&E is designed and performed, the operational information

and data necessary for development, production, support, and operational decisions

will not be obtained unless the right test objectives were specified at the onset.

Planning and development of test objectives must proceed together to assure that

all planning actions support OT&E objectives and that the objectives established are

achievable within the allowable time frame and resources available.

The USAF has recently activated an Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (AFTEC)

which will be involved in the plmning and development of test objectives.

In discussing the planning process and development of test objectives, it must be

rccognized that OT&E as practiced in the Air Force varies greatly as to who initiates

requirements, organizational and individual responsibilities and involvement, lead

time, resources, complexity, and relative importance. The common elements of
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Splanning and development of test objectives for the various types of OT&E activities

are discussed below. Variations in the details of planning and test objective develop-

ment will be discussed which address OT&E in general groupings of activities

associated with one of the following:

1. Acquisition of new weapon/support systems and equipment. These testing

j activities are given primary emphasis in DODD 506. 1, DODD 5000. 3,

AFR 80-14, and other Air Force regulations and directAons.

2. Modification of existing operationd systems aid equipment to provide a new

or improved combat capability in accordance with the provisions of AFR 57-4.

3. Comparison of operational capabilities and interfacing of weapon/suppo

systems possessed by two o more of the military services. In some in-

stances, such comparisons may be limited to Air Force systems or equip-

ment having similar capabilities. When several services are involved,

these OT&Es are usually referred to as Joint Tests and originate with a DOD

or JCS level directive. Other Joint Tests are directed which involve the

exercise of operational systems in collection of basic operational performance

and capability data for use in conducting studies and analyses, and for

identifying needs and characteristics desired in future systems.

4. Investigation and development of new tactics, techniques, and applications

of systems and equipment in the operational inventory.

OT&E programs generally proceed through a preliminary planning stage followed by

a detailed planning stage during which the Test Plan is prepared, resources assembled

or programmed, and all necessary actions are taken to initiate test execution. Often

the initial planning on high priority programs overlaps and merges into the detailed

planning phase. For convenience, however, this process will be assumed to be

essentially sequential.
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2. PRELIMINARY TEST PLANNING

Preliminary planning takes place during the preparation of acquisition documentation,

test directives, and orders. It identifies and Initiates long term test resource

programming actions. It is usually a DOD, HQ USAF and AFTEC, or Major Command

'headquarters function. Test personnel from operational units may be called upon

to contribute and to provide information for use in planning and developing objectives.

Preliminary planning includes analysis of and action on the following:

1. The basic requirement and overall purpose for conducting the test and

evaluation; and the operational mission of the system/equipment including

the mission tasks/factors involved. This is done to confirm the need for

the test and to assist in focusing planning and test attention on the develop-

!ment of objectives -which will produce an OT&Edesigned to provide the

operational information and data needed for the decision process.

2. General test and evaluation objectives specified by DOD Directives, AFR

80-14 and other Air Force regulations/directives; and critical questions

and issues in applicable Development Concept Papers must be trans-

lated into operational test objectives. Since DCPs are drafted at Air

Staff level (with AFSC inputs), these critical questions and issues are

normally prepared by members of the staff responsible for OT&E matters.

Relative priority for answering each objective and critical question/issue

should be established at this time. Additionally, determination of which test

objectives should be addressed during Initial OT&E (IOT&E) and which

should be covered during Follow-On OT&E (FOT&E) as defined by AFR 80-14

is necessary.

3. Information and data available from eaelier tests of similar systems/

equipment, operational experience, or during Developmental Test and

Evaluation which would satisfy any of the OT&E objective-.

4. Test objectives in earlier tests of similar systems/equipment which are

currently valid; and which, if used, would tend to standardize and expand

the data base.
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5. The environment in which the test should be conducted to provide the required

orientation, quality and quantity of operational data. The test environment

normally includes: appropriate target(s)/terrain characteristics and climatic

conditions in which operations will be conducted, interface with systems/

operations of other Air Force elements and/or Service(s), simulated enemy

threat, defined qualification and skills of operating and supporting personnel,

and the operational/maintenance doctrine and procedures of organizations

responsible for employing the system/equipment and tactic/te'nique.

6. Test resources required and available to include: test items, including i
support systems; spares; maintenance and logistic upport; test and test

support personnel; test ranges; practice and maneuver areas; md any

special funds over and above system/project or Command O&M funds.

7. Review of -inputs and actions required in connection with Development

Concept Papers PCP), Program Management Directives (PMD), Program

Management Plans (PIMP), OT&E Test Directives, and Test Orders.

8. Long range training requirements for test and test support personnel.

9. Relative priority of the OT&E effort in comparison with other OT&Es which

may be in competition for the particular test resources involved.

10. Data collection/reporting requirements.

11. Coordination requirements and identification of the primary Operating

Command and all participating Operating/Supporting Commands. Except

for OT&E of support equipment such as life support items, communications

gear, etc., identification of the primary Operating Command that should be

directed to conduct the OT&E is self evident or readily identified by review

of requirements and other programming doCumentation.

S12. Schedule and location for test coordination meetings and identification of

participants.
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13. Requirements for mathematical modeling and computer simulation tech-

niques for: obtaining information and data needed to achieve evaluation

objectives; to guide conduct of the OT&E by prediction of performance

capabilities and limitations; or, to identify critical areas of investigation.

14. Applicability and desirability ef retaining Initial OT&E test team members

to provide continuity in the Follow-On OT&E with production items.

15. Schedule for presenting and publishingtest planning data ,in DCPs, PMDs,

PAIPs, OT&E Test Directives, and Test Orders.

16. Requirement for an initial combat (or operational unit/theater) introduction

test and evaluation phase of the Follow-On OT&E.

While the foregoing list of preliminary planning activities is not all inclusive, it

provides ,an indication of the range of items which must be considered and the actions

which must be taken to assure a smooth transition to detailed test planning and

development of specific test objectives by the operational unit assigned responsibility

for publishing the Test Plan, conducting the test, and reporting test results. Early

identification and action on as many planning factors as possible works to an advantage

in several ways. For example, it might be found that all desired test objectives

I " .probably could not be achieved because of early identifiable limitations of resources

and time. Undtr such circumstances, test objectives can be readily modified at

the test directing level in contrast to the substantial program delays and wasted efforts1that might result if a problem wore not recognized until detailed planning was under-

way in an operational unit. Arrangement for participation by another Military

Service is another example of an action that should be identified and initiated during

preliminary planning since long lead times and high level coordination are usually

involved.

3. DETAILED TEST PLANNING

Detailed test planning is accomplished in connection with preparing the Test Plan and

normally is performed by the operationad test unit assigned responsibility for conducting
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the test. In event that participation in initial or preliminary planning has taken place,

detailed test planning may overlap and time will be gained for programming resources,

training tBst personnel, and refining test objectives. Generally, detailed planning,

subject to variations in types of OT&E, will include the following:

1. Critical review, refinement, and development of the test objectives contained

in directive documentation into specific objectives that test designers can

translatc into Measures of Effectiveness and measurement/analysis require-

ments. Recommendations should be made to the test directing authority

for,deletion of any test objectives that are not realistic or not achievable

because of resources, cost or time limitations. Additional test objectives

should be recommended if expansion of the OT&E appears desirable to in-

vestigate any additional areas of operational effectiveness and suitability.

2. Organizing the test design team and establishing planned completion dates

for an outline of test methodology including appendices thereto, such as;

flight profiles, summaries of test measurements to be accomplished during

each mission, data collection and processing plans, and analysis techniques.

Early initiation and completion of this effort is mandatory because it is

directly related to nea'.ely every test planning and programming effort.

3. A pretest planning meeting conducted as soon as practicable after receipt of

test directing documentation. It will be convened and chaired by theTest

Director or project officer and attended by working-level personnel from

the operational and supporting units who will be involved in the test to

clarify and detail the method of conducting the test.

4. Development of a test programn schedule to include initiation and completion

dates for:

a. Pretest planning meeting I'
b. Each planning activity

c. Completion of test design
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d. Resource programming and availability dates

c. Test Plan preparation, coordination, and approval

f. Training and familiarization

g. Safety review and pretest coordination meeting

Ii. Physical testing

i. Interim and final reporting

j. Introduction team deployment, return, and report

5. Assignment of responsibilities for drafting each section of the Test Plan

and development of a schedule for draft completion, coordination, and pub-

lication.

6. Coordination with AFLC, ATC, and other Supporting Commands and partici-

pating Services to determine their specific data requirements and desired

participation inIOT&E and FOT&E.

7. Identification of aircrew and other project personnel by name and making

arrangements for appropriate training and familiarization. Identification

of test support requirements and preparation of operating procedures related

to the handling of test aircraft and scheduling of mission support.

8. Identification of logistics support requirements, and preparation of proceduref

related to maintenance and supply support and collection of maintainability

and reliability data. Planning should include identification of organizational-

level maintenance and supply support operations, and those normally per-

formed at base level or above.

9. Estimating resource costs (including test range costs).

10. Estimation of TDY requirements by the test agency and submission of

funding requirements.
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11. Identification of long-lead-time test support requirements that are

not possessed by the test unit and submission of requests to test

support agencies. Because of the time periods involved, it is

desirable to initiate these actions based on participation in pre-
liminary planning prior to receipt of test directive documentation

provided authority to do so has been given or can be obtained.

These test support requirements include:

a. Technical support by specialized organizations or individuals

who are required to assist in test planning, design, conduct,

and reporting.

b. Operational support, both airborne and ground-based, required

in conduct of the test. This support is normally available

from field units and can be obtained through Operating Com-

mand channels, but will require requests through higher head-

quarters if support from overseas commands, other Services,

or other governmental agencies is necessary to duplicate

intended operational environment of the system/equipment/

concept being tested.

c. Threat and target support.

d. Technical facility and services support.

e. Logistic facilities and support inherent to the support base

from which the test system/equipment will be operated, which

will be required by units supporting test operations on TDY

basis, or which are unique to the design of the test and

resulting test operations.
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A 12. Finalization of personnel requirements - skills, numbers, experience, and

in-place dates - in the areas of:

a. Aircrew and system/equipment operations.

1). Maintenance and technical support.

c. Test support.

d. Data reduction and analysis

13. Identification and scheduling of equipment modifications (primarily Class II)

required for: instrumentation such as data boxes, recorders, telemetry

packages, beacons, cameras; and installation of provisions for carrying

and releasing special stores. ,7

14. I)cvelopmerlnt of an Information Plan.

15. Development of safety plans and conduct of safety review/pretest coordination

meeting chaired by theTest Director and attended by representatives of all

agencies participating in the test plus representatives from test units,

Office of Safety.

16. Development of a plan for introducing the new system/equipment/concept

to other operational units and overseas theaters. Planning should include:

identification of team members; units and overseas bases to be visited;

toperaional information and data collection requirements; resoure reqtire-

ments; and, initiation of programming actions and theater cleara=

procedures.

17. Preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement for tests not included

within the established ranges.

NOTE: See Chapter 11 for the actual standard Test Plan format and inutructioa for
its preparation.
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L ,4. DEVELOPMENT OF OT&E OBJECTIVES

Development of test objectives constitutes the initial step in thepreliminary ,as well
as in detailed planning of an OT&E. In practice, it is a continuing process in which

objectives are refined as test planning and design considerations progress and required

coordination, review, and approval procedures take place. Test objectives set

forth during preliminary planning are usually general in nature. As preliminary

planning progresses into detailed planning by an OT&E agency, the general test

objectives are broken out into the specific objectives published in a Test Plan and

provide test designers with the basis for development of Measure of Effectiveness,

data requirements, and designing test missions. New planning factors generated

as a result of analysis of mission results during test execution, unforeseen test

item or test support limitations, or special interest taken in the test at higher organi-

zational l~vels may result in deletion, revision, or addition of test objectives.

Basically, OT&E objectives are infinitive statements (i.e., to measure, to observe,

and/or to evaluate) for the purpose of answering critical questions and issues, and

to provide a basis for making decisions affecting development, production, support,

and employment of a weapon/support system or item of equioiment.

The following infinitive statements were extracted from past USAF OT&E reports

and are typical of OT&E objective key phrases:

To observe the degradation...

To collect data on ....

To obtain information...

To provide early system knowledge.

To determine feasibility of.

To evaluate..

To confirm proper operation of...

To determine the capability to perform...

To evaluate ability to meet the requirement...
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To identify and document deficiencies

To determine characteristics of.

To compare characteristics . ..

To determine if possible to change characteristic

To develop concept...

To determine method for...

To determine bounds on employment...

To determine amount of support for...

To determine compatibility with.

To determine degradation when...

To evaluate trade-offs of...

To select replacement for...

To measure the effect of...

The use of "To Verify" should be avoided as it implies a preconceived result. Review

of the broad spectrum of test and evaluation activities covered by OT&E reveals that

complete standardization of objectives is not possible; however, opportunities appear

to exist for greater standardization in the development of objectives within each of

the several areas of OT&E activity. These opportunities are to be found primarily

in the proper application of the current regulations, directives, and procedures

which provide the principal sources of OT&E objectives. Better standardization

within each general grouping of OT&E should result in greater predictability of

data and information yield; a more thorough coverage of data and information re-

quirements; and a better data base for force structure studies, comparison of

systems, and analysis of their capabilities in various operational environments.

The principal sources for the development of test objectives are listed and discussed

below.

Objectives Prescribed In Regulations and Directives

Basic regulations and directives usually considored are DOD D 5000. 1 "Acquisition

of Ma,,jor Defense Systems," DOD D 5000.3 "Test and Evaluation," AFR 80-14, other

Air Force functional area regulations, directives, and office instructions. Added to
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these are numerous Major Command regulations and guidance documents that are

applicable, in whole or part, to OT&E. The DOD directives noted above emphasize

data and information needs for use in making development and production decisions

during the acquisition of major weapon and support systems. The primary source

of such information and data is the initial phase of OT&E specified in DOD 5000.3

and identified as Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) in AFR 80-14.

AFR 80-14 is basically consistent with DOD 5000.3. AFR 80-14 specifies general

test objectives for DT&E and OT&E which is divided into two parts: IOT&E and
FOT&E. AFR 80-14 notes that "OT&E may continue through the life cycle of a

system or item of equipnent'as hardware improvements are developed, new uses

are devised, modifications have caused a major change in performance, or new

operating environments are encountered." .Specific OT&E objectives listed in

AFR 80-14 cover a much more limited portion of the system life cycle. They appear

-jprimarily appropriate to the continuation of weapon/support system OT&E as it

progresses from IOT&E with a limited number of test items during system validation

to full-scale system testing with production configured items entering the operational

inventory.

Many other regulations, directives, and guidance documents specify collection of

data and information for which appropriate test objectives must be developed.

Examples are AFR 800-8 on integrated logistics support, AFR 80-46 on personnel

subsystems, AFR 80-5 on reliability and maintainability, AFR 80-18 on transportation

and handling, AFR 80-38 on survivability, and MIL-STDs pertaining to system

acquisition such as MIL-STD 781 which specifies conduct of reliability and main-

tainability demonstrations during test programs conducted in accordance with

AFR 80-14. In addition, internal Air Staff instructions specify responsibilities

and procedures for developing critical questions and issues to be answered during

testing whichare, included in, DCPs and which are translated into test objectives in

PMDs and OT&E Directives. More will be said about critical questions and issues

as a source of test objectives in the next discussion section.
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'Upon initial review, it may~appear that.Air Force OT&E planners could be over-

whelmed by the number of testing requirements and test objectives set forth in the

current framework of regulations and objectives. Test planners and designers will

find, however, that many of the test requirements and objectives in regulations and

directives do not apply to the OT&E for which they are responsible. Generally, a

greater number of the regulations and directives have application to large weapon

or support system tests than apply to tests of limited scope such as would be involved

in investigating a new tactic or technique for employing a system in the inventory.

If test planners consistently make a thorough review of all applicable regulations,

directives, and standards during test planning, a significant step in standardizing test

objectives will have been accomplished and requirements for obtaining essentialj data and information are less likely to be overlooked.

Objectives From Critical Questions and Issues

AFR 80-14 specifies that critical questions and issues to be addressed during test

and evaluations will be reflected in the Initial Development Concept Paper (DCP),

Program Memorandum (PM), Program Management Directive (PIMD), and Program

Management Plans (PMP). It further specifies that Test Plans will translate these

critical questions and answers into critical test objectives and make provisions for

their accomplishment. These procedures are identified primarily with acquisition

of major weapon and support systems and are not a source of test objectives for other

OT&Es. DCPs are drafted by the Air Staff in accordance with HQ USAF HOI 800-1.

Usually, AFSC and Operating/Supporting Commands are called upon to make inputs

to the draft DCP or draft revisions. This participation plus the Joint Operational

and Technical Review conducted prior to publication of the initial DCP provides an

opportunity for test planners and designers in Operating and Supporting Commands

to help develop realistic critical questions and issues for translation into test

objectives. One of the approaches used for deriving these questions and issues is

by identification of the tasks that the system is expected to perform.
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After the DCP has been drafted by the Air Staff it is coordinated throughout the Air

Force and submitted to OSD for coordination prior to presentation before the Defense

System Acquisition Review Council. Following presentation to the DSARC, the

Secretary Defense decision is incorporated into an updated DCP which provides a

basis for developing the PMD which may include a Test Objectives Annex (see

HQ USAF HOI 800-2). PMD directions are reflected in the Program Management

Plan (AFSC Pamphlet 800-3) prepared by the AFSC Program Manager and in the Test

Plan for the OT&E (usually IOT&E) prepared by the responsible Operating Command.

Test objectives derived through the process outlined in this discussion are standardized

to the extent that they are developed by a formalized procedure which allows foir co-

ordination and input at all levels of participation in a major acquisition program.

Although the process is fallible to the extent that human beings are involved, chances for

gross oversights are minimized by the extensive review and coordination process. An

additional degree of discipline is injected by the requirement for presenting results of

Test and Evaluati~n in relation W tritical questions and, issues at DSARC presentations.

Of particular significance from an OT&E standpoint is the independent presentation of

the results of Initial OT&E, usually by the OT&E test agency, which is required for use

in determining if demonstrated operational effectiveness, suitability and supportability

has been sufficiently adequate to commit the systems to production.

Objectives Specified in Program Management and Test Directive Documentation

Program Management Directives noted in the preceding discussion are normally

used in directing the conduct of IOT&E which is a part of the normal system acquisition

process. As noted, test objectives in the PMD are derived primarily from the state-

ments of critical questions and issues; however, expansion to include objectives

specified in AFR 80-14 and Air Force functional regulations is not precluded. OT&E

Test Directives are often issued to direct OT&Es and joint or comparison tests

specifically directed by HQ USAF. The test objectives contained in these directives

may cover the broad range specified in AFR 80-14 and other regulations for
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OT&E or production systems; however, objectives met during IOT&E of the pre-&

production items conducted during system validation are normally not repeated

unless modification" and improvements incorporated in the production system suggests

the need for updated information and data. On the other hand, test objectives in OT&E

Test Directives for items of support equipment, joint, or comparison tests usually

require amore specific type of test derived information and data. OT&E associated

with modified systems and equipment however, may approach the objectives contained

in PMDs and OT&E Directives and are patterned, in part, after previous OT&Es on like

systems or items of equipment. This tends to achieve a degree of test objective

standardization and aids in developing a data base from which comparative information

anl data can be withdrawn for analysis and study.

PMDs and OT&E Test Directives are distributed to Major Command headquarters. At

the Operating Command headquarters, a designated OT&E staff agency may prepare a

Test Plan which includes detailed test objectives based on the PMD or OT&E Test

Directive and transmit it to operational units or special test units for execution. An

alte - ,4ve is for the Operating Command headquarters to translate the PMD or OT&E

Test Direc~vc into a directive document designated as a Test Order which is used by

test un.ts as the basis for developing detailed test objectives and Test Plans.

Operating Command Test Orders are also used to direct OT&Es originated by the

Command as well as those directed by HQ USAF. The test objectives for tests originated

by an Operating Command may be developed by a headquarters OT&E staff agency or

they may be developed in draft by one of the Command's test agencies, coordinated

and approved by the Command headquarters.

Generally, the greatest degree of standardization can be expected in test objectives

developed for major weapon/support systems because of their origin primarily at Air

Staff level where they are fit into the framework of acquisition/test regulations and

directives, and are subjected to an extensive review and high level approval process.

Other O'r&Es, particularly those originated and conducted by Operating Commands, are

less likely to be standardized because of the fevr number of staffs involved, less
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extensive coordination and approval procedures, and the diversity of test activities

involved; however, the existence of Command regulations and guidance documents and

the tendency to pattern new tests in the same general mold as completed tests of a like

nature tends to maintain a degree of standar:dization within the Command.

5. OBJECTIVES FOR OT&E OF NEW WEAPON/SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

The planning of an OT&E for a new weapon/support system and the development of

objectives for the test normally involves the full range of actions outlined in the pre-

ceding sections. These are the OT&E's given primary emphasis in DOD Directive

5000.1 and 5000.3, AFR 80-14 and other Air Force regulations and directives on

testing, and many of the Command regulations and publications.

The planning of OT&E for new items of equipment (bombs, fuzes, life support items,

cargo loaders, specialized stores, and the like) and the development of test objectives

for a test follows a track similar to system OT&E but generally vary significantly in

the scale of effort involved. In the past, acquisition has followed a number of manage-

ment procedures which have varied from an R&D laboratory proof test to a small

scale system approach; however, current trends tend toward a more standard approach

in general accordance with AFR 800-2 "Program Management."

6. OBJECTIVES FOR OT&E OF MODIFIED SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

Class V modifications as defined in AFR 57-4 "Retrofit Configuration Changes" are

made on systems and equipment in the inventory to provide a new or improved opera-

tional capabilities. Normally, a Class V modification originates with the submission

of a Required Operational Capability (ROC) document in accordance with AFR 57-1 by

an Operating Command. AFR 57-1 specifies that if the best solution to an operational

requirement appears to be a Class V modification that certain technical information

and recommendations shall be provided including recommendations on testing, kit

proofing, and prototyping. After AFSC and AFLC review, and HQ USAF approval, action

is directed by means of a PMD directing establishment of a modification project. Class

V modifications are managed and documented in accordance with AFR 57-4 rather than
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AFR 800-2 "Program Management" and normally AFLC rather thanAFSC is the

Implementing Command.

Both AFR 57-4 and AFR 80-14 specify that testing will be conducted in connection with

modification programs; however, only AFR 80-14 addresses the need for OT&E on

modified systems and equipment. In practice, procedures for verifying operational

effectiveness/suitability and supportability of modified systems and equipment varies

from program to program. oT&E for a large modification program such as conversion

of several cargo aircraft to a special reconnaissance version may be directed by an

OT&E Test Directive issued by HQ USAF and includes a range of operational/support

investigations approaching those involved in the OT&E of a new system. On the other

hand, operational and support considerations, including training, may be combined into

a test of a modified system or item of equipment conducted by AFLC.

Although OT&E of modified systems and items of equipment is not as well defined as

OT&E for new systems and equipment, the characteristics of modification programs

that should be considered during test planning and development of test objective include:

a. Requirements for conducting OT&E on modified systems and equipment as

stated in AFR 80-14.

b. Operating Command involvement in modification programs, including making

recommendations on testing requirements, commences with submission of

a ROC.

c. AFLC rather than AFSC is usually the Implementing Command.

d. Testing requirements may be included in the PMD issued by HQ USAF

directing modification programs. OT&E requirements may be amplified by

an OT&E Test Directive issued by HQ USAF.

e. Participation by other Services in the OT&E may be desirable if the modified

system or equipment interfaces with the operations of another Service.
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f. Cost, limited test items, and time considerations will probably necessitate

conducting developmental or qualification testhig in conjunction with opera-

tional testing. 4

'g. Presentation of test plans, objectives, and test results for DSAIIC review and

approval will not be required since DSARC procedures normally do not apply

to Class V modification programs.

h. Test objectives normally will be directed toward investigation of only those

operational capabilities and supportability aspects which are a result of, or
! are affected by the modification.

i. Test completion normally will be scheduled prior to delivery of modified

systems /equipment to operational units.

J. HIQ USAF will normally exercise review and approval authority for findings

and recommendations which would result in modification program changes.

k. A data base for test planning purposes will exist which includes test reports

and other documentation associated with the original acquisition of the system

or equipment, reports on demonstrations or tests of prototypes for subsys-

tems or equipment involved in the program, AFR 57-1 and 57-4 documenta-

tion, reports of any similar modifications, and studies.

1. Coverage of the equipment acquisition program by a documentation and action

chain which includes HOC's, PMD's, and development plans. Development

plans may be tailored along the lines of a PMP or they may be part of PMP

that covers a family of equipment acquisition efforts in areas such as life

support (includes oxygen masks, helmets, flight suits, and the like). Certain

established equipment acquisition efforts are documented by means of the

Research and Development Planning Summary (DD 1634).

m. Basic test objectives are derived from PMD's and OT&E Test Directives

issued by HQ USAF, and testing requirements specified in DOD Directive

5000.3, AFR 80-14 and other AFR's.
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n. Normally, HQ USAF test directions will be transmitted to operational test

units by means of a Test Order or Test Plan prepared in the headquarters

of the Operating Command involved. These documents may expand upon the

test objectives specified in PMD's and OT&E Test Directives.

o. Normally OT&E of equipment items will not be subject to DOD/DSARC review

and approval procedures since HQ USAF will usually have production decision

authority.

p. OT&E of equipment items usually will be divided into IOT&E and Follow-On

OT&E, similar to system testing.

q. Usually large test teams will not be required; however, representation from

AFLC, ATC, AFCS and AFSS as well as from other Services may be required.

In most instances AFLC representation or participation will be appropriate.

r. Completion of IOT&E and submission of independent reports by Operating and

Supporting Commands prior to the production decision will usually be required.

Completion of a Follow-on OT&E with production items will usually be

scheduled for completion early during initial production runs.

s. Valid requirements for introduction teams will exist, particularly for items

such as new fuzes, bombs, and other items which may be introduced to oper-

ational units before formal training and crew qualification courses have been

placed into operation. Team composition and introduction team objectives will

be similar to those noted for system programs.

7. OBJECTIVES FOR COMPARISON OR JOINT TESTS

Comparisons of the operational capabilities of Air Force systems and equipment having

similar or overlapping capabilities; and comparisons of Air Force systems/equipment

with those possessed by another Service are OT&E activities which have recently been

given increased emphasis. This emphasis is expected to continue as escalation of military

hardware and personnel costs force reduction in duplicative capabilities. Added to
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these tests carried out jointly by the Air Porcc and another Service in order to corn-

pare system/equipment capabilities, are Joint Tests performed in order to develop

an operational data base for use in studies and analysis. Examples include

detailed investigation of command and control system capabilities, target acquisi-

tion range investigations, and studies of time of exposure to hostile fire during

selected weapon delivery operations. Joint Tests, as, noted, usually are not involved

in OT&E associated with an acquisition program for a new system or item of equip-

ment; however, it should be noted that tests conducted during system acquisition may

involve comparison with systems/equipment already in the inventory as well as

participation by other Services because of operational interfaces. Comparison tests

discussed in this section usually are the result of high level interest (congressional,

OSD, JOS, or HQ USAF) in determining comparative capabilities of a proposed system,

in prototype or pre-production status, with other systems/equipment in the inventory

having similar or overlapping operational capabilities. Joint Tests are usually directed

from OSD or JCS level for conduct with operational systems in collection of basic

operational performance and capability data which can be used in conducting studies

and analyses, and to identify operational capabilities and characteristics desired in

future systems.

Comparison Tests

As noted earlier, comparison tests may involve the Air Force only or may be conducted
jointlywith another Service whose system or equipment is being compared. Although these
tests do not follow a set pattern, some of the characteristics which influence test planning,.,

and development of test objectives include:

a. Basic test direction originates at the OSD (Deputy Director for Test and

Evaluation, DDR&E) or I1Q USAF level.

b. Test concepts may be developed by WSEG/IDA for those programs of

specific interest to the JCS.

c. HQ USAF transmits directions to an Operating Command for conduct with an

OT&E Test Directive.
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d. Operating Commind may transmit directions to the operational test unit with

a Test Order or a Test Plan prepared at the Command headquarters.

c. Participation by other Services will be defined-in the OT&E1 Test Directive.

f. Use of prototype or pre-production equipment from an acquisition program

may be directed.

g. Lead times for test planning and assembling resources usually will be much

shorter than for OT&E associated with system/equipment acquisition.

h. Test objectives will not cover as broad a spectrum of investigation as in a

full-scale system OT&E. Usually will be confined to comparative performance

capabilities and, possibly, cost of operation.

i. Contract agencies may be called upon to provide scientific and technical

assistance.

j No introduction team requirements.

k. A data base for planning and test standardization purposes that may include

reports of tests on similar systemns/equipment, acquisition documentation,

DT&E and OT&E reports on the systems/equipment being tested, and studies

prepared by the Services or contract agencies.

Joint 'rests

By definition, Joint Tests indicate participation by two or more Services. While Joint

Tests do not follow a set pattern, some of the characteristics which influence test

planning and development of test objectives include:

a. Basic test direction originates at the JCS or OSD (Deputy Director for Test

and Evaluation, DDR&E) level.

b. Test concepts may be developed by \VSEG/IDA for those programs of specific

interest to the JCS.

c. IIQ USAF transmits directions to an Operating Command with an OT&E Test

Directive.
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d. Operating Command may transmit directions to the operational test unit with

a Test Order or a Test Plan prepared at the Command headquarters.

e. Participation by other Services and government agencies will be defined in

the OT&E Test Directive.

C. Testing program is normally not associated with system acquisition.

g. Test operations may be conducted at an R&D facility if special data collection

requirements are involved, otherwise ranges and facilities possessed by an

Operating Command probably will be utilized.

h. Operational equipment and crews will perform test missions.

i. Lead time for test planning and assembling resources will not be as lengthy

as for OT&E's associated with acquisition programs.

j. Test objectives will be confined to a comparatively narrow spectrtun of

investigation.

l. Contract agencies may be called upon to provide scientific and technical

assistance.

. No introduction team requirements.

m. A data base for planning and test standardization purposes that may include

test reports on the systems/equipment involved, combat and training reports,

selected studies and simulations bearing on the area of investigation involved.

8. OBJECTIVES FOR INVESTIGATIONS OF NEW TACTICS, TECHNIQUES, AND
OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS

During OT&E of a new system, ,particularly OT&E with production items operated in

squadron or other basic combat organizational elements, tactics and techniques for

operations against known or postulated threats are investigated. Those tactics and tech-

niques recommended for maximum combat effectiveness are described in the OT&E report

and are demonstrated and/or briefed by the introduction team. After a new system enters the

inventory and has been deployed, it is almost inevitable that now threats and other changes in the
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operational environment will occur. These changes necessitate continuous capability

assessmefnt and the development of new and improved employment tactics and tech-

niques. They also may require investigations and development of procedures for oper-

ating a system in a new role or operational application. Operational testing involved

may consist primarily of conducting test missions and collecting data sufficient

to prove or, disprove a proposed solution; or it may be necessary to conduct an exten-

sive series of test missions for the purpose of obtaining basic quantitative data for use

in formulating proposed solutions which then would be the subject of additional testing.

Although these tests are not associated with the acquisition process, R&D as well as

OT&E, test facilities and other test support resources used during full scale system
testing probably will be required unless test objectives can be constrained and

limited. This area of testing covers a broad range of activities such as: in-
vestigation of air combat maneuvers for use in engaging a new interceptor threat,

development of optimum ECM formations for causing a threat radar to break

lock, determination of radar detection and acquisition ranges against new target

complexes, and determination of optimum procedures for visual detection of low

altitude intruders. Broad characteristics of this type of test activity which influence

test planning and development of test objectives include:

a. Test requirements usually originate at the headquarters of an Operating

Command, possibly upon the recommendation of an operational test unit or a

combat wing,

b. 'rest directions are transmitted to operational test units by means of a Test

Order or Test Plan prepared in the headquarters of the Operating Command

involved.

c. Direct involvement in testing by AFSC, AFLC, and ATC or other Supporting

Commands is not likely; however, test results might indicate new equipment
maintenance and logistic support, or training needs which are reported and

communicated through normal Command or requirements channels.
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d. I) ARC procedures are not applicable.

c. Test objectives arc normally limited to the specific area of investigation and

do not address logistical and support aspects except, possibly, specialized

crew training.

f. Findings and recommendations which would lead to adoption of new tactics,

techniques, and operational applications are approved at Operating Command

headquarters unless implementation involves HQ USAF controlled resources.

g. A valid requirement for an introduction team may exist for the purpose of

demonstrating a new tactic, technique, or operational application to combat

units and for obtaining data on problems involved during introduction and

crew qualification.

h. A data base for planning purposes will exist which includes test reports

associated with acquisition of the equipment involved, training and combat

reports, intelligence reports, and reports of similar tests and investigations.

9. PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING OPERATIONAL TEST OBJECTIVES

Many of the test objectives in current regulations and directives are stated in terms

of broad guidelines such as "determination of operational effectiveness and suitability."

A logical method is needed for translating theso broad guidelines into critical questions

and issues, and test objectives which are appropriate for system advocacy, test

planning and test design purposes. A successful approach to this problem used by both

Air Force and Army OT&E agencies is to conduct an analysis of the operational

mission structure in which the system, item of equipment, or tactic/technique will be

employed, and to examine the premission, mission, and postmission asks and subtasks

Involved in mission support and execution. Each task is then cxamined in terms of

factors which influence how and under what conditions the task will be performed. This

procedure will not necessarily identify all the test objectives during coordination and

approval; however, it does provide a rational approach for stating questions and issues,

and test objectives as they relate to essential operational mission accomplishment.
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I .'i, cxample, the operational mission structure, tasks, and mission 'factors which

hftc b(We h found useful for tactical air operations are listed below:

Tactical Operations Structure

Counter Air Search and Rescue

Into diction Refueling

Close Air Support Forward Air Control

Fire Suppression Special Air Warfare

Combat Air Patrol Battlefield Illumination

E lectronic Warfare Airlift

Reconnaissance Command and Control

Operations Tasks

Premission

Planning system check-out and status reporting

Scheduling, loading and arming

Briefing
Scheduled maintenance
Unscheduled maintenance

Mission

Aircrew equipment preflight and postflight checks

Take-off (or launch)
C limb-out
Navigation/cruise
Refuel
Search
Acquisition
Identification
Evaluation and assignment

Conversion
Tracking
Ordnance or stores delivery
Return to base
Countermeasures

Postmission
Debriefing

Damage asscssment

Scheduled maintenance
Unscheduled maintenance
Operations analysis
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Operations Factors (which affect performance of operations tasks)

Pre-takeoff and post-landing

Operations

Personnel in terms of numbers, experience, etc.
Training i
Support equipment such as simulators, technical data, etc.

S apply
Intelligence
Facilities in terms of space, layout, etc.

Maintenance and Armament

Personnel in terms of numbers, experience, etc.
Training
Support equipment such as AGE, common test equipment, technical

data, etc.
Supply
Facilities in terms of space, layout, etc.
Climatic environment

Environment

Target
Weather & climate, includes temperature, humidity, etc.
Enemy defenses, countermeasures, etc.

Aircrew

fHuman factors
Aids such as maps, pads, slide rules, charts, escape kits, etc.

Airborne Components

Sensors such as visual, radar, III, etc.
Communications such as voice, data link, etc.
Computer such as air data, weapons release, etc.
Armament or weapon auxiliaries
Navigation such as loran, TACAN, inertial, etc.
Flight control
Airborne

Propulsion

Ground and Airborne Command and Control Components

Sensors such as visual, radar, IR, etc.
Communications such as voice, data link, etc. j
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Mission tasks and factors can be matched as appropriate to system, equipment, tactic,

or technique under consideration and how they are related to the flow of mission events.

Based on examination of the tasks and factors involved, critical questions and issues

which should be answered by OT&E and the test objectives necessary to find these

answers can be developed in general terms during preliminary planning and, later, in

the specific terms required in detailed planning, Test Plan preparation and test design.

Steps in the Development of Objectives

The first step is to develop a clear definition of the purpose of the OT&E. It will

normally fall into one of three general types: (1) OT&E of a major weapon system,

supporting system or item of equipment, (2) an OT&E devised to solve an operational

problem, or (3) a mission enhancement OT&E designed to explore and examine a new

application of an existing or modified system. The statement of purpose is the basis

for the general test objective(s) and for all detailed objectives.

The second step is to conduct an analysis of the mission structure involved in the OT&E.

This constitutes a top level structure of the scenario with identification of the players,

and general description of the conditions of the OT&E. An ordered approach to test

progression is structured to derive an overall concept of test and provide an approxi-

mation of the scope of test.

The third step is to conduct an analysis of the purpose and general test objective(s)

and to divide the purpose into two categories: (1) mission, and (2) support. The mission

oriented parts will be derived from the mission analysis, related operations structure,

and operations factors. The support parts will be derived from the normal support

requirements related to the mission analysis, augmented by the unique support char-

acteristics of the OT&E. Specialized assistance is recommended in those unique areas

of logistics, training, advanced technologies and new applications.

The fourth step identifies detailed objectives derived from the prior analysis. Detailed

objectives identified must relate to the general objective(s) and to each other. Areas

of duplication in detailed objectives should be reduced to a minimum and each set

assigned a priority.
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The rifth step is constraining the objecLives to realistic dimensions. The objectives

developed are 'to 'this point relatively unconstrained by practical economic and time

limitations. Ideally, this is the way it should be. However, time and economics are b

A. fulfilled. The best method used for constrainfng objectives is judgment. You can 1*
employ two screening processes: (1) a top level screening which identifies each

objective as primary or secondary, and (2) a screening process for each set of objec-

tives which established a confidence level and sample size for each set of test con-

ditions involved in satisfying the objective. From this a first cut of the actual scope

of effort is established and trade-offs can be conducted to determine which objectives

survive and those which are labeled "nice-to-have".

After having developed a list of test objectives for a particular OT&E which satisfies

the requirements of applicable regulation and directives, answers critical questions

and issues, is consistent with data base requirements, and has survived coordination

procedures, the test planner should still conduct a careful review of the objectives

before issuing a directive or preparing a Test Plan.
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CHECKLIST. FOR FORMULATION OF THE OBJECTIVES

1. 'Are all critical questions and issues translated into test objectives ?

2. What are the primary and what are the secondary test objectives ? Can any of i
the secondary objectives be satisfied as by-products of the primary objective

or through add-on data collection operations performed on a non-interference

basis ?

3. z re all test objectives consistent with the primary purpose for conducting

the OT&E ?

4. What objectives should receive primary consideration during IOT&E and

which ones can be deferreduntil OT&E ?

5. In system acquisition OT&Es are the critical questions and issues in the DCP,
test objectives in the PMD or OT&E Test Directive, test objectives, in the
PMD, test objectives in the Test Order, and detailed test objectives developed

for the Test Plan all consistent?

6. Which test objectives can be satisfied by evaluation and which can be satisfied

only )y test?

7. Are the objectives realistic in terms of time, cost, and resources? What

changes can be made and still satisfy information and data requirements?

8. Can the test objectives be readily converted into Measurements of Effective-

ness? If not which test objectives should be revised?

9. Have OT&E requirements for Supporting Commands been covered in s ach

areas as maintenancr', logistics, training, communications, and communica-

tions security ?

10. Do test objectives covet area of interface with other Air Force systems,

ul/or systems operated by other Services ?
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11. Arc the test objectives consistent with OT&E6 of similar equipment so that

the data and information obtained will readily fit into the existing data base?

12. Do test objectives cover all of the information and data needs in controversial

areas?

13. Are objectives consistent with existing and/or planned tactics, techniques,

and doctrine ?

14. Do test objectives reflect Operating/Supporting Command fnputs ?

15. Do test objectives cover consideration of organizational and force structure

aspects including all of the interfaces involved?

16. Are test objectives consistent with the planned mission of the system? Are

secondary missions covered?

17. Do test objectives cover development of tactics and techniques for proper

operational employment?

-18. Do test objectives cover information and dataxneeds for combat/operational

introduction teams ? Are test and evaluation objectives for the combat/

operational introduction test and evaluation phase included? Are there any

unique support aspects which should be covered by the test objectives? Has

coverage of environmental aspects been covered? Are cost data requirements

covered? Are mobility/transportability aspects covered?

19. Can the tist objectives be broken down into sub-sets to the point where the

last level is sufficiently simple to be considered a data requirement? Is each

simple enough that it can be answered in a clear manner by a measured value

or a simple one word answer or checkmark on a questionnaire?

20. Are the objectives oriented to operational missions as opposed to system

performance per se (a DT&E Objective)?
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Chapter 5

SELECTION OF AN APPLICABLE TEST CONCEPT

1. INTRODUCTION 1
Several times in the course of the life of an OT&E program it may be necessary to

conduct a f radeoff study to determine the best test concept or approach to be used on

the program. This best approach is invariably closely allied to available resources. -j

'There is an ever present need to be alert to the possibilities of reducing the magnitude

of the OT&E effort in order to keep within the resources available and the time

allowed. The first use of the tradeoff study may come very early in the cycle when

higher echelons consider the need and advisability of subjecting the test item to a

Joint Test, or employing it in a large scale exercise or perhaps conducting a simulated

operation wvith multiple test items in order to more realistically represent the actual

tactics of employment. Another use of the tradeoff study may occur later in the pro-

gram and at lower echelons to determine the best option from one of a more limited

span of choices. In both cases the basic principles used in the tradeoff studies are

the same. Therefore, for simplicity and brevity, the tradeoff study will be described

as a standardized process covering a wide range of application rather than two pro-

cesses in different time frames each addressing a smaller range o' candidates.

The first step in the tiadeoff study process is to develop a set of test concepts that

are suitable candidates for the OT&E under consideration. The set should be arranged

in a logically graduated sequence from the simplest candidate to the most complex.

2. TEST CONCEPTS

A list of hypothetical test concepts is presented in the following paragraphs.

Evaluation onl (no physical testing). This candidate makes use of existing data com-

piled from available sources. Data included may be from previous operational tests,

development tests, contractor data, data from other Services, or even data from similar

enemy systems If available. Theoretical analyses may be considered if they are par-

ticularly appropriate and other data were not available. Some obvious advantages

for this candidate are that it can normally be accomplished in a relatively short time

with a few people and at slight cost. However, some clear disadvantages also exist.
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The quality and limitations on the "borrowed" data are seldom as well defined as is

desirable, hence misapplication or'over extension of the data is generally a matter of

concern. The results of the evaluation may lack realism because of the absence of the

specific hardware test item, specific operational personnel, and the operational en-

vironment. All these dangers can be i-educed by careful examination of all the data and

accepting for the evaluatioi only the hiost applicable.
Simulation. This candidate also avoids physical testing with the attendant advantages

of reduced time, limited personnel requirements, and moderate cost (particularly if an

existing model can be used for the simulation). If a model must be devised and perhaps

a computer program, written some of these advantages may shrink or even disappear

entirely. Other advantages are the wide range of test conditions that may be explored,

and the ability to simulate future conditions or environments that are presently beyond

the state of the art to physically represent. Disadvantages include the constant conicern

over simplifying assumptions and idealizations that may be unrealistic, and the need for
-vali .dation of the model over the range of variables with which it will be used.
All of the remaining candidates include physical testing to various degrees of complex-

ity.

One form of practical simulation is the "dry run" i.e. test firing runs without

ammunition release.

Targets of Opportunity. This type of test, for example, may be applicable to communi-

cations/electronics hardware. In the case of a surveillance radar the test item may be

operated in an area containing high density civilian air traffic. A wide variety of target

sizes, ranges, altitudes, speeds, and aspects may be investigated without the cost of

providing scheduled targets.

Scheiduled Targets. By using the radar test example, more specific data on the radar

may be obtained by providing scheduled targets of the type expected to be tracked in

operational use. These targets can be programmed and controlled in realisti flight

profiles and more comprehensive and critical data (such as probability of detection)

obtainecd with reulistic operator and nmaintenance c prsonnel supilrUng the systenI.
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Live Ordnance. In the case of aircraft tests the next step may be the use of live ord-

nance with the increased scope of using-different tactics for-the ordnance delivery.

Interfacing equipment. All of the previous tests treated with di-single te'st item without
! interfacing equipment. In tests of interoperability, interfacing equipment wvill be.-re-

quired to obtain responses to the test objective. The complexity of the test increases

accordingly with increased time, personnel, and costs.

Multiple Test Items. In tests involving tactics and tactical formations several test

items may need to be operated simultaneously with the associated ever increasing costs.

Two-Sided Tests. These tests contain an adversary component and as a result are

frequently confused with Joint Tests. An airborne radar system may be.tested to de-

[I itermine how wcll it supports a penetration mission in the presence of enemy electronic

countermeasures. If both the airborne radar and the simulated enemy jammers are

under control of the Air Force no other Service is required. If, however, an Air For~e

aircraft is tested to determine how well it can accomplish ordnance delivery in the

presence of simulated enemy ground based anti-aircraft fire provided by'the Army, the

test will become a Joint Test. Two-sided tests (although more realistic) increase in

effort, cost, and time because of their increased complexity and their'need for, more!

stringent safety measures to protect the players and test' support forces.

Joint 'ests. These tests involve the commitment of equipment and personnel of more

than one Service. Generally, the adversary role is present. The increased reali'm

is a clear advantage. They may suffer from the same disadvantages as two-sidedotests

in addition to the added difficulty of working into the separate and parallel chain of

command of the other Service.

Exercise. Items .ndergoing OT&E may be inserted into a large scale exercise to take

advantage of the realistic operational environment and the availability of ta-egets. The

main purpose of the exercise is training and as such a "no-interference posture" bt the

o'&1E must be maintained. This frequently results in less instrumentation. (and'thus

less data) than the USAF would like. Also, the OT&E personnel have much less'controlj
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over events which again may result in less data (if missions cannot be delayed when the

test itemis malfunctioning). The cost of participating in the training exercise may be

-modost, but since the volume of resulting data is limited, the cost per data eJement may

be rauch hlgher than for other candidates.

This representative list of test concept candidates can be increased or altered as the

test itemtype and the objectives of the test vary.

'3. CRITERIA FOR DECISION

Against this spectrum of candidates must be considered the criteria that influence the de-

cision making process. The criteria are those major considerations that form con-
straints or describe characteristics that are of primary concern to the tester.

IAvailability of Time. Seldom can a test be conducted on a leisurely basis. The test is

Agenerally only a portion of a much larger problem or an acquisition program whic', has
a firm schedule that is interlocked with the developer's schedule, with user's require-

ments, and with higher echelon budgets. Within these limits the OT&E must be accom-

plished. The various test concepts require different lead times to arrange and different

execution times.

Availability of the Range. Range schedules can, at times, become overloaded. Keen

competition will exist for any openings that do appear. Therefore, tests that can be

accomplished with minimum range time are very attractive. In view of range costs

this is always a good idea in any case.

AAvailability of Personnel. Personnel are required to operate and maintain the test

item, as well as to provide other support. Quite apart from the cost of these personnel

is the problem of obtaining their efforts for the period required. Obviously the greater

the number (and comp'lexity) of pieces of equipment involved in the test and the longer

the test period extends the le- the likelihood of being able to obtain and retain their

service when desired.

Availabilty of EquiMent. There is generally an acute shortage of the amount of equip-
= menit needed to perform OT&E. IOTUE is a particularly difficult case with perhaps

only one or two test items in existence. The situation gets even more critical in a
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combined DT&E/IOT&E with one test item serving both the developing command and the

operating command. Tests with interfacing equipment and test with multiple test items

also may pose difficulties.

Risk. The risk associated with accomplishing the test on time and with good results

varies with the test concept. The simple, smaller tests normally get higher grades on

this criterion than do the longer more complex tests.

Data Quality and Quantity. This criterion is interesting in that it changes in an irregu-

lar way across the spectrum of test concepts. The grade may be low on both endsof

the spectrum. In an evaluation (without physical test) use must be made of whatever

data is in existence. This invariably results in less quality and quantity than is de-

sired. Similarly, the exercise provides limited quantity and quality because of non-

interference with the training mission. The simulation rates higher than the evaluation

because of the laige quantity of data that can be obtair, ven though the realism of

the data may be limited.

Cost. This crucial criterion is often difficult to apply because of the general lack of

detailed cost related information on OT&E. Perhaps the most reliable approach to

examining the costs of any test concept is to consider the entire range of elements that

make up OT&E costs and then examine any cost increments that are related to the test

concept. The OT&E cost may be divided into the following separate elements: pre-test

activities (planning, simulation and modeling), the test item, the use of a test platform

(aircraft), the use of the test location (test range), personnel (both military and

civilian), targets and threat simulation, special purpose instrumentation and support

equipment, post-test activities (data processing, data analysis, report preparatirn,

and contingencies. In general, it appears that all of these costs increase as the test

concept increases in size and complexity. In the absence of recorded data for these

cost elements (and much will be absent) personal contact should be made with Test

Directors on current or previous tests to obtain the benefit of their experience. From

the examination of the cost increments, relative cost comparisons can be obtained for

the spectrum of test concepts.
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4. TRADEOFF MATRIX

A sample array in matrix form of the criteria and test concepts is. shown in Table 5-1.
'a

The form has been filled with a hypothetical qualitative rating for-each test concept for

each criterion. (These ratings can be argued with, but that is of little importance in

this example of methodology.) Any test concept that has all high ratings is a very

attractive one (such as targets of opportunity in Table 5-1). In the squares where

a low rating appears, it may bc necessary to get a rough quantitative measure to insure

that the candidate is not eliminated from consideration by being below the threshold of

available funds or whatever other resource is being considered.

In the real case the mat:ix struct,re will be modified by the type of system being

tested, the objectives ,of the test, arii the importance of the criteria related to the

specific conditions of the test.

An overall review of the ratings may permit one candidate to be selected. If a single

candidate cannot be selected the review will help in the elimination of candidates that

are not good choices. A more detailed investigation can then be made to arrive at the

single choice.

TABLE 5-1. TRADEOFF MATRIX

Test Concepts

Targets Inter- Multiple Two-
iIEval. of Scheduled L.1VC facing Test Sided Joint

Criteri Only Simulation Opportunity Targets Ord. iquip. enis Test Test Exercise

Availability of Tinite IIIgh Iigh 1111g% M e Med MMed ?.iad Low i.ow Low

,v:lliillty of itarge N.A NA NA Illgh Low Mtel NMed Low Low Low

Availahllliy of Personnel l high 11gh 11gh 1g hllg h 16 h 1110i lg Mrd Med hled

\vzalil liy of Eqllln nt
"lTest Iilh s , Support lgh ig h 11 :11gh lgh lgh lMcd MI4 Low I.or, l.ow

ltitl, lHigh llgh lllh h4o hvl bhl Mc Ii Med Ikhd Meh I
Data Quality .Quantity Lim 51h.1 I ll MIA IllIglh 111g l1lgh IlIgh IlIgh l.ow 4

Coht lligh Hligh I IIgh M-d hi L.ow l.ow .ow l.ow L.ow
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Chapter 6

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the Air Force and the rest of the DOD, there exists many different ways in

which the term Measures of Effectiveness (MOE's) is used. This is because

the term "MOE" has not been defined. MOE's are used to mean any attribute of

a system buch as power output of a transmitter or the cost of executing a specific mis-

sion wvith the system. MOE's are also used to mean how well a system accomplishes

missions. MOE's even include any evaluation of the system such as "I like it. " Whatever

way the term is used, the MOE's are seldom, if ever, defined in such a way that the

reader kiows exactly what is being measured. Further confusion is generated

because many common terms (such as CEP) have no standard definition and the

tester uses defined terms (such as mission or system) to mean things different than

N the approved DOD definitions. To further compound the problem, test objectives for

similar systems with the same mission are not standardized.

This lack of standardization leads to disadvantages in the present application of

MOE's. There is difficulty in communicating between decision levels (tester, Com-

mand IQ, AFHQ, DDR&E, SEC DEF and Congress) since often there is no way for any

decision maker to find out what is meant by the terms used. The main reason

for having iMOE's is to aid managennt in making decisions; therefore this

communication. difficulty needs correcting. Confusion is further increased by having

many MOE's for a given type system for a single specific mission. \hile these MOE's

may at times be somewhat similar, it Is seldom possible to go from one to the other

without more information. This information is often lacking.

Another problem caused by the lack of standard definitions and information, is the

inability to use data from one test for other tests. This leads to duplication

in testing and extra e.enditurcs of resources. With standardization, the effect of
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modifications will be easier to detect. The resulting improvement or degradation in

the system's operation is easier to determine (tat is, takes less data) if the same MOE is

used throughout the system's life cycle.

Unless it is quite clear what was measured, the implications of the results of a test can )

easily be misunder stood. Also, it is nearly impossible to compaie a new system with

an old one when different or undefined MOE's are being used. When the quality of the

data gathered is not changing rapidly, using standard MOE's for old and new

systems will make it easier to compare them as long as the test conditions are

essentially the same.

The main advantage of not changing the present situation in MOE's is that no one would

have to change his modi operandi.

The least change to the present situahon in MOE's would result from 1) a requirement

that all terms and measures be defined and 2) many differentMOE's still be retained for a

system for a single specific mission. With these changes, communications would im-

prove and there. would be some decrease in the duplication of testing. However, these

advantages would not be optimized. The rest of the disadvantages mentioned above,

would remain.

The MOE's scheme being proposed goes one step further. Not only are defined standard

terms to be used, but there will be only one MOE for a system for each specified

scenario. The conditions under which the system is to be tested will be defined. The

MOE will address the operational characteristics of the system at the user level.

That is, the MOE addresses mission success, not higher level successes such as out-

come of the battle or the war. -Using MIOE's in this marner would give the best com-

munications betifeed decision lt-,els. The different de<islon levels can assign their
..

oYwn ,Keights to different aspects of the system as are appropriate to them and l\ow

what and how they are weighting. DaW from one test can be easily used on, or com-

bined with, another as appropriate. The applicability of the data is easy to ascertain.

Improvements or degradations to a system due to modifications can be determined more

easily than atpresent. This is even more true since much of the data can be easily obtained
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clurinp Il11,nm o1perational juse. This FOT&E data can then be used as a base line

aga~ins.I, Which OW he mdifiCed system is to be compared. These advantages (combining

data and eas ily not iced changes) result: in the greatest saving in resources of all the

MOI 's S;cIIlmc cons idIcV( since testing and dup1lication in testing are minimized.

The schoeme tor u E's being proposed is tho one with which ncw testers can most

1)C011 'Icin Il, his i.l~s fromt (leeady availability of the meaning of

tMIMS Mid 0h0 OX emi'l logICat app)[roachl to MOE's. II "Ill be possiblc (o make direct corn-

bo)~ (flcIEn\ old( and1 iIi( .\% ;vstenls whenl s;uch ComYparisonis are apppria~Ute. That

is, when the sconarios are Orm! samne. The stanidard MOE'swill. make the meaning of

test ohb .Ctivvs clear to thle te'ster as well as dlecision makers. Thc disadvantage of

Standardli/illyg MOE"S is thiat chaniges would be required f rom the way things are presently clone.

Since IMOF's, as the term sttes, are used to measure the effectiveness of a system,

thle MUIE's used %% ill be addlrecssiiug system effectiveness at the user level. At higher

levels, other cornsiderations besides MOH's are used to make marageninnt, decisions.

These other -oid erations incl ude, but are not imiited to, i fe cycle cost, uirgency of

the nee-d, j'ricitices and politics. Thus MOE 's are one in a series of factors going into

the final decision p~rocess.

B~efore (lefining what will be meant b~y MOE's, several other terms must be defined.

While nlanY of fthy definlitions to be given are taken directly fronxi Mili-Standards, it is

important to includeC theml here to be sure that there is no misunderstanding of what is

being said. ITp to tis )oilt ill the discussion of TOlOE's, it has made little difference

if thle exact mevaning of thle terms used was clear or not. Henceforth, clarity is essen-

tial.

Alil -Std .h19 (LISA F) defines a ''system'' in the manner in which it will be used in furithier

discussions concerning M~OE's. it says, "A system is a composite of equipment, skills,

and techniques capable of performng and/or supparting an operational role. A comi-

plete Systo'inl inchludes all equ ipmaent, rela ted facilities, material, software, services,

and perso~nnel required Cor its operation and suplxrt to the degree that it call be con-

sidered a self-suff icient unit in its intendedl o'xorational environment. '
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Another term that will be used often is "mission". AFM 11--, Volume 1 defines mis-

*sion as "the task, together with the purpose, which clearly indicates the action to be

taken and the ircason therefore."

Before : measure can be defined, the property being measuredimust be defined. There-

fore, before lhieasure of Effectiveness can bcdefined, the' meaning of effectiveness (a

property) must be agreed upon. Also, what it is that has this measurable property

must be defined. CT&E is the area of concern, therefore it-is a system that possesses

some level of effectiveness which is to be determined. The definition of "system" is

given above. Mil-Std 499 (USAF) defines system effectiveness as follows:

"Systemneffectiveness is a meas~ure of the degree to which ,a system achieves a set

of specific mission requirements. It is a function of availability, dependability,

and capability."

Now three more terms must be defined, namely "availability", "dependability", and

"capability". Mil-Std 499 (USAF) refers to Mil-Std 721B for these definitions. The

htter defines "availability" as:

"A measure of the degree to which an item is in the operable and committable

state at the start of the mission, when the mission is called for at-an unknown

(random) point in time."

It also defines "dependability" as:

"A measure of the item (sic) opei'ating condition at one or nmore points during the

mission, including the effects of Reliability, Maintainability and Survivability,

given the item condition(s) at the start of the mission. It may be stated as the

probability that an item will (a) enter or occupy any one of its required operational

modes during a specified mission, (b) perform the functions associated with these

operational modes."

And finally, "capability" is defined as:

"A measure of the ability of an item to achieve mission objectives given the con-

ditions during the mission."
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Capal' ity and dependability are conditional measures as their definitions say. That is,

capability requirrs that the fact of dependability be given. Similiarly, dependability

requirm -, that availability be given. The problem still exists of decidingon the scale (units)

t be usIt1 lor availability, dependability afli capability. Since Mil-Std 721B states

that dolvnability may be stated as a probability, logicallv it is desirable to

state the othr two as probabilities, Hence, Availability (A) is the probability that an

item is in an operable and committable state at the start of a mission when the mission

is called lir at an unknown (random) point in time; l)eperidability (D) is the probability

that an item \%ill (a) enter or occupy any on( of its required operational modes (luring

a specified mission, (b) perfocto the functions associated with those operational modes

given the, item's Availability; and Cawability (C) is the probability that an item will

achieve the mission objecLives given the Dependability. Thus 1) and C are conditional

probabilities (see Appendix G). \\ie capitalized, Availability (A), Dependability (D)

an(l Capabilitv (C) mean the probabilities as defined abov,'. With these definitions,

A, D, ,nd C arc statistically independent. That is, if an item is said to be

availahl- for a mission, its dependability can be addressed. If it is umavailable,

no information about its depenldability an be gathered. Looked at from another point

of vie\ , th( rcsults of measuring D given A are the same as the result of measuring D

with no statenment about the magnitude of A but given the fact the item was available for

1) to 1 mevasured.

With the above definitions, it follows that a Measure of Effectiveness of an item is a

param, ter which evaluates the extent of the adequacy of the item to accomplish an

intended mission under specific conditions. It is a function of Availability, Depend-

ability, and Ca'pability. Thus MOt's are expressed as probabilities since A, D, and

C are probabilities.

There are certain qualities any good MOE should have:

a. The MOE should be sensitive to all variables affecting the item. By this it is

meant that anything that affects the item's effectiveness should appear as an input to

the lOE is some fashion.
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i. The MOE should be precisely defined. This prevents decision makers and

others from misunderstanding the implications of the MOE.

e. The MOE shouht not be Overly broad. The MOE should address the effective-

ness of the Item In question mid not Include other Items not relevant to the Issue.

For example, a MOE addressing the outcome of al all out nuclear engagement is

too broad to evalua,'o a new bomb/navigation subsystem for strategic bombers even

though that subsystem may affect the outcome of the engagement.

d. The MOE's, as well as their input measures of performance, should be

mutually exclusive. This prevents one aspect of the item from being counted

several times and weighting the MOE heavily for this aspect.

e. The MOE should have exhaustive inputs. This assures that all aspects that

can affect the item's effectiveness are included in the inputs.

f. The MOE should be relevant to the mission. This assures that the proper

effectiveness is being measured.

g. The MOE s~hould have inputs that are relevant to the design issues. This

assures that the issues are Investigated.

h. The MOE should be expressed in terms me,,ningful to the decision maker.

Since the purpose of MOE's Is to aid the decision maker, it is important to have

the MOE's meaningful to him.

i. The MOE should have inputs that are measurable. If the inputs are not

measurable, the MOE cannot be evaluated.

j. The MOE and its inputs should be quantifiable i at all possible. Qualitative

evaluations should be iaued only for aspects that cannot be measured. This is

almost always only the man-machine interface.

In the discussions that follow, the proposed MOE's, measures of performance (A,D, and

C), and the data elements satisfy all of the above qualities of good MOE 's.
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Fora singlescenario, the testc- will make measurements fromwhich.the dataele-

metits, can be derived. The data elements are conibinied to give A, D, and C. Having

these luhbers, lil 't ister oh: lls the It"O1, for lh11 sKtuw'o |i tlwlll|iyv I1g A, 1),ol id

C together. Much of the data used,to calculate A and iWarv ilivr, dy Ibing taken I'or

use in~the study of the logistics support for the test item.

There is no intention to limit the tester to only those measurements described herein.

If he chooses toi he may, make additional measurements or analyses as he sees fit.
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND GROUND RULES

As with any area of technical endeavor, certain assumptions or ground rules must be

made for MOEIs. The rationale for these assumptions and the assumptions them-

selves are discussed in the following paragraphs. No attempt has been made to put

them in any particular order of importance.

a. Standard MOE's will be at the user level. Since these MOE's are inputs at

all decision levels, it is only here that is is possible to start standardizing. It

would be impossible to standardize MOE's at some other, higher level, if the in-

puts to the user level were not standardized. Thus, with the lowest decision

level using standard MOE's, it is easier to standardize at all other levels.

b. There will be a separate MOE for each scenario for which a system has

a mission capacity. If the MOE's were combined into some grand ensemble MOE,

it would be impossible to separate the MOE for the most important (or most

likely) mission from the least important (or least likely) one. Also, the impor-

tance or likelihood of a mission is time dependent whereas the MOE should be

a constant as long as the system and scenario remain constant.

c. The mission for which the system is to be tested must be defined before the

measurement is made. For example, the effectiveness of an aircraft will be

different for an air-to-air engagement than for an air-to-ground engagement.

d. The scenario must be explicitly stated. If the scenario is not prescribed

in the documentation received by the tester, he must define it. The scenario

hicludes the following information:

(1). The mission to be executed

(2). A complete definition of the system whose MOE is to be determined.

(3). For a test of one system against a second system (i.e., a two-

sided test) a complete definition of the second side system including

such things as target aspect angle for radar systems.

(4). The tactics to be used in the test. This includes the second side's tactics.

(5). The type and number of personnel to be used in the operation of the

system.
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((). The level and type of training of the personnel in the operation of the

system.

(7). The level of the engagement. For example, one-on-one or N-on-M where

N and M are integers.

(8). The use rate. For example, for an aircraft it might be one sortie

a day or a maximum sortie rate.

(9). The sequence of events in the mission profile. For an aircraft, this

would be flight profile.

e. The detail of the tester's data elements should stop before the subassembly

level. This prevents having to change data elements for a given type subassembly

whenever the designs are different. Subassembly, a3 used here, means (per

MIL-STD-280A):

"Two or more parts which form a portion of an assembly or a unit

replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts which are indi-

vidually replaceable. (Examples: Gun mount stand, window recoil

mechanism, floating piston, telephone diai, IF strip, mounting

board with mounted parts, power shovel dipper stick.)"

The data elements for Availability and Dependability will be based on Technical
Order (T. O.) checklists whenever possible.

f. All quantifiabl- data elements and measures of performance (A, D, and

and C) are to be stated and measured as probabilities. This facilitates joining

the measurements mathematically and giving them a physical interpretation

individually as well as w;ien combined. Since the prob'ibilities (data elements)

are either independent or conditional, their product has the same meaning and

value as obtained by only determining the value of measures of performance

(A, D, and C).
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g. There will be a single, well defined, scale for qualitative evaluations. Quali-

tative evaluations should be used for man-machine interfaces only. All other

evaluations should be quantitative.

h. No weights should be assigned by the tester to the different measured quan-

tities or qualitative evaluations. Each should be observed or measured and

reported. The reason for this is that each person using the data will have differ-

ent weights. Even if a Delphi process were to btlt used, the opinions would change

when there is a change of circumstances. The data should be presented in such a

fashion that it is useful individually and for any circumstances. A Delphi process

is a means of trying to obtain a concensus on the assignment of weights from a

group of experts. Weighting can be useful to decision makers but should not be

used Ly testers since testers should report data that is supportable by measure-

ments and will not change as the values of the weights vary over a period of time.

For example, the mission for the item tested may decrease in importance but the

item's MOE for that mission remains constant.

i. When testing a subsystem or lower level item the tester should select all data

elements that apply to his item plus all other data cienei Ls that address its inter-

operability with other items of the whole system. He does not need to test the

complete system each time. For example, if the test item were a new transceiver

in an aircraft, then the tester would select the data elements for the transceiver,

check for 1117 affecting the Availability, Dependability and Capability of other

electronic equipment and the Availability and Dependability of the electric power

source in the aircraft. The tester reports the value of the data elements for the

new item and the corresponding data element for the old (or alternate) item. The

ratio (new to old) of those data elements that address Availability meqsures the

effect of the item on the system's Availability. Similarly, how the item affects

the system's Dependability and Capability is measured by the ratios (new to old)

of the data elements for Dependability and Capability.
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j. All '()l"'s are to be the product of \vailability (A), Dependability (D), and

Capability (C) as defined earlier. A, D, and C are time sequenced in the senbe

tht 1) rvquirV(; th1, system to have been available and C requires the system to

hart h'fn dej)endahl)i..

k. The M()iV, tihe measuires of performance (A, I), and C), und the data elements

should always be reported. By so doing, future testing is minimized when modi-

ficatins are made to the test item or different scenarios (which include missions

:rnd tactics) art used. often these changes may only affect some of the data ele-

ments or measures of performance. In that case only those changed data elements

need be evaluated. Also, as is often the case, low values of A, D, -nd/or C can

be traced t) a few data elements. The decision maker should be well aware of the

cau,, ,)f the low A, D, and/or C so that appropriate actions can be taken.

I. Acoording to MIL-STD 72113, "failure" is the inability of an item to perform

within previously specified limits. From an operational point of view, if a failure
lends to an abort of a mission, it makes no difference if the failure is real or if

the operator just thought there was a failure. Therefore, in all cases, failures

that lead to an abort of the mission will include both real and imagined failures.

The tester should keep a record of each kind of failure as the recommended fix

is diflerent for each type. According to AFM1I-1 Volume 1, abort is the

"failure to accomplish a mission for any reason other than enemy action. It may

occur at any point from initiation of operation to destination.."

in. The tester should only call for checks of items when they would normally be

done when the system is being used operationally. Two reasons for this ar- 1)

all of the extra t(sting can put an added load on the test item, the operators and

ohe rest of the system, and 2) if the check Is normally performed during the

Ixependability phate, a discrepancy could lead t: in ahort where if it were

checked much earlier (an unusual time), the discreancy might be fixtd and no

change in the IOE would be recorded.
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3. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED MOE SCHEME

The above assumptions and ground rules lend tocertain advantages for the MOE

scheme proposed. Some of these advantages are:

a. Data from one test can be combined with data from other tests since data

elements are defined and standardized,

b. Dnta collection for A and D is easy. It is collected by exception since,

if a system is available for amission (scenario given) all of the subsystems

that are checked and are needed must have been available. This data is

presently collected and used for the Air Force standardized maintenance data

collection system. The most readily available aid to the tester in this area

is the maintenance officer assigned to the test.

c. Problem areas are highlighted by their low value contributing to a low A,

D, and/or C.

d. Since the value of most.of the data elements for A and D can be obtained

during normal operations, changes in these values can be noticed early in
testing. It 1S easier (requires less data) to notice a change in value than to

determine the Value of a data element.

c. Data elements are combined into meaningful concepts so that the number of

measures are minimized. That is, the data elements combine -to give-the rer

quircd information rather than requiring another measurement (or series of

measurements) to obtain the required information.

f. Setting limits (upper and lower) on A, D, and/or C as well as specific

data elements means testing can be stopped earlier by showing the item will

satisfy the test objectives or cannot pass them. This early decision will reflect

in a savings of resources. For example, if the A of an item is less than 0.50

with 90% confidence (see Appendix G) it may be prejudged unacceptable and test

can stop. Similarly, if A is greater than 0.95 with 90% confidence, it may be

.prejudged to be acceptable and testing for A can stop.
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Sg. The test objective s, data elements, and test resultsare logtcally~ted

together in such a way that tests should not have to be repeated with the

current method. This has happened because of inconsistencies between what

was really wanted and what wasitested.

I-
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4. STANDARD QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

Qualitative-evaluations should be used only When~it is impossible to hav'e-a quantitative
evaluation. it should, therefore, be usedmainly for evaluating man-machine interfaces

and not the resulting response of the machine'to the interface. The evaluation becomes the

man's personal estimate of the man-machine-interface. Care should be exercised in the

interpretation of the results of qualitative evaluations since, when numbers are assigned

to them, the meaning of such things as the average evaluation and its standard deviation

can have meanings different from quantitative data averages and standard deviations.

There are many non-standard qualitative evaluation schemes. Some of these schemes

are very restrictive in their applicability such as evaluating automatic landing systems

by test pilots. None of these was designed to be a standard qualitative evaluation scheme.

One of the major problems with many of the schemes is that the order of the descriptors

used (from best to worst in quality) is neither obvious nor clear.

One of the problems has been- that there was no standard with which the evaluator was to

compare the item under test. The proposed qualitative evaluation scheme is based upon

the requirement that a "Standard" be defined. This Standard Is either the average of

similar items from the evaluator's experience or the item to be replaced by the item

under test. Which of these Standards is to be used should be explicitly stated by the

tester in his instructions to the individual evaluators.

Using the appropriate definition of the Standard, the evaluator is asked to assign a number

evaluation (Q-factor) using the descriptor, and the number correlated with that descriptor

as shown -in Table 6-1. The fact that what one evaluator calls "Slightly Above the Standard",

another may call "Above the Standard" is really of no consequence. What is important is

that the order of the descriptors is never confused. That is, there is no question that

going from 0 to 10, the corresponding descriptors are describing better and better items.

The fact that the qualitative evaluation is now quantified docs not, in any way, convert

the qualitative data into quantitative data. The only reason to quantify the qualitative

data is to aid in the analyses and manipulations of them.
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TABLE 6-1. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION SCHEME

Q-Factor Descriptor

l0 Perfect

9 Outstanding

8 Well above the Standard

7 Above th, Standard

; Slightly above the Standard

5 Same as the Standard

4 Slightly below the Standard

3 Below the Standard

2 Well below the Standard

1 Unacceptable

0 Of no value

Standard - 1. Comparable to the average of similar items or

2. Comparable to the item to be replaced by the
item under test.

Care must be taken in the Interpretation of the data that is obtained by qualitative

evaluations. Normally, for quantitative data, essentially the same instrumentation is

used over and over. When this is done, the mean and standard deviation usually relate

to the mean and deviation of the performance of the item under test. This is true when

the variation in the measuring instruments is much less than the variation in,the per-

formance of the item being tested. In qualitative evaluation, the mean and deviation

from a single evaluator corresponds to the mean and deviation from InF,trumentation.

That is, It addresses what that evaluator thinks of the item (on the average) and how

erratic is the performance of the item In the evaluator's judgment. The other type

mean and deviation is derived from many evaluators. Here the mean is an estimate

of what the next evaluator will, on the average, say about the performance of the item.

The deviation is an estimate-of how the item is evaluated from the viewpoints of dif-.

ferent individuals.
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It should always be kept in mind that qualitative evaluation should be restricted to (1)11 those aspects of the item's effectiveness that.are not quantifiable and (2) evaluations of the
Sman-machine interfaces. Examples of the latter are ease with which the person can

successfully accomplish a task with the Item, physical comfort while interacting
with the item, and psychological aspects of the interaction.

IICY
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5. STIANDIARD)IZEDI MOE',s SG1E ME~f The standardized MOE's scheme being discussed in this document can perhaps-best be

understoodby use of a rather simple example. After the simple example is under-

stood, the full MOE's scheme will be easier to comprehend.

The mission of the example system is "Point-to-Point Telecommunications." The

system is a Communication/Electronies System. The hypothetical system is made up

of two field telephones (model AN/PCC-3) connected by two miles of field telephone

wire (type AN/UTC-14) with one person on each telephone.

The scenario for which the system's MOE is to be evaluated is as follows. The sys-

tem is in a tropical environment. The two miles separation is all overland. The sys-

tem is not under enemy attack nor is it in an EW environment. The operators are an 4
average aircraft maintenance supervisor and an average base supply attendant. The

type of messages to be sent are orders for replacement parts by the aircraft maintenance

supervisor and reports of spare parts on hand information by the base supply attendant.

A message- consists of an order for or the stock level of one part. Each message is

sent twice by the talker and said once by the listener after the second transmission.

This repeating of the message is for verification. In case of an error of any type, the

message is repeated once more by the talker. If any error still persists, th system

failed in that "Point-to-Point Telecommunication". The time allocated to the complete,

communicatiov is the time required for the speaker to say the message three times plus

the time for the listener to say the message once pius one minute (the time allocated for

call setup). There will be 10 aircraft maitenance supervisors, each with 5 different

but typical messages. There will be 10 base supply attendants, each with 5 different

but typical messages. This results in a total of 100 different typical messages. Each

sender works with each of the 10 receivers once through his list of typical messages.

Thus, there is a total of [000 messages sent by the system. The decision maker wishes

to decide if this existing system can be used for this now purpose.
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The test objectives arc to estimate the system's Availability, Dependability and Capa-

bilaity nd give 95% confidence limits on these estimates.

Normally, at this point the tester would go through the list of data elements for a-Point-to-

Point Telecommunications System and select those that apply to his system, scenario

and 4test objectives. In the example, this step is deleted-and only the results of this

s5,l( otio, \villI I. coVeL'Cd.

For generality, all Communications/Electronics Systems have been defined'as being corn-

posed of, Transmitting Subsystems, Propagation Medium Subsystems and Receiving Sub-

systems. Not all systems contain all three subsystems, but in this example allthree are

represented. A general description of what is included in each subsystem will be found in-the

discussion of standard MOE Is for Communications/Electronics Systems (see page 100).

For purposes of illustration, only those components represented in the example will be

discussed at this point. Each Transmitting Subsystem consists of those portions of the

field telephones (type AN/PCC-3) which make up the power supply (batteries), the mouth

piece, the transducer that converts the spoken words into electrical signals, the connec-

tors to the Propagation Medium Subsystem and the human speaker of the messages(talker).

The Propagation Medium Subsystem consists of the two miles of field telephone wire

(type AN/UTC-14) connecting the two AN/PCC-3 field telephones.

The Receiving Subsystem consists of the terminals connecting the Propagation Medium

Subsystem to the Receiving Subsystem, the transducer which converts the electrical signals

to sound, the earpiece and the human listener to the messages.

The Availability of the System is the product of the Availability of the Transmitting,

Propagation Medium and Receiving Subsystems. Each of these subsystem's

Availabilities is just the probability that the subsystem is not n corrective

inaintanuce or preveztive maintenance, undergoing modifications or in a delay

state. §co Figure 6-1 which is the time relationship diagram taken from MIL-STD-

721B). The definition of each of these time elements can be found in MIL-STD-721B

and Appendix H. The reason that the subsystem's Availability is dependent only on

the above mentioned items is that there is no check made of the system prior
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Figure 6-1. Time relationship

to its use for, this mission. Por exam)le; 'for aircraft there are aircrcw wid main-

tenance preflight chdcks which can affect an aircraft systemt s Availability.

The Dependability of the System is the product of the Dependability of the Transmitting,

Propagation Medium, and Receiving Subsystems. The Dependability of the Transmitting

Subsystem is the probability of not aborting the mission (a Point-to-Point Telecom-

munication) due to a malfunction of the Transmitting Subsystem. This probability is

made up of the following- seven, probabilities: The probability of not aborting the

mission due to a malfunction in the Transmitting Subsystem's

a. Operators,

b, Modulation'

c. Noise Levbl,

d. Outut power l,evel,
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e. Distortion level,

f. Connectivity, and

g. Power Supply

The first of these probabilities refers to the probability of not aborting the mission

for sonic reason such that the operator (talker) could not complete thecommunication

(e.g. he becamc sick). The second of these probabilities is the,,probability, that the

ivodulation level does not-go below sone specified level which will result in an abort.

Thc third of these probabilities is the probability that the noise level does not ex-

ceed a specified value and result in an abort. The fourth. probability is the probability

thait the power output will not go below a specified minimum level and result in an

abort. The fifth is the probability that the distortion introduced by the transmitting sub-

system does not go above a specified maximum level resulting in an abort. The sixth

probabil ty, is the probability of not aborting the mission due to the Transmitting Sub-

system's connection to the Propagation Modium Subsystem. The last probability is

the probability of not aborting the mtssion due to the system's batteries.

The -Dependability of the Propagation Medium Subsystem is the probability of not aborting

the mission due to a malfunction in the Propagation Medium Subsystem. This probabil-

ity is the product of the probabilities of not aborting the mission dw to a malfutin in

the Propagation Medium Subsystem', A

a. Continuity,

b. Attenuation level,

c. Noise level,

d. Distortion level, and

c. Connectivity.

The first of these probabilities is the probability of not aborting the mission die

to the propagating medium losing continuity during the communication. The second in

U1h probability of the- mission-not being aborted due to the attenuation of the propagatng
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riwedium increasing above a specified level. The third is the probability of not aborting

the mission due to the noise level introduced by the Ptopagation;Medium Subsystem

being abova:a specified minimum, level. The fourth probability is the probability of

not aborting the mission due, to the distortion level introduced by the Propagation

Medium Subsystem being above a specified minimum level. The last is the probabil-

ity -of not aborting the mission due to the connection of the Propagation Medium Sub-

system to :the Transmitting and Receiving Subsystems during the commuiication.

The Dependability of the Receiving Subsystem is the probability of not aborting the

mission due to a malfunction- in the Receiving Subsystem. This probability is made

up of the product of tile probabilities of not aborting-the mission due to a-malfunction

of the Receiving Subsystemis

a-, Operators,

b. )emodulation,

c. Noise-level,

d. Gain level

e. Distortion level, and

f. Connectivity

rhe first of these probabilities 'is the probability of-not aborting the mission for some

reason such that the operator (listener) could not complete flhe communication. The

secondis the probability of not aborting the mission due to a malfunction in the Re-

ceiving Subsystem 's demodulation circuitry. The third is the probability of not

aborting the mission due to the Receiving Subsystem's noise level exceeding a speci-

fied upper limit. The fourth is the probability of not aborting the mission due to the

Receiving Subsystem's gain being below a-spccififtd level The fifth is the probability

of not aborting the mission due to tile Receiving Subsystem's distortion level being

above a specified upper -limit. The last (sixth) of those probabilities is the probability
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of not aborting-the mission due to the Receiving Subsystem's'failure to connect to the

Propagation Medium Subsystem,

All references to "specified levels" mean that the test& must allocate such things

as gain, noise, and distortion levels to each of the subsystems. This allocation.can

be 'obtained from equipment specifications if no other source exists. Ilowever, prior ex-

perience with similar systems, or an alternate system's performance, would be a

better source for determining how'to allocate these various levels. -In all cases,

short duration excursions which exceed the set levels but which cause no interfer-

ence with the communication, do not result in an abort of the mission. Therefore,

they are not counted againstdthe system. It should be kept in mind that the gain may

be'less than one in any subsystem and is, therefore, an attenuation. However, for

generality, the -Receiving Subsystem is referred to as having a gain and the speci-
fieti:gain level is less than one in this example.[ The number to be used for the Availability and Dependability- of the operators

lta'tker and listener) can be obtained from past experiences with similar systems

or can be assumed to be some value. It is explicitly called out so that, when the

tester's data is used, for such things as force analysis, different values may be

assumed but the value used by the tester will be known. This results in the analysis

made by persons other than the tester being more realistic or not including some

aspects (peisonnel Availability and Dependability) more than once.

The Capability of the System is made up of two probabilities. These are (1) the proba-

bility of the system being capable of handling the message and (2) the probability-of the

timeliness of the system. in this simple example, the probability of the system being

capable of handling the message isthe probability of the system having the required

fidelity. This probability is made up oi two other probabilities: (1) the probability of

the system having voice-intelligibility, and (2) the probability of the system havlnj! voice

natualness. The first is measured by the ratio-of the number of messages received

with no errors to the total number of messages sent. The scenar, described what

constitutes an error. The probability of having voice naturalness can be obtained
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from ,the ability of the listeneri to recognize the voice-of the -sender or from a measure-

ient of' frequency shifts, cutoffs and non-linearity in the frequency response. The

p robability of timeliness is the probability that the time required, for the message is

less than the specified maximum value (the time allocated to the message). This

maximum value was stated in the scenario.

The tester should determine all' of the above probabilities and report them in such aIfashion that good and bad points of the system are easily determined.

Assume that out of the 1000 messages the following-are the results. The Transmitting

Subsystem was available 981 times, the Propagation Medium Subsystem, 992 times;

and the l1eceiving Subsystem, 987 times. The overallSystem was available 960 times.

Thus (rounded to three significant figures):

95% 95%

Lower limit Upper limit

Availability of the Transmitting Subsystems .981 .972 .989

Availability of the Propagation Medium Subsystem . 992 .986 .997

Availability of the Receiving Subsystem = .987 .979 .993

Availability of tfie SyLom -. 960 .947 .971

Assume that out of the 960 times that the system was availible, the'following were

the results of the Dependability measurements.

Number of Malfunctions
Subsystem Source of Malfunction Out of 960 Attempts

Transmitting 1) Operators 0

2) Modulation 2

3) Noise level 1

I) Output power level 11

5) Distortion level 3

6) Connectivity 4
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Number of Malfunctions

Subsysten Source bf Malfunction Out of 960 Attempts

Piroxgation Medium 1) Continuity 7

2) Attenuation level 1

} 3) Noise level' 2;V 3)

4) bistortion level 2

5) Connectivity 5

Receiving 1) Operators 1

2) Demodulation 2

3) Noise level 2

4) Gain level 6

5) Distortion level 2

6) Connectivity 2

These malfunctions lead to the following Delvndabilities ,and 9A% confidence limits.

Subsystem/System Dependability 95% Confidence

Transmitting .978 .086
.968

1) Operators 1.00 1.00 2
.999

2) Modulation .998 .9998
.994

3) Noise level .999 1.00
.996

4) Output power level .989 .994
.981

5) DistorUon level .997 .999
.992

Si) Connectivity .996 .999
.991
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~.990
P r1I'og1oti1 oMedium 982 .973

1) Continuity .993 .997
.986

2) Attenuation level .999 1.00,
.996 O

3) Noise level .998 .9998
.994

4) D'stortion level .998 - 9998
. 994 A

5) Connectivity .-995 ;998
.989

Receiving .984 .. 991
. 976

1) Operators .999 1.00
.996

2) Demodulation .998 .9998
.,994

3) Nois(. level .998 .9998
. 994

41) Gain level .994 .998
.988

5) l)istortion level .998 .9998

. 994

6) Connectivity .998 .9998
. 994

Complete System .945 .958
.929

In the above calculations it is assumed that no two malfunctions occurred simultaneously.

If this were to halppen, each measure should count against the appropriate data eloment

(".g. noise level and gain level) but only count as one subsystem failure.
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Asste,. that ou ()I the 9)07 times that the system was available and dependable, the

lolluwig were the results of measuremei.ts of the system's Capability. Of the 907

messages sent, there were 48 with errors. There were 12 times when it was im-

possible for the listener to recognize the speaker but 10 of these cases coirrespnded

to messages with errors. In only two cases, the messages took longer than the time

allowed. These failurcs-did not correspond to either messages with errors or lack

of naturalness. Thus the following are the results of Capability measures,-each with

the 95% confidence limits.

1), The probability of the system having voice intelligibility is

(907 48 = 947 .961

907 .932

2) The probability of the system having the required naturalness is

907 - 12 .987 .99) = .987"
907 .978

:1) The probability of the system having the required timeliness is

907 - 2 9998(=- .998 "999
907 .994

The system's Capability is

907 - 52 = .943 .957

The fact that only 52 failures arc counted comes from the fact that as was pointed

out, ten of -the haturalness failures were coincident with intelligibility failures.
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Thus, the systOm's measuresof performance (with 95% confidence limits) are:

A -- .) 971
.947 .

D .945 .958
.929

-C = .943 . 957
.927

The system's MOE is the product of the above, i.e., A x D x C..

MOE .855 8376
.833

In the 'rest Report, the tester shotild report all of the above resuits7. MOE, A, D,

and C should be emphasized with the other data elements rerhaps in taIular form.

If the table is too extensive, the data elements should b incitidod as an- annex to the

'rest lPeport. Since none of thedata elements makes a major contributionto a lc*
A 1,r ,nune need be called out for specUi attention in thie Tes~t Rdpott. i e, •:

or several, had been much lower than the rest, it should be discusced in detail. The

discusston should include the cause of the low value, possible fixes and'what furthei'

testing. if any, is 'recommended.

If there is an alternate system '7hich can be used for tWe miss'ibn as describhd inIthe'

scenario, then the tester should report its MOE, A, L', and C. The vaiues of the data-

e'em,,nts should also be report (lso that the decision maker knows exactly wh6re

there are differences between the two systems. 4

The following sections will discuss tile determination of MOE's for Cormunications/

Electronics Systems, Defense Suppression Systems, Aircraft Systems, and MIissiles.'
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. M i'ASU'SOP FFFCTIVENESS FOR COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS

To obtain standard MOE's for Communications/Electronics (CE) Systems, it must be

clear what is, and is not, included in, CE. According to AFM 11-1 Vol. In entitled

"Communications-Electronics Terminology", "Communications-Electronics is the

broad field of activity encompassing the functions of programn formulation, policy

planning, inspection, and direction of communications-electronics operation and

maintenance. It includes supervisory and technical responsibilities for the con-

struction, installation, operation, and maintenance of communications and electronics

systems and equipment. It further includes all radio, wire, and other means used

for the electrical and visual transmission and reception of information or messages
in the clear or by cryptographic means; all radar and radiation aids to air traffic

control and navigation and enemy aircraft warning- and interception; all grwid elee-

tronic, devices and systems for the control, and tracking of aircraft and guided missiles,

electronic weather equipment, electronic countermeasures devices, and related elec-

tronic systems and equipment." Recall that a complete system includes equipment,

related facilities, material, software, services and personnel. For a CE system the

equipment includes all the materiel listed above.

It Is possible to make a simplifying assumption about all CE Systems, and that's, that

each one is always made up of Transmitting, Propagation Medium, and/or Receiving

Subsystems. It is not necessary that all CE systems have all three subsystems but

they always have at least one of the three.

A Transmitting Subsystem is the subsystem that takes the information to be sent,

processes it-and inputs it into the propagation medium. It therefore includes its

power supply, cooling, operators, transmitter input (microphone, key, sensors, A-to-D

converter, etc.), encrypting, modulating, oscillator, power amplifier and feed network

(antenna, antenna drive, output matching network, etc.). It will, by definition, include

the power supply of systems that have a single supply for both the transmitter and

receiver.
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, IPropagation, Medium Subsystem is that subsystem used to connect the-output of the

Transmi.ing Subsystem 1o Lhe input of the Receiving Subsystem. It therefore includes

space, earth, and water, as well as coaxial cable, Bfield wire, waveguides, light pipes,

tcb. Natural mcdfa must, be includedin the system since., for example, ionospheric con-

ditions can prevent communications eVenwhen the equipment is working.

A Receiving Subsystem is that subsystem that'takes -the output from the Propagation

Medium Subsystem, processes it and returasit to-useful information. It therefore

includes the input network (antenna, antenna drive, input matching network, etc.),

tuning, amplifying, demodulating, decrypting, output equipment (speakers, printers,

visual displays, etc.), and cooling. It includes its power supply only when the Receiving

Subsystem has a power supply separate from a Transmitting Subsystem.

With -these definitions, it is possible to have a small set of data elements for Avail-

ability and Dependability thathold for all CE Systems as will be seen from the dis-

cUssi niof a CE System's Availability and CE System's Dependability. Care must

be taken to insure that all items of the system are included, but only once, in the sub-

systems.

Figure 6-2 shows the relationship betweeenaCE System's MOE and its Availability,

Dependability, and Capability. As stated earlier, this breakdown of MOE's into the

measures of performance A, D, and C is to be done for all systems. Availability

addresses the probability of a system being in an up condition but in an uncommitted

state, ;Dependability addresses a system when it is in a committed state.

The CE System's Availability is broken down into the Transmitting, Propagation

Medium, and Receiving Subsystem's Availabilities as shown in Figure 6-3.

Those data elementshat makze up the Transmitting Subsystem's Availability are

shown in Figure 6-4. The Operator's Availability is the probability that the required

operators for the Transmitting Subsystem are available. The probability that the

Transmitting Subsystem is not down is obtained as is shown in Figure 6-4 where the

terms are as defined in MIL-STD-721B (see also Figure 6-1) except for "Scope Creek"
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POWER SUPPLY PROBAMILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION

DUE TO A MALFUNCTION DETECTED IN THE

PROBABILITY THAT THE RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF...

TRANSMITTING SUBSYSTEM -RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL

IS NOT DOWN FOR... RECEIVE MARGIN

MODIFICATION rNORMAL RECEIVED NOISE LEVEL

PREVENTIVE RECEIVED SIGNAl.
PROBABILITY THAT PREENIV ......... CLEVEL AT MARGIN
THE TRANSMITTING MMAITENANCE- MAINTENANCE 'CEXCITER INPUT
SUBSYSTEM CORRECTIVE CHECK EXCITER INPUT AT MARGIN
IS NOT DOWN MAINTENANCE TRANSMIT POWER

DELAY SUPPLY DELAY *.TRANSMIT MARGIN

'AOMINSTRATIVE DELAY

Figure 6-,1. 'l'rtm.Imilting ~ubsy. it;Ii's :villi lily
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Chk ,. ]'his term refers to the fact that certain checks, of'aTrailsmitting-Subsystem.LI are included in and maybe directed by regulations (e. g., AFOSR 100-66 or 100-67), a

general check of some, or all, of the items shown in Figure 6-4, or even fie check at

all. The tester should select the appropriate data elements for the normal operation
of the CE System under test.

The preope rational check of the Transmitting Subsystem's Controls is broken down

into frequency, modulation, power, polarization and antenna. This means that .the

operators have selected the desired-frequency, modulation, power, polarization and

antenna (choice direction, tuning, etc.) For example, the transmitter may be work-

ing well having been turned to 105 MHz but 150 MHz-was what had been requested.

This results in the system not being available but there-was no malfunction in the

equipmcnt, only in the system sifice it includes the operators. For studies, it is

important that this type failure be included.

It must be kept in mind that the data elements (in Figure 6-4, for example) which

are tiot approl)riate to the system under test or the scenario should be ignored. The

lists in this section are to cover any scenario and CE System, therefore they are, in

treneral, more extensive than will be required by any single test. The tester dis-

cusses in th 'rest Report which ones of this list ae selected to be measured due to

their applicability to the test objectives and which -re selectedto be ignored or

given assumed values by the tester. All of the above statements of guidance for the

tester apply also to the Propagation Medium and Receiving Subsstems.

The Availability of the Propagation Medium Subsystem is determined by the data

elements shown in Figure 6-5. Needless to say, the type of Propagation Medium

Subsystem (wires, space, light pipes, etc.) has a large influence on the types of

tests to be made as well as the data elements to be chosen.

The data elements that make up-the ReceivingSulbsysteiis Availability are covered

in Figure 6-6. The general guidelines and statements covered under Availability of

Transmitting Subsystems apply to Receiving Subsystems also, including the remarks

about the subsystem's controls.
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PROBABILITYOF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
DUE TO THE-FAILURE UF.THE-PROPAGATING

3MEDIUM PREOPERATIONAL CHECKOF'THE ...

CONNECTION TO THETRANSMITTiNG/
RECEIVING SUBSYSTEMS

PROBABILITY THAT THE NOISE
MISSION IS NOT ABORTED - ATTENUATlONS-DUE TO THE PROPAGATION INTERFERENCE
MEDIUM PREOPERATIONAL DISTORTION ->

CHECK
LINK PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

t--AERONAUTICAL STATION ASSESSMENT

PROPAGATION
MEDIUM
SUBSYSTEM'S PROBABILITY THAT THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM

AVAILABILITY IS NOT DOWN DUE TO...
": i F MODIF ICA TION  ,

</NORMAL
PREVENTIVE

PROBABILITY-THAT MNNC MAINTENANCE
THE PROPAGATION' 'MAINTENANCE- COPE CREEK"
MEDIUM IS NOT DOWN4 - CORRECTIVE CHECK

MAINTENANCE
SUPPLY DELAY

DELAY-KADMINISTRATIVE DELAY

'Figure 6-5. Propagation medium subsystem's availability

Having the Availability of the Transmitting, Propagation Medium, and Receiving Sub-

systems, the CE System's Availabilityis the product of these three quantities wheie

there are-no coincident failures in the subsystems. This is the same result as is

obtained by calculating the'CE System's Availability under those conditions, since

there is to be no overlap in the different subsystems and every item in the system is to

be included only once in one or another of the subsystems. Care must be taken to as-

sure that what is to be included in each subsystem is explicitly stated. Also, when

evaluating changes and comparing with previous results, the items included in each

subsystem should be the same. Where there are coincident failures the tester can cal-

culate the CE System's Availability directly or adjust the inputs to take out the coinci-

dent failures in such a manner that they only Count as a single abort.

The data elements that make up a CE System Is Dependability are shown in Figure 6-7.

As stated earlier, the Dependability state starts when the system is in a committed
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PROBABILITYOF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
DUE TO A FAILURE OF THE RECEIVING

OPERATOR'S SUBSYSTEPREOPERATIONAL CHECK

AVAIL'ABILITY OF THE.. PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
DEMODULATION DUE TO A MALFUNCTION IN THE RECEIVING

SUBSYTEM'S CONTROL OF THE...
NOISE FREQUENCY

0i MODULATION

CONTROLS POLARIZATION

GAIN \ ANTENNA

PROGABILITY OF NOT DITRINPRINT
RECEIVING ABORTING THE MISSION ON FREQUENCY~~SUBSYSTEM'S--tDUE TO THE DO
AVAILABIITY STEET .E LINK PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT VISUAL PICTORIAL

AVAILAB IT RECEIVING SUBSYSTEM _AERONAUTICAL STATION
PREOPERATIONAL CHECK ASSESSMENT- GRAPHICAL\ "--OUTPIUT

OUTPJT /"- METERED

CONTROLS AUDIO

ANTENNA ANALOG
RECEIVING SUBSYSTEM CONTROLS
POWER SUPPLY ,.IGITAL

MODIFICATION NORMAL

PREVENTIVE F
PROBABILITY THAT - MAINTENANCE-
THE RECEIVING SUB.- MAINTENANCE .- "SOPE CREEK"
SYSTEM IS NOT DOWN i-SUPPLY DE-LAY CORRECTIVE CHECK

I SP DELAY . MAINTENANCE -CHECK

'-ADMINISTRATIVE DELAY

Figure 6-6. Receiying subsystem's availability

state. The comments about assuming values for or ignoring data elements discussed

earlier (under CE System's Availability) apply to the Dependability data elements in

Figure6-7. Also, the tester should select only'those data elements which apply to his

test item, scenario and test objectives as was done for Availability data elements.

The data element "Vulnerability" in each subsystem covers subsystem malfunctions

due to an unnatural hostile environmeit to which it should be invulnerable. The

"Survivability" data element means that the subsystem has a greater degradation

to the man-made hostile environment than should be expected when the subsystem
is operating normally. According to APM14 11-1, vulnerability means "The charac-

teristics of a system which causes it to suffer a definite degradation (incapability

to perform the designated mission) as a result of having been subjected to a certain
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PROBABILITY OF NOT
PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MIS.
ARORTING THE MIS, SION DUE TO A MAL-
SION DUE TO A MAL- FUNCTION OF THE
FUNCTION IN THE TRANSMITTING SUB-
TRANSMITTING SUB. SYSTEM'S CONTROL OFSYSTEMS. .THE
CONTROLS -------.-- EUNY
OPERATORS '~.MODULATION

FREQUEN;Y STABILITY POWER
MOUULATIN\\.... POLARIZATION PROBABILITY OF NOT

r-NOISE LEVEL NEN ABORTING THE MIS
OTlPUT POWER LEVI 1, SIGN DUE IDAMAI.

IIIANSMITIINGSUII IIISTOP.TION tEVII FUNCTION IN Till
SYSI EM'S DLPEND) CONNECTIVITY PROPAGATING
ABILITY, VUtNERABILIIY MLOIUM SUBSYSTEM's.

4 - SURIVIVABILITY CONTINUITY
NDNfNT(RLPTIO? AlTFNUA1ION LEVEL
RAll NOISE LEVEL
ANTENNA OOTO EECOMMUICAIIONSI SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONVITY

EETOIS POAAIGTRANSMITTING SUBSYSTEM VULNNERAIITY
SYSTEMS V ~POWER SUPPLYVUNRBLT

DEPEDABIITYPROBABILITY DF NOT

~1ABORTING THE MIS. PROBABILITY OF NOT
SION DUE TO AMAL. DUE TO AMALFUNCTION-
RECEIVING OF RECEIVING SUBSYSTEMS....
SUBSYSTEMs... - RN

UNINTENTIONAL INTERRUPTION FEATURE -ISALIEO
OPERATORS VIUL IE
FREQUENCY STABILITY PICTPOTRPAC
DEMODULATION \GRAPHICAL
NOISE LEVEL-- AUDIO OUTPUT METERED
ANTENNA PROBABILITY OF NOT

RE~CEIVING GAIN LEVEL SFWDET MS OTO ANALOG
-SUBSYSTEM's DISTORTION LEVEL FUNCTION IN THE qUTPUT DIGITAL

DEPENDABILITY 'CONNECTIVITY RECEIVING SUB.k
VULNERABILITY SYSTEM'S CONTROLSURVIVABILITY OF THE,. ~'OUTPUT MOOL.. FREQUENCY

CONTHLS ,MODULATION
RECEIVING -POARIATION
SUBSYSTEM POW( H ANTENNA
SUPPLY

Figure_6-7. CL;' Systehi's dependability

level of effects In unnatuiral (manmade) (sic) hostile cnvironment." It rilso defines sur-
vivability as, The capability of a system to withstan a- ad otl environment

without sufferig an abortive impairment of its ability to accomplIsh its designated

Tlw Caipailiky of :1 CEK Systemf (loj)tti(s uplon !Is mission. hii F~igurec 6-8 there is ai

listing of the mnissionls otf CE Ikystins for which they have ai Capaibility. As will be

seetl shor-tly, mz,-f-tese 11issionls have Very similar data elements. For exaimple,

Ca-pability for Air Traffic Conitrol is made up of Point-to-Point Telecommunications
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A /-- POINT-TO-POINT TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SEARCH AND DETECTION RADARS

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

INTRABASE COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM'S COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Figure 6-8. Communications/Electronics System's capability

Capability and Search and Detection Radar Capability. The latter is further

detailed as Radar Capability for Aircraft Control .Someof the definitions of the terms

used in these missions are:

a. Communications Security is the protection resulting from all measures de-

signed to deny unauthorizel persons information of value which might be derived

from the possession and study of telecommunications, or to mislead unauthorized

persons in their interpretation of the results of such possession and study.

COISEC includes: cryptosecurity, transmission security, emission security.,

and physical security of communications security materials and information

(Ref. AFM 11-1 Vol. IV).

b. Signal Intelligence is a generic term which includes both communication
intelligence and electronic intelligence. Also called SIGINT. See also in-

telligence (Ref. JCS Pub. 1).

c. Communications Intelligence is the technical and intelligence information

derived from foreign communications by other than the intended recipients. Also

called COMINT (Ref C1, 1JCS Pub. 1).
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d. E' ecetronic Intelligence is the intelligence information product of activities

engaged in the collection and processing, 'for subsequent intelligence pur-

poses, of foreign, noncommunicationsi electromagnetic radiations emanating

from other than nuclear'detonations and radioactive sources. Also called

ELIN't' (Ref. C1, JCS Pub. 1).

The discussion of CE Systems Capability will start with Point-to-Point Coymnunica-

tions Capability,, and Search and Detection Radar Capabilities. Figure 6-9 shows the

data elements for Point-to-Point Telecommunications Capability. Since these data

elements measure different, attributes of the system, they should be unweighted and

reported separately. The probability of the system being capable of handling the

message depends upon the system's fidelity, the message not getting lost, and the.

system having the required service features. Timeliness is not considered in mes-

sage handling capability. Fidelity means the exactness with which the informationin the

output of the Receiving Subsystem represents the informati6n in the input to the Trans-

mitting Subsystem. For voice transmission, probability of i&lity is made up of

probabilities of voice intelligibility and voice naturalness..P ra.bability of voice in-

telligibility is the probability of sentence (or word) recognition as determined by test

listeners when standard text is spoken by test talkers (See Appendix G). Since

naturalness is the degree to which the received speech sounds like the unprocessed

human voice, the probability of voice naturalness is the probability of the listener

recognizing the talker's voice or the probability that the system has frequency shifts,

cutoffs, and non-linearity of frequency response within specified limits. For non-voice

trinsmissions, probability of fidelity is the probability that the degradation is less than

lhe specified maximum allowed. How this specified maximum is obtained will be dis-

cussed later. The degradation may be due to one, or more, of the following:

a. The sensor calibration being off due to drift, miscalibration, nonlinearity,

etc;

b. The bit error rate in digital transmissions;
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~SENSOR
PROBABILITY OF VOICE INTELLIGIBILITY CALIBRATION
PROBABILITY or VOICr NATURALNESS I- BTERORRATE

POBI LI TY -I T ERORT,YPROBABILITY lIIAT THE DEGRADATION IS NONLNEARITY

'LESS THAN SPECIFIED MAXIMUM ALLOWED
/ \\xPHASE

PROBABILITY OF THE SYSTEM BEING PROBABILITY OF MESSAGE NOT BEING LOST PHS

CAPABLE OF HANDLING THE MESSAGE DURATION

* DELAY

PROBABILITY OF SYSTEM HAVING REQUIRED SERVICE
FEATURES

PROBABILITY THAT SPEED OF SERVICFIS LESS
THAN SPECIFIED MAXIMUM VALUE

POIVIT-TO-POINT PROBABILITY PRO BABi LITY THAT CALL SETUP TIME ISTELECOMMUNICATIONS- -OF TIMELINESS .\ LESS THAN SPECIFIED MAXIMUM VALUE
PROBABILITY THAT MESSAGE IS NOT BLOCKED

PROBABILITY OF THE SYSTEM NOT BEING
OVERSTRESSED GY TRAFFIC VARIATIONS

i"igurc 6-9. Point-to-point telecommunications capability

c. Nonlincarity in lic systo;

d. Phase response where phase contains the information;.

U. Duration where signal duration contains the information; and

f. Delay where the delay containsthe Information.

The probability of the me3sage riQtbeing lost is the probahilfty that the messages or

calls that are accepted by the system are not lost or misrouted. Probability of the

system having the required service feature is always either zero or one. For example,

if the Tessnge requires a secure link and the system does not have one, the caprbility of

the system for handling the message is zero.
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1 robability of timeliness is made up of three probabilities;

[ a. The probability that the speed of service is less than the specified maximum

value,

b. The probability that call setup time is less than the specified maximum value,
and

e. The probability that the mnessage is not blocked.

The speed of service is measuredby the time a message requires to move through

the system from the first bit into the Transmitting Subsystem to the last bit out of

the Receiving Subsystem or its equivaleht. Call setup time, is measured by the time

required to establish a complete circuit from the sender to the receiver given the call

is not blocked. For example, from the last digit dialed by the talker until the

listener is on the other end of the circuit. The precise meaning must-be given ex- 4
plicitly by the tester. A message is blocked when the system is unable to handle the

message due to the system's existing load. The probability of the system not being

ovLrstressed by traffic variations is the probability that the system's- capability is

tiot degradcd by Variations in traffic characteristics which are sufficiently short term

that they must be served by the inplace system. This includes such things-as variations

in the volume, the mix, or the geographical and time distributions of the traffic. Fig-

ure 6-9 shows all of the data elements that make up the Capabilities of Point-to-Point

Telecommunications. The tester should select those that apply to his system, scenario, I
and test objectives. He should set, or have set for him, before the test, all specified

values called for ;in the data elements (e.g. maximum degradations and times) and

state the source of these limits. The source can be system specifications, an alternative

new system's values, present system values, desired values, or reasonable values

from past experience. Many of the other Communications/Electronics Systems utilize

Point-to-Point Telecommunications as subsystems so that the data elements must apply

to many missions.
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Figure 6-10. Search and Detection

Radar Capabilities
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A second type CE System that is used for many missions -as well as being a subsystem

in other CE Systems is radar. The missions and the data elements that radars utilize

are shown in Figure 6-10. Search and Detection Radar Capabilities -are broken down

into fifteen different missions. The meaning of the titles of the missions is self evident

except, perhaps Radar Capability for Time, Space, Position Information. This capa-

bility applies to radars such as~are used on ranges for the tracking of aircraft, missiles,

etc. In the data elements, position means-the location, in three dimensions, of an item,

with the origin of the coordinates taken as the system under test. For systems that

cover a significant area, the origin should be defined, by the tester, as some signifi-

cant point within the confines of the system. The scenario should state the target as-

pect(s). Then a separate capability is measured for each aspect. Again, the tester

must set, or have set for him, all of the specified values (e. g., positions, accuracies,

times, etc.) The source for these specified values should be, as before, specifications,

other systems' values, values desired, or past experience. Although there appears to be

a 3arge number of data elements shown in Figure 6-10, about 70% of them are made up

of probabilities for detection, identification, tracking, and position measurement. The

reason for the repetition is to make the data elements for each mission complete.

Many CE Systems refer back to special applications of radar capabilities.

The Capability diagrams for Air Traffic Control, intabase Communications, and

Meteorological System's Communications are shown in Figure,6-11, As indicated, the

tester selects the appropriate data-elements from Point-to-Point Telecommunications

Capability for all three cases and Search and Detection Radars Capability for tNo-of

them. The reason for this is, for example, because Air Traffic Control is just a

special mission (ap.lication) of Point-to-Point Telecommunications and radars. Radars

are covered under Search and Detection Radar. Those aspects of a Meteorological sys-

tem included in the data elements are their response time, calibraitn, range and

nonlinearity. Response time of the sensors is part of the speed of service since the

sensors are part of the Transmitting Subsystem. The dyna~idc range of the sensor is

part of its nonlinearity since its range is usable as long as it is linear.
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SEE "POINT-tO-POINT-TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY"'

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

CAPABILITIES

- SEE "SEARCHAND DETECTION RADAR CAPABILITY"

INTRABASE COMMUNICATIONS_ _ _ SEE "POINT.TO-POINTELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY"
CAPABILITY SE " ON --

SEE "POINT.TO.POINT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITY"

METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM'S

CAPABILITY

:SEE "SEARCH AND DETECTION
RADAR CAPABILITY"

Figure 6-11. ATC control, intrabase communications and meteorological
system's capabilities

A major use of CE Systems is as aids to navigation. Figure 6-12 shows the data ele-

ments for Navigational Aids Capability. Each type of Navigational Aids System uses

data elements based upon its method of operation. Againi, the specified values must be

set before the test and from the sources mentioned. Where the tester is referred to

Point-to-Point Telecommunications, he selects those data elements in Figure 6-9 that

apply to the method of operation of the system under test.

The next mission of CE Systeis to be considered is Communications Security (See

AFM !1-1 Vols I and IV for definitions of the terms used). This mission xiv y apply

to any of the other CE Systems. If it is-a consideration in other CE systems, then

the tester selects those aspects of Communication Security Capability shown in Figure

6-13 that apply to the system under test. For example, a secure TNVX transmitter/

receiver system might include all of the capability statements in Figure 6-13 except
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SEE "POINT-TO-POINT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PROBABILITY THAT RA~NGE 'I CPBLTY"
F RRO BISIL SS THA N
SPI:IIII 11 VAIlt PROlBABItIY IIIAI lIM[

MrASIIHI1 MINI 10Il111111 IS

I 11111HI I IN IIIAN VAI II
SWI C11 111 VAl III

TACAN CAPAII11IY Slit "POINT-TO POINT

LOFIA) CAPABILITY -PROBABILITY IHAT AIMT CAPABILITY"
ER ROR IS LESS TH AN

COMPASS CAPABILIITY SPECIFIED VALUE PROBABILITY THAT TIME

AIR-7TUAIR TACAN CAPABILITY IS LESSr' HAN SPECIFIED
'VALUE

NAVIGAIINAL AIDS - SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL SEE ?POINTTO POINT
CAPABILITV SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITY TELECOMMUNICATIONS

INERTIAL NAVIGATIONAL PROBABILITYTHAT CAPABILITY*
SUB'SYSTEM CAP~ABILITY POSITION ERROR IS

DOPLERCAPBILTYLESS THAN SPECIFIED PROBABIITY THAT TIM~E
VALUEMEASUREMENT ERROR IS

ASTRO TRACXKER CAPABILITY PROBABILITY THAT AZIMUTAI ERROR LESS THAN SPECIFIED
IS LESS THAN SPELIFIED VALUE AFTER VALUE
SPECIFIED TIME

SEE "TACAN CAPABILITY" 
wNTDog

PROBABILITY THAT POSITION ERROR IS- ZEE IITT ~T
LESS THAN THE SPECIFIED VALUE CAPABILITY,

PROBABILIT1Y THAT POSITION ERROR IS LESS THAN
S SIECIEI1CDVALUE AFTER SPECIFIED TIME-

-PROBABILITY THAT POSITION ERRORI IS LESS THAN
SrEIFrlI VALUE AFTER SPECIFIED TIME

PRlOBABIL.ITY THAT POSIliOIN ERROR IS LESS ]HAN
SPlIMIEI VAt UE AFTER SPECII IF0 TIIME

Figure 6-12. Navigational aids capability

Transmission Security Capability. Again, the tester must state what the specified

values are and their source. The-probabilitics listed for-Cryptosecurity, and Trans-

1niss i('1, Eission,and Physical Security aro. in general, -hot obtainable from tests

but are derived from evaluations of the system's design.

Signal Intellig~nce (SIGINTI) Capability is covered by the data elements shown in Fig-

urll -1 . SIGIN'I is eithier Commnunienttions Intolligence (COMIN'l) or Electronic

tI~l! Iietie }K INT . Kael ol' tliese (lL-p'Jids upon obtaining the sign~al and then ob-

W.illing the informiation inl the signal. Again, these data elements may not be dto-

Livale from testing butt from evaluations. In either case, the tester should make

clear-tho-sourc!e of the v bsthat he reports. If these data elements are the result
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PROBABIUITY TIHAT,1HE TIME REOUIRED

FOR THE ENEMY TO DECRYPT THE
SPECIFIED TEXT SHALL BE GREATEIR
THAN THE SPECIFIED SECURITY TERM

THE PROBABILITY THAT IHF TRANSMISSION

A SIS PROTECED FROM INTERCEPTION AN
TEXPLOITATION BY MEANS OTHER TIAN

TRANSMISSION SECURITY CAPA ILITY
C RYP

I
A N A YSIS

SP Ey PTOTASILE IIS R UNAUIIIORIIETP1YONIMISSI)N S CU SIIP APAItI CANNOT TIBTAIN IN! OIIMAION DERIVE 1E fl(IM
S O T E-TINIERCPIIIIN ANXT ANA YSIS O MANAIIIIN

ENC R ROM CRI' TIIHSUIPMN ANC D I T(IIMMIINIO SCFSECURIY 
\ 'TAEIRNMSYSMS

PR IPROBABIITY IYAI PHYSICAL MEASURRD

C\IESAFEGUARU CLASSIFIED EUIPMENT,
PROBABILMAIT.IAO AND DOCUMENTS FROM
DERYTEACCESS OR OTHSERVATION BY....NIC IIN UNAUT HORZEO PE R4G,..

SEIURIIY "
CAPARILIIY .

\\ PROBABILITY OF ENCRYPTING THE

SPECIFIED TEXT TO SPECIFIED SECURITY
NTERM WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME

EPROBABILITY OF THE ENCRYPTED TEXT.
IEIIRYATEO ENCRYPTED Y AIANIN THE SPECIFIED0 TIME

. TO THE SPECIFIED SECURITY TERM,VHAVNG LESS THAN 1HESPECIFIEOS PROBABILITY OF ERROR

ROAIIYPROBABIL1OY OF OECRYPTING THE
C I SPECIATIEN TEXT TO SPECIFIED SECURITY
LTE RM WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME

CPROBABILITY OF THE OECRYPTE TEXT.DECRYPTED WITItN THE SPECIFIED TIME

TO THE SPECIFIED SECURITY TERM
HAVING ESS THAN THE SPE I FCIFIE
PAOBABtIIY OFl (IRIOR

:,'gur (; ]:L Com m unic-ations , (u iy ¢; )d ii~

PII(II1AHItIIIY IF IIIIAININI ItIF ,%PfI:II1I'DlI.NI MY

NNUMMNICATION

PROBABILITY OF OBTAINING THE INFORMATION

COMMUNICATIONS CONTAINED IN THE SPECIFIED ENEMY

ELECROMANEI COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIMECAPABILITY

' SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE
CAPABILITY

ELECTRONICS
INTE LLIGENCE--

CAPABILITY ] PROBABILITY OF OBTAINING THE SPECIFIED ENEMY
"L " -NON COMMUN ICATIONS ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

P._ROBABILITY OF OBTAINING THE REQUIRED INFORMATION
IN THE SPECIFIED ENEMY NONCOMMUNICATIONS
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME

Figure 6-14. Signal intelligence capability
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of evaluations (rather thtan test results), no attempt should be made to standardize

the process by which, they are derived. Itis important to keep:these evaluations

V flexible to allow for rapid changes.

Electronics Warfare C apabilities are covered" separatiely under Defense Suppression

in the following section as shown in Figure 6-15. Other connections-between CE

Systems andDefense Suppression Will also be covered.

ELECTR ONIC WARFARE CAPABI LITY - SEE "DEFENSE SUPPRESSI ON"

Figure 6-15. Electronic warfare. capability

4
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7. ME-ASUES'-OF ElFI,'CTIVENESS ,FOR lI)EFENSE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

As the term Defense-Suppression System implies, the purpose for these systems

F is to decrease-the capabilities of the enemy's defenses. From an Air Force point-of

view, Defense Suppression is accomplished by Air-to-Ground, Air-to-Air, or

Electronic Warfare Systems. The firsttwo of these types of systems will be addressed

in the next section on Measures of Effectiveness of Aircraft Systems. in this section,

only Electronic Warfare Systems will be addressed.

Since most Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems contain transmitters and/or receivers,

thei Availability and-Dependability data elements are already covered in the section

on Communications/Electronics Systems. The only EW Systems that are electronically

-passive are the chaff orfiare dispensers and their Availabilities for mating to the air-

craft are covered by the data element shown in Figure 6-16. Once the dispenser is

mated to the aircraft, it becomes part of the Aircraft System and is covered by the

data elements for Aircraft Systems.

CHAFF/FLARE DISPENSER - PROBABI LITY THAT THE CHAFF/FLARE DISPENSER
AVAI LABI LITY PASSES THE PREMATING CHECK.

Figure 6-16. Chaff/Flare dispenser availability

The pxrpose of defense suppression is to decrease the enemy's defense capabilities.

It is, therefore, natural and logical to measure the Capability of a Defense Suppression

System by the decrease in the Capability of the EW targeted system. The only other

aspectsare how fast the system responds and what effects it has on friendly systems.

With this in mind, and only-addressing EW Systems, the data elements for Defense

Suppression Capability are shown in Figure 6-17. As before, the tester must set the

specified values called for in each of the data elements from alternate system's

values, past experience, desired values, or system specifications.

Unlike some of the data elements in intelligenceand security covered above. all' of

these da&. elements are measurable. The problem in EW is that the targeted
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PROBABILITYTHAT THE SPECIIFED EW SUBSYSTEM
BEGINS OPERATION WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME

Ell WHEN IN THE SPECIFIED ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT

'1 PROBABILITY THAT THE ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI)
FROM THE EW EQUIPMENT IS LESS THAN THE'SPECIFIED AMOUNT

PROBABI LITY THAT THE CAPABILITY OF THE TARGETED

DEFENSE SUPPRESSION POINT-TO.POINT TELECOMMUNICATIONS.EQUIPMENT(S) WILL

CAPABI LITYi BE DECREASED BY THE SPECIFIED AMOUNTWHEN AT
THE SPECIFIED POSITION FOR THE SPECIFIED TIME INTERVAL
(SEE FIGURE 6,9)

PROBABILITY THAT THE CAPABILITY OF THE TARGETED
SEARCH AND DETECTION RADAR(S) WILL BE DECREASED
BY THE SPECIFIED AMOUNT WHEN AT THE SPECIFIED
POSITION FOR THE SPECIFIED TIME INTERVAL (SEE FIGURE 6.10)

PROBABILITY THAT THE CAPABILITY OF THE TARGETED
-SUBSYSTEM, WHICH.USES INFRARED (IR) SENSORS, WI LL
BE DECREASED BY'THE SPECIFIED AMOUNTWHEN ATTHE
SPECIFIED POSITION FOR THE SPECIFIED TIME INTERVAL

Figure 6-17. Defense suppression capability

system's capabilities are not always known with the highest confidence levels. The

application of standard MOE's can beapplied to EW Systems working against the-threat

simulation equipment. IIowever, it must be realized that how well the threat is simula-

ted can always be questioned.

The electromagnetic interference (EMI) referred to Ih-the dataelements should be

measured for each of the other CE Systems that could be-affected by the system

being tested.

If the system being tested is actually a subsystem of an Aircraft System, the data

elements in Figure 6-17 are used and only address the Aircraft System's EW Capa-

bilities. This subject is discussed under Measures of Effectiveness for Aircraft

Systems.

No attempt has been made to standardize te idatr elemCnts that ar v Inputs to the

probabilities called for in Figure 6-17. The reason is that these inputs can be found
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under CE--Systemls Capabilities. They are dependent upon the design and operation

Sof ea--h piece of ENV equipment, the targeted equipment, ,fid-the test design. It is

import,,ut that the measurements taken lead to a determination of the value of the

~data elements shown in Figure 6-17.
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8. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Since a-system, by definition, is a self-sufficient unit for a mission, the term

"Aircraft System", will include the cargo,- rockets, bombs, missiles, pods, or what-

ever load~the aircraft is carrying, For this reason, Aircraft Systems are very

broad in their applications -tomissions. Table 6;2 lists Air Force missions and

Aircraft Systems missions. It can be seen that there is not a one-to-one correlation
between the two. For example, using an Aircraft System'for air-to-air combat can

be a part of counter ar, close air suport or combat air patrol Air Force missions.

The MOE's used for Aircraft Systems are less redundant if they address the Air-

craft System's mission rather than the Air Force mission. The scenario should

cover the Air Force mis iWn by statements such as, "an A7-D/AIM-7E Aircraft

Ii System. during combat air patrol, engages a MIG-19..."

There is a closer time tie between Availability (A), Dependability (D), Capability (C),

and the sortie profile for Aircraft-Systems than for Communications/Electronics

Systems. For-aircraft, Availability will address all operations executed up to the

time the engines are to be started. Dependability will cover all operations-executed

~from engine start to engine shut-don including pstflight aircrew and maintenance

checks of the system. After the postflight checks, the Aircraft System is in the

Availability portion of the cycle again. Capability addresses those periods of the

sortie during which the aircraft missions shown in Table 6- 2 are actually-being

executed. The data elements which address the Capability of the Aircraft System

will help clarify exactly what is included in Capability.

The lists of data elements which address A, D, and C in the discussions which follow

may appear to-be rather .xtensive. However, it must be kept in mind that they in-

clude all Aircraft Systems. The lists include piston and Jet engines; single and

multiengined aiicraft; bombers, fighters, helicopters, transports and trainers;

various armaments (guns, rockets, missiles, bombs, guided bombs, etc.); and all

other variations of Aircraft Systems. Sincethese lists must apply to so many systems, the

tester must select those that apply to his system andwhen duringthe sortie, the data
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1 'FM.TIE 6-2. Al I F'()ICE VSAiI{CI{Ai,'Tr MISSIONS

Aircraft System Missions Correspondig Air Force Missions

1) Air;-torAiir Engagements 1,2, 5 I

2) Air-toGroUnd Engagmens 1, 2, 3, 4, 5'

3) Search and Rescue/RecoVei3' 5, 8

4) Airlift -2, 11

5) Command.and Control 1,5, 10, 13

6) Recohnaissance 3, -6,,7, 10, 15

7) Electronic -Wai'fare 1, 3,4, 5, 6 ., -,

8) Airborne Atmospheritc Sampling 15

9) Trai'ng '14

-10) Aiiborne Test Beid 16

11) Refueling 9

12). 11attlefieldfllumination 2, 12

4 13) .Demonstration. Team 13

Air Force Missions Corresponding Aircraft Missions

1) Counter Air 1,2,5,7

2). Close Air &apport 1, 2, 4, 12

3) Air Interdiction 2, 6,,7

4) Fire Suppresgi6n 2, 7

5) Combat Air Patrol 1.2,3,5,7

6) Electronic Warfare 6, 7

7) Reconnaissance 6

8) Search and Rescue/Recovery 3
'-4

9) Refueling 11 

13) Forward Air Control 5, 6

11) Airlift 4

i2) Battlefield Illumination 12

13) Command and Control 5

14) Traintiq 9

15) Weather 6, 8

16) RDT&E 10

17) Demonstration Team 13
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v'Inw.h1(.i( wuld normally be eck.d. Also the lester must interpret the data element

sttements from a general point of view. lie should not expect them to always corre-

0 htite, word for word, with what his system callsthe information, he is to gather. For

example, his Aircraft System might measure engine speed in-units other than RPM

to which the data elements refer. However, if he keeps in mihid-that RPM is referring

to engine speed, it makes no difference..

,As always, the tester selects only those data elcments that apply tA) his Aircrafit

System,-scenario, and test objectives. If he is test-ing a.subsystem, the tester only

selectsthose data, elements that apply to the subsystem- under test and other subsystems

with which it can interfere.

The measures of performance (A, D, and C) which make up the Measures of Effective-

ness foran Aircraft System are shown in Figure 6-18. It is-assumed that the tester

has been given, or has stated, the scenario for the system. The scenario includes the

system's mission. With this in mind the tester can- proceed to those data elements that

address the Aircraft System's Availability.

AIRC tAFT SYSTEM

AVAILABI LITY

AIRCRAFT SYSTEM MEASURE ___-___AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
oF EFFECTIVENESS DEPENDABILITY

AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
CAPABILITY

Figure 6-18. Aircraft System MOE

All Aircraft Systems arL made up of the Aircraft, the Load, and the Aircrew Subsystems.

The Aircraft Subsystem includes the AGE and ground crew. For an aircraft to be

available, it must pass the aircrew and maintenance preflight checks as pointed out in

Figure.6-19. The load must be available also. Loads arc-broken down into expendable

and nonexpendable loads. Examples of each type are shown in Table 6-3. rhe details

of the data elements for the load's Availabiity will be covered shortly. The airee'w's
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t PROBABILITY OF NO ABORAT OF THE OPERATIONALLY "

READY AIRCRAFT FOR THE SPECIFIED MISSION
DUE TO THE AI RCREW PREFLIGHT CHECK.

-PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT OF THE OPERATIONALLY
READY AIRCRAFT FOR THE SPECIFIED MISSION
DUE TO THE AIRCRAFT PREFLIGHT MAINTENANCE
CHECK

AA AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEM'AVAI LABILITY EXPENDABLE LOAD AVAI LABILITY

AIRCRAFTSYSTEM/ ,°y
,IRRATS-, LOAD SUBSYSTEM AVAILAB!LITY

AVAILABILITY ALOADAVAILABILITY
• ' - AIRCREW SUBSYSTEM AVAILABILITY

'PROBABI LITY OF THE AIRCREW BEING...

* EQUIPPED

ON STATION

IN GOOD CONDITION

BRIEFED

Figure 6-19. Aircraft system availability

Availability is covered by the data elements shown in Figure 6-19. The aircrew is con-

sidered eoipped vhen they have the proper required personal equipment such as oxygen

masas, helmets, earphones, microphones,, etc. The other data elements are self ex-

planatory.

There are several ways for the aircraft to be considered operationally ready which is

the precondition of the aircraft called out in the data elements in Figure 6-19. The air-

craft could have flown either an nperational flight or a checkflight. The data elements

leading to the aircraft being operationally ready from either of these flights are shown

in Figure 6-20. The tester vill need to specify the length of time from the flight

(operational or check) unt.1 the aircraft is to be operationally ready.

I
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4 iTABLE 6-3. TYPES-OF AIRCRAFT LOADS

1) AGM EXPENDABLE LOADS

2) AIM

3) ARM

4) Bombs

5) duns

6) Decoys

'7) RPV

8) CBU

9) Flares

10) SAR Floation Equipment

11) SAR Fire Fighting Equipment.

12) Air Dropped Cargo
13) Air Dropped Troops

14) Guided Bombs

15) -Fucl for Refueling

16) Film in Dispensers

SUBSYSTEMS AND NONEXPENDABL LOADS

1) Command, Control and Communications (C) Equipment

2) Air Recovery Equipment

3) Cargo

4) Passengers/Troops

5) Sensors (Cameras, Electronic Radiation, Television,,Infrared etc.) J

6) Fuel 

A

7) Data Collection/Recording Equipment

I 8) Lights

9) EW Equipment

10) Film for Sensors 
4
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PROBABILITY THAT THERE ARE NO AIRCREW WRITEUPS AND THE
'POST FLIGHT CHECK IS PASrED

PROBABILITY THAT TiPiREARE NO AIRCREW WRITEUPS AND THE
POST FLIGHT DISCREPANCIES ARE FIXED AND DO NOT REQUIRE
A CHECK FLIGHT

'PROBABILITY THAT THE AIRCREW WRITEUPS ARE FIXED AND
PROBABILITY THAT THE POST FLIGHT CHECK IS PASSED ANO'NOCHECK
AN AIRCRAFT IS FLIGHT IS REQUIRED
OPERATIONALLY READYGH
AFTER OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROBABILITY THAT THE AIRCREWWRITEUPS AND POST

FLIGHT DISCREPANCIES ARE FIXED AND DO NOT REQUIRE
A CHECK FLIGHT

PROBABILITY THAT MODIFICATIONS ARE COMPLETED
AND DO NOT:REOUIRE A CHECK FLIGHT

PROBABILITY THAT PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
IS PERFORMEG AND NO CHECK FLIGHT IS
REQUIRED

A

PROBABILITY THAT THERE ARE NO AIRCREW WRITEUPS AND \-i
THE POST FLIGHT CHECK IS PASSED AFTER A CHECK FLIGHT

PROBABILITY THAT THERE ARE NO AIRCREW WRITEUPS AND THE
/j FPOST FLIGHT DISCREPANCIES ARE FIXED AND DO NOT REQUIRE// A SECOND CHECK F LIGHT

PROBABILITY THAT PROBABI LITY THAT THE AIRCREW WRITEUPS ARE FIXED, THE
AN AIRCRAFT IS POST FLIGHT CHECK IS PASSED AND A SECOND CHECK

FTEOPERATIONALLY READY FLIGHT IS NOT REQUIRED'
AFTER A CHECK FLIGHT

PROBABILITY THAT THE AIRCREWWRITEUPS AND-POST
FLIGHT DISCREPANCIES ARE FIXED AND A SECOND
CHECK-FLIGHT IS NOT REQUIRED

PROBABILITY THAT PERIODIC MAINTENANCE IS
PERFORMED AND A CHECK FLIGHT IS REQUIRED

Figure 6-20. Probability that an aircraft is operationally ready after an
operational flight or after a check flight.

Once the aircraft is operationally ready and it is called upon for a mission, it undergoes

two checks. The first is the preflight maintenance check. The data elements for passing

this test are shown in Figure 6-21. Again, these data elements apply to any aircraft so

that the tester must select only those that apply to his system. The T. 0. checklists

are excellent kuides for making the choice of data elements for all cases. The air crew

preflight check is the second check. Its data elements are shown in Figure 6-22. in
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PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT OF THE:AIRCRtAFT
FOR THE ,SPECIFIED MISSION DUE TO'THE...

FUEL.LEAKS

COOLANT LEAKS

HYDRAULIC LEAKS
PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT OIFTHE - ACCUMULATOR LEAKS
OPERATIONALLY READY AIRCRAFT
FOR THE SPECIFIED MISSION DUE TO- O EK
THE AIRCRAFT PREFLIGHT -OTOSRAE
MAINTENANCE CHECKAlR AM

LANDING GEAR
RADOMES

Figure 6-21. Probability of'no abort due to-preflight maintenance check
PAOBSABI LTYOF NO
ABORT OF THE MISSION

PROM 'HITY OF NJO ABORT OF TH DUE TO THE_.
MISSION ",UE ID. FELEK
THLAIRCAr;FT EXTERIOR CHFCK--l OIL LEAKS
flt JC!OSI7 COOLANT LEAKS

1111EJLCIONSATSHYDRAULIC LEAKS
ACCUMULATOR LEAKS

IHE EJLCTION IIAMCHES CONTROL SURFACES

I' HE CANOPY AIRFRAME
VIES

PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT LANDING 5CAR

PIIA1111,1Y Of Of THE MISSION DUE TO AMS

NABORT OF THE WEORE ENTERING THE-J ENGINE INTAKES
NO COCKP'IT CHE4CK BY THE ENGINE

AliCRIWANTENNAS
III AUV AIRCRAFT FOR AR~I
14 IHI FIEI PRBBLT OPUBR ROBALILITY or NO ABORT or THE

MISSIOLNIYoutASO0 MISSIUN DOE TO THE
ISSAIIONE. TOor THE MISSION DUE to

FLTCHECKPR IEAfERINTIRIQ' THE- FUCISUBSYSIEM
FLIGT CECACOCKPIT CH4ECK 0w THE ELECTRIC POWIR SUBSYSTEM

AICE AISOSUESYSTEM IJECTIC SLATS

CIRCUIT V;EAKERS E HATUHESICANOPY
CON TROLS
LOOSE ITEMS IJNSICURABL E
ORCGUE CAUTE SUBSYSTEM
PIIESSUR, BULKH4EADS
OVYGIEN SUBSYSTEM .- _.~.COXGEN dASKS
PERMISSIVE L.1NK OAXIGEN OIJAW4ITY

-WSUSYSTEMS
-HEAVAL CURTAINS

ROTOR BRAKE
ISTRUMENTSII W.RRING INDICATORS

i~ uret3-2. Probaiity or iio aboart due to the itirerew-preflight, check.
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almost all cases, the aircrewpreflight check is broken down into a "before entering the

cockpit" and an "after cntcring'the cockpit" check. Any diserepancies Of items normally

checked-at this time, that do not'lead to an abort of that particular missin mfor that air-

I craft, are not counted against the A of the-aircraft but should be recorded-by the tester.

For example, if an antenna is broken but will not be used for the-mission, the aircraftI is still available for this mission but the data can be used to calculate the A of the sys-

Item for another mission that would require the antenna. Reporting for A is done by

excoption. That is, if the maintenance-and aircrew preflight checks are passed, the
tester knows that many items have been checked and passed. If he knoWs that the air-

craft was checked N times, then all items checked without any failures have passed N

checks; those with one failure passed N-I times, etc. If more than one discrepancy

leading to an abort is discovered during the checks for a single sortie, then the system

is counted as aborting once. However, each item checked that could have aborted the

mission is counted as having a discrepancy.

The probability of an operationally ready load passing the preflight check of the load is

cove'ed by the data elements shown in Figure 6-23. Once the load passes the preflight

check, it is Available. For the stibsystems and nonexpendable loads that refer to Com-

munications/Electronics (CE) AvailabiJit), Jhe tester selects data elements from CE

that apply to the system under test. For example, if tha Aircraft System under test

were AWACS, there would be extensive use of the CE data elements. No attempt

should be made to separate the CE Subsystem from the Aircraft Subsystem as though

they were independent systems. Even by the definition of a system they can, in no

way, be considered two systems.

Once the aircraft haspassedallof thepreflight checks shown inFiguresG-19,6-21, 6-22

and 6-23 the Aircraft System is available. It Is recognized that the system may not be in

perfect condition. It Is In one of its states of operation where It is considered avail-

able for the mission. Over a numberof trials, its average conditionwill bewhatmay be

expected, on the average, for its next mission. From an operational viewpoint, "t really

is of no interest what the system effectiveness happens to be for a perfectly operating
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PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT
O F THE-MISSION DUE TO

SEE EXPENDABLE-LOAD-ARMINdAS APPROPRIATE
LAUNCHERS SA' ING
PYLONSSAFING
R AC KS SAFING/7RAIISSAFING
FUSES SAFING
ROCkETSSAFING-
CBUSSAFING CH[CK

-- HOIS~ 'I - -- 11111D PINNING
TANKS SAI ItG CARBLE C~uI SAI ING;
SUUIS SAFING

PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT OF THE FUSES CHECK

MISSION DUE TO THE AIAREW CHF IPNSR HC
EXPENDABLE LOAD PREFLIGHT CHECK ARMING-WIRES INSTALLATION

(GIVEN AN OPERATIONALLY ARMING SAFING

READY LOAD) -- GUNS CLEARING AND SAFING
LOAD SECURING
EJECTOR PISTONS SEATING

-NOSE AND TAIL FAIRINGS SECURING
INITIATORS SAFING
tMISSILES CHECK
WEkAPON SELEC7OR ASWITCH POSITIONING

- BAY TIOM POSITION
INDIL,,OR LIGHTS
FLARESIMARKERS CHECK AND SAFING
FIN RIELEASESAFINGIUNSAFING

PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT OF THE MISSION DUE TO
THE PREI-LIGHT CH1ECK OF THE.

REFUEL

-CAIRGO -~--AIR 0IIUPP1 11

GROUINII F I IVFII 1I

R1 ISEL "CIIMMUNICAtINSIELEC I IIONII;S
SENSORS IR (CE) AVAILABILIIY'1

__LASER

PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT CAMERAS
OF THE MISSION DUE TO (HE
SUBSYSTEMS AND NONEXPENDABLE -- ,- CCHECK

LOAD PREFLIGHT CHECK FILM NOSN SER ASCfING

(GIVEN AN OPERATIONALLY CHECKOUT
READY LOAD)

LASER

CEQUIPMENT (SEE "CE AVAILABILITY")

DATA COLLECTiONIRECORDING EQUIPMENT (SEE

"CE AVAILABILITY-)

CHECK

HOIST ROOM PINNINI;
CARI I CII I SAI ING

EWFIIUIPMFNI 1511 "1.1 AVAIl Ill IIIY"I

Figure 6-23.. Probability of no abort due to preflight check and
non-expendable load preflight check
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system. i'his is true since, in a real operational situation, the probability of having a
ii-fectly operating system approaches zero. What is operationally important is,-"What

Kis the system effectiveness that can be expected on the next mission?"

GiVen the Aircraft System's Availability, as derived above, the Aircraft System's

Dependability can be addressed. The Dependability data elements are taken during

different portions of the sortie as shown in'Figure 6-24. Again, these portions are broken

into sortie phases in the same manner as a T.O. checklist for the aircrew.

Engine start is used to describe all functions executed from the time the aircrew is in

the aircraft and finished the checks covered by Availability until the Aircraft System

starts taxing. During this time frame, checks are made of many of the aircraft

subsystems as shown in Figure 6-25. When available, the T. O. Is are a good source of

~1 'help in selecting the appropriate data elements from Figure 6-25. The terms used in the

figures generally refer to functional uses rather than equipment. Any discrepancies

that do not result in an abortof the missions, but result in a maintenance action, do not

affect the Dependability of the system. It results in an effect on Availability and the

evaluation of the system by Logistics Command. As with the Availability, this

leads to opx1rationally realistic system Dependability. It also leads to operationally

DEPENDABILITY DURING...

ENGINE START -

TAXI BEFORE TAKEOFF

TAKEOFF

CLIMB

CRUISE

DEPENDABILITY REFUEL
OF AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS DESCENT

LANDING

TAXI AFTER LANDING

AIRCREW POSTFLIGHT CHECK

-IUNLOAD
MAINTENANCE POSTFLIGHT CHECK

Figure 6-24. Dependability of Aircraft Systems I
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r::teisti Capbility evaluations. The data element "A Pressure" meansbhe pressure

differential as measured in jet engines. The rest are self explanatory.

Given that the system passes the start engine checks of Figure 6-25, it is then ready for

taxi before takeoff. Included in the taxi before takeoff actions are the arming-of the

expendable load and such other checks-done during this time frame. These arming

actions are accomplished in the designated arming area. The-data elements leading to

Dependability during taxi before takeoff are covered in Figure 6-26. As stated before,
only those data elements thatjnormally would be collected at-this point in the -mission

will be selected by the tester.

The data elements that apply during takeoff are covered in Figure 6-27.

After takeoff, the next time frame is that taken up by-climbing to altitude. The data ele,

ments covering this portion of the sortie are shown in Figure 6-28.

In most cases, the major portion of time during the sortie is spent in the cruise mode.

Also, during thiae time frame many of the load delivery functions are checked. These

facts, plus several others, lead to many checks being performed during cruise. Some

of these checks may be performed more than once. The tester should select his ap-

propriate data elements and state when they should be checked. Again, when T. 0. Is

exist, they can be used for guidance. The data elements for Dependability during cruise

are shown in Figure 6-29. Here, many of the data elements can be further understood by

refering to CE System's Dependability. The scenario should state the mode of operation

of radars (normal or countermeasures mode). The data elements shown in Figure 6-29

are far more in number than would ever be required by any Aircraft System. They

apply to all types of Aircraft Systems for all types of scenarios. The most elaborate

Aircraft System would hardly use more than half of the data elements for a total 5vstem

test. Depending upon the mission, the Capability may be executed during the Dependa-

bility time frame (e.g., Air-to-Air Engagement) or at the end of the Dependability time

frame (e.g., Airlift of Passengers). Irrespective of when the Capability of the system

occurs, it can be addressed separately since it addresses different aspects of the system

than does the Dependability.
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Figure 6-25. Dependability during
engine start
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Figure 6-26. Dependability during taxi
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Figure 6-29. Dependability during cruise
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If the scenario calls for air to air, refueling during the sortie, then the data elements

shown in Figure 6-30 are used. These-data elements addressthe Dependability of the

aircraft,,being refueled. If the Aircraft System being tested-has a mission of refueling -

other aircraft, then the Capability for Refueling is to be addressed. This Capability will

be addressed later With other AircrAft Sstems' Capabilities. The-meaning of the

data elements in Figure 6-30 are self eyident.

PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
DURING REFUELING DUE TO A DISCREPANCY
IN HE-..

RENDEZVOUS-

-OPENING'OF THE REFUELING
RECEPTACLE

DEPENDABILITY DURING REFUELI' HOOKUP ,

FUELTRANSFER i
DISENGAGEMENT

Figure 6-30. Dependability during refuel

At the end of the cruise portion of the sortie, the descent portion starts. Malfunctions

occurring-at this point seldom lead to an Abort Of the mission. They do affect the Avail-

ability for the next mission and contribute to calculations of the Dependability for other

portions of the sortie. That Is, they len -to calculations ofmeantimebetweenfailures 4

(MTBF) which affects the Dependability during otherportions of the sortie. The data

elements for Dependability during descent are shown in Figure 6-31.

After descent, the next sortie portion is landing. Dependability during landing is-ad-

dressedby the data elements shown in Figure 6-32.

Taxi after landing data elements are-shown in Figure 6-33. These data elements give

the Dependability during this time frame.

If the Aircraft System has expendable loads that require safing, the Dependability of the

expendable load safing in the designated arming area !s addressed by the data elements j
shown in Figure 6-34. If the Aircraft System has no expendable load requiring safing,

then Figure 6-34 is ignored.
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Figure 6-31. Dependability during descent
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Figure 6-32. Dependability during landing
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Figure 6-33. Dependability during taxi after landing
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Figure 6-34. Dependability of expendable load safing in designated arming area
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The Dependability-during the ail rew postflight check-is addressedby the data elements
i shown in Pigure 635.

The Dependability during the postflight maintenance check is.obtaincd from the data ele-

Sjments shown in Figure 6-36. At this point intime, the Aircraft System's Availability

is addressed again.

PROBABILITY OF NO DISCREPANCIES BEING
DISCOVERED DURING THEAIRCREWPOSTF LIGHT
CHECK IN THE...

CANOPY SAFING

DEPENDABILITY DU.RING _ _ _ _CREW MODULE SAFING
AIRCREW POSTFLIGHT
CHECK EXTERNAL TANKS SAFING

, LOAD SAFING

LANDING GEAR SAFING

Figure 6-35. Iependability (li ring a icre row postflight cleck

PROBABILITY OF NO DISCREPANCIES BEING FOUND
DURING THE POSTFLIGHT MAINTENANCE CHECK IN
THE...

FUEL LEAKS

OIL LEAKS

COOLANT LEAKS

4 HYDRAULIC LEAKS

ACCUMULATOR LEAKS

DEPENDABILITY DURING THE LOX LEAKS
POSTFLIGHT MAINTENANCE CONTROL SURFACES
CHECK

AIRFRAME

TI RES

LANDING GEAR

RADOMES

ENGINE INTAKES

ENGINES

LIGHTS

ANTENNAS
- Figure 6-36. DependabilitY during postflight 'maintenance check
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'The proluctoIf all of:the above Dependahilities lead to the Dependability of the-Aircraft

Syst(.m for the paifticular scenario. Other scenarios can lead to different Dependabili-

ties, This is obvious if,,for example, 5ne considers that onescenario may require re-

fueling and another may not. There are other less obvious ways ifiiwhich the scefnavio

can affect the Dependability of the system. For example, just as sortie rate, affects

Availability, it can also affect Dependability-by overworking the system (which includes

people and equipment).

Having now determined-the Availability and Dependability of the Aircraft System, the

only part of the MOE left is the Capability. The data elements for A and D are fairly

mission independent for a given set of items th~t'make up the, Aircraft System. Capa-

bility, on the other hand,,addresses the Aircraft Systems specific mission. As shown

in Table 6-2, Aircraft Systems have certain missions. A given Aircraft System will

have a certain Capability for each of these missions. Figure 6-37 shows how the

Capability of an Aircraft System is stated as that system's Capability for a specific

aircraft mission.,
CAPABI LITY FOR..

AIR-TO-AIR ENGAGEMENTS

AIR-TO-GROUND ENGAGEMENTS

SEARCH AND RESCUE/RECOVERY

AIRLIFT

COMMAND AND CONTROL

RECONNAISSANCE

CAPABILITY OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

AIRBORNE ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLING

AIRBORNE TEST BED

REFUELING

BATTLEFIELD ILLUMINATION

-DEMONSTRATION TEAM

Figure 6-37. Capability of Aircraft Systems
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The data elements that make up an Aircraft-System's Capability, for Air-to-Air En-

gagements are shown inA Figure 6-38. These data elements apply to all types of air-

craft and munitions. Therefore, the tester selects only thosethat apply to his Aircraft

System and ncgglectsthe-others. ie should state which d ilet 0lmentslic is using. For

example, his scenario iay statethat his test system is assumed 10o be.firing, first. If

that is the, case, he ignores the first data element, the "Probability-of Firing First".

The data elements that refer to a "specified ti'ie" require the tester to specify'the

value of this time. Sources of information which can guide him in this selection are his

past experience, an alternate system!s time requirements, or the specifications of the

system being tested. Take, as an example, that an alternate system loses lock-on

after i minute, on the average, and requires 10 seconds, on the average, to reacquire

lock-on. Then the tester might wantthe probability of the new system maintaining

lock-on for more than 75 seconds (25% more than the alternate) and' the probability

PROBABILITY OF
ACQUIRING THE
SPECIFIED TARGET

PROBABILITY OF FIRING FIRST WITH THESPECIFIED
ASPECT AT THE

PROBABILITY OF A OUIRING THE TARGET .SPECIFIED POSITION

PROBABILITY THAT THE ACOUIREO TARGET IS IDENTIFIED PROBABILITYION TAKINGHE

WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIMF LESS THAN THE

-PROBABILITY OF THE IDENTIFIED TARGET BEING CORRECTLY SPECIFIED TIMF
ASSESSED WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME PROBABILITY OF

SUCCESSFULLY MAIN.
PROBABILITY OF THE ASSESSED TARGET BEING - TAINING LOCK.ON FOR

LOCKED ON WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME A SPECIFIED TIME
GIVEN LOCK-ON

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY TRACKING THE TARGET
PROBABILITY. GIVEN

PROBABILITY OF ATTAINING A VALID RELEASE POINT. GIVEN TRACKING LOSS OF LOCK-ON. THAT

CAPABILITY FOR AIR- LOCK-ON IS REAC

TO AIR ENGAGEMENTS -- PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY RELEASING. GIVEN A VALID RELEASE POINT OUIRED WITHIN A

(TARGET DEFINED) SPECIFIED TIME. GIVEN
PROBABILITY OF A VALID MISSILE/ROCKET. GIVEN RELEASE INITIAL LOCK-ON

K PROBABILITY OF MISSILE GUIDANCE. GIVEN A VALID MISSILE

PROBABILITY OF FUZING (MISSILE. ROCKET.) GIVEN
MISSILE GIIIDANCE/A VALID ROCKET

PROBABILITY OF THE TARGET BEING AT SPECIFIED
POSITIO. AT FUZING

PROBAJILITY OF HITTING THE TARGET WITH GUNS

PROBABILITY OF "KILLING" THE TARGET WITH GUNS

V PROBABILITY OF PREVENTING A HIT BY A
SPFCIFIED WEAPON DUE TO.AIR COMBAT MANEUVERS

Figure 6-38. Capability for air-to-air engagements
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of reacquiring lock-on in 10 seconds (at least as goodas the alternate). The-data ele-

ment "the probability of the-targetbeing at a specified position at fuzing" needs some

elaboration. Position means the location, in three dimensions, of an item (in-this case,

the target) with the origin of the coordinates -taken as the system under test (in this

case, the missile or rocket). The reason for measuring and reporting this, probability

rather than the probability of kill is thatthe vulnerabil't of the target may vary with

time due to increased information, quality-of the estimates, or target modifications.

The data can be used for inputs to these evaluations as time goes on and no retesting

would be required. If the measurements are~used-in the current vulnerability estimates

and only the results of this evaluation are recorded, theni new vulnerability estimates

would require a retest of the system to reobtain the data previously obtained. It should

also be pointed out that there are several levels of kill, the nuhber depending upon who

is making the evaluation and for what type weapon. One of the listings of effects of the

target being at a specified position at fuzing is shown in Figure 6-39. If the tester also

reports the probability of kill, he should state v;hat is meant by "kill". For this reason,

the probability of "killing" the target with guns,-as shown in Figure 6-38, has quotation

marks about the word, kill. The impoLtant data elennt lor guns is, "the probhlbility of

hitting the target with guns". Many ol tli data elCmCnts in i,igure 6-38 iir, common to

whatever the w'eapon subsystem is in the Aircraft System. These data elements are

those that address such things as target acquisition, identification, etc. The last of

IMMEDIATE DISINTEGRATION

LOSS WITHIN 30 SECONDS

11 LOSS WITHIN 5 MINUTESAIRCRAFT KILL

LOSS WITHIN 30 MINUTES
EFFECT OF THE TARGET BEING
AT A SPECIFIED POSITION AT DAMAGE UNABLE TO COMPLETE MISSION
FUZING

CRASH ON LANDING

NO EFFECT

Figure 6-39. Effect of the target being at a specified position at fuzing
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th(' dIL delements in Figure G-38 address the capability of the Aircraft System to pre-
vent damage or kill to itself by air combat mancuvers when the system'is under attack

by a specified weapon. Other forms of defensive capabilities are covered elsewhere,

such as EW being covered under Defense Suppression. The product of all of the ap-

propriate data elements in Figure 6-38 give the Capability for Air-to-Air Engage-

iments for the given scenario.

The next Aircraft System mission to be covered is Air-to-Ground Engagements. Typical

munitions for this mission are shown in Figure 6-40. The fact that these munitions are

so varied does not lead to a significantly expanded list of data elements. These muni-

tions are useful against a number of targets which are shown in Figure 6-41. The

specific target(s) for which the Aircraft System is to be evaluated 18 (are) covered in the

scenario. The tester should explicitly state the type of target and as much other detail

as is required to clearly explain what Capability is being measured. For example,

if the target is a tank, what kind is it, is it camouflaged, is it moving, etc. ? These

GUNS

ROCKETS

MISSILES

LASERS

NAPALM
CLUSTER ANTIPERSONNEL

AIR-TO-GROUND ICNIR
MUNITIONS~ BOMBS HIGH EXPLOSIVE SEMIARMOR.PIERCING

FLECHETTES ARMOR.PIERCING
\ MINES INCENDIARY

MINES

DEPTH CHARGES

LASER

GUIDED BOMBS TELEVIION
IR

RADAR

CHEMICAL

Figure 6-40. Air-to-ground munitions
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-'AIRCRAFT ( RBORNE) POWER PLANTS-
- -POWER DISTRIBUTION

PERSONNEL DAMS
LOCKS

MIS§I LE/ROCKET SITE AIRCRAFT STORAGE
ROADS

4 AA EMPLACEMENTS BUILDINGS
RUNWAYS

TARGETS STRUCTURES BRIDGES

-SUPPLY DUMP FUELSTORES11 ~ RA, LB OAD TR AC KS
SHIPS RAI LROAD YARDS

SHP - SUBSURNFACE ' FIELIJ'FORTIFICATIONS

ARTILLERY -PORT FACILITIES

TANKS
TRUCKS/AUTOS

VEHICLES ,,ARMORED LOCOMOTIVES

TRAINS -ROLLING STOCK
-SELF PROPELLED GUNS

- DROP ZONE

Figure 6-41. Targets for air-to-ground munitions

details should be covered in the scenario and should be restated in the Test Report.

The data elements which are used to measure Capability for Air-to-Ground Engage-

ments are shown in Figure 6-42. The similarity with the data-elements for Air-to-

Air Engagements is obvious. The reason for this is that the actions that are performed,

like acquiring the target, are the same. The difference, of course, is how well the sys-

tem can perform these actions under the different circumstances, targets, etc. As

before, the comments about tbhn specific data elements apply (nuch as the target position

at fusing). The effect of the target being at a specified position at fusing can best be

determined by refering to the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual entitled Weapon

Effectiveness, Selection and Requirements (TH61A1-1-1-1) Chapter 3. These effects

are shown in Table 6-4 which is taken from the referenced document. It states, for

example, that there are three levels of kill for tanks. This fact, and the time dependence

of vulnerability assessments of foreign equipment make the reporting of "kill probability"
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[PROBABILITY OF
ACQUIRING THE
SPECIFIED JARGET
WITH THE SPELIFIED
ASPECT AT THE

PROBABILITY-OF ACQUIRING THE TARGET - - SPECIFIED POSITION

PROBABILITY OF THE
PROBABILITY THAT THE ACQUIRED TARGET IS IDENTIFIED ACQUISITION'TAKING
WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME LESS THANTHE

SPECIFIED TIMEPROBABILITY OF THE IDENTIFIED TARGET BEING CORRECTLY
ASSESSED WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME PROBABILITY OF.... SUCCESSFULLY MAIN-

TAINING LOCK-ON FOR
PROBABILITY OF THE ASSESSED TARGET BEING A SPECIFIED TIME
LOCKED ON WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME GIVEN LOCK-ON

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY TRACKING THE TARGET PROBABILITY, GIVEN

LOSS OF LOCK-ON, THAT
PROBABILITY OF ATTAINING AVALID RELEASE POINT, GIVEN TRACKING LOCK-ON IS REAC.

CAPABILITY FOR AIR-TO QUIRED WITHIN A
GROUND ENGAGEMENTS - PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY RELEASING, GIVEN A VALID RELEASE POINT SPECIFIED TIME,
(TARGET DEFINED) GIVEN INITIAL LOCK.

PROBABILITY OF A VALID MISSILE/ROCKET. GIVEN RELEASE ON

PROBABILITY OF-MISSILE GUIDANCE, GIVEN A VALID MISSILE

--PROBABILITY OF FUZING (MISSILE, ROCKET, BOMB),'GIVEN
MISSILE GUIDANCE/A VALID ROCKET (BOMB)

PROBABILITY OF THE TARGET BEING AT SPECIFIED
POSITION AT FUZING

PROBABILITY oF HITIING THE TARGET WITH GUNS

*1 LPROBABILITY OF "KILLING" THE TARGET WITH GUNS

PROBABILITY OF PREVENTING A HIT BY A
SPECIFIED WEAPON DUE TO AIR COMBAT MANEUVERS

Figure 6-42. Capability for air-to-ground engagement

alone not a very useful parameter. If the tester wishes to report, in addition to the

data elements, a "kill probability" he should define what is meant by "kill". For ex-

ample, if the target was a tank, does the tester mean M-kill, F-kill, K-kill, all three,

or some other combination of them. The product of all of the appropriate data elements

in Figure 6-42 gives the Capability for Air-to-Ground Engagements. It should be noted

that the probability statements that combine to give this Capability arc all conditional

probabilities. That is, they say given what should have happened before, what is the

probability of the next action. For example, "the probability of the acquired target being

identified within the specified time" requires that the target was first acquired. For a

further discussion of conditional probabilities, see Appendix G.
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TABLE (-4. TARGET DAMAGE CRITERIA (Sheet 1 of 4)

Damage Criteria

I. ulrsonnel !efense :io sec The casualty criteria for personnel are dependent
Assault 30 sec upon the tactical situation. A casualty results when
Assault 5 min an individual's capacity to perform his military duty-
Supply 12-hr is reduced by a specified degree in a specified time.

For damage by fragments, three tactical, roles with
rciated time periods have been defined. The times
are the periods between injury and incapacitation;
if the soldier is wounded by one or more fragments
so that he is unable to perform-a useful military
function within his tactical role and he becomes in-
capacitated %ithin the time specified, he is con-
sidered a casualty.

2. Armored Vehicles

a. Tanks Mobility, M-kill Damaged so that the tank-is uncontrollable -within
five minutes and is not reparable bry the crew on
the battlefield.

Firepower, F-kill Defeat of the main armament either because the crew
has been reidered incapable of operatingit or because
the armament or its associated equipment has been

rendered Inoperative and not reparable by the crew on
ihe battlefield.

Catastrophic, K-kill Damaged beyond repair or to the extent that repair Is
not economically feasible.

b. Armored Personnel Mobility, M-kill Damaged to the extent that the vehicle is uncontrollable
Carrier within five minutes and Is not reparable by the crew on

the battlefield.

Catastrophic, K-kill Damaged beyond repair or to the extent that repair is
not economically feasible.

Personnel, P-kill Incapacitation of transported personnel. The P-kill Is
a calculated ratio of the number of personnel Incapaci-
tated to the total number of personnel being transported
in the personnel compartment of the APC.

c. Self-propelled AA Gun (Same us for tanks) (Same as for tanks)

3. Field Artillery

a. Artillery Firepower, F-kill Damage that prevents the accurate delivery of muni-
tions on intended targets or damage that cannot be

repaired In the field.

1. Rocket and Launcher Firepower, F-kill Sufficient damage to all rockets, launcher tubes, and/or
launcher system to make the weapon or system Inoper-
able until It receives m~ajor repair.

Mobility, M-kill Damage to the carrier vehicle that immohllize8 the
vehicle withln 5 minutes.

4. Missile Sites

a. Surface-to-Surface Firepower, F-kill Damage that prevents the missile from being launched
and Is not reparable in the field.

b. Surface-to-Air Firepower, F-kill Minimum downtime of four hours.
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TABLE 6-4i TARGET-DAMAGE CRITERIA (ContinUed) (Sheet 2 of 4)

Target Damage Criteria

5. Radar Installations Fire control, FCkill -Damage sufficient to prevent the radar from tracking
targets or directing fire. The damage will cause a
two-hour downtme under expected operational con-
ditions.

6. Airfields

h. Parked Aircraft Prevent takeoff (n, TO) -Damage such that the aircraft'is unable to generate
sufficient power to take off, or the pilot is unable to
control the aircraft.

Castrophic, K kill -Irreparable damage to the aircraft that renders it
unfit for any purpose except cannibalization and scrap.

b. Runways Interdiction Surface cratering sufficient to prevent aircraft from
taking off or landing; no undamaged part of the run-
way is long enough or wide enough for use as a take-
off strip.

-c. Hangars Complete K-kill Collapse of the hangar by loss of at least one-half of
the roof-supporting beams on one side or destrtction
of all the hangar shops by demolition of wails or
ceiling.

i!7. Field otfctosComplete K-ilirahn ftewalls or ceiling causing,-a complete

breakdown of structural integrity and possible filling
of the interior by dirt, scabbing, and debris.

8, Supply Dumps

a. Stacked Ammunition Complete destruction of the stack.

b. POL Storage Tanks Destruction of the tank, ignition of contents resulting
in sustained fie, or-leakage from the tank leaving
less than 25 percent of the original contents.

c. POT. Drums Destruction of, or setting fire to, 50 percent of the
drums within the unit.

9. Land Transportation

a. Roads Road damaged sufficiently to prevent passage of
or Ivehicular traffic for a specified period of time.

b. Trucks Mobility M-kill Damage that ImmoNlizes a moving vehicle within agiven time. This type of kill is usually conditional,

based on provisions for repairing the damage.

Category A Vehicle is Immobilized within 5 minutes.
Category B Vehicle Is immobilized within 20 minutes.
Category C Vehicle is Immobilized within 40 minutes.

Interdiction, I-kill lamage that prevents thIN vehlcle from lsirg used j
for trans1ortation of sltUllws tio thle fighting front.
i-kill ls ei uldidld as follows:

-:xpedlent it. 5, 1. 5-, and ExI.dlii.nt liI I lll.ilt.s Ihat atoily li.0,1 hI# U,#i .I-in
8-hour Itepuir alirolutt-ly nmeswiry Io 'ail.-ratlin ar,. rilsiha dI.

Iepalrs Inay Ix.- temlporary li. nattiloi' u. i.s. i htillq, III
liquid systems may Is.- plugged! rathi-r than moildIirelI
or welded.
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TABLE 6-4. TARGET DAMAGE CRITERIA (Continueed) (Sheet 3 of 4)

Target Damage Criteria

Thorough 0. 5-, 1-5-, Indl Thorough Rtepair Indicates that all comncnnts which
$-hou~r Rtepair contribute significantly to performntce, i6nfety, and

efficiency of operation are ropaired. Rlepairs are
permanent Ii nature. The repair timesidicated
mean that at least one elimlonent reqiring thte stated

repafi', timev has beeni damage(]. Additional contlmento

mlay have IKenj damnaged so thait total rextii- tiume nity
be~ s lgnifieantlv gretmer Ilhanl stated. 'Ihlo da mulmge level
assol-Ilated%flla ltl~ 8n~-1140i r I1xlvalieit RItpih' dlzmmge

tIerIm'tm Ilim~i II1,I-:tl1V gmm'mi'm'l dluau11 t HIM uI~i,'gM.IN

Catbmstrophke K -kill lDanuag that rt-nlers tht- vehile uudfit for any pu'rpose

I except salvagte.

c. Rtailroads Severe damage to, or undcrmining of a section of
track so that a train cannot pass, until the damaged
section of track Is repaired or replaced.

d. Rolling Stock Derailment, destruction of the superstructure, per-
foration of tank cars, or other damage to render the
rolling stock temporarily unusable.

e . Locomotives

(1) Moving S2 Train stop6 within 5 minutes and Is not derailed;

(2) Stationary Ht2 Rtequires more than iS days to repair.

R13 Rtequires 4 to 15 (lays to relmir.

f. Tunnels Blreaching of ceil tug or wails, causing complete
bekonof strcua Integrity and fil ing by d irt,
*vtr ),dbi oa orne h tunnel liomps-

Io. 111ridges D~ama~geud to the. extenti that Iit ean nit lunger suplirt

normal traffic.

&I Damanged to the extent that It causes a spin to dirop.

11. Water Transportation

a. Locks iMformationorother damage to the gates or caissons
so they cannot be mnoved or cannot retain water in the
lock. Pumps and gate-opening machinery damaged,
rcndering the lock useless. Levees, dikes, or dams
must be breached.

l . Port Facilities Bllocking port-entranci channels and wharves by
slaking vessels; damage to te port rail- or road-
clearance facilities; damage or dlestructiun of port
warehouses and transit sheds or dumage to loading
cranes on wharves.

c. Merchant Ships Skiking. iOO-percent seaworthiness kill.

d. Jcnks Slking kill based on the buoyancy/cargo relationship.A iRequires structural damage in critical portion of the
hull. uncontrolled leaks In all comnpartmnents. flooding
withIn 20 minutes, loss of ninenuvcrablity, inabilty
to-reach shallow water, and lose by sinking if the junk

Is motorized or carying high-density cargo.
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TABLE 6-4. TARGET DAMAGE CRITERIA (Continued) (Sheet 4 bf 4)

Target - Damage Criteria

e. Sampans Same as Junks.

f. Barges and: Shiking, 100-perCent seaworthiness kill.
Small Craft4

12. Soviet Naval Vessles

' a. Destroyer Escort Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness.*

b. Destroyer -Sinking-or degradation of mission effectiveness.*

c. Helicopter Carrier Sinkingor degradation of mission effectiveness.*

d. Light Cruiser Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness. *

e. Patrol Boat Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness. *

f. Landing Ship Sinking, 100-percent seaworthiness kill.

g. Guided-Missile- Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness.*
Destroyer- Leader

h. Guided-Missile Destroyer Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness. *

i. Minesweeper Sinking or degradation of mission effectiveness. *

13. Buildings Structural damage of a specified level (percent of
roof or floor area). Structural damage is dmnage
to principal load-carrying memLrs (trusses, beams,

columns, load-hearing walls) requiring replacement
or special support during repair. Fifty-percent struc-

tural damage Implies that half of the total floor space
has been rendered unusable.

14. Powerplants Damage to critical components to the extent that the plant
is no longer capable of generating or transmitting the
specified percentage of its output capacity for at leact
GO days.

15. Dams

a. Earthen Dams Breaching of the dam to the extent that erosion signifi-
cantly reduces the storage capacity of the reservoir.

b. Concrete Dams Breaching or displacing the dam to release Impounded
water; no reliance on erosion to deepen breach.

16. industrial Targets See discussion for Individual target elements.
17. Transformer Substations Damage to transformers or circuit 4reakers so as to

achieve either a severe (I-month) or moderate (36- .
hour) dontime.

"Incapacitation of at least one weapon system and/or appreciable reduction of maximum speed. _

l ]
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'he Capability for Search and Rescue/flecovery (SAR) missions is covered by the data

clements shown inFigure-6-43. The specified area referred to in the data elements

can be near a base, a battle zone, a combat zone, or an area of open sea or land. The

area must be specified by the tester. The use of the terms "suppressing a configura-

tion" refers to suppressing a fire which often occurs after a crash of an aircraft. This

term was used to prevent confusing it with "fire suppression" which is used to refer to

decreasing the enemy's fire. This latter ac ion is often required during:a SAR mission

in a battle or combat zone. The study of fire suppression (enemy fire fromweapons) is

done by taking the results of the Capability for Air-to-Ground Engagement and evaluat- j
ing how this reflects itself on the enemy's fire. It is not possible to do testing of this

effect in peacetime as it requires knowledgeabout the enemy's tactics, equipment,

training, psychology of the troops, etc. Since MOE's refer to measures, this subject,

and those others that can only be done by studies, are not covered in this manual.

Airlift is another mission for Aircraft Systems. Figure 6-44 shows the differentAir-

lift-missions and the Capability statements for each one. Aircraft ferrying missions

are covered by a cargo Airlift mission where the specified cargo -is the aircraft 'itself.

Here again, the data elements require broad interpretation so that the total data element

list is of reasonable length. The tester should always give an explanation of what he

means, explicitly, by the data elements if there is any- possibility of confusion.

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTING A SEARCH
FOR PERSONNEL OVER A SPECIFIED AREA

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY LOCATING PERSONNEL
WITHIN THE SEARCH AREA, GIVEN EXECUTION OF A SEARCH

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY RESCUING THE
LOCATED PERSONNEL

CAPABILITY FOR SEARCH PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTING A SEARCH
AND RESCUE/RECOVERY FOR AEROSPACE HARDWARE OVER A SPECIFIED AREA

PROBABILITY oF SUCCESSFULLY LOCATING AEROSPACE
HARDWARE WITHIN THE SEARCH AREA, GIVEN EXECUTION
OF A SEAR CH

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY RECOVERING THE
LOCATED AEROSPACE HARDWARE

PROBABILITY OF SUPPRESSING A CONFLAGRATION
SUFFICIENTLY TO PERMIT A RESCUE

Figure 6-43. Capability for search and rescue recovery
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PERSONNEL

COMBAT FORCES
PASSENGERS WS "-- - WOUNDED

VIP'S

EMERGENCY EVACUATION
, AIRL.IFT MISSIONS

A F SDISASTER RELIEF

CAO- ,- GENERAL

SPECIAL WEAPONS

PROBABILITY THAT ONE GIVEN TYPE AIRCRAFT CAN
AIRLIFT THE GIVEN NUMBER OF PASSENGERS, TYPE
SPECIFIED, FROM POINT A TO POINT B WITHIN A
SPECIFIED TIME
PROBABILITY THAT ONE GIVEN TYPE AIRCRAFT CAN
SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM AN EMERGENCY EVACUATION
OF A SPECIFIED LOAD FROM POINT A TO POINT B WITHIN

*A SPECIFIED TIME

CAPABILITY FOR PROBABILITY THAT ONE GIVEN TYPE AIRCRAFT CAN

SUCCESSFULLY PERFORM A DISASTER RELIEF AIRLIFT
WITH A SPECIFIED LOAD FROM POINT A TO POINT BWITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME,;"

PROBABILITY THAT ONE GIVEN TYPE AIRCRAFT CAN
AIRLIFT A SPECIFIED CARGO FROM POINT A TO POINT
B WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME

Figure 6-44. Airlift missions and Capability

Typical Command and Control missions which utilize Aircraft Systems are shown in

Figure 6-45. The data-clements and Capability statements which apply to this aircraft

mission can be found in the Communications/Electronics section. The tester selects

those data elements that apply to the methods of operation and mission of his test Air-

craft System. See, in particular, the data elements in Figures 6-9-and 6-10 for Point-

to-Point Telecommunications-Capabilities and Search and Detection Radar Capabilities.

Another important aircraft mission is Reconnaissance. Figure 6-46 shows the different

types of equipment used in reconnaissance, the different Reconnaissance missions and

the Capability statements for each of the missions. The data elements that make up

each of the Capability statements depend upon the type of equipment used. In general,

these data elements are covered in the section on Communications/Electronics (CE)

Capability. As always, only those data elements needed (and applicable) to the system

and scenario under test need be selected. For visual data gathering, the data elements are

the same as some of the CE Capability data elements. For example, the "probability of

target detection at a specified position with a specified time".
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AWACS

ABCCC

COMMAND AND
CONTROL MISSIONS FORWARD AIR CONTROLLERS

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING

AANCP

CAPABILITY FOR SEE"COMMUN ICATI ONSIELECTRONICS CAPABILITIES"
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Figure 6-45. Command and control missions and capability

The Capability for Electronic Warfare (EW) is shown in Figure 6-47. The Capability

for Signal Intelligence is covered by the data elements for Signaintelligence in the CE

section. The data elements for Electronic Countermeasures Capability are covered

by those for Defense Suppression Capabilities in the Defense Suppression Section. The

Capability for Electronic Counter-countermeasures are obtained by measuring the

appropriate system's Capability when it !s in t. ,.cified electromagnetic environment.

This environment should be specified in the scenario. According to AFM11-1 Vol. III,

Electronic Countermeasures is "the division of Electronic Warfare involving actions taken

to prevent or reduce an enemy's effective use of the electromagnetic spectrum. It Includes:

1. Jamming. The deliberate radiation, reradiation, or reflection of electromagnetic

energy with the object of impairing the use of electronic devices, equipment,

or systems being used by an enemy.

2. Deception. The deliberate radiation, reradiation, alteration, absorption, or

reflection of electromagnetic energy in a manner Intended to mislead an enemy
in the interpretation or use of information received by hia electronic systems.

It includes:

(a) Imitative. Introducing radiations into er.emy channels which imitate his
own emissions.
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INFRARED

-VISUAL

TELEVISION

RECONNAISSANCE EQUIPMENT PHOTOGRAPHIC

, RADAR

RADIO DIRECTION FINDING

ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE

TARGETING

DEFENSE ANALYSIS

PENETRATION-ANALYSIS

POSTSTRIKE EVALUATION
RECONNAISSANCE
MISSIONS WEATHER

TERRAIN STUDIES

AERIAL MAPPING

BATTLE AREA SURVEILLANCE

-INTELLIGENCE DATA

PROBABILITY OF DETECTING A SPEC1IED TARGET AT A

SPECIFIED POSITION IN A SPECIFIED ENVIRONMENT

PROBABILITY OF DETECTING ASPECIFIED DEFENSIVE
INSTALLATION AT A SPECIFIED POSITION IN ASPECIFIED
ENVIRONMENT AND NEAR A TARGET

PROBABILITY OF DETECTING SPECIFIED DEFENSIVE
INSTALLATION ATASPECIFIED POSITION IN A SPECIFIED
ENVIRONMENT AND IN A SPECIFIED AREA

PROBABILITY OF CORRECTLY ASSESSING THE EFFECT ON A-
SPECIFIED TARGET OF PREVIOUS STRIKES WHEN THE
SPECIFIED TARGET IS AT ASPECIFIED POSITION AND IN A
SPECIFIED NVIRONMENT

CAPABILITY FOR PROBABILITY OF LORRECTLY ASSESSING A SPECIFIED WEATHER
CONDITION INA SPECIFIED ENVIRONMENT ANDAT A SPECIFIED

RECONNAISSANCE POSITION

PROBABILITY OF ASSESSING SPECIFIED TERRAIN FEATURESTO
A SPECIFIED ACCURACY WHEN THE TERRAIN IS IN ASPECIFIED
ENVIRONMENT AND AT A SPECIFIED POSITION

PROBABILITY OF AERIAL MAPPING, TO A SPECIFIED ACCURACY.
A SPECIFIED AREA IN A SPECIFIED ENVIRONMENT AT A
SPECIFIED POSITION

PROBABILITY OF LOCATING TROOPS AND/OH EQUIPMENT IN A
SPECIFIED OA~TTLE AREA IN A SPECIFIED ENVIRONMENT AT A
SPECIFIEC .aSiTION

PROBABILITY CIF OBTAININ~G THE SPECIF!ED INTELLIGENCE
DATA WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TIME

Figure 6-46. Reconnaissance



CAPABILITY FOR SEE "COMMUNICATIONS/
S IGNAL ELECTRONICS CAPABILITY"INTELLIGENC E

y CAPABI LI TY FOR

CAPABILITY FCAPAPBLTY FOR SEE "DEFENSE SUPRESSION
-ELECTRONIC WARFARE ELECTRONIC CAPABILITIES"

CAPABI LITY FORC LTY FOUR . SEE APPROPRIATE "COMMUNICATIONS/
ELECTRONIC COUNTER- ELECTRONICS CAPABILITY"

-COUNTERMEASURES

Figure6-47. -Capabilityfor electronic warfare

(b) Manipulative. The alteration or simulation of friendly electromagnetic

radiations to accomplish deception."

The meaning of Electronic Counter-countermeasures, in the same reference, is "the

division of electronic warfare involving actions taken to insure ft'iendly effective use of

the electromagnetic spectrum despite the enemy's use of electroric warfare".

Airborne Atmospheric Sampling Capabilities are obtained from the data Clements shown

in Figure 6-48. The data elements 1.1a, are the inputs to the probability statements in

Figure 6-48 depend on many things," u h as sample particle size, gas sampling, total

sample size, sampling altitude, san pie distribution in the atmosphere, etc. The pre-

cise inputs to be used are left to the tester. However, these inputs should result in the

evaluation of the appropriate probability specified in Figure 6-48.

Training of personnel, while a very important aspect of every mission, seldom has OT&E

done on it, The probability statements shown in Figure 6-49 are measures of the Capa-

bility for Training. For the Training mission, the scenario would be the course of

instruction given the specified personnel. By specified personnel is meant those that have

the required qualifications for the particular specialty. The words "being able to per-

form assignments as ..." means that the specified individual can perform all assign-

ments expected of personnel at that level of training and experience. Equipment repair-

man refers to any type of equipment such as, a'itos, aircraft engines, electronics, wea-

pons, etc. Equipment operators are all those not specifically covered by the other titles,

e. g., vehicle drivers.
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PROBABILITYOF OBTAINING
CAPABILITY FOR T THE SPECIFIED-RU.S. SAMPLE
U.S. SAMPLING OF SPECIFIED SIZE WITHIN THE

SPECIFIED TIMECAPABILITY FOR AIRBORNE -- <
ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLING pROBABILITY.OF OBTAINING

CAPABILITY FOR T HE SPECIFIED'FOREIGN SAMPLE
FOREIGN SAMPLING OF SPECIFIED SIZE WITHIN THE

SPECIFIED TIME

Figure 6-48. Capability for airborne atmospheric sampling

The Capabilities for Airborne Test Beds are shown in Figure 6-50. Since test bed air-

craft are highly specialized and highly flexible (in that, normally, they can make many

* measurements with little modification), it Is difficult to get much lower In detail than

the data elements shown in Figurde6-50. The tester must select data elements that

can yield the probabilities in Figur e 6-50.
PROBABILITY OF SPECIFIED PERS-ONNEL, WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME,
BEING ABLE TO PERFORM ASSIGNMENTS AS A..

- AIR POLICEMAN

PILOT

BOMBdARDIER

NAVIGATOR

WEAPONEER

EW OFFICER

RADAR INTERCEPT OPERATOR

-F LIGHT ENGINEER

CAPABILITY FOR GUNNERIARMORER

STRAINING AIRBORNE CONTROLLER

COMMUNICATIONE OPERATOR

LOADMASTER

JUMPMASTER

AIRBORNE COMMANDER

PHOTOGRAPHER

SAR TEAM

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Figure 6-49. Capability for training
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PROBABILITY THAT THE SPECIFIED EXPERIMENTAL

AIRCRAFT CAN OBTAIN THE REQUIRED DATA

CAPABI LITY FOR PROBABILITY THAI I H SPEIFIFOITS IWti,,AN
AIRBORNE TEST BEDS OBTAIN THL " 0IIWI T Ih IIA tIN I III INI HINAI

PHENOM1NA

PROBABILITY THAT THE SPECIFIED TEST BED
CAN OBTAIN THE REQUIRED DATA'ON EXTERNAL
PHENOMENA

Figure 6-50. Capability for airborne test beds

As would be expected, the Capability for Refueling refers to the aircraft whose mis-

sion is to refuel other aircraft. The aircraft that receives the fuel is covered by the

Dependability for refueling. The data elements for Capability for Refueling are shown

in Figure 6-51. The first of these statements refers to the Aircraft System's Capaw-

bility of carrying the required amount of fuel to the designated rendezvous point or

points. The other data elements are self-explanatory. The product of the data ele-
ments gives the Capability for Refueling.

The Battlefield Iliumination mission is covered in the Capability statement and data

elements shown in Figure 6-52. Again, the product of the data clenents gives the

Capability for Battlefield fllumination.

IT Since there is no operational mission for the Demonstration Team, no Capability

statement can be measured in OT&E. The purpose of the Demonstration Teum is

public relations; OT&E is noimally not done on public relations.

In all cases where actions are of a sequential nature and these actions lead to the

execution of the Capability of the system, the probability statements have been made

conditional probabilities. That is, they state the probabilitv for accomplishing action

B, given that action A was accomplished. The reason for this is that the product of

the two probabilities (probability of accomplishing A and probability of accomplishing

B given A was accomplished) is just the probability of accomplishibig A and then

accomplishing B. For a further discussion of conditional probabilities, see

Appendix G.
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PROBABILITY OF BEING ABLE TO CARRY THE SPECIFIED
FUEL LOAD TO THE RENDEZVOUS POINT(S)

PROBABILITY OF-MAKING A SUCCESSFUL RENDEZVOUS.

'WITHIN THE SPECIFIE OTIMEGIVEN THE SPECIFIED 
LOAD

CAPABILITY FOR REFUELING PROBABILITY OF MAKINGA SUCCESSFUL HOOKUP
WITHIN THE SPECIFIFO TIME, GIVEN THE RENDEZVOUS

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY MAKINGTHE SPECIFIED
FUEl. TRANSEERWITHIN-THE SPECIFIED TIMEGIVEN
HOOKUP

PROBABILITYOF MAKING A SUCCESSFUL DISENGAGEMENT
WITHIN THE SPECIFIED-TIME, GIVEN THE TRANSFER,

Figure 6-51. Capability for Refueling T

~PROBABILITY OF ILLUMINATING THE SPECIRED

AREA

CAPABILITY FOR PROBABILITYOF ILLUMINATING TO THESPECIFIEDB {IATTLEFIELD ILLUMINATION INTENSITY, GIVEN THE ILLUMINATION OF THEiALEDLMAOSPECIFIED AREA

'ROBABILITY-OF ILLUMINATING FOR THE SPECIFIED-i TIME, GIVEN THE SPECIFIED INTENSITY

Figure 6-52. Capability for battlefield illumination
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9. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR MISSILES

Befofe a discussion of Measures of Effectiveness-for Missiles can be undertaken, it must

*1 be made clear what.is meant by-the terii "Missile." Weapons that are explosive

-devices can be guided or unguided and -have'powered or nonpowered flight, Thus, there

rcan be four different weapons that ate explosive devices. As used' here, they-are:

a. A bomb weapon is an unguided- explosive device with nonpowered flight.

b. A "smart" bomb weaponis a guided-explosive device with nonpowered

flight.

c. A rocket weapon is an unguided explosive device with powered- flight.

d. A missile weapon is a guided explosive device ith powered 'flight (often

called a guided missile).

The MOEIs to be developed herein apply only to weapons that are guided explosive

devices with powered flight. There will be a further restriction on the missiles to be

included here in that only nonnuclear weapons are to be considered.

With these restrictions, the only missiles to be discussed are those Missile Subsystems

that are part of an Aireraft System.

The expendable load Availability was one of the data elements for an Aircraft Systems

Availability as shovn in Figure 6-19. Missiles are one of the possible expendable loads.

Before the missile is considered for mating with the aircraft, there are several types

of checks that the missile may undergo. One of these checks is called the missile con-

tainer Inspection check. The data elements which are involved In this check are shown

in Figure 6-53. This check is performed on containers which have a missile -in then. A

Another check for which there may be a requirement, is called the missile visual

check. The data elements wl '.ch are involved in passing this check are shvn in

Figure 6-54. Again, the tester selects only those data elements which apply to the

Missile Subsystem that is part of the Aircraft System under test. A good source of

guidance as to which data elenents t, select are the T. 0. 's that apply to the Missile

Subsystem.
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PROBABILITY THAT THE CONTAINER IS NOT, DAMAGED,

CORRODED, LOOSE, CRACKED, OR DROPPED FROM
HIGHER THAN A SPECIFIED DISTANCE

PROBABILITY OF A MISSILE
I", PASSING THE MISSILE

CONTAINER INSPECTION CHECK 7

PROBABILITY THAT THE HUMIDITY INDICATOR
IS WITHIN SERVICEABLE'CONDITIONS

Figure 6-53. Probability of Missile Passing Missile Container Inspection Check

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE'S EXTERIOR OR INTERIOR STRUCTURE OR
'PARTS ARE NOT DENT ED, CRACKED; CDR RODED,-GOUGED, BRO KEN,
SCRATCHED, PUNCTURED, DIRTY OR BENT BEYOND SPECIFIED LIMITS,
LOOSE, NOT LOCKED OR MISSING

,PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IS NOT DROPPED FROM J,' ~ABOVE SPECIFIED HIbIGHTS ;

SPROBABILITY THAT THE MISSILE BATTERY INDICATES PROPERLY
PROBABILITY THAT SCREWS, BOLTSOR RIVETS ARE NOT LOOSE

OR DAMAGED
PROBABILITY THAT A

MISSILE PASSES THE PROBABILITY THAT THERE ARE NO LEAKS OF EXPLOSIVEi ~MISSILE VISUAL CHECK '

PROBABILITY THAT MISSILE SAFETY, ARMING AND
FUZING INDICATE SAFE

PROBABILITY THAT MISSILE CABLE ASSEMBLIES ARE-NOT
, FRAYED; ABRADED; BROKEN; EXPOSING SHIELD OR WIRE;

WITHOUT SELF SHORTING COVER; WITH A CONNECTOR
BENT, CRACKED, CORRODIED OR MISSING; AND ARE
CONNECTED PROPERLY

PROBABILITY THAT THE MISSILE IS FILLED WITH HYDRAULIC
FLUID AND THERE ARE NO HYDRQAULIC LEAKS

PROBABILITY THAT THERE ARE NO SQUIBS FIRED

Figure 6-5,4. Probability that missile passes visual check

A more detailed cheek of a missile is called the complete missile functional test.

The probability that a missile passes this functional test is covered by the data

elements showvn in Figure 6-55. Since, by definition, the test set is part of the

Missile Subsystem, the first of these data elements addresses the probability of the

test set passing its self check. The other two probabilities are conditional
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PROBABILITY THAT THE GUIDANCE UNIT PASSES

HYDRAULIC'CHECKOUT

CABLES CONTINUOUS

TPASSESTHE SEL TEST(S)CHECKOT - ECHECS SAr-, ~~~~UDAC SQUIBS H, ES ETS
-PROBABILITY THAT A PROBABILITY THAT A TS.-(UZING CHECKOUT I.\\"CDRSFT

TRACKINGPROBABILIT CENTRIN AHCOi LOCK-(}N'THT

MISSILE PASSES THE MISSILE GUIDANCE CONTROLS CENTERING CHECKOUT LOCK-ON

COMPLETE MISSILE-- UNIT PASSES THE -

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL TEST,

TEST GIVEN A GOOD TEST SET(S) PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE AFT SECTION
~PROBABI LITY THAT A PASSES THE,

MISSILE AFT SECTION ROCKET MOTOR SAFING CHECK

PASSES THE FUNCTIONAL ,

TEST, GIVEN A GOOD 
IGN ITO R INS

*r
A LLAT IO N CH ECK

IGNITOR TFSTI WARIIE!) "TEMPERATURE INDICATION

WARHEAD SAFETY.A MING DEVICE CHECK

WARHEAD CABLES CONTINUITY CHECK

! ! ~I11..11~t 61-v IIIJ11110111Jy illl 11itifli.h 1111tiou.W4Jlll1:01ind; It:14

probabilities ii that'they 1u011i r': t1e k.It,8 1 (.q) t'I 11S I IP R011' 1. I41.(R). T11% ,0th f

two tests are independent of each other since-they check different sections of the

missile, one is the guidance unit and the. other, called the aft section, is the rest of

the missile. The data elements that give the probability that the guidance unit passes

the functional test are also shown in Figure 6-55. Similarly, Figure 6-55 shows the

data elements for the missile aft section passing the functional test.

The checks-covered by the data elements in Figure 6-53, 6-54 and 6-55 cover all

•of the checks done to have a missile available for a mission. However, certain mis-

siles are handled and carried in what are called "missile clusters." A missile cluster

is a group of one or more missiles of the same type that are loaded onto a launcher;

the missile(s) and launcher are then mated to the aircraft as a single unit. These

missile clusters also have a set of checks that they must pass before they can be

considered available for mating to the aircraft.
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The first of the-checks of missile, clusters is covered by Figure 6-56. The check-is

called the missile cluster visual inspection. The data element referring to each

missile passing the missile Visual check is covered by the data elements in Figure

6-54. The other data elements are self-explanatory. Again, the T.O. Is for the missile

cluster are a good guide 'as towhich of the data elements in Figure 6-56 are to be used 141

and their exact meaning. As always, data elements must be interpreted in general

terms so that they can apply to as many items of the same type (missiles, In this case)

as possible.

The other missile cluster check to be-covered is called the complete missile cluster
functional test. The data elements that give, the -probability of. the missile cluster

passing this test are shown in Figure 6-57. Again, four of the probabilities are con-

ditional probabilities requiring that the -test set(s) be good (passes its self test). The

probability that the launcher passes the complete missile cluster functional test depends

upon its electronics unit passing the test as each missile is checked. In other words,

in general, there isnot a separate-check of just the launcher electronics unit when theii 
i

PROBABILITY THAT THE LAUNCHER IS SECURE
ON THE LAUNCHER RACK

PROBABILITY THAT-EACH MISSILE IS
PROPERLY INSTALLED ON THE LAUNCHER

PROBABILITYTHAT EACH MISSILE PASSES N
THE MISSILE VISUAL CHECK

I TT APROBABILITY THATTHE LAUNCHER iS FREE
PROBABILITY THATA MISSILE FROM DIRT, CORROSION. PITS, SCRATCHES,
SCLUSTER PASSES THE MISSILE NICKS, DAMAGE. GOUGES, CRACKS, DENTS,
CLUSTER VISUAL INSPECTION AND BARE METALSURFACES

PROBABILITY THAT THE LAUNCHER'S SCREWS,
BOLTS, AND RIVETS ARE NOT LOOSE A

PROBABILITY THAT THE LAUNCHER CABLES ARE

-' ! NOT FRAYED. ABRADED, BROKEN, TORN, CRACKED;

4 I OR WITH A CONNECTOR THAT IS DIRTY, CORRODED, .

BENT. CRACKED, MISSING, WITH PINS BENT OR BROKEN

~I 1 ,

Figure 6-56. Probability that missile cluster passes visual inspection -'
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PROBABILITY THAT THE GUIOANCE UNIT PASSES
THE...

HYDRAULIC CHECKOUT

/ /--CA sLES CONTINUOUS

ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT 
S TI

' VOLTAGE CHECKS

P.'IOBABILITY THAT TEST SET (S) 'AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

PASSTHE SELF TEST(S) UN UG N U SIGNAL
"G UI DANCE _CH ECKOUT.- - GUIDANCE SQUIBS /-RO'LL

PITCH

PROBABILITY THAT PROBABILITY THAT A ARMING CHECKOUT RESPONSE CHIECKS YAW• MISSILE CLUSTER i'LAUNCAER PASiSTHE \ "DELAY

PASSES THE COMPLETE COMPLETE M;SSILECLUSTER FUZING CHECKOUT DRIFT
MISSILE CLUSTER FUNCIONAL TEST, GIVEN A P T A TRACKING
FUNCTIONAL TEST GOOD TEST SETMS)IITY TAT CONTROLS CENTERING LOCK-ON

MISSILE GUIDANCE UNITj CHECKOUT
PROBABILITY T"AT,EACH PASSES THE FUNCTIONAL

MISSILE PASSES THE TEST PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE AFT SECTION
COMPLETE MISSILE FUNCTIONAL PASSES THE...

TESTGIVE A OOD ESTPROBABILITY THAT ATEST GIVEN A 6000 TEST MISSILE AFT SECTInN

SET(S) MSIE T ECTION ROCKET MOTOR SAFING CHECK
PASSES THE FUNCTION]
TEST IGNITOR INSTALLATION CHECK

IGNITOR TEST

WARHEAD TEMPERATURE INDICATION

I WARHEAD SAFETY-ARMING DEVICE CHECK

tWARHEAD CABLES CONTINUITY CHECK

Figure 6-57. Probability that missile cluster passes functional test

complete missile cluster functional test is performed. The other data elements for

each missile's functional -test are the same as those shown in Figure 6-55.

With the different types of test defined, it is now possible to address the Availability of

a Missile or a Missile Cluster Subsystem. First, a missile's Availability will depend

upon from where the missile originates. Different checks are made depending upon

what is the origin of the missile. The missile could be coming from storage, the pre-

loading area, the flightline, receiving, missile maintenance, or periodic inspection.

The type of test(s) performed for each of these sources and the appropriate probability

statements are shown in Figure 6-58. The appropriate figure is referenced after each

data element statement. The statement relative to a missile returned from the fligh&.-

line passing the missile container check, applies to missiles that are returned in their

container. All of the other statements are self-explanatory.
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PROBABILITY THAT'A STORED MISSILE PASSES

THE MISSILE CONTAINER INSPECTION CHECK (FIG. 6,53)

PROBABILITY THAT A PRELOAOED MISSILEPASSES
THE MISSILE CONTAINER INSPECTION CHECK :S. 6 53)
PROBABILITY-THAT A MISSILE RETURNED FROM

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE FROM STORAGE IS THE FLIGHTLINE PASSES THE MISSILE VISUAL CHECK (FIG, 6.54)
AVILLE TA'PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE RETURNED FROM
PROBABILITYTIAT A MISSILE FROM THE PRELOADING-/ THE FLIGHTLINE PASSES THE MISSILE CONTAINER
(PREOELIVERY) AREA IS AVAILABLE INSPECTION CHECK (FIG. 6-53)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE RETURNED FROM' PROBABILITY THAT A RECEIVED MISSILE
THE FLIGHTLINE IS AVAILABLE PASSES THE MISSILE CONTAINER INSPECTION CHECK;FG. 6,53)

M E PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE'FROM RECEIVING PROBABILITY THAT A RECEIVED MISSILE -

MISSILE AVAILABILITY IS AVAILABLE PASSES THE MISSILE VISUAL CHECK (FIG. 6,54)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IN MAINTENANCE PROBABILITY THAT A RECEIVED MISSILE PASSES
IS AVAILABLE YHE COMPLETE MISSILE FUNCTIONAL TEST (FIG. 6,55)

PROBABILITY.THAT A MISSILE IN PERIODIC - PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IN MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION IS AVAILABLE PASSES THE MISSILE VISUAL CHECK (FIG. 6.54)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IN MAINTENANCE
PASSES THE COMPLETE MISSILE FUNCTIONAL CHECK (FIG. 655)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IN PERIODIC INSPECTION
PASSES THE MISSILE VISUAL CHECK (FIG. 6 54)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE IN PERIODIC
INSPECTION PASSES THE COMPLETE MISSILE
FUNCTION TEST IFIG. 6,551

Figure 6-58. Missile Availability

The Availability of a missile cluster is addressed by the data elements shown in

Figure 6-59. The missile cluster has fewer sources of supply than the missile since

the missile cluster can be from the preloading area, the flightline, maintenance, or

periodic inspection. Again, each of the appropriate tests are referenced in the data

element probability statement.

All failures of any consequence during any of the different tests shown in Figures 6-53

* ,- through 6-57 result in the return of the missile(s) or launchers to the depot for repair.

Hence, no attempt will be made to go into greater details in the data elements. Also

data elements are not given below the level shown because the depot Is not part of the

operating command. The MOE's are to be addressed at the user level which is the

operating command.

6-
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PROBABILITY THAT A PRE.
LOADED MISSILE CLUSTER
PASSES THE MISSILE CLUSTER
VISUAL INSPECTION (FIG. 6.56)

PROBABILITY THAT'A PROBABILITY THAT'A MISSILE CLUSTER
-MISSILE CLUSTERFROM RETURNED FROM THE FLIGHTLINE

---THE PRELOADING (PREDELIVERY) PASSES THE MISSILE CLUSTER
AREA IS AVAILABLE VISUAL INSPECTION (FIG. 6.56)
PROBABILITY THAT A
MISSILE CLUSTER RE-

/-TURNED FROM THE PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE CLUSTER
MISSILE FLIGHTLINE IS AVAILABLE IN MAINTENANCE PASSES THE
CLUSTER MISSILE CLUSTER-VISUAL INSPECTION
AVAILABILITY PROBABILITY THAT A (FIG. 6.56)

MISSILE CLUSTER IN
MAINTENANCE IS
AVAILABLE PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE CLUSTER

IN MAINTENANCE PASSES THE
PROBABILITY THAT.A COMPLETE MISSILE CLUSTER FUNCTIONAL
MISSILE CLUSTER IN TEST (FIG. 6-57)
PERIODIC INSPECTION
IS AVAILABLE PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE CLUSTER

IN PERIODIC INSPECTION PASSES THE
MISSILE CLUSTER VISUAL INSPECTION
(FIG. 6.56)

PROBABILITY THAT A MISSILE CLUSTER

IN PERIODIC INSPECTION PASSES THE
COMPLETE MISSILE CLUSTFR FUNCTIONAL
TEST (FIG. 6.57)

Figure 6-59. Missile cluster Availability

Once the missile or missile cluster is available, it is mated to the aircraft and becomes

part of the Aircraft System. At that point, the data elements that address the aircrew

preflight check are covered in Aircraft System's Availability.

The Missile or Missile Cluster Subsystem's Dependability is addressed in Aircraft

System's Dependability as shown in Figure 6-60. The reason Is that the missile or

missile cluster is a subsystem in the Aircraft System. The same is true for the

missile or missile cluster subsystem Capability as shown in Figure 6-61. If they are

air-to-air missiles, the Capability is covered by Aircraft System's air-to-air capa-

bility (Figure-6-38). If the missiles are air-to-ground missiles, then see Aircraft

System's air-to-ground capability (Figure 6-42).

IG4
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k. MISSILE DEPENDABILITY -SEE "AIRCRAFT SYSTEM DEPENDABILITY"

MISSILE CLUSTER'DEPENDABILITY - SEE "AIRCRAFT SYSTEMDEPENDABI LITY"

Figure 6-60. Missile Dependability -missile cluster

A' L C

MISSI LE CAPABI LITY - SEE "AIRCRAFT SYSTEM CAPABI LITY"

MISSI LE CLUSTER CAPABI LITY - SEE "AIRCRAFT SYSTEM CAPABI LITY" i

Figure 6-61. Missile Capability missile cluster
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Si0. SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES OTHER THAN EFFECTIVENESS

There are many system attributes other than-system effectiveness that are of interest

to the operational commanders. These other attributes of a system are not measured

directly. Only their effect on A, D, and/or'C (i. e., system effectiveness) will be

measured by MOE's. The results of reliability (the probability that a system, sub-

system, or equipment will perform a required function under specified conditions,

without failure, for a specified period of time - AFM 11-I Vol. 1) is nothing more-than

the data elements that make up the, measure of performance, Dependability. Maintain-

ability (a characteristic of design and installation which is expressed as the probability

that an item will conform to specified conditions within a given period of time when

maintenance action is performed in accordance with prescribed procedures and re-

sources - AFM 11-1 VoL I)-is reflected in the item's Availability-given that some

maintenance action is required. Interoperability (the ability of systems, units or

forces to provide services to and accept services from other systems, units or forces

and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together -

AFM 11-1 Vol. I) is addressed whenever the definition of the test includes items with

which the test item must interoperate. Survivability (the capability of a system to

withstand a man-made hostile environment without suffering an abortive impairment

of its ability to accomplish its designated mission. - AFM 11-1 VoL I) is addressed

by evaluating the MOE of an item with and without the man-made environment. The

ratio of the MOE with the man-made environment to the MOE without it is a good

index of survivability.

Compatibility can affect the MOE of an item but is not measured by the MOE.

Needed system modifications can be delermined, strictly from a system effectiveness

viewpoint, by determining which data elements lead to low valnes of A, D, and/or C.

Other aspects of a system (e. g. doctrine, organization, operational techniques, tactics,

and training of operator and maintenance personnel) can be examined only by how these ,)
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various aspects affect the system effectiveness. It is in no way a measure of these

aspects when they are varied and the effect on the MOE is noted. The effect on the

MOE is only one of the many important features of these aspects. For example, one

consideratioA in deciding between-two tactics should be the system effectiveness for

each tactic. This can be determined by the MOE using each tactic. Other aspects of

the tactics must also be examined. Some of these are the vulnerability of the system

using each tactic, the ease of using each, the training required for each, the affect

on interoperability with other systems, etc.

It cannot be stressed too highly that MOE's only measure system effectiveness as

defined presently.by approved DOD documents. Other attributes of systems must be

evaluated by some other means.

16
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11. EXAMPLE OF MOE APPLICATION

The procedures that the tester must follow to use the MOE's and measures of perfor-

mance (A, D, and C) as shown in this manual can best be summarizedby an illustra-

Live and hypothetical example utilizing the MOE check list shown at the end of this

chapter.

The example to be used will 3ead to a brief and simplified test. It will be assumed that

data gathered previously has indicated that there is trouble with a particular assembly.

For this reason, a new assembly has been developed and DT&E has been conducted.

It is now appropriate to do some IOT&E on the new assembly. The data to be collected

will be used to evaluate the new assembly and to calculate what the system's A, D, C

and MOE would be if the new assembly were used to replace the old one.

First, the tester must explicitly define the item to be tested. For the example, the

test item is a new assembly used to measure the hydraulic pressure in an F-24D/

AGM-105A Aircraft System. The assembly uses a sensor on the output side of the

hydraulic pump in the F-24D. The AGM-105A does not use the aircraft hydraulic

power set. The output of this sensor is a voltage that is amplified and displayed in

the same location as the old hydraulic pressure indicator. The test objective stated

in the Test Directive is to determine the effect of the ,-N sensor on the system's

IMOE for an Air-to-Ground Engagement against tanks in a tropical environment.

Knowing this objective, the tester must now select the level of the test between multi-

system, system, subsystem and set as shown in tne check list. He must also select

what type system is involved. In this case, the test item belongs to an Aircraft

System. Looking at Figure 6-19, it is obvious that the test item only affects the

Aircraft Subsystem (the F-.24D). In fact, it can only affect part of the aircraft,

therefore the test should be conducted at the "set" level. It is also clear from the

method of operation of the test item that it only has an interaction with the hydraulic

and electrical power sets of the Aircraft Subsystem.

The tester must now define the scenario for his test. The mission has been given as

an Air-to-Ground Engagement against tanks. The environment was given as tropical.
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The Lester selects a test location in a tropical environment and plans typical flight

profiles for Air-to-Ground Engagements against tanks. The Aircraft System's Capa-

bility for an-Air-to-Ground Engagement is determined by the data elements in Figure

6-42. Examination of these data elements indicates that the test item has no effect on

the system's Capability. Thus, the tester does not need to gather data that leads to

Capability. Other scenario considerations listed in the check list are not applicable

to this test item.

The tester has now defined his tebt item, the items with which it interoperates, the

scenario, and the limits of his data elen',ents in that only the Aircraft Subsystem's

Availability and Dependability are of concern.

The tester now selects al1 data elements for the System's Availability that apply to the

test item or items with which it iriterop'ra.'es. That is, all data elements that the test

item can affect. The results of this selection are shown in Figure 6-62. The Figure

number after each data element is the figure from which the data element was taxen.

The letter (A1 , A2 , etc.) is the symbol to be used for the data element. All other data

elements in Figures 6-19, 6-20, 6-21, 6-22, and 6-23 do not apply in this example.

The values of the data elements that are applicable are obtained from the number of

aborts caused by the observations indicated in Figure 6-62.

PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT
OF TIlE OPERATIONALLY PROBABILITY OF NO
READY AIRCRAFT FOR THE ABORT OF THE AIRCRAFT
" TCIFIEO MISSION DUE - FOR THE SPECIFIED
YZI THE AIRCRAFT PREFLIGHT MISSION DUE TO THE
MAINTENANCE CHECK IIYORAULIC LEAKS- A IIFIG. 6.21) PROBABILITY

OF NO ABORTFI.2IPROBABILITY OF NO PROBABILITY OF OF NAOR

AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT ABORT OF THE MISSION NO ABORT OF THE
SYSTEMR OF SUBSYTEISSFONSYSTEM SUBSYSTEMYAI ABLTDUE TO THE BEFORE - MISSION DUE TO MISSIOAVAILABILITY-AVAILABILITY ENTERING THE COCKPIT THE AIRCRAFT DUETO(FIG. 19 (FIG, 6,19 -- CHECK BY THE AIRCREW EXTERIOR CHECK HYDRAULIC

(FIG. 6.22) (FIG, 622) LEAKS - A2
PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT (FIG 622)
OF TWE OPERATIONALLY PROBA3ILITY OF NO
READY AIRCRAFT FOR THE - ABTOF NO
SPECIFIED MISSION DUE ABORT OF THE
TO THE AIRCREW PREFLIGHT MISSION DUE TO
CHIECK (FIG. 6.22)TH CI UT

(IBREAKERS - A4
PRObABILITY OF NO ABORT (FIG. 6-22)
OF THE MISSION DUE TO
THE AFTER ENTERING
THE COCKPIT CHECK
BY THE AIRCREW (FIG. Gr22) PROBABILITY OF NO

ABORT OF THE
MISSION DUE TO
THE ELECTRIC POWER

SUBSYSTEM - A3
Figure 6-62. Aircraft System Availability IG. 2?
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'rhe tester now goes through the same process for the Aircraft System's Dependability.

Of the Dependability time frames shown in Figure 6-24, it turns out that the hydraullic

and electrical power subsystems are only checked during engine start (Figure 6-25),

taxi before takeoff (Figure 6-26), cruise (Figure 6-29) descent (Figure 6-31), and

postflight maintenwce check (Figure 6-36). Thut- the data elements for Dependability

during takeoff (Figure 6-27) climb (Figure 6-28), refuel (Figure 6-30), land (Figure

6-32), taxi after landing (Figure 6-33), expendable load safing (Figure 6-34), and the

aircrew postflight check (Figure 6-35) are independant of the test item and are, there-

fore, not measured.

Selecting the applicable data elements from the appropriate figures leads to the indi-

cated data elements shovi in Figure 6-63. All others in Figures 6-25, 6-26, 6-29,

6-31, and 6-36 are not applicable to the test item of this example. The tester will

evaluate the data elements from the number of aborts attributable to each of the data

elements. The letter (D1 , D2 , . . ., D2 1) symbols listed after each data element

will be used to refer to specific data elements.

It will be assumed that the tester will measure each of these data elements for the new

assembly and thaxl he knows their value from past experience with the old assembly,

i. e., from data available from the Air Force standardized maintenance data collection

system.

He must be assured that the scenarios were the same for the data for the old assembly.

If they are not the same, o if he is not sure they are the same, he must test the old

system also.

During the test, the tester notes the number of aborts attributable to each data element

and the number of attempts; a method of obtaining this information must be incorporated

into the test design.

Assume that the results of such a test design are as shown in Table 6-5 which also

shows the values of the 95% confidence limits of each of the data elements. The effect

of the new assembly on the Aircraft System's Availability and Dependability is shown
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OEPENDAB1LITY]
DURING PROBABILITY OF NO ABORT PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE

O-THGE MSART DUIN IOTEMISSION DURING ENGINE START DUE TO THE ...
ENGI.GE SYARATI INDUE TS E_ HYDRAULIC PRESSURE -0i V,(IG. 625)

ENIN HYRUI NTUET ___ HYDRAULIC TEMPERATURE -021
START - (I.-5 CVLAE-0

IFG,6 5) __ ELECTRIC POWER INSTRUMENTS ACURRENT - 04
(FIG. 6-25) AC FREQUENCY - 0 5

DC VOLTAGE - 06 IFIG.625)
OCCURRENT - 01
DISTRIBUTION - D

TAXIPROBBILIY O NOTABORING?ROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
BEFORE _____THE MISSION DURING TAXI DR AXLIC DRURE HEFI....6
TAKEOFF DUE TO THE HYDRAULIC HYDRAULIC TEPR URE - DIG 626
(FIGO.1 6) SUBSYSTEM iFIG. 6 26GHDALI)EPRAUE i

AIRCRAFT
SYSTEM
DEPENDABILITY

PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING PROBABILITY OF NOT ABORTING THE MISSION
THlE MISSION CURING CRUISE DURING CRUISE DUE TO THE...
DUE101 HE... -- HYDRAULIC PRESSURE -Oil

CRUISE29 HYDRAULIC 5UBSYSTEM ---... HYDRAULIC TEMPERATURE - On ) (FIG. 6,29)
(FIG. 6&9 (FIG, E-29) AC VOLTAGE - Oni

ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEM--- AC CURRENT - 014

(FIG. 6 29 AC FRE UENCY 015) IFG 6.

PROBABILITY OF NO MALFUNCTIONS DISTRIBUTION- g
DESCENT _______URIkG DESCENT IN THE PROBABILITY OF NO MALFUNPTION4 DURING DESCENT IN THE..

(FIG.6311 (FIG .C SU SYTE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE - D11 (F IG 6311

THEP~SI FLGHT POBABILITY OF NO
MAINICNANCE J!SCREPANCIES BEING
CHECK -FOUND DURING THE POSYFLIGHT
(FIG. 6361 MAINTENANCE CHECK IN THE

HYORAUL. LEAKC - 02, (FIG. 6&36)

Figure 6-63. Aircraft System Dependtibility
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TABLE 6-5. TEST RESULTS,

Old Assembly New Assembly
Data 95% Confidence Limits 95% Confidence Limits

Element Value Upper Lower Value Upper Lower

Availability 1 .897 .903 .891 .997 .999 .993
2 .997 .998 .996 1.000 1.000 .999
3 1.000 1.000 .9999 1.000 1.000 .999
,9 . 99 .9995 .998 .998 .9998 .994

H A. .893 .899 .887 .995 .998 .990

Dependability 1 . 932 . 937 . 927 . 992 . 997 .986
2 .999 .999 .998 .999 1.000 .996
3 •999 .999 .998 1.000 1.000 .999
4 1.000 1.000 .9999 1.000 1.000 .999
5 1.000 1.000 .9999 1.000 1.000 .999

',6 .993 .995 1991 1.000 1. 000 .999
'I7 •.999 •.999 .998 .999 11. 000 .996

8 . N96 •.997 . 995 . 998 •.9998 •.994

9 .987 .989 , 985 .997 .999 .993
10 1.000 1.000 .9999 .999 1.000 .996
11 .872 .878 .865 .996 .999 .991
12 .991 .993 .989 1.000 1.000 .999
13 .994 .995 .992 1.000 1.000 .999
1, .998 .999 .997 1.000 1.000 .999
15 1.000 1.000 .9999 1.000 1.000 .999
16 .995 .996 .994 .998 .9998 .994
17 .999 .999 .998 1.000 1.000 .999
18 .993 .995 .991 .990 .995 .983
19 .989 .991 .987 .993 .997 .987
20 1.000 1.00 .9999 .999 1.000 .996
21 .872 .878 .865 .995 .998 .990

21
iD.

i=l .662 .671 .653 .956 .968 .942

4 A, (new) +.608
Improvement in System Availability = II A (old) 1. 114 .00

i- 1 (od -. 009

20 Di (new) + 027
Improvement in System Dependability =l 1 1.444

i1 D, (old) -. 029

NITer ~ means that the product of the n items which are
= 1 subscripted i (that is, (Ni) equals 1.
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at the bottom of Cle TWle. It was recognized that the System's Capability was un-

affected by the new assembly. Iet us assume that the Capability of the System for

the stated mission has been measured previously and found to be 0. 830. Also assume

that the Availability and Dependability had also been previously measured and found to

be A old 0. 768 and Dold 0. 597. It can be seen from the numbers in Table 6-5 for

the contribution to the Availability and Dependability using the old assembly that this

assembly was a major cause of the low A and D of the system. Using the new assem-

bly the A should be 0. 768 x 1. 114 or A 0. 856 006 D should be 0. 597 x
+.016 new -. 007

1.444 or D 0.862 Since the MOE = A x D x C, the old MOE 0.381
new -. 017 +.o012 ld

and using the new assembly MOE = 0.612 In each case the value afternew -. 013 n
the + and - are the approximate 95% confidence limits and not the standard deviation.

From this hypothetical example, several conclusions are apparent. One is that using

the MOE's in this manual for simple tests is easy and straightforward. In fact, for

large, complicated tests, the only difference is that the list of data elements becomes

longer. The second conclusion is that all testers will always measure the same

things when they have the same test item and scenario. Third, by reporting the

values of the data elements, System A, System D, System C and System MOE for

the specific scenario, the decision-maker can see the strong and weak points of the
~test item. Also, by comparing thle test Item to an alternate item, a point-by-point

evaluation can be made at all decision levels. Lastly, the data elements for A and D

are easy to obtain and are presently gathered from the Air Force standard main-

tenance data system.

!I
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12. CONFIDENCE LIMITS

Calculating the approximate confidence limit. of a data element that results from the

measurements of a single factor is rather straightforward (See., for-example, ref.

12 and 13)., the calculation of an approximate confidence limit for a data set is

rather difficult (See ref. 1-11) and the aid of the operations analyst should be sought.

Some References on Confidence Limits-

1. G. P. Steck, Upper Confidence Limits for the Failure Probability of Complex

Networks, Sandia Laboratories, SC-4133 (TR), Deceinber 1957.

2. R. 1). Ihalbgewachs, R. Mueller, F. W. Muller, Classical Upper Confidence

Limits for the Failure Probability of Systems, Sandia Laboratories, SLA-73-

0563, September 1973.

3. Epstein, B. "Estimation from Life Test Data" Technometrics Volume 2, No.

4, November 1960.

4. Springer, M. D. & Thompson,- W. E. "Bayesian Confidence Limits for the

Product of 11 Bionomial Parameters" Biometriks, Vol 53, Parts 3 and 4,

1966.

5. Springer, 1M. D. & Thompson, W. E. "Bayesiar Coridence Limits for the

Reliability of Cascade lxponential Subsystems", IEEE Transactions on

Reliability, Vol R-16, September 1967.

6. Springer, MI. D. & Thompson, W. E. "Bayesian Confidence Limits for

Reliability of Redundant Systems whan Tests are Terminated at First

Failure", Technometrics, Vol 10 February, 1968.

7. Springer, IM. D. & Thompson, W. E. "Bayesian Confidence Limits for

System Reliability" Annals of Assurauce Science, 1969.

8. Buehler, R. J. "Confidence Intervals for the Throduct of two Binomial

Parameters" Journal of the American Statistivd Associaton, December

1967.

9. Schick, G. "Bayesian Concepts for Reliability and Confidence" 1968 Annals

of Assurance Sciences.
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10. Rosenblatt, J. R. "Confidence Limits for the Reliability of Complete Systems"

Statistical Theory of Reliability, University of Wisconsin Press 1963.

11. Madansky, A. "Approximate Confidence Limits for the Reliability of Series

and Parallel Systems" RM-2552 Technometrics, November- 1965.

12. Owen, D. B. HANDBOOK OF STATISTICAL TABLES, Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Mass., 1UIG". PP 286-303.

13. I)ixon, W. J. & Massey Jr., F. J. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL

ANALYSIS McGraw-Hill Boo% Co., New York, 1969. PP 501-504,
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ChIECKLIST FOR TESTER IN MOE AREA

1. Define the item under test and items with which it interoperates.

a. test set(s)

b. AGE

c. power

d. other subsystems/systems

e. facilities I

2. Determine Level of the Test

a. Multisystem

b. System

c. Subsystem

d. Set

Note: The tesL r shotld go no lower than a set due to interoperability effects.

3. Determine Grouping to Which rest item Belongs

a. Aircraft Systems

b. Missile Systems

c. Communications/Eiectronics Systems

d. EW Systems

Note: If test item is a Missile, CE, or EW subsystem of an aircraft, the tester

must use both groupings. (Sce item 16)

4. Define the scenario

a. mission

b. personnel types and experience

c. tactics for test item
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d. environment 6veathcr, clectromagnetic, time of day, terrain, etc.)

c. second side system

f. second side tactics

g. second side personnel

1. mission rate

i. time sequence of events (mission profile)

5. Select Data Elements

a. Pick all data elements that apply to test item type.

b. Pick all data elements of items with wich the test item interoperates if test

item is a subsystem or set.

c. l)etermine the values of all "specifie(i times, levels, positions, etc. I

6. Narrow )ata Element List

a. Delete (ata elements that. are not alpplicable because of

i. test, objectives I
ii. scenario

iii, already kno rn

iv. method of operation of test item

v. tester assuming a value

b. Justify each deletion

c. Give source for vdues areauy known

d. Give rationale for each value assumed

7. Set Pass/Fall Values for A, D, and C and Confidence Level

a. Give source for each value

b. Give rationale for each value
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8. Set Confidence Level for Measured Data Elements

o 9. Determine A, 1), and C for Alternate Ibm or Against Which Test Item Competes

a. Show missions were the same

b. Show that appropriate parts of the scenarios were the same

i. second side the same

ii. second side tactics the same

iii. environment the same

iv. operational parameters the same

v. test systems correspond where appropriate

c. Give values and confidence limits on alternate item's A, D, and C.

10. Determine data required to be collected to determine each date, Ulemont

11. iee that data requirements are incorporated into test design.

12. Calculate data elements, including confidence limits, from data collected during

test for each scenario.

13. Calculate A, D, and C including confidence limits, from data elements for each

scenario.

1,4. Calculate MOE, including confidence limiLt, for each scenario.

15. Incorporate data elements, A, D, C, and MOE and their confidence limits for

each scenario into test report.

16. Not all types of items are covered in the list of systems. For those not covered,

the tester must obtain approved data elements which can be combined In such a

fashion as to yield A, D, C, and MOE for the tast item.
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Chapter 7

TEST DESIGN
1. INTRODUCTION

An operational test can be designed with varying degrees of soj)histication. In a casual

interpretation of the activity, there cannot be a test which is not designed in some way.

The real question concerns how well a test is designed. When a Test Officer makes

plans for collecting specific data (as contrasted with the prospect of operating a system

for a specified period cd then looking to see what data might be available), he has

designed a test. He has not necessarily given any evidence of the usefulness of that

deson to the process of learning about the system under test, and he may not even

know himself how he intends to gather the information (not the same as the raw data)

he needs. Initially the tester may not even know what irlormation he needs to answer

the questions being posed. He is also usually faced with resource limitations and a

degree of uncertainty about what significance the data he does collect will actually have.

This chapter is providud to help the Test Officer understand the process of identifying

specific needs for factual data and translating those specific needs into an efficient plan

ior conducting controlled trials during which valid data for drawing conclusions can be

collected. Test design is the combined responsibility of the Test Officer and his sup-

porting professional statistician. The statistician, of course, is the one who knows the

science of test design and understands the application of the proper techniques to a

given problem. The Test Officer can also play an important role in design of the

optimal test to deal with a stated objective by gaining some familiarity with the types

of tools statistical test designers use and with the elements of the test problem that are

Important to him. Then he, the Test Officer, can effectively bring his knowledge of

the operational Air Force into the activity to insure that the test is realistic, relevant,

and reasonable.

This is not the only way to present an overview or test design. The statistical atipects

especially are organized by different person according to different views of the sclience,

with distinctions and generalizations made on the basis of different features. The

approach of this document was chosen for accuracy, clarity, and meaning to th' Air

Force Operational Test and Evaluation Officer.
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9. IEVOLUTION OF' A TE'ST DESIGN

Test design is the process of developing a scheme through which an experiment can be

conducted and data obtained to facilitate examination and evaluation. This scheme (design)

characterizes the test, which may include simulation, but does not provide all the in-

formation necessary to conduct the test. The measurements to be taken, the order In

which they are to be taken, and the method by which they are to be taken are elements

of test design; the means of funding the test, the offices to be coordinated with on the

Test Plan, and the distribution of the Test Plan are not. An element of test design is one

which could have bearing on the outcome o, the test. It is usuall something which, if

changed itself, would change the very nature and usefulness of the test. One example

is the test item; certainly if the test item is changed, the nature of the test will be

different and the results would have a different meaning.

A test design is, then, a plan for selecting a sample such that the maximum amount of

useful informatior can be derived with the minimum expenditure of resources. It Is an

aid to drawing valid inferences from data.

The development of a test design is as much an art as it is a science. It is a complex

process in which certain steps can be accomplished systematically, but there Is no

single-thread, step-by-step time sequence, and some combinations of steps have to be

repeated many times before the final design is considered to be satisfactory by Test

Officer and statistician. In all probability it wrill be a long time before a truly mechanical

system of test design can be developed because of the vast amounts of quantitative and

qualitative information that must be considered simultaneously, along with management,

operational and mathematical experience.

A discussion of the inputs to the test design process, the trade-offs that take place,

and the constraints that may surface is presented to guide the Test Officer and point

out the contributions he will have to make to the development of a useful test design.

Reference to Figure 7-1 may be helpful.

The first requirement Is that some organization be given to the thinking about variables

(or sources of change) in the test. This means grouping them in categories related to
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Figure 7-1. Test design evolution

different fumctions they will serve in the test. The initial categorization is not re-

garded as cig.d because changing ideas and the need for compatibility with statistical

methods and available resources may move the variables from one category to another.

From the grouping of variables for a test come lists of dependent variables (measures

of test outcome), and primary factors, and controlled background factors (each havi.ng

a potential effect on the test outcome).

Designs are generated -- at least in preliminary form -- !or handling of the two most

important groups of indepzsndent variables: (1) primary factors and (2) controlled

background factors. These two designs are basically plans for control of the conditions

under which observations will be made. Levels or settlngi of factors are chosen, plans

are made for bringing together individual levels of the different factors in the right

combinations, and means of controlling variability in the test results are explored.
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The two preliminary designs (for primary factors and for controlled background factors)

must be combined so that pimary factor effects can be investigated under the proper

background conditions and test results obtained which will be directly related-to the test

objectives. They are merged, with proper consideration to requirements for precision,

in comparisons and estimates. Thi means repeating certain, parts of thetest (replica-

tion) to check trial-trial variability and randomizing the association of different factors

at specific levels in order to avoid losing track of effects from two or more variables.

The "sausage grinder" concept shown in Figure 7-1 is not too far removed from reality,

for the method, of arflying at a resolution for all, the inevitable early conflicts will

normally be rqlatively unstructured. The Test Officer and the statisticianwil be exer-

cising ideas to see where changes and compromises can be accepted; if they cannot com-

municate and appreciate each other's requirements, either there will be complete

dominance by one source of knowledge and ideas or eLse the resulting test design will be

the least comphcated one available.

Under the best of conditions, the Test Director will probably come out with a test that

does r, provide allthinformation he had origally hoped.for -. as symbolized by

the piece missing from the puzzle in Figure 7-1. Variables may be moved from one

category to another in an effort-to accommodate conventional statistical test designs and

limited resour ces;,the pieces of .the design and how they handle individual variables may

be revised; the Test Officer may agree to accept somewhat. lass precision than he had

hoped for;,and if he is lucky he can talk someone into providing more money to support

the test.

In Figure 7-1 the resultanttest design is shown with an accompanying analysis plan.

This does not imply that the analysis plan is derived easily, but rather that in the course

of designing a.testcontinual thought must be given to what will be done with the test

data. This shows up in the, designs for primary factors and controlled background

factors, and the.requirements forprecision, and will drive the statistician's selection

of techniques for employment in the design.
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The niext two sections (Sampling Experiments and Statistical Inference; Hypothesis

Testing) discuss some of the statistical concepts an-d-terminology the reader must be

familiar with before he can appreciate the motivation for taking certain steps in test

design.

.11
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3. SAMPLING EXPERIMENTS AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE

The task of operational testing is often formidable'because it seems to require that

every variation in the operational employment of a system (for an aircraft this includes

airspeed profiles accompanied by three dimensional position profiles, target type and

behavior, light and weather conditions, hardware performance variability, pilot

performance variability, enemy defenses), be anticipated and studied so

that sweeping generalizations about such descriptions of a system as operational effec-

tiveness and operational suitability can be made. While some test objectives will be

quite specific in focusing attention on a precise measurement of a particular character-

istic, the evaluation of a system usually entails narrowing the number and range of

variables-under which the system will actually be tested and later drawing inferences

about the performance to be expected under the full range of all variables. This Taeans

that the test designer must select realistic examples of missions or mission seg-

ments from the range of operations in which the system might be employed. In the case

of effectiveness evaluations this may be facilitated by the use of the OT&E MOE data
element diagrams. lie must design the collection of data on the basis of the selected

examples, and permit extrapolation to cover the missions and mission segments which

could not be tested. Even with unlimited financial resources it would be physically im-

possible to test a system in all conceivable sets of circumstances to the extent that the

exact system behavior could be said to be known with respect to all changes in all variables.

The problem Is compounded by the fact that it is more difficult to characterize some-

thing with inherent variability, such as the performance of a system with human

elements, than it Is to measure a characteristic which does not change, such as the

weight of a portable test Item -- even though the weight measurement process may

Introduce slight variations in data from repeated weighings of the same articie.

:What the operational test designer imist do, then, is judiciously choose the sample
from which data will be collected so that he can maximize the useful information derived

from any given expenditure of resources. This Is analogous to the process the quality

control engineer goes through in sampling a batch of Items from the production line to
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dctcrmine whether the entire batch is to be accepted or rejected. In the quality control

case, the sample i, taken to-be representative of the entire batch and the statistician

refers to the batch as the population from which the sample has been (or will be)

drawn. '1he operational tester's batch (called a population) is all (or a specified part

of) the operational uses that will be made of the system. "lhe characteristic - of this

-population and the certainty of ever encountering any particular specifically-defined

mission may seen rather vague, but missions are defined in official Air Force docu-

ments, operational envelopes are prescribed, enemy capabilities are estimated or

known, and the Test Officer can contribute his experience and knowledge of the proba-

bility of experiencing various operational scenarios. No% the tester may only wish to

draw conclusions and make predictions about selected missions or even system

behavior in a limited portion of a selectee, mission type, but the population of inference

(the population about which generalizations are to be made) must be sampled. in order

for siipportable conclusions to be drawn about it. Thu operational tester's sample is

composed of the test trials he has controlled and from which he has collected data.

Two Lypes of inferences (conclusions) can be made. The first is a statistical inference,

which is supported by the tools of the science of statistics and guided by rather rigid

rules of the same science. 'Ihe second type is non-statistical, being based on relat6d

experience and sound judgment. Where the statistical inference is drawn about all

F-111 aircraft on the basis of tests conducted on randomly-selected F-111's, the

non-statistical inference is drawn about all F-ill aircraft on the basis of experience

with several F-il1A's. A statistical sample must be drawn from the entire population

of inference.

The basis for this statement is that statistics is the science of chance variations and

in order to make fullest use of the tools of statistical inference there should be informa-

tion available on the chance variations of the characteristics under investigation. For

instance, if a Lest on a portable radio is conducted using one prototype radio, predic-

tions about the characteristics of other radios are poorly supported. The tester has

no information on the variability of communications system performance as different

radios of that model are used. If two radios are used, there will be one source of
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data ou radio-radio v'rirability. As more radios are tested,, the variability of the

population of all radios of that type is more accurately characterized. Similarly, if

only one talker is used in the test, inferences drawn to other talkers will-be poorly

supported (unless, of course, talker-talker variability with that particular radio system

were already well-defined). The list of sources of variability goes on and on, even

though they may not all be dealt with in any given test. If a single-sentence message

is used repeatedly to the exclusion of other messages, the desired statistical population

of inference is probably not well sampled. Another interesting source of variability

is that arising from repetitions of a test. on supposedly identical circumstances. This

limits the precision- with which any characteristic can be measured.

Holding operational variables constant for a test may indeed increase control over the

test, but testing over a set of circumstances chosen to allow variability broadens the

base to which test results are applicable -- in other words, broadens the population

of (statistical) inference.

The use of a science of statistics to aid in analyzing test results is sometimes mfsurder-

stood. The tools of statistical inference should not be used in a purely mechanical way

to -make conclusive statements about a population from observations on a sample of that

population. Consider a population frequency (of occurrence) distribution curve such as

in figure 7-2.

: INUMBE RVI
OCCURRENCES

S 2 3 4 5 6 7 a
VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 7-2. A frequency distribution plot
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11 oJi(- was 1o randonily sample-l'roni all the items in that population, he would expect to

,Ite more items With the value of the characteristic around 5 or G than with value around

3 or 4just because Lie Items \\ ith value 5orf) make tip a greater proportion of those avail-

able to be drawn in the sample. If a bowl is filled %w111 .300 %N tilt -111 rablis 1110 100 rodl
marbles, a person dra\\ ing marbles; ranhdoll froil tho he\\ - olild bo e'X11voed to get. '1
white one three times as ofte. as a red one. Similar statements can be made about

Items which are being characterized by the value of a continuous variable (such as length

or velocity) rather than the value of a dichotomous (dividing into two parts, e. g., red

or white) one.

The person drawing marbles might get exactly 30 white marbles in a sample of 40, but

it would be no real surprise if he did not. If he drew several samples of size 40 and

each sample contained exactly 30 white marbles, the observer would suspect a hoax,

but the occurrence-of white totals 25, 28, 30, 32, 31, 32, 29, 38, 30, etc. would not

arouse any suspicion. Even the naive observer has some ideas about what to expect

for a dislribuUi..n of the sample statistics (measurable sample characteristiv:), or the

sampling distribution for proportion white (red). A clustering about the known popula-

tion proportion (3/-1 white) with frequent occurrence of small deviations from that pro-

portion and less frequent occurrence of the higher deviations is expected. In the

continuous case, such as exhibited in Figure 7-2, the random sampling process would

be expected to produce a greater number of items in the near-2 and 5-C ranges than

in the brlow-1 range in most samples -although perhaps not in every single one. The

selection of one sample out. of many with (say) five items with the value of the charac-

teristic below 1 ad two with value above 1 would not be totally unbelievable, although

it would be unexpected.

O the basis of these conmnon sense properties of sampling distributions and some

theoretical calculationb about sampling from known and unknown population frequency

distributions, the tools of statistical hiference have been created to predict the charac-

teristics of a populaEion based on the characerxstics of Items in a samplc drawn from

that population. As a simple example, if a sample drawn from the bowl of marbles

had 3/4 white marbles, tn observer who did not know the total percentage white might
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bv wilIug to gues., thaL it %vas also 3/4 white. inferential statistics would tell the

obsurver what chanlce hu has of being wrong- in mechanically predicting the po)ulation

white/red ratio from tile single sample drawn.

As suggested above, no single sample provides complete information about the popula-

tion, but in a pretty good percentage of the cases it would be possible to draw sound

conclusions about the population from that one sample. Statistical statements of pro-

bability will say how likely it is that the sample drawn is misleading in its makeup. The

marLb'e observer would know just how often to expect that a sample of 30 white and 10 red

indicates a population ratio around 3:1 and how often it can occur with an "unlucky"

sample from a population with ratio nowhere near 3:1.

It is more common to seek a statement of the probability of the population characteristic

being within a- certain range than fixed at a single value. A familiar table regarding the

sampling distributioA of proportions, for example, shows that in 19 ca-es out of 20

a sample of 30 white marbles and 10 red comes from a population with between 60%

and 87% white.

The sample size is an essential part of the picture in drawing statistical inferences.

One ecpects that the marble observer would be more inclined to bet a large sum of

money on his prediction of the population white/red ratio if !he sample showed G0

white and 20 red. The sampling distribution table gives a nineteen-in-twenty chance

of being right in predi2ting a true white population between 20% and 99% if a sample

of 3 white and 1 red is ut-' for the prediction. There is the same chance of being

right if a sample of 60 white and 20 red is used for prediction of a true white population

between 65% and 84%.

Similar statements hfivo been formulated for continuous variables. From the calcula-

tion of mew miss distance of a sample of air-to-ground missile firings, a statement of

the expected mean miss distance for all missiles of that type or a statement of expected

miss distance for the next missile firing could easily be derived.

Statistics can also be used to estimate the existence or non-existence of differences

between samples (e. g., two types of miss'le characterized by some variable). It will
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not say whcther or not there is an operationally sigliflicannl. (Ill 'eolle , NIL"I the IWHIlt' r

can specify what the magnitude of an operationally significant dlifference is, statistics

will help the tester decide if the samples from each missile type (say) show a real dif-

ference of the apparent magnitude or onljy the vagaries of the sampling of items which

have variation in that characteristic. This type of statistical analysis is known as

hypothesis testing. It has a vocabulary all its own and is encounta.red frequently

enough that the tester should be-familiar with this vocabulary.
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4. ILYPO'IYIESlS 'I ESTING
Many studies of statistical data are placed in the form of a test which goe; something

like:

I will assume that hypothesis A is true. If the
sample data has the characteristics of data drawn
randomly from a population in which A is true,
the hypothesis will probably be true; otherwise
A will probably be false.

The hypothesis cannot, of course, be proven absolutely true or absolutely false by

sampling. Statistical methods based on the recognized properties of sampling distri-

butions can be used to tell whether an apparent difference between charac-

teristics of the hypothetical population and characteristics of the sample (which would

be used to estimate its parent population characteristics) shows a statistically signifi-

cant (I. e., unlikely to occur) deviation from the most likely sampling results.

Further discussion is conducted most easily in terms of problems hi which the popula-

tion frequency distribution is assumed to be of some particular shape. Tbhs field is

known as parametric statistics. The extension to distribution-unknown (nonparametrlc)

statistics is not difficult.

The ultimate uncertainty of hypothesis testing Involved two t3pes of error, referred to

as a or Type I error and 0 or Type II error. Refer to Figure 7-3, which shows a

sampling distribution for an arbitrary statistic b. If a test statistic falls in the shaded

area, known as the criical region, the statistician may reject the original hypothesis

that the population parameter is bo on the belief that the test result is suitably improb-

able for parameter b. The size of the critical region can be adjusted at will: at a sig-

nificance level of. 05 the critical region Includes 5q of the total area under the sampling

frequency distribution curve; at a significance level of . 01 the critical region covers 1%,

etc. Rejection of the null (= no difference) hypothesis because a statistic falls in the

critical region means that in addition to screening out statistics that apparently came

from other sampling distributions (centered elsewhere), the test can reject the null
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Figure 7-3. Sampling distribution for statistic b

hypothesis when it is true. If the significance level is a, this will happen (100*)% of

the time that the null hypothesis is true. It cannot be avoided. While the rejection of

true hypotheses can be reduced by decreasing the significance level (reducing the critical

area), the usefulness of the test in discriminating-agaiisL all but the 100 (1-a)% of the

most probnble sampling results is reduced. The significance level could even be re-

duced to zero, but then there would be no test to "pass" only the most probably true

sampling results.

When the null hypothesis is false, # error may occur due to overlap cf two candidate

sampling distributions, the one for the null hypothesis and the true one (Figure 7-4).

When the null hypothesis (b = be) and the true (b = bl) sampling distributions

overlap as shown, a statistical test with significance level a (shaded) will

accept the false null hypothesis because the two values for b give the same sampling

results to an extent measured by 0, the 'lotted area. If a sample from the population

with parameter b1 gives a statistic in the clotted area [(1000)%of the time ], it will also

show in the acceptance (1-a) area of the sampling distribution for the hypothesized
(out incorrect) population with parameter bo I a real ex:periment, only one population

Is sampled but the tester is forced to decide which population that is.

For the sampling distributions shown in Figure 7-4, each time a is decreased, p is
Sautomatically mcreas~a. The only way to decrease both a And A is to inc,'ease the

sample size; this changes the shape of thr sampling distributions as shown in Figure

17-5.
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Figure Sapl distribution for true a d falsepte b -and .

smiiple size larger than In Figure 7-4.

The probabilities discussed here may be summarized In a matrix:

II HYPOTHESIS
ACTUALLY TRUE ACTUALLY FALSE

DEIIN ACCEPT 0-
DECISION REJECT a1-P

It ca be seen that 1.-* stesniiiyo et- nohrwrstl aaiyo the

test to recognize a true hypothesis as su(;h. Correspondingly, 1-P Is tho seletiv'ity

false hytatsisticas asoe )o et tecpct o h ett eonz

false yottetisticas asp r fats -tecpciyo h ett eon
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5. CLARIFICATION OF TEST OBJECTIVES

The first step required in development of a test design is a detailed analysis of the test

objectives and identification of needs for specific factual information. In some cases

the raw data which must be collected will be reasonably obvious; in other cases the ob-

jectives may be very broad and not initially stated In terms of measuranble char-

acteristics of the system.

Certain information needed for designing a test may not be immediately obvious from

inspection of the objectives written into the Test Directive. This is the stage when

planning for the accomplishment of a useful test requires that questions and informa-

tion requirements be translated into a scheme for the collection of specific data under

carefully controlled conditions. It is likely to be a time when the spectrum of missions

in which a system may be used operationally and the list of all variables in the employ-

ment of a piece of hardware in any one of those missions must be reduced to the num-

ber that can be meaningfully investigated in the limited number of trials that a test organ-

ization has the time and other resources to conduct and analyze. Definition of a few

goals for this process of sorting out the problem may make the task easier and more

fruitful:

Define the Item to be Tested.

If for no other reason than to keep a test from growing unmanageably large, there

must be bounds on the item or system which is being evaluated. This is not a refer-

ence to the operational context or scenario in which some item or system I. being

evaluated, but to the object of the evaluation itself. The tester may ask whether it is

one piece of hardware, two alternative pieces of hardware, tactics, a procedure, an

organization, or something else. Is the concern with a navigation system, an aircraft,

a missile, or a aircraft/navigation system/missile combination?

Define/Refine the Objectives.

The word "objective" can really be redefined at each step in a test depending on whether

the goals are long-range or short-range, detailed o1 general. Therefore, the directed

test objectives may not be suitably specific, data-oriented, and, as a group, thorough,
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to permit easy transition to identifiable data requirements. The test designer must

analyze each of the directed test objectives- in full consideration of available documen--

tation on system mission and employment procedures (such as the ROC, DCP, and

PMD and-Concept of Operations documents for new hardware) to translate -the existing

objectives into statements that are detailed and clear enough to define data require-

ments. This process should also be used to limit the amount of data required.

Not only must the tester ask what is actually needed to answer any question posed, but

he must also decide how he will know when he has an answer to that question. Plans

for conduct of the test proper may best be made for a number of objectives or sub-

objectives individually, but before the design can be finalized there should be an attempt

to merge the requirements for information related to all objectives. This will mini-

mize duplication of testing and allow the collection of more data for a given expenditure

of resources.

Define the Population of Inference.

The operational scenarios or context referred to above is central to the deliberations

of this step. The basic problem is to determine what population of operational employ-

ments of a system it is necessary to draw conclusions about. Since the test may be

viewed as a sampling from all operational employments of the system (perhaps all of a

ceLrain type), the population of (stat.stical) inference will be that population which is

sampled. Is it necessary to draw conclusions about the aircraft when any (properly

qualified) pilot flies it? Nf one pilot does all tie flight testing, the tester has no

measure of the difference another pilot might make. If two pilots are used, at least

onebit of information on the pilot-to-pilot variability is generated. Of course more

are better. Does the mission of the aircraft include day/night and/or all-weather

operation ? Will different ground crews be used? Will different flight profiles be

flown? All of these matters and more go into defining or selecting the population of I

inference. This is another step hi bounding tho test. If the scope looks excessive

when compared with the initial concepts of time, money, and other resource allotments,

it may be necessary to limit that portion of the test in which statistical inferences will

be required and settle for nonstatistical judgments for the process of extrapolation to
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sonic untested sitiations. It may even be helpful to define a population-of statistical

inference ad a population of non-statistical inference. (The latter wiil be larger.)

The statistician may refer to these as .the "sampled population" and the "target popula-

tion," respectively. In this document the use of "population of inferenee" will mean

the population of statistical inference or sampled population.

In defining the population of inference-the tester has necessarily addressed the subject

of variability in operational employment of the test item or system and the consequent

variability in any single mcasure of the system's effectiveness and suitability. Now a

more thorough investigation of the sources of variability must be made so the tester

can decide how to handle each of these operational variables- in a test.

t3
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6. SELECTiO1 AND CATEGORIZATION OF TEST VARIABLES

Reduced to its simplest terms, atest consists of making observaticnson-certainvari-

ables while -others are in some way'c6ntrolled. In-operational testing these variables

-are-all identified within,the framework, of an operational employment of the test item

but the list of operational., variables seems endless. In a missile delivery

accuracy test, the list of variables includes the launch platform type, tail number

and maintenance record, the-crew, the target size, shape, and contrast,,the time of day,

relative position-of the target at launch, velocity-of launch platform, etc., etc. In a

comparisonof two missiles the missile type or mod is itself a variable. And of course

the indicators by which the test outcome is measured and judged such-as miss distance

or percent hits are variables. Variables in the anticipated operational employment of

* Ia system are not necessarily equivalent to the variables in a test. In operational em-

ployment, knowledge of the system and concepts for its employment can'be continually

upgraded; an operational test &akes place in a comparatively short time. Operational

employment will often occur in several locations -throughout the world; operational

testing is usually conducted at a single base. The more of these sources of variability

a test can be designed to account for, the better and more generally useful the test

will be. Sometimes these variables simply cannot all be investigated in a single pi-

gmm and the population of inference is necessarily limited.

It will aid the test officer in organizing his thoughts and help the statistician in his con-

-truction of an applicable test design it the variables associated with a test can be cate-

gorized with regard to the role they play in operational employment of a system and

with regard to the role they will play in a given test. These categories are not absolute.

Operational employment-variables exist and cannot be willed away or created, although

they may be controlled. Operational test variables can in a sense be chosen. Some !

can be "excluded" by limiting the scope of a test (e.g., to a single a r base). Others

can be given different roles in different tests (n missile firing, time-to-target-lock-

on might be either a measure of the test outcome or simply another variable which

affects the test outcome. ) The thinking process by which the test officer recog-

nizes a variable as part of the operational employment scenario may give a clue as
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to which functional category it belongs in. The variables of a test will be categorized

here as either independent or dependent and then the independent variables will be

broken out into subcategories depending on the way they will be handled in the test.

Figure 7-6 shows a hierarchy of the terms that will be used. The names for the types

of varibles have been chosen 'for their relevance to a Tct Directorts view of the test,

but a one-to-one correspondence with the statistician's groupings has been preserved.
q!

Define the Dependent Variables.
fti

These are the measures of the test-outcome. They are the means by Whldh the results

of the test will be judged; the basis on which competing systems are judged, or the

variables the Air Force wants to be able to predict in operational employment. They

are the variables one expects to respond differently because of variations introduced

elsewhere. Some of these dependent variables will be dictated by standard MOE data

elements and others will be suggested by system-requirement and development

INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT
VAR tABLES VARIABLES
(POTENTIAL EFFECT (MEASURES OF
ON TEST OUTCOME) TEST OUTCOME)

CONTROLLED UNCONTROLLED OBSERVATIONS

PRIMARY BACKGROUND BACKGROUND
FACTORS FACTOSS FACTORS

HELD NATURAL NOT
CONSTANTU RANOMIZED MEASURED MEASE

Figure 7-6. Categorization of test variables
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documenLaLion (ROC, DCP, PMD, etc.); others will not be defined, and a choice among

several candidates may be, necessary to, select those that will be observed in a given

test. In a missile, test for example, does the -tester want to observe the time between

launch and imp.ct, time between launch and detonation, miss distance, missile flight

path ? Or all ? Or something else ? All dependent variables will be defined in terms of

response in a well-described scenario.

Define the Independent Variables.

These variables are the ones that seem important in determining the test outcome. If

their importance to the outcome in the scenario(s) described is unknown after pre-

liminary research, a couple of avenues are open. One Is to test over multiple

levels (settings, values, types, etc. ) in the test. Another is to perform a

sensitivity -analysis, which is a mathematical study of the effects of changing

levels of a variable (or variables) on the test outcome, as defined by the de-

pendent variables. Some variables in an operational scenario can be changed quite

freely without having any operationally significant impact on the test results; of

these some are obvious while others are not. In a test of missile delivery accuracy,

it is quite clear that aircraft tire pressure does not have an operationally significant

impact on the test outcome. It is not so clear (except from operational experience)

whether dive angle at the time of launch has a significant effect on the results. In

order for aiathematical sensitivity analyses to be conducted, the behavior of the sys-

tem imust be expressible in analytical (mathematical) form.

Independent variables may be either controlled or uncontrolled.

Controlled Independent Variables. For at least two reasons, the test designer will

want to control some of the independent variables during a test. The obvious reason

is that some variables identify alternatives that are being tested or investigated and

compared; it would be necessary to control these independent variables in order to give

any meaning to the.test outcome. Other independent variables will be controlled to

extend this interpretation of the test outcome by being able to give definition to the

population of inference.
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The controlled independent variables will now be discussed in-two categories corre-

sponding to the above reasons. They will be known as the primary factors and the

controlled background factors, respectively.

a. Primary Factors. These are the factors to be compared in terms of their
effect on the test outcome (as measured by the dependent variables). They

are any of the sets (and there may be many overlapping ones) of alterna-

tives which are under investigation because it is important to know the

differences these alternatives make. Assessment of the effect of differ-

ent lighting conditions would be important to the tester of an optically-

guided missile so he would know if the missile could be employed more

effectively under one condition than another. In a comparison of two

radios - either two candidates for purchase or a candidate for -purchase
and a radio in the inventory - the radio itself would be a primary factor

within the scenario used. Identification of a variable as a primary factor

for the test implies either (1) thatthe variable can be controlled in an

operational employment (i. e., the population of inference) and that con-

trol is desirable, or (2) that system deployment can and will be controlled.

The range at which jamming is initiated can certainly be controlled at will.

Aircraft tail number might be controlled by choosing only to fly certain

aircraft, but this would be neither desirable nor probable. The aircraft

type could be controlled by a decision not to employ the particular missile

on a type of aircraft which tends to degrade the missile capability. De-

gree of pilot proficiency is not likely to be controlled (Within certain

limits) in day-to-day operational employment. The converse of this

requirement Is not true: the fact that a variable is controllable in the

operational scenario does not mean that it will be among the primary

factors in any given test, but only that it is a candidate for inclusion as

a primary factor. Resource limitations will most likely be the con-

straining influence, and the tester will not be afforded the luxury of

learning the detailed importance of all the candidate primary factors.
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In a non-comparative- test, where the objective is only to estimate population

parameters, the distinction between primary factors and controlled back-

ground factors (discussion following) is unimportant.

b. Controlled Background Factors. There may be other independent vari-

ables which have not been listed as primary factors because (a) they are

not of immediate interest for making any comparisons, or (b) they will

not be controlled in the population of inference, or (c) they will be held

at only one level in setting in the population of inference, or (d) they can-

not be thoroughly investigated due to resource limitations. The tester's

most immediate need is to control the effect which he suspects or knows

is operationally significant. Three unique types of control are possible:

(1) Holding Constant. Use of different bases may have an effect on the

take-off properties of an aircraft (different altitudes requiring differ-
"A

ent runway lengths, or rough runways encouraging a quicker lift-off)

but because of the advantage of doing all of a test at one location,

those variahles deriving from the selection of different air bases

might be held constant by definition when the test planners decide to

conduct the entire OT&E from one base. This could be rationalized

on the basis of past experience -with several different air bases and a

firm belief that the results from :n test in one location could be extra-

polated to predict performance at other places (nonstatistical infer-

ence).

(2) Defining Natural Groups of Trials. Rather than hold a variable fixed

at one level (setting, value, choice) it may seem more appropriate

to let it show up In the test results at more than one level but still

with strict control. It would seem that a better test would be con-

ducted if several.radio operators were to use each of the candidates

for purclhase being compared. The population of inference could be

expanded by incorporating information on operator-operator variability.

The tool for bringing radio operators into the test picture is called the block
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(and multiple sets of blocks called squares and cubes). The trials

conducted with uperator A participation would be carefully planned

Q ' and would be compared with each other in a natural group. All of

operator B's trials would be compared within another group and so

forth. Then results of each of these natural group comparisons would

be analyzed together. (In an actual statistical analysis these steps

which are discussed as distinct and sequential are not so obvious.)

By putting each level of the primary factor (or combination of levels
of several primary factors) in a block an equal nunber of times, the

effect of the level of the controlled background factor that defines the
block (in this case ope rator A or B) weights the test outcome equally

on all sides of the comparison. A disadvantage to the groupingof

trials in this way is that analyses usually consider the outcome of

each within-group comparison to be equally important, where-the oper-

ational employment of a system may not justify it. Consider, for ex-

ample, the effect of cloud cover on the delivery accuracy of an

optically-guided (target contrast) missile. Suppose one natural group

was defined by tests fired under a clear sky, a second was derined by

50% cloud cover, and a third was defined by completely overcast con-

ditions, Is each of these conditions expected with equal frequency in

operation;12 cnmployinent? Overcast skies would be expdcted frequently

in Southeast Asia and only occasionally in the Middle Est, so the equal

weight of each condition might be justified in a peacetime IOT&,E and

unjustified in an IOT&E being conducted when a conflict had started

and a very specific use for the missile was envisioned.

(3) Incorporated at Random Levels. A means of controlling a background

variable at several levels which is less precise (especially in small

tests) but expected to be more representative of the frequency of

occurrence of each level in operational employment (especirdly in

large tests) is randomization. This topic is discussed later in more
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detail. For the purpose at hand, the technique may be viewed as randomly

associating the levels or settings.of different factors.

Uncontrolled Jndependent Variables. These variables are background factors that

change as a test isbeing conducted, although not in accordince. with any test plan.

Examples are ambient temperature, fatigue, and wear on mechaviral parts of hardware

items. Some of these may be measured and records can be compiled so th,,t if the

test results are not fully understood, these data can be studied in hopes of finding the

complete inswer. Other uncontrolled background factors may not be measured be-

cause the test desiguer chooses not to or, more significantly, because he does not

know they are changing (e. g., an intermittent electrical connection) or because-he

does not appreciate the Lfct that the changes have any effect on the test outcome.

(Note that the "change" is being used to indicate a condition that is not constant from

trial to trial as well as one wlhich varies with a single trial.) Uncontrolled but meas-

urable independent variables may be brought under control, at least to some degree,

by controlling the conduct of the test itself. Temperature, for example, could be

controlled in effect by deciding at what. time of day different trials wfll be run. The

definition of this category, however, is intended to include onl3 those variables that

the tester does not intend to control, yet wishes to retain a precautionary record of.

These are known to the statistician as concomitant observations.

It should be obvious that the "rules" discussed for deciding the category of acdh var-

iable do ijot reflect inherent properties or qualities of the variables. Instead,

each variable is pigeonholcd according to the way it will be used in the test under con-

sideration. As shown with 1h3 time-to-targot-lock-on exmunple, even the dependent

and independent variables cunot always be sortkd out, except in the context of a parti-

cular test objective. It becomes very important that the selection and categorization

of test variables be given more than casual attention because the tester should be fully

aware of the way in which all of the operational variables are hnmdled In his ,cst. The

sources of information that can be exploited as the test desiger tries to decide how a

variable should be handled are summarized in Figire 7-7.
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Figure 7-7. Sources of information used in identifying
and categorizing variables

Although the names that have been given to the types of variables above were chosen to

have a morc or less apparent association with the role they will play in a test, there is

a one-to-one correspondence with the variable categories that are used by the statistical

test designer. The work of the statistical test designer is concerned primarily with the

controlled independent variables. The primary factors correspond to his "treatment

factors" for wlvich the treatment lesig l is developed, and th, controlled backgr-ound

factors are handled in the units design. (A unit corresponds to the operational tester's

trial.)

After making sone d:ecisions about the \vay in which the operational variables will be-

come a part of the test, the tester must be more specific and decide how many different

levels of any given variable will actually be tested and what those levels will be.
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7. CHOOSING LEVELS OF CONTROLLED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The alternatives possible because of the non-constancy of a scenario with regard to

some identified independent variable are dcfincd by the 'levels" of that variable. The

levels may in fact be ordened on a scale, as would be airspeeds of 300, 450, and 600

knots. It may not be possible to scale levels of other variables. Except for the fact

that some anal3 sis teclhiques cannot be applied, the handling of these latter variables

is no different. In an ECM test, jamming on or jamming off might be the levels of the

variable "jamming mode. " Variations in. terrain (defined by irregularity, integrity, or

foliage cover) might be levels of a variable. Different persons can be levels of the variable

"pilot." Two radio, each-produced by different manufacturers could be levels of the var-

*iable radio. Different times of the day or days of the week could be levels of a variable.

It will be noticed that all of these statements sound uncertain because they are expressed

in terms of "might be", "can be", "could be," etc. In a sense all of these are opera-

tional .ariablcs simply because they can be identified. Whether they have any opera-

tional significance may be another matter (and of course operational significance de-

pends orn the measured characteristic under consideration). The tester must decide

(a) that the variation in these characteristics may have operational significance and

(b) that the objecti-es of the test warrant its consideration as a test variable. The

tested levels of the variable will frequently not begin to exhaust the operationally-

experienced levels of the same variable. The tester must decide, then, what range

of levels to include in the test and which specific levels to choose within that range.

Neither of these decision processes is liliely to be completely arbitrary; resource

limitations may control the number of levels on which data may be taken and test ob-

jectives may specify the range of levels to be investigated.

Rlange.]
One philosophy is that a system should be tested to extremes (whether tempera-

ture, altitude, turn ,adlus, recycling rate, etc. ) in order to find the maximumt

operating envelope and identify the strong features as well as the weak links in the sys-

ten. This presumes a fair degree of confidence in suitable system performance under

"mild" conditions, and so is more likely to be the chosen approach in FOT&E than in
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IOT&E. A pre-DSARC operational test will normally be designed to investigate the

most probable sets of operational conditions, but any chance to extend the tested range
of a variable will enlarge the population of statistical inference. If, for example, the

populations of typical operational personnel mnd typical operational environments are

not sampled, they should not be included in the population of statistical inference. The

risk of losing or at least severely damaging an expensive piece of prototype hardware

when less than the most qualified operator/mriinterance personnel are in control has

been questioned. The alternative is usually posed as the loss of an opportunity to get

information on combat degradation of system performance, but with a little ingenuity
other possiiilities may be found. If scope displays or instrument faces can be re-

corded on film or magnietic tape, the displays can be reproduced for simulated real

time tests involving any number of typical operational personnel. In some situations

the better-qualified personnel can maintain loose control over hardware by over-the-

shoulder participation in maintenance or operation. When a situation appears to be

handled incorrectly (in nmintenance) or to get out of lh; nd (in. operation) the better-

qualified person can intervene to put the test back within nominal bounds. Of course,

proper pro-test training of any operator and maintenance personnel reduces the risk

of wasting test effort (at the very least) when the system is net used as It would be in

operational employment.

Specific Levels.

There can be several criteria for choosing which levels to test at in some (now)

limited spectrum of possibilities. Frequent occurrence in operational employ-

ment is desirable; there is no point in testing situations which can be expected

infrequently before those which are expected frequently. The statistician may want

evenly-spaced intervals between levels of a quntit R.ive variable to simplify the anl-

ysis. It may be expensive or difficult to test at sonic levels (c. g., If certain hardware

items are more readily available). Some levels may be crucial to the outcome of the

test (e. g., the full range of intercs% should be covered). There may be greater uncer--

tainty in some areas of knowledge. Perhaps system modeling can be or has been con-

ducted to identify critical areas of knowledge, from which assumptions about the areas

levels) not tested can be made with minimal risk.
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The levels first selected should be regarded as tentative unless it Is direct& that they

be a part of the test. As an effort is madeto arrive at a design that is consistent with

the requirements of the statistical analyst as well as with the .requirements of,th in-

formation-seeker and the ability to conduct particular trials, some compromises Li-

volving the total number of levels for a given variable and the specific levelsthat are

chosen may be made. The first possibility of conflict shows up in the next steps --

selection of preliminary esigns for the primary factors and the controlled background

factors. Before these steps are explained, however, the nature of the test designer's

thinking will be-shown in two examples.
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8. EXAMPLES OF TEST DESIGN PROBLEMS

Identifying Test Variables

This example will illustrate the-type of reasoning a test designer has to pursue in

defining the nature of a test. Because it is an illustration of that process only, it can

(and will be)-terminated before the test or the dataanalysis is completely character-

ized. The problem is Eo compare two aircraft in a fly-off. The basis for comparison

will be some measure of dispersion in bomb delivery.

Do we drop the bombs in the manual or the automatic release mode ? Since each could

be quite aircraft-dependent, it would probably be best to use both. Now the trials

have to be run four ways (2 aircraft types x 2 delivery modes).

How many aircraft of each type should be used ? One thought is that by using only one

of each type, the variability in test results can be held to a minimum and the compari-

son of aircraft types will be more straightforward. Restricting variability isn't always

a good idea, however. If the operational employment of different aircraft (different

tail numbers) is going to give some variability in bomb delivery dispersion, the test

results should reflect this. Aircraft type A number 001 might deliver bombs with

less dispersion than aircraft type B number 011, but aircraft A number 002 might

deliver bombs with greater dispersion than aircraft B number 011. If all the opera-

tional testing were done with A(001) and B(011) the tester might come to the conclusion

that A is a better aircraft than B. This is risky unless the tester knows that the

variability in results from different aircraft (different tail numbers) of a single type is

less than the "averaged" difference between the two aircraft types. The tester should

also decide whether he needs an estimate of the tail number-tan number variability, even

though he may think it is small. We decide that we are not primarily interested in a

measurement of tail number-tail number variability, but that we will need information

on this kind of variability in order to make a more conclusive statement about differ-

ences between aircraft types. Three prototype models of each aircraft should be

available, so we plan to use all three.
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Now we should decide whether we are comparing A(001) with B(011), A(002) with

B(012), and A(003) with B(013) or something else. That's not really the object of this

test. The comparison we are interested in is between type A and type B, not between

individual aircraft. Thus, although we recognize that the only way to observe differ-

ences between aircraft types is through testing of individual aircraft, it will not be

necessary to pit a specific aircraft of type A against a specific aircraft of type B.

Can we do the automatic bombing from tafl numbers 001, 002, 011, and 013, and the

manual bombing from tail- numbers 003 and 0].2 ? Possibly, but it would detract from

the test. In this approach the tester would not have the opportunity to obtain much data

on tail number-tail number variability for a single bomb release mode. If the object

is to compare some sort of "average" (over modes) bombing capability, this approach

might be useful, but .t is probably desirable to compare manual release bombing with

manual release bombing and automatic with automatic. We need the data on each

release mode from each aircraft of both types. That makes 24 (2 aircraft types x 3

tail numbers x 2 modes) unique trials. A bit of additional caution is in order. The

object of the test isnot to compare manual release bombing with automatic release

bombing; it is still to compare aircraft type A with aircraft type B and we have chosen

to do this by investigating both manual and automatic modes. The distinction will be

important to the statistician.

Is the test to be run with a single pilot? That would seem to make the comparison

truly be*wein aircraft and not between pilots. It would not give any information on

pilot-pilot variability though, and we recognize that it is conceivable for one pilot to

get better scores with aircraft A while another gets better scores In aircraft B,

especially in the manual release mode. So there will be more than one pilot. Two ?

Three ? Six? Eighteen ? The knowledge of pilot-pilot variability increases with each

additional participant, and the inference drawn to these aircraft types, without regard

to who the pilot is, will be better based if a larger number of pilots can be tested.

Six sounds like a reasonable compromise. That would allow the tester to get two

different pilots in each individual aircraft, thereby running a check on pilot-pilot
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differences for the six individual aircraft. Each pilot should fly each type of aircraft,

however, to insure that ,the test is not run with three good pilots -in one aircraft type

and three poor pilots in the other. You don't solve this problem by running the test

with nothing but good pilots either. There are-bound to'be some differences, even

between two "good" pilots, and the tester does want some experience with a range of

pilot abilities. If there are not six pilots available who have been checked out in both71 aircraft types, a compromise on the quality of the test will, of course, have to be

made andthe test run some other way. Here we assume that the six are available.

1The test can be represented in a matrix as Figure 7-8 shows.

A B

TAI LNOA
LAST DIGIT PILOT MAN AUTOT MAN AUTO

- 1l 2

3'1 -1

2 4

5
3__ _ 6

Figure 7-8. Trials matrix

Trials will be conducted to provide data for each of the cells in the matrix. A mini-

mum of 24 trials are necessary now. It would improve the test if we could run more

than 1 trial for each of the cells. After all, one measured miss distance (. e., one

bomb drop) does not tell much about the trial-trial variability under a fixed set of

circumstances. If the testor knows what kind of variability there is among trials con-

ducted under a single set of circumstances, he will be in a better position to tell if the

variability observed between trials conducted under two different sets of circumstances

is really due to the characteristics separating those sets of circumstances. Duplicating

each trial once doubles the total, however.
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It would be inLeresting and helpful to do the same testing for a variety of combinations

of different airspeeds, dive angles, and-release altitudes. This might reveal greater

or smaller differences between the two aircraft that would not be detected in a test

conducted for a single airspeed/dive angle/release altitude. Testing at two dive angles

would double the number of, trials; testing at two dive angles, two airspeeds, and two

release altitudes would require eight times the original Pumber of trials (original num-

ber x 2 x 2 x 2).

The designer must also make decisions about the order of trials. Should Aircraft A

fly before Aircraft B ? Should manual release trials be run before automatic release

trials ? Should one pilot fly before another ? If the only comparison to be made is

between aircraft types, the important order questions are those -involving the sequence

of Aircraft A trials vs. Aircraft B trials. Aircraft A trials should not all be conducted

before Aircraft B-trials are started, because of possible pilot learning effects. It is

not obvious that alternating flights A-B-A-B-A-B-A etc. would be a mistake -but this

might mean that all A flights were 'in the early morning and all B flights were in mid-

afternoon. No pilot should repeatedly fly one aircraft type before the other; this

could introduce the effect of individual pilot learning. If comparisons between aircraft

types are to be made separately for manual release and automatic release, trials should

not be conducted so that manual release is accomplished before automatic release on

one type and automatic before manual on the other. It is conceivable that the later

release is always more accurate and that this would generate a preference for one

type In the manual mode and for the other type in the automatic mode - especially if

releases in both modes are made on a single sortie.

Order among the six pilots is inconsequential. Similarly, order among the individual

aircraft (tail number) is unimportant for this test.

The next example illustrates a different problem- that of establishing control over a

test that has already been defined in some nominal way.
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GIVEN: 3 MISSILES OF EACH MOD AVAILABLE
3 AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE
-EACH AIRCRAFT FIRES ALL ITS MISSILES IN OR DER SHOWN

I FACTOR OF DIRECT INTEREST 1 FACTOR OF DIRECT INTEREST -1 FACTOR OF DIRECT INTEREST (MIS I
(MISSILE) (MISSILE) 2 CONTROLLED BACKGROUND FACTOR
0 CONTROLLED BACKGROUND 1 CONTROLLED BACKGROUND (AIRCRAFT AND LIGHT LEVEL)
FACTORS* FACTOR (AIRCRAFT)

POSSIBLE GROUPING: GROUPING: GROUPING:

AI:Ml Ml M1 Al:M1M2M3 FLFLIFL"
A2:M2 M2 M2 I
A3:M3 M3 M3 A2: MI M2M3 A -M M2'iM 3

1

A3:MM2M3] A2 •M3i:Mi::M2]j
LA M2, i I ,l'l

POSSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE: POSSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE: POSSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE:

M M1 M1 M2 M2 M2M3M3 M3 M1 Ml M1 M2 M2 M2 M3 M3 M3 MlM 2 M3 M3 Ml M2M2 M3MI

IA1 Al Al A2A2 A2 A3 A3 A3 A1 A2 A:, Al A2 A3Al A2A3 A1 A1 A1 A2 A2 A2 A3 A3 A3

L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 Ll L2 L3

SEDUENCE-CORRELATED EFFECTS: SEQUENCE-CORRELATED EFFECTS: SEQUENCE-CORRELATED EFFECTS:
LEARN!NG (M3 FAVORED) LEARNING (M3 FAV9RED) NONE- ALREADY RANDOMIZED VA.
CHANGING WEATHER (M1 OR M2 OR &13) CHANGING WEATHER (Ml O M2 OR M3) RESPECTTO MISSILE TYPE

FATIGUE (M1)

RANDOMIZE FIRING ORDER WITHIN
BLOCKS:

AV.:Ml M2 M3

A2:M3 MI M2

A3: M2M3 MI

RANDGMIZE FIRING ORDER AMONG POSSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE:
AIRCRAFT:

M-1 M2 M3 M3 M1 M2 M2 [13 M1
M2 MM 3 M M2 M2 M3 MI

Al Al AI.A2 A2 A2 A3 A3 A3

A2 A3 A3Al A2 A2 A3 Al lA 1 2AAAA
RANDOMIZED BLOCK DESIGN LATIN SQUARE DESIGN

COMPLETELY tNDOMIZED
DESIGN

DO NOT COUNT OVERALL SEQUENCE
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ES OF EACH MOD AVAILABLE
FT AVAILABLE 6 MISSILES OF EACH MOD AVAILABLE

RCRAFT FIRES ALL ITS MISSILES IN ORDER SHOWN

FACTOR OF DIRECT INTEREST 1 FACTOR OF DIRECT INTEREST (MISSILE) 2PRIMARY FACTORS (MISSILE AND TARGET)
!-SSLE) 2 CONTROLLED BACKGROUND FACTORS 1 CONTROLLED BACKGROUND FACTOR (AIRCRAFT)

.CONTROLLED BACKGROUND (AIRCRAFT AND LIGHT LEVEL)
,CTOR (AIRCRAFT)

OUPING: GROUPING: GROUPING AS FOR NONFACTORIAL RANDOMIZED
BLOCKS

"Ai: M1 M2 M3  II 3
2:M I;, M I 2II M3!

LL: MI M2 M3  A I MMI M2I

A3 II M3iM MI -

iSSIBLE FIRING SEQUEN'oE: POSSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE:

M1 M1M1 M2M2 M2 M M3M3 M1 M2M3M3M 1 M2M2M3MI

Al A A 3 Al A2 A3 Al A2 A3 Al Al Al A2 A2 A2 A3 A3 A3

Li L2 L3 Li L2 L3 LI L2 L3

QUENCE.CORRELATED EFFECTS: SEQUENCECURRELATED EFFECTS: SEQUENCE.COPRELATEn EFFECTS POSSIBLE
'LEARNING (M3 FAVORED) NONE- ALREADY RANDOMIZED WITH UNTIL BLOCKS ARE RANDOMIZED.
CHANGING WEATHER (Ml OR M2 OR M3) RESPECT TO MISSILE TYPE
FATIGUE (MI)

"NDOMIZE FIRING ORDER WITHIN RANJ1?M21ED BLOCKS:
LOCKS:

Al: Mi 2 M3T2 TI T 2 jTj IT2j
Mj M3T

A3IBLEM FIN SEQUENCE: MIII MIM3 M
j T2 T2 T1  T2 TiIA.I M3.MM2MM3MM1Mi

ISSIBLE FIRING SEQUENCE:M3M M2 3M2M

MIM 2M3M3 MIM2M2M3M1 AJT2 T2 T1  Ti T2 Tj

Al Al A1.A2 A2 A2 A3 A3 A3

-RANDOMIZED BLOCK DESIGN LATIN SQUARE DESIGN FACTORIAL ARRANGEMENT IN RANDOMI.ED
BLOCK DESIGN

Figure 7-9. Steps in bringing experiment

under control comparing

3 missile mods
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Controlling a Test

By means of a simple example it can be shown how the design for controlled back-

ground factors and the process of randomization in bringing primary factors and back-

V round factors together act to bring an experiment or test under control. The

application of different grouping designs will be illustrated for a single primary factors

design; then the impact of changing the primary factors design ,il be illustrated.

Figure 7-9 summarizes the example that will be used. Some of. the terminology used

has not been- explained yet, but the reader should be able to follow the discussion

nevertheless.

Consider a comparative evaluation of three mods of an air-to-ground missile in which

the criterion for judgment is target miss distance. At the start it is assumed that

there are certain constraints on the test: a total of 9 missiles - three of each mod -

are available; three launch aircraft are available; and each aircraft will fire its load

of three missiles in the order indicated by a left-to-right reading of any sequence

shown. The first two constraints could reasonably be expected in an operational test;

the third helps keep the example simple.

This is a typical nonfactorial (Section 9 of this chapter) experiment. There is only one

primary factor - missii mcd -and the comparisons are being made between the levels

of that one factor - designated according to mod M1 , Mv2 , and 'A.

The naive tester may not do a great deal of planning at all. The missiles are loaded

on aircraft as they arrive- three M1 IS on A1 , three M0's on A2 , and three M3 '. on

A3 -and fired in that order (Figures 7-10 and 7-11).

Whatever the outcome of this test, the results could be hopelessly confused by the

existence of effects that change over the nine missile firings. Suppose, for example,

that the weather was bad in the middle of the test: M2 performance would probably be

degraded. Or suppose that the pilot of aircraft A1 finds that he has to fire the missles

later than the instrumentation suggests in order to get good scores. He wouldn't

learn this without firing one or two of the M1 missiles, but he might report this fact

to the pilots A. and A3 and then they could take advantage of this increased knowledge
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___.___ tj7
+ A2: Mt. M2  M.

1 2
A3: M3  M M

Figure 7-10. Possible combination -of aircraft and missiles

M M M M M2 M M M M
1 1 1 2 2* 2 3 3 M3

A A A A A2 A A A A
1 1 1 22 2 3 3 3

Figure 7-11. Possible firing sequence

for all three of thefr firings. The pilot of A3 might also learn from A2 's experience.

A better design must be found.

These sequence-correlated effects can be distributed over the firings of all other mods
by randomizing the order in which missiles are fired. This is shown in Figure 7-12.
The tester has completely randomized the missile mods with respect to the only sig-

nificant-variable he has identified: sequence. This is a Completely Randomized

Design (section 10 of this chapter).

M M M M M M WS M
1 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1

A 1  A 2  A.> A 3  A A 2  A 2  A 3  A
1 2 3~ 1 2 2 3 1

Figure 7-12. Randomized firing sequence

Notice, however, that M is always fired from A,, that M is always fired from A2 ,1 M22
ani that M is always fired from A . The tester cannot be sure whether observed3 3
differences in resultsfor missile mods are really due to differences in missiles or

whether they are due to differences bevween aircraft. Nor can he tell if a failure to

show differences means that there are no missile, differences or that real missile

differences are being canceled out by equally real aircraft differences.

This can be controlled by grouping the missile firings according to aircraft number and

insuring that each missile mod is fired from each of the aircraft. This grouping is

shown in Figure 7-13.
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There could once again be -sequence effects (Sc Figure 7- .4), so the Lester randomizes

the firing order within each block as shown! n. Figure 7-15.

This is known as a Randomized Block Design_ (section 10). A single background factor
has been controlled by use of a grouping design.

A: M M M

A: M1 M2 M
2 1 2 3

A: M M MC

Figure 7-13. Grouping to combine each mod
with each aircraft

M M M M M M M M M
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3

A 1  A2  A3 A 1  A1 A3

Figure 7-14. Possible firing sequence

A1 : M1  M2 M3

A: M M M
2 3 1 2

A3: M2  M3  M 1

Figure 7-15. Randomized Block Design

The tester may additionally suspect that there is an effect on missile guidance caused

by the changing of the ambient light level from bright sun to cloud-obscured sunlight.
He therefore chooses to identify three light levels and set up testing blocks defined by

those light levels so that each missile can be tested at each light level. This simul-

taneous grouping by two variables is shown in Figure 7-16. Now each missile mod

has been fired in each light level an equal number of times. The design used to control

the two background factors by grouping is called a Latin Square (section 10).
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L L L1 2 3
A: M M M *1

1 1 2 3
A M M

1 2
A: M M M13 2 3 1

Figure 7-16. Latin Square Design

This increase in control has been realized without firing any additional missiles.

* There has been some tradeoff, however, because the tester has forfeited any knowledge

of the trial-to-.trial variability in test results for a given set of circumstances

(combination of factor levels). When distinctions were not drawn between trials in the

Completely Randomized Design there were 3 trials to be compared for a study of

"within missile mod" variability. In the Randomized Block Design shown, M, only gets

fired from A once, and similarly with M and M . M1 , M. , and M3 do all get fired from

A1 , however. In the Latin Square Design this equivalence no longer exists. The com-

binations of levels of the two background factors which appear in dombination with

mod-M never appear in exactly the same way for tests of M or M
12 3

Now the changes brought about by the introduction of another primary factor will be
: shown. Perhaps the tester "wants to compare the three missile roods still, bat in addi-

tion he wants to find out whether they all an be delivered with equal accuracy against

two types of target. The combinations of primary factor levels to be compared are

indicated by checks in the Factorial Arrangement (section 9) matrix of Figure 7-17.

M M M
1 2 3

T x x x

T x x x
L2

Figure 7-17. Factorial Arrangement for
Primary Factors

Now each of the combinations of missile mod and target type is considered equally,

just as the missile mods were before. These six combinations may be put into a
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i Compl:tcy Itandomized Design or into aircraft-defined Randomized Blocks of six
trials each or into a Latin Square Design utilizing six aircraft and six light levels.

See Figure 7-18. Increasing the-number of combinations of primary factors rapidly

increases the number of trials required.

M M2 M2 M M3 M2 3

T T T T T T T1

M 3  M2 MI M 3  M M2

A3
T T T T T- T1 2 2 1 2 1

A: M3 M M 3  2 M1

'2 '2 ~1 J
Figure 7-18. 3x2 Factorial in Randomized Blocks

This has been a simple example,. but it begins to show the criteria (number of primary

factors, number of levels for each primary factor, number of controlled background

factors, and number of trials per block, etc.) by which a test designer is moved from

consideration of one design to another. Now a discussion of the two parts of the overall

design (primary factors and controlled background factors) and of randomization can

be given. An early discussion of the types of problems addressed in a test design

-should have established a fram-. of reference for the next three sections.

N
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9. SELE'CTION OF TIIE DESIGN FOR PRIMARY FACTORS

Together with the response, or dependent variables, the primary factors define the

heart of the statistically designed experiment. If a test objective is to compare the

delivery accuracies of two missiles, a simple outline of the experiment might be:
"Compare the miss distances realized when the two missiles are fired under similar

circumstances". If a test objective is to find out whether a new mod makes an opera-

tionally significant improvement in the effectiveness of a deployed jamming pod, a simple

experiment outline might be: "Compare the effectiveness of the ALQ-299 Mod 1 in

jamming the SUR SAM-guidance radar (as measured by missile-target miss distance)

with the effectivenoss of the ALQ-299 Mod 0 in performing the same function. An

operationally significant improvement is defined as a decrease by 10% in the total

proportion of missiles guided to within a lethal radius of the target." If a test is

required to find out whether Level 4 maintenance crews can really diagnose the cause

of malfunctions more quickly than Level 3 maintenance crews, a simple outline might

be: "Compare the average time to locate faulty components in the preamp circuit of

the PXR-2 ' In each case none of the background factors have been identified. The

primary factors and levels essential to the definition of the test are two types of mis-

sile, two ALQ moc6s), and two proficiency levels, respectively. To work out initial

intentions for the primary factors design it Is not necessary to decide tnder what con-

ditions (i. e., levels of controlled background factors) the comparisons will actually be

mad(.. It will probably be true that the two designs -- primary factors and controlled

background factors -- will be derived in parallel, and some changes in categorization

may be made.

An outline of the basic alternatives in the design for primary factors is given in

Figure 7-19. The two types of designs for comparative experiments are in the lower

left and lower right corners (factorial and nonfactorlal), while the other possibilities

show that the object of the test will be to estimate population characteristics rather

than to make comparisons.

The design of a non-comparative experiment consists of holding certain factors con-

stant while others vary at random; although the design work may be difficult, the
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If

ALL
WPRIMARY FACTORS-

IFACTORS.CONSiDEREO

0 RE20RMORE

ESTIMATION ESTIMATION

EX1PERIMENT EXPERIMENT

I NONFACTORIAL FACrO ,AL

Figure 7-19. Design for primary factors

problems encountered are not hard to visualize. The discwssion following will be

aimed at the comparative experiment.

The primary factors design for an experiment with a single primary factor is

straightforward. The only requirement is to specify the leveLs of that factor at which

observations will be made. The arrangement is called nonfactorial, for reasons that

will be apparent shortly, and with it the tester makes a series of observations through-

out which the level of that factor is changed repeatedly to provide for observations at

each level. A tester could, for example, be comparing two types of missile, two ALQ

mods, or two proficiency levels. There may be repetitions of the entire set of trials

under similar conditions (replication) to get data on trial-trial variability. The order-

ing of the trials is to be decided when the primary factors design is merged with the

controlled background factors design, but it is apparent from the start that some sort All

of randomization will be required.
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The alternative to the nonfactorial arrangement is called a faotorial arrmigemont; it is

required whenever multiple levels of multiple primary factors aro being invostigated in

the same experiment. The objective of-an experiment might bo to study the effectiveness

of two different air-ground missiles against four target types (e. g., brick building,

SAM launch installation, and moving and stationary tanks) on two types of terrain

(e. g., target fully exposed and target surrounded by dense foliage) and provide data

to be used in a decision on which missile to use under each of the eight sets of circum-

stances. Figure 7-20 below shows the combinations of factor levels at which observa-

tions will be made.

MISSILE

TERRAIN TARGET A __B

SBRICK BUILDING _ x x

EXPOSED TARGET SAM INSTALLATION x x

MOVING TANK x x

STATIONARY TANK x x

BRICK BUILDING x x

SAM INSTALLATION x XPROTECTED TARGET ______________

MOVING TANK x X

STATIONARY TANK x x

Figure 7-20. Complete factorial arrangement

Because of the number of levels for each factor, this is referred to as a 4x2x2 or I

4x2- factorial experiment. Each of the 16 combinations of a type of missile, a type

of terrain, and a type of target will be t.1,d under similar circumstances to incke

comparisons. The experiment in which each level of each primary factor is tested at

each level of every other primary factor it said to have a complete factorial or full

factorial arrangement. Sometimes this is shortened to factorial arrangement

bit there are also fraction factorial experiments.

A fractional factorial arra.zgement is laid out on paper much as the complete factorial

is, but observations are made at only some (carefully chosen) factor level combinations

(figure 7-21).
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MISSILE

TERRAI TARGET A B

BRICK BUILDING x

SAM INSTALLATION xEXPOSED TARGET

MOVING TANK x

STATIONARY TANK x

BRICK BUILDING x

PROTECTED TARGET SAM INSTALLATION x

MOVING TANK x

STATIONARY TANK x

Figure 7-21. Fractional factorial arrangement

A statistician refers to this as a fractional replication (in this example. 1/2) of the com-

plete factorial arrangement. The fractional factorial arrangement has significant limita-

tions in that it does not provide data on all interacLions. In spite of the fact

that each missile is firad at each type of target, that each missile is fired in each type

of terrain, and that each target appears in each type of terrain, missile A never gets

fired at an exposed SAM installation and so the firing of missile A at a protected SAM

installation never gets compared with the firing of the same missile at the sa.ie target

in an exposed environment. For the same reason, missile A never gets compared with

missile B when both are fired at the same target on the same terrain. Overall, the

effects can be averaged, but if missile A is much better against all fixed targets and

against a moving target in an open field but loses its track on a moving target in a

cluttered terrain the tester will never know. This would be important if missile B

performs admirably against moving targets in heavy ground clutter.

The foregoing is an example of a three-factor interaction. Main effects which are the

changes in the mean observation (e. g., reduction in miss distance) from level to level

of one primary factor (e.g., missile type), averaged over the levels of the other primary
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[actors (e. g., terrain type, target type), can be observed in fractional-factoriad exper-

I" 1 iments. Interaction effects are the unequal changes in the mean observation

from level to level of one primary factor when at different levels of other primary

factors, are in general not separable in a fractional factorial experiment. Some frac-

tional factorial arrangements permit separation of selected interaction effects. "Paper

plans" for many fractional factorial arrangements are given in various handbooks along

with a list of the effects which are separable with each design. The principal motivation

for doing fractional factorial experiments is the reduction in the number of trials in

which resources (time, money, missiles, etc.) need be expended.

Selected interactions can be separated in a fractional factorial arrangement by choosing

observations that delineate a few interactions at the expense of confounding (essentially,

hiding or mixing together) others. While confounding is usually regarded as undesirable,

there are instances in which it is done intentionally.

The object is to confound high-order interactions (three or more factors involved)Kwhile increasing the trials that can be run for data on low-order (two-factor) interactions

and main effects. Confounding may also be used in certain complete factorial experi-

ments for the same purpose.

Factorial arrangements may be used for economy even where interactions are known to be

insignificant as long as there are multiple levels of several factors to be investigated.

Consider the nonfactorial experiment in which missile delivery accuracy is being com-

pared for 2 targets, then for 2 terrain types, then for 2 countermeasure environments.

One approach is to vary oae factor at a time while holding everything else constant

(Figure 7-22).

TARGET 1 TARGET 2

1. TERRAIN 1- CM 1 X X

TERRAIN 1 TERRAIN 2

2. TARGET 1- CM 1 X X

CM1 CM 2

3. TERRAIN 1 - TARGET 1 X X

Figure 7-22. Part I of nonfactorial arrangement
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This does not cover all possible combinations of factor levels, so next the tester

initially sets everything at level 2 and again -varies one factor at a time.

TARGET 2 TARGET 1

1. TERRAIN 2- CM 2, X X

TERRAIN 2 TERRAIN 1

2. TARGET 2- CM 2 X X

CM 2 CM 1

3. TERRAIN 2 - TARGET 2 X X

Figure 7-23. Part II of nionfactorial arrangement

Each factor has been varied, but only one has been selected for variation at a time and

a total of 12 trials hab been run (Figures 7-22 and 7-23) compared wIth the 8 required

for the factorial arrangement of Figure 7-24.

TARGET

TERRAIN CM 1 2

1 x x

2 x x

2 1 Xx
2 x x

Figure 7-24. Factorial arrangement for economy

Each factorial level combination has been observed, but in fewer trials. Additionally,

this has the advantage that the order of all combinations can be randomized at once

rather than doing it piecemeal as might happen in the two-part nonfactorial experiment.

Statistical texts use different terminology to refer to what are called here factor levels

and combinations of factor levels. Some books call each combination a treatment,

while others call each factor level a treatment and each combination a treatment com-

bination. The design for primary factors of this volume is often called the treatment

design.
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10. SELECTION OF THE DESIGN FOR (CONTROLLED) BACKGROUND FACTORS

Once the comparisons to be made in a test have been decided upon, additional stops

can be taken to reduce the uncertainty in these comparisons. Some books refer to]

these as designs for the reduction of experimental error, but when the analyst makes

no unrealistic assumptions about uniformity of the test data the problem is more

correctly identified as one of excessive variability in test conditions and the consequent

inability to connect the variability in test data with specific origins. Two basic

approaches to bringing the test conditions under control will be described -- holding

(operational) variables constant in the test and randomizing the application of the different

levels of a factor to the combinations of other test variables. A third approach, which

consists of grouping trials to maximize homogeneity in the group with respect to a

background variable, will also be described. It has aspects of both randomization and

holding variables constant.

The basic unit of the actual data collection (in fact often called a u) is the trial,

which is defined as the smallest subdivision of a test in which a single measurement or

observation is made. There should be a clear similarity or a purposeful and identifiable

dissimilarity between the conditions which define different trials. A single sortie may

correspond to a single trial or it may, in another test, support a number of trials such

as multiple passes through a ch.qYf cloud or multiple attempts to locate targets. This

definition of trial insures that the results of individual trials are compared with the

results of other individual trials, the results of groups of trials with the results of

other groups of trials.

In holding a variable constant at one level throughout, the tester has indicated that he

wishes to compare the results of each trial without any consideration of that variable.

From one point of view that is fine because it focuses attention on the effect of

changing the primar factor(s) alone. This is common in experiments designed to measure

an effect when all ocher (potential) variables are normally constant, but the operational

employment of Air Force systems typically involves simultaneous variations of many

types (ranges of several threat variables, several physical environment variables, and

several friendly hardware/personnel/procedure variables). It is often preferable to qi
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take observations of an effect over a range of levels for other variables to get an

"averaged" result. ----

Simply 'letting things happen" without. exercising any control over a particular variable

is probably~the best handling of a variable that will typically be changing from opera-
tional employment to operational employment ............... In a very large test.

This means that if radio operators with a particular heavy accent make up 1% of the

total Air Force population of radio operators, they will appear in about 1% of the trials,

quite at raundom, over the long run. The operational tester selects a limited number of

participants for a typical radio evaluation, however, and he could be caught in a biased

(Influenced in some direction) test if the radio operators .ao.e1 xepr.eseatative of the

entire population. Barring the pos;sibility that the tester may have the time and money

to study the entire population of Air Force radio operators and scientifically choose a

sample represeniative of the entire population with regard to the proper variables, he

can at least identify as many of the important variables as possible and choose a random

sample in a way that includes the opportunity for variability with regard to these im-

portant factors. By random selection of individuals within the group to be sampled he
can hope to get the right proportion of persons with each of the relevant characteristics.

The smaller the test will be, the harder it is to both insure that a range of levels for

different variables is tested and still select partic!pants at random. What can be done
in every case is to ranmdomly associate the selected variable levels (in this example

radio operators) with the selected combinations of (levels of) other factors in the test.

At times the distinction between these two acts of randomization becomes blurred, as

when a tester randomly chooses and introduces the ambient temperature to the test by

mixing up the order in which trials will be run. Methods of randomization are described

in section 11.

Another means of coping with variation in certain background factors is to hold a vari-

able constant at one of a limited number of levels (quantitative or qualitative) and run

several trials at each of those levels. The groups of trials will be defined by the one

background factor level and will be constrained to interpretation as comparisons within

one group (at least with regard to levels of that background factor). This amounts to
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holding a variable constuL over part of the Lost, holding it constant at another level

over another part of the test, and so forth. The combinations of primary factors heing

compared in the experiment (the statistician's "treatments") should each appear an

equal number of times in each natural group. This causes the effect of that level of

the defining background factor to appear with equal weight onall sides of whatever

comparisons are-being made. This is not always pcssible because the number of

trials in any natural group is not always equal to a multiple of the number of combina-

tions of factor levels being compared. There are designs to deal with this by running

group-to-group controls, but they are not so efficient as when all comparisons can be

made at least once within each group.

The statistical test designer's nam for one of these natural groups is a block. A block

design contains a number of blocks. If there is only one "block", the tester has decided to

hold that block-defining variable constant throughout the experiment, and this is not the

intent of block designs. Blocks are ,sed when the tester either wants to or has to in-

corporate different levels of a variable. An example of the latter can be seen in the

fact that a limited number of trials can be run on any one day; it might be useful to

make different days into blocks of the experimental design and (try to) insure that

all primary factor combinations are run each day.

It is common to randomize the order of appearance of the primary factor combinations

within each block (in time sequence or position sequence or with respect to the appear-

ance of some other factor) to thwart the occurrence of unexpected confounding

within blocks. This randomized block design is a common design for the control of

background factors. If no blocking is used, the design is probably a completel, random-

ized design; this term was not brought out earlier because it is not so typically con-

trasted with an "incompletely randomized design" as with the introduction of blocks.

An example of the use of the completely randomized and the randomized block designs

can be given by reference to the example in Figure 7-25. Here missile delivery

accuracy was investigated in eight situations involving different targets, different
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terrain, and different countermeasure environments. A different way of drawing the

factorial matrix, this time with each combiation of factor levels identified by a letter

is:
COMBINATION OF

TERRAIN CM TARGET PRIMARY FACTORS

11 A

2 B

1 C

2 D

1 E
1--

2 F

21 
G

2 H

Figure 7-25. Factorial arrangement

'Suppose now that the Lester has 24 missiles to be fired in three days. Then he might

randomize the ordcr of the 24 firings (assume 3 for each primary factor combination)

and get them over with as quickly as possible (Figure 7-25).

ACHBEDGIAGFHDCEFFGHI EDCBAB
Day1 1 Day2 Day3

I i

Figure 7-26. Completely randomized design

If lucky he might finish by noon on the third day. But suppose that terrain 2 is the

dense foliage giving some shelter to the targets and that the second day was completely

overcast. Because 8 of the 12 terrain 2 shots take place on the second day, test results

might show the foliage-surrounded targets much harder to hit than those on the (open)

terrain 1. An observant analyst might notice the correlation, but that is about all he

could do. lie could not work backwards through the results to say what the true

terraan 1 - terrain 2 difference Is because of the unbalanced testing on the terrain 2.
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Combin lion F isn't ever tried on days 1 or 3, and B is never tried on day 2. Maybe

B would be highly successful on a cloudy day and F a dismal failure on a sunny day but

the tester will never know.

Perhaps instead the tester fires the missiles as shown in .Figure 7-27.

Day 1 AHCDEFBG

Day 2 HEDAGCBF

Day 3 BEDACFGH

Figure 7-27. Randomized Block Design

As a result of this design, the analyst and the tester know how much of the total vari-

ability can be accounted for by day-to-day variability. Results that previously looked

like so much noise on top of the day-to-day differences now seem more significant. With-

out any particular order, the radial miss distances might be as shown in Figure 7-28.

31, 26, 39, 32, 27, 28, 32, 23, 20, 22, 41, 22

27, 29, 40, 31, 26, 29, 32, 29, 28, 32, 41, 28

Figure 7-28. Randomized data

When exhibited (and analyzed) in blocks they become as shown in Figure 7-29.

Day 1: 28, 31, 22, 28, 30, 31, 26, 27

Day 2: 40, 39, 32, 32, 32, 41, 41, 32

Day 3: 26, 28, 22, 23, 27, 29, 29, 32

Figure 7-29. Data of Figure 7-17 in Blocks

Further analysis (not obvious to the reader) would show the terrain 2 data to be consist-

ently higher than the corresponding terrain 1 data.

The tester has not had to run any additional trials to separate out the day-to-day source

of variability, but he has had to structure the test more precisely. In this hypothetical

example, he was prohibited from completing the test in the shortest time possible but

the scheduling impact may be insignificant. In other examples the blocks might not

even involve time. Aircraft tail numbers, pilots, weather conditions, approach pat-

terns, and any number of other test variables or combinations of variables might

define blocks.
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Simultaneous sets of bloclk defined by two different variables can be incorporated In

what is known as a Latin Square design. To simplify presentation of an example, an

investigation of only four of the combinations of primary factors (designated A, B, C, D

below) will be considered (no terrain effect investigation). Now, instead of the testing

on three different days, a tester feels that the important effects will come from the use of

four different pilots and four possile target approach patterns. He wants to group the

trials simultaneously according to test pilot and approach pattern. This is shown in
Figure 7-30.

PATTERN

1 2 3 4

I A B C D

PILOT n1 D A B C
III C D A B

IV B C D A

Figure 7-30. Latin-Square design

Note that each combination of primary factors (A, B, C, D) is tested at each approach

pattern and each combination of primary factors is tested with each pilot. Also of

note is the fact that each pilot flies each approach pattern. A Latin Square may be

viewed as two overlaid randomized block desigrs (although there are restrictions on

the "randomization" ) with the blocks restricted to be of a certain size (Figure 7-31).

PILOT COMBINATION OF

PRIMARY FACTORS PATTERN 1 2 3 4

: A B A B C D
COMBINATION

: D A OF PRIMARY D A B C
FACTORS

III: C D A B C D A B

IV: B C D A B C D A

Figure 7-31. Latin Square resolved into two sets of blocks
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The latin Square design presupposes that there are no interaction effects between the

primary factors and pilots or approach patterns. It is also restricted to situations where

each of the three factors involved has an equal number of levels. If these conditions are

met, however, the tester can use this design to establish precise control over two sources

of uncertainty in the comparison of combinations of primary factors without being required

to increase the total number of trials.

IThe example shows only one trial at each overall set of conditions, so in this sense the

tester has had to give up something from the randomized block design of 4 trials per

block x 4 blocks. That Information lost Is on trial-to-trial variability for the same set

of conditions. If he requires the information for his analysis he can run a repetition

of the Latin Square, but he might be able to use the variability among the 4 D trials

(or-example) to check for a statistically significont D effect.

There are extensions of the Latin Square idea to incorporate more than two sets of

blocks simultaneously.

If the block size (i. e., number of trials per block) in either block or multiple sets of
blocks (square) designs is not and cannot be made equal to the total number of combina-

tions of primary factor levels being compared, the test designer will use other patterns.

There are a number of different incomplete block designs for different purposes. The

most commonly encountered are probably the balanced incomplete block designs and

the Youden Square designs.

j) Balanced incomplete block designs have fewer trials per block than there are combina-

tions of primary factors to be compared with the following three conditions satisfied.

1. Each block contains the same number oL trials.

2. Each combination of primary factors occurs the same number of times

7altogether.

3. All specific pairs of combinations of primary factors occur together in all

blocks the same number of times.
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I
Figure 7-32 shows a-balanced incomplete block design that might be used if only four

of the LrialS of the example for Figure 7-25 could be run in any given day.

I' Day 1: A B C D

Day, 2: E F G H

Day 3: A B G H

Day 4: C D E F

Day 5: A C F H

Day 6: B D E G

Day 7: A D F G

Day 8: B C E H

Day 9: A B E F

Day 10: C D G H

Day 11: A C E G

Day 12: B D F H
iDay 13: A D E H

D Day 14: B C F G

Figure 7-32. Balanced incomplete block design

Ln order to show the balanced nature of the design, no randomization has been given to

the positions within blocks (whether they represent time, positions, aircraft, or some-

thing else) or to the order of the groups of four combinations as they are assigned to

blocks. Both of these steps would be taken in applying this "paper plan" to the real

situation. Incomplete block designs are less efficient than complete block designs,

which is to say that it takes more trials to achieve the same precision in estimating

primary factor effects. Furthermore, it takes more trials to get a balanced design

(very helpful in analysis) with incomplete blocks than with complete blocks.

Youden squares can be viewed as a combination of a set of complete blocks and a set

of incomplete blocks, put together the same way a Latin Square is, or as a Latin Square

with one or more blocks 6. e., one or more levels of one of the background factors)

missing. The number of combinations of primary factors and the number of blocks in

one set are still equal and this number is the same as the block size (trials per block)
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for tlh ther set of blocks. "ITc conditions are-still quite .restrictive and Youden Squares

suffer from the same drawbacks as incomplete block designs. For an example, see

Figure 7-33.
APPROACH PATTERN

1 2 3 4

I A B C D

PILOT II D A B C

III C D A B

Figure 7-33. Youden Square

"Paper plans" for incomplete block designs and Youden Square designs are given in a

number of handbooks. There are not always balanced designs available for arbitrary

values of the number of combinations of primary factors and the number of levels (or

block size) of each background factor.

A hierarchy of different grouping designs for the controlled background factors is dia-

grammed in Figure 7-34. Each of the diamonds shows the criterion for differentiating
I between the designs in the rectangles immediately belov it. Although there is no single

ordered scale on which to rank the different designs, it is true that in general the con-

trol over and knowledge of the test conditions increases as one moves from left to right

and the precision with which trial-to-trial variability can be measured is increased.

Note the relati- lociadtons of the completely randomized, randomized blocks, and

Latin Square designs.

Also as one moves from left to right, the restrictions on the number of levels of each

factor that are permissible and on the freedom in associating specific levels of different

variables inerease. At times this may be done without increasing the totnl number of

trials, but when that happens the number of trials that can be compared at any given

level of specification decreases. There are simply fewer trials which can be described
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77
as similar. This diagram is not intended to be exhaustive either in scope or in detail.

It does cover the most frequently encountered designs and includes a few of the more

specialized designs for purposes of orientation.

The Test Officer may encounter references to "one-way classifications," "two-way

classifications," etc. These are statements of the number of sources of variation the

experiment is designed to accommodate explicitly. Thus a two-factor factorial arrange-

ment combined with a randomized block design for the background factors calls for a

three-way classification analysis model.

The various blocking or grouping designs have an advantage over the randomization

and holding constant methods of background factor control in that they allow a certain

amount of variability with regard to the selected background variable(s), but the nature

of the representation of the sampled population must be known before the experiment.

Blocking and randomization probably in reality control several sourcc' of variation in

an operational test. Identification of a particular pilot as the defining variable level

for a block also restricts level of training, age, and physical stature. Randomization

of trials with respect to time may simultaneously effect randomization with respect to

runway use, maintenance crew, batch of replacement parts, RF interference levels,

and/or target used.
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SEVERAL FACTORS
TO BE HANDLED BY
RANDOMIZATiON OR
NATURAL GROUP DESIGNS I

A

2OR MORE

GROUP DESIGNS
CATEGORY

BLOCKS

*1

MORE COMBINATIONS
FAPIMRY COMBINATIONS OF

PRIMARY FACTORSj VERSUS NUMBER OFj TRIALS PER BLOCX

COMBINATIONS or
PRIMARY FACTORS

* BALANCED INCOM. BLOCKS S DISPLACED BALANCED * COMPLETE BLOCKS,LATTICES INCOMPLETE BLOCKSNO * CHAIN BLOCKS

GROUPING * SPLIT PLOTS

* DELIBERATE CONFOUNDING
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,MORE

SQUARES

MORE COMBINATIONS

OF PRIMARY NUMBER OF
L FACTORS COMBINATIONS OF EQUAL

PRIMARY FACTORS
VERSUS NUMBER OF
TRIALS PER BLOCK

IFEWER

COMBINATIONS OF
PRIMARY FACTORS

'COMPLETE BLOCKS * YOUDEN SQUARES 0 GENERALIZED * LATIN SQUARES
* LATTICE SQUARES YOUDEN SQUARES 0 GRAECU'LATIN SQUARES
* PARTITIONED G.LSQUARES 0 GENERALIZED * HYPER G.L SQUARES
* QUASI.LATIN SQUARES LATTICE SQUARES

Figure 7-34. Design for
background factors
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11. RANDOMIZATION

Although a design for primary factors and a design for controlled background factors

may have been found useful for the test at hand and compatible with each other, the

method of combining the two is not fixed. Different possibilities for combining the

levels of primary factors and background factors will elucidate some effects and bury

(or "confound") others. The method of randomization will determine which effects

show up in the test data and which are hopelessly inseparable -- whether real or not.

Randomization is the act of "mixing things up" so that the effect of certain identified

influences (or potential influences) on experimental results are random and will not

bring into question the extent of influence from the factors under investigation. It is

accomplished by randomizing the selection of test items for observation or for in-

fluence by an experimental variable. This may mean randomization in a time sequence

randomization in a position scquence, or more generally stated, randomization of the

occurrence of levels of one factor with the levels of another.

If the influence of a factor is being investigated by application of that factor in the test

at four different levels, say, the effect of that factor must not be confounded with the

effect of some other factor by the regular occurrence of a fixed pairing of each level

of one factor (say, A) with selected levels of another factor (say, B). Two examples

will illustrate the problem.

LEVEL OF LEVEL OF

TRIAL FACTOR A FACTOR B

1 1 3

2 4 2

S 3 1

4 4 2

5 3 1

6 2 4

7 1 3

8 2 4

Figure 7-35. Confounding of A and B effects
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In Figure 7-35, note that each level of factor A is paired with one :ild only one )vI-e)

of factor B, even though the sequential appearance of each may appear quite thoroughly
! ! !mixed. There is no way to tell whether, for example, the effect observed in trials I

and 7 is from level 1 of factor A or from level 3 of factor B. Level 1 of factor A

never appears in the test with any other level of factor B. A one-to-one correspond-

ence is not necessary before this confounding of effects can take place. Consider the

example of Figure 7-36.

LEVEL OF LEVEL OF
TRIAL FACTOR C FACTOR D

1 1 2
, 2 21
, 3 3 2

4 2 1

5 1 2
6 3 2
7 3 2

i8 1 2

9 2 1

Figure 7-36. Confounding of C and D effects

Here, level 2 of factor D is confounded with levels 1 and 3 of factor C while level 1 of

factor D is confounded with level 2 of factor C. A better test would randomize the

occurrence of the different levels of factor D with levels of factor C (Figure 7-37).

LEVEL OF LEVEL OF

TRIAL FACTOR C FACTOR D

1 1 1
2 2 1
3 3 2 -
4 2 1
5 1 2
6 3 2
7 3 1
81

9 2 2

Figure 7-37. Confounding of C and D effects removed
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Now each level of factor D appears to have no correlation with any one particular

level of factor C.

Randomization at different levels or of different aspects of a test design can be useful.

In the last example, for instance, the order of occurrence of each level of factor'D for

a given level of factor C nflight confound the test results by prohibiting separation of

sequence-correlated effects. The example given is as well randomized with regard to

sequence as could be expected for a small number of trials, but if, say, level 1 of

factor D got tested before level 2 at each level of factor C, the results might be

revealing an effect of that sequence rather than of factor D. Examples of sequence-

correlated effects are learning processes, weather changes, and fatigue, as well as

indirect effects like the intermittent failure of a rotary switch with two "on" positions

every time it is in a particular one of those two "on" positions, or the use of different

operating procedures by one crew that happens to appear regularly for every third

trial.

Because so many variables get linked together in a complex operational test, intentional

randomization with respect to one variable may effect randomization with respect to '1

other variables even though the detailed origin of the effects cannot be traced. An

individual pilot, for example, carries with him peculiarities involving physical height,

level of training, preference for tactics, eyesight, reaction time, age, and crew rest.

It will be up to the tester to anticipate whether any one of these variables could have a

significant effect on the test outcome and should this be controlled individually, or

whether randomization of pilot encounter with levels of some other variable will be

sufficient control of all the pilot-associated variables.

Randomization is usually brought about by ordering observations, combinations of factor

levels, etc. on the basis of tables of random numbers. Although most tables of random

numbers are computer-generated, they come close enough to satisfying the definition

of random numbers. (1. Any number in a specified range equally likely at any time;

2. All numbers in the specified range occurring with equal frequency; 3. No number

having any influence on what the next number shall be) to be useful for most scientific

experiments.
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Occasionally, the results of a randomization process do not have the desired mixing

effect, especially when a short series is sought. One nine-digit sequence of the

numbers 1, 2, and 3, for instance, would be 3-3-3-2-2-2-1-1-1 and this sequence could

definitely be derived from a long table of random numbers. Thus it is advisable to

screen all random number sequences to identify those which do not appear useful and

replace them with new sequences vh ich are more random in appearance. If the series

3-3-3-2-2-2--1-1 appeared somewhere in a sequence of 1000 random digits, it would

not be significant, but when used by itself, it is not an effective tool to achieve the

desired end.

Has a human influence been introducted by rejection of this series in favor of another?

Not necessarily, There are many different random number series based on the same

digits (the number possible depending on the number of choices possible for each posi-
tion and the length of the :,eries) and the rejection of one of these alternative possibili-

ties as unsuitable will not affect the validity of the test design. Selection of the series

to be used on the basis of observed characteristics of that series, however, might

reflect some human bias and would be a poor technique. It should also be apparent

that a mechanical screening of the series of random numbers would lead to an ever-

present bias in the series that pass the screening.
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12. REPLICATION

With an idea of the test conditions that will define the different trials, the tester must

decide how many times he has to repeat certain test conditions before he can be sure

of the true effect of those conditions. This is the problem of replication.

The only way a tester can learn how precisely he is estimating a parameter is to re-

peat the test. In chemical analysis this might mean repeating the measurement of

pH by taking several samples from the same batch and performing the same chemical

tests on each sample or even repeating the tests (if they were non-destructive) on the

same sample. In operational testing the trials are often dynamic chains of events

which cannot be held constant for repeated measurements and at times are impossible

to record completely for reproduction and remeasurement. This is not of critical

importance, however, because the trial-to-trial variation is usually much greater

and of more interest than the measurement-to-measurement variation for a single

trial. i is important that use of the word "replication" be reserved for attempts to

jrepeat a t,1i "inder-a single set of defining conditions, and not be applied to multiple

attempts to measure a single trial.

Within a single test in which several parameters are being varied, repetition of events takes

place at several lev'2ls. In a test of air-to-air missiles where each crew/aircraft

fired at two different targets with four missiles each--one Monday morning, one

Monday afternoon, and two Tuesday morning, they have tested with each missile-target

combination four times, they have conducted 6 morning firings, 2 afternoon firings,

2 Tuesday morning single target firings, 4 Tuesday morning firings, 4 Tuesday firings,

4 Monday firings, , I Monday after,.,oon single target firing, etc.

Each of the numbers greater than one can be viewed as a repetition of some set of

circumstances and is called a replication. Individual test requirements will detern' ine

whether it is important to replicate day-by-day firings, morning firings, firings at .a

particular target, firings on a single afternoon at a single target or only missile

firings (or whatever).
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Replications of a set of circumstances give information on the trial-trial 'ariability

within the bounds of that set of circumstances but do not, without nmore detailed

replication, give information on the sources of variability " ithin those bouinds. ie-

flection on the nature of the population of inference should help the test designer decide

at what level replication is necessary.

Statements of replication should tell what is being replicated, but at times statisticians

will talk about "two replications" without saying what is being replicated; if this-happens

it can be assumed that the entire experiment is being duplicated as nearly as possible

with each total combination of circumstances being realized exactly twice. It can be

seen how this becomes ambiguous when dynamic scenarios are "replicated" because

time (and time-correlated changes) do not stop to wait for the tester to replicate his

experiment.

The amount of replication required can be predicted before a test under the right

conditions. That is fortunate because it allows the tester to know, at least approxi-

mately, the degree to which his test data will give conclusive results. This is discssed

in the next section.
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13. PREICISION AND SAMPLE SIZE

In a test conducted to obtain data for a point estimate of a parameter (discussed in

Chapter 13), the importance of sample size -- that is, the number of observations
taken in different trials under similar conditions -- cannot be quantified. The intuitive
feeling that a larger sample gives a better estimate of the true population parameter

holds, but statements of a point estimate alone do not quantify the uncertainty of that

estimate.

Most estimates are a combination of the point and interval type, and it is the interval

estimate which tells how "good" the point estimate is. In constructing an interval

estimate one takes into account (1) the point estimate, (2) the sample (including

measurement) variability, (3) the sample size, and (4) knowledge of the sampling

d 3tribution of the statistic on which the point estimate is based. The point estimate

gives a location for the center of the interval, while higher variability among the ob-

servations and smaller sample size each give a larger interval for the estimate than

do lower variability and larger sample size. The reasons should be apparent. A

point estimate is the best (by some criterion) single-valued prediction of where the

population parameter really is. As the size of the sample goes up there is an increase

in the probability that the random sampling has given a truly representative "picture"

of the population of values being sampled. Yet, if the variability of values in the

population is large, a given size random sample can pull the estimate further away

from the population parameter than It can in a population with less variability. The

statistic sampling distribution (section 3 of this chapter) relates the certainty of the

estimate and often the sample size to a coefficient governing interval size.

For an interval estimate of the arithmetic mean the equation looks like:

point / square root point
estimate + c nt x of point < population estimate
of 1 estimate mean 01
mean of variance) mean

square root
/coefficient2 xof point

2  estimate
of variance
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the :sa.mpi lng distr ibut Ion ot' nicans has been conbined into the "coefficient." The way

in which these coefficients vary with sample size and certainty (confidence level) is

shown in Figure 7-38. As a rule of thumb useful for sample sizes greater than five,

to halve the desired interval length rccuires an icrease in sample size by a factor of

four. As an exact example, at the 95,' confidence level increasing sample size from 9 to

36 (a factor of four) reduces the interval length by a factor of 0. 473. Figure 7-38 shows

this "inverse square root" effect graphically. The exact relationship between sample

size and interval length is illustrated in Figure 7-39 and can be put in the following form:

sample size _ 4 anticipated
slowly changing une- esired interval variance
tion of sample size length

Before the required sample size can be Imown, the tester must have a graspon the trial-

trial variability of the test data. This a priori knowledge can come from reports of the

variability observe(I in previous tests of similar systems, from DT&E or contractor

dala on the system under lest, or perhaps from a short preliminary test conducted

specifically for the purpose of shaking out n estimate of the required quantity.

The variability (in this case the anticipated variance) need not be known exactly. A

ten percent uncertainty in variance would give only a ten percent uncertainty in the

required sample size -- sample size 11 instead of 10 or 110 instead of 100. The de-

sired interval length will not be a firm number anyway. If variability is estimated

somewhat low, the resulting estimated interval (for the same confidence level) will be

somewhat longer; who cares until it is longer by 50 or 100 percent? The impact of

uncertainty in the anticipated variance can be quantified as follows:

relative uncertainty relative uncertainty
in length of interval in anticipated
to be obtained variance

rhe relationships given above are understood most easily in terms of an experiment

conducted to estimate a population mean. The general principles also hold in approxi-

mate form at least for other estimations and comparisons involving means and proportionr.
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Figure 7-39. Approximate effect of increasing sample size

When applied to comparison problems, the sample size is the sample required in each I
one of the samples to be compared. (Samples of unequal size can be compared with

proper adjustment of the formulae, however).

The interval estimate of variance equation is of the form:

coefficient x estimate population coefficient x estimate

of 1 < variance 2 of
variaice variance

These coefficients are shown in Figure 7-40 as a function of sample size. They are

not symmetrical and the inverse square root rule is not much help.

Estimation of the required sample size for all but the most simple experiments is a

difficult matter. The trained statistician should be able to help.
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In some instances it will be advantageous to start an experiment without knowing what

.j tLe sample size will be. This does not really involve working completely in the dark, but

rather uses techniques for revising the estimate of the required sample size in steps as the

experiment progresses, and at times terminating the experiment early because the re-

sults have had such a -trong bias in one direction that the trend cannot be significantly

reversed except at the preset (low) risk level. These sequential experiments are appli-

cable only in certain situations but if the circumstances are right they can make -two

important contributions to the operational test:

(1) sequential experiments provide a constructive approach to tests in which

the variability, is not well known; and

(2) sequential experiments generally require fewer trials to generate the same

statistical information than the comparable non-sequential experiments.

Sequential tests are best explained by reference to a single estimation or comparison --

that is, a test having only one primary factor and in which the background factors are

controlled either by holding constant at a single level or by randomization. Extension

to cover the more complex designs will be addressed later.

The basic sequential test consists of analyzing the test data after each trial to make a

decision about whether a statistically-supported conclusion can be reached (in which

case the test can be terminated) or whether the test should go on to the next trial. This

means that the tester must specify, in the case of an estimation, the confidence level

with which he wishes to know the estimat'.on interval and the length of the required

interval. The flexibility in sample size, then, comes from the uncertainty in knowledge

of variability. As can be seen from the discussion above, if the variance turned out

to be lower than anticipated, a smaller sample size would be sufficient. An example

is shown in Figure 7-41. The tester has specified that he wishes to know the mean

one-dimensional miss distance (range only) within 5 meters and wants a 95% confidence

level for the resulting interval. The variance of impacts is believed to be 25 meters 2

The statistician tells him that 18 firings will be required for the desired interval/
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confidence combination. Conducted as a sequential experiment the results might

appear as in Figure 7-41.HI

Trial Miss Distance (Meters) 95% Confidence Interval

Length (Meters)

1 ,0.44

2 -5.08 58.93

3 -0.18 13.67

4 -1.86 7.16

5 0.72 5.64

6 -1.12 4.27

* 7 -9.64 6.75
8 1. 56 6. 14

9 5.16 644
IO-2.46 5.67

ii4.26 5.54

,12 -5.50 5.28

13 Oo,14 4.83

!14 1,02 4.48

15 0.76 4.17

16 3.38 4. 04

!!17 -0.08 3.77

,18 5.04 3, 77

Figure 7-41. Miss distance data

It can be seen from the solid line in Figure 7-42 that the mean is bounded within a

5 meter 95% confidence interval after only 6 trials. The true variance of the popula-

tion from which these numbers were taken is 16 meters squared (standard deviation

4 meters instead of the anticipated 5 meters) because the numbers were taken from a

table of random, normally-distributed numbers with a standard deviation of 4. If the
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r4igure 7-42. Miss distance data

variability from trial to trial consisted only of random deviations about the mean, this is

a valid example of one of the infinite number of different samples that could occur.

The results may appear somewhat suspect at first. But it is true that although the

tester may have a better gut feeling about running all 18 tests (possible trials 7-18

are also shown in Figure 7-41) than about bastng his decision on the first 6, there is

every bit as much validity in the 95% confiderve interval estimate of the mean after

6 trials (-3,46 meters to 0.81 meters) as ir the one computed after 18 trials (-2.12

meters to 1.65 meters). Although the 18-trial interval is shorter, both are less than

5 meters in length, which was the requirement. Notice that the seventh trial takes the

95% confidence interval back up to 6. 75 meters. This is not a contradition; no statistical

inference is a guarantee and it hdls just happened that from the random sample obtained

in 6 trials, the interval is shorter than the one based on 7 trials would be. Even after

18 trials, the tester is not guaranteed that the true mean is inside the interval estimate.
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For a 9!_')Y (o0fide(li iltlwvalt, ihe ts ttr IH 1)5'X, s ure that 1t 11. It ma- Jc bthat tile
interval size does not get (town to 5 meters even after 18 triWs. Everything depends

on the (random) sample selected.. If the sample estimate of variance (not the same as
2the anticipated variance) is not 25 meters or less, the 18-trial interval will be more

than 5 meters long.

There may be valid reasons for not stopping after 6 trials. It the tester is not

sure he has included a good random sampling of all sources of variability (maybe

the sky was clear and sunny for all of the first 6 trials), he should continue the test.

Sequential techniques can save money, however, and should be considered for simple

tests.

Comparison experiments can be conducted sequentially also. Here the tester is looking

for statistically significant differences between samples or between a sample and a

hypothetical population and he must specify two thhigs: (1) the risk he will accept in

declaring a difference when there is in fact no difference, and (2) the risk he will

accept in declaring no difference when in fact there is a difference. These are the a

and p error risks discussed in section 4 of this chapter. After each trial the tester

will (1) accept equality, (2) reject equality, or (3) continue testing.

The extension of these ideas to the handling of more complex tests depends on the

ability to repeat "similar" trials sequentially. Jntentionally-introduced variations

(L. e., different levels of primary and/or controlled background factors) make suc-

ceeding trials fundamentally different from one another. It may be possible to review

groups of trials on a sequential basis.
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1.4. CONSIDERATIONS IN AGREEMENT TO A TEST DESIGN

It has been pointed out that the test design activity is not a single-thread mechanical

process. Initial preferences get sorted out by several different criteria, the

statistician's bag of tricks is invoked, and finally the 'rest Officer and statisticin n work -

together to hammer out the optimal design for the p'oblem at hand. While the Test

Officer is working primarily from his concerns for operational realism, conclusive

results, resource expenditure, and relevance, the statistician makes his contributions

in terms of the number of levels for each factor, the number of primary factor com-

binations, the number of trials in each background factor block, and trial-to-trial

variability.

Some mutually-acceptable criteria for a good test as well as options for flexibility

can be used to place mental priorities on various aspects of a test design and to guide

progress toward the appropriate design.

Properties of a Good Experiment

A good experiment does not contain systematic error. Systematic error, or bias, is

not limited to physical measurement processes, but can also be present in the form

of personal habit and personal preference. The experiment should be planned in a way

that precludes the influence of systematic error on data generation, data collection,

data analysis, and data interpretation. A good experiment allows inferences to be

drawn to a large population. The conclusions drawn, that is, have validity in a vide

range of the circumstances to be encountered in operational employment. A good

experiment is controlled to such a degree that the results can be reproduced. Only in

this x ca the tester support the results he claims. A good experiment includes ui

tlanalysis of the uncertainty of the results. This means that the tester must be aware

of the significance of conducting the experiment in different ways, of the control that

is exercised over each source of variability (insofar as possible), and of the "degree

of credibility" that can be given to the generalizations made about the test item as a

result of this test. A good experiment is sensitive to real, operationally-significant

effects. If there is a meaningful difference between two items or employment practice.
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or scenarios under comparison, dt should.be revealed by the test. 'Atest that is too

coarse and vague is apt to be worthless -- unless worth is measured in terms of the !

satisfaction of having spent a certain amount of money. A good experiment is simple.

Consideration of a.large number of sources of variability dictates against a truly

elementary test, but in the rush to do everything the tester must not entangle the

essential elements of the~investigation in resource-consuming and distradting details.

A.test that is elegant in its simplicity is probably a lot more convincing to others, too.

Selection of the Areas of Investigation.

If money is tight (Money is always tight!), the tester may have a need to assign some

priorities to different areas of a potentially very far-ranging and thorough test and

then investigate only the top-priority items at the expense of foregoing all information

on others. Obviously, the tester should not waste any time on unrealistic situations;
if it isn't go'ig to be done in actual operational employment, there is no nee(, to do it

in the test. This requires the tester to have a thorough knowledge of the pot'mtial

operational employment of a system and to be able to bound that employment both in

terms of levels of specific variables and in the more general definition of missions.

It is important to test the whole system, including the interfaces between hardware

items as well as those between a hardware item and personnel. There are real dif-

ferences in personnel involvement (quality,not degree) due to differences in motor

skills, knowledge, motivation, and stress tolerances, among other areas, and be-
cause these differences do affect weapon system effectiveness they must not be over-

looked. If one interface fails, the entire system operation may fall. The ideal

operational test has many of the characteristics of a tactical exercise because ele-

ments of surprise and variable tactics are required for a truly operationally-realistic

check of the system. Free play exercises, however, are hard to control (by definition),

to measure, and to reproduce. A middle ground will be found which strikes the proper

balance between the need for the results of operations and the need for operationally-

meaningful results. Certainly the agreed-upon Lest design must address the areas of

greatest risk (L. e., uncertainty about what capability the dollar spent will really pur-

chase) in system acquisition.
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There may be ari initial temptation to make all the controlled independent variables

primary factors. This is undesirable as it implies a requirement for measurement

of. the effect of different levels of each variable (and maybe interactions) to some

particular level of precision when employment practices will not be based on such

information anyway. The OT&E should be limited to a test which will simulate opera-

tional employment practices; if serious problems surface the system can be returned

to DT&E for diagnosis of the detailed nature and causes of the problem.

Testing of the Proper Level of Detail.

Relating observations of operational effectiveness and suitability to specific causes

has been historically difficult. The structure now available for outlining operational

employment of a system, as presented in the Measures of Effectiveness chapter of

this volume (chapter 6), will help, but it remains up to the Test Officer to decide at

what level of detail cause and effect relationships will be sought for any particular

test. As more money Is spent in controlling variables at fixed levels and precisely

exploring the effect of varying a few over a range of levels, less money is available to

cover the full selection of variables and consequently greater leaps of faith must be

taken in drawing inferences from the test results. It will not serve any useful purpose

to draw distinctions at a level that will never be important in actual operational con-

trol of employment.

Other Economic Considerations.

* The order in which an experiment is run can be important if it does not g exactly as

planned. One principle says that the easiest trials s.ould be run first because they

will be the least expensive (fewer aircraft, personnel, etc., involved), and if the system
J

shows faults under only moderately strenuous trials, the test can be terminated with

the least expenditure of resources and the least risk to prototype hardware. Another

principle says to schedule the complex and difficult-to-realize trials first (e. g., a

trial involving extensive coordination of personnel and hardware employment with

particular weather conditions) because if something falls through, the simple4- trials

can be rescheduled instead without necessarily delaying completion of the entire test
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program. 'I hcso scheduling controls must be coordinated with randomization require- I
mcnts tLo insure validity of the conclusions drawn from the sample actually obtained.

A further goal of the Lester should be to maximize nondestructive- testing. If the right

intor1ationi cal be obtained, it is usuially cImlapolw to retest t single item several

times than to blow it up uld buy [lw ones for each trial.

Segmenting the Test.

The possibility of doing a preliminary test or small pre-test exercise to get a better

fix on test variability was raised in the earlier discussion of precision. These pre-

liminary tests can also be used to make sure the right subject areas are being investi-

(gated, to train testers, operator and maintenance personnel, -and data collectors, and

to debug the Test Plan. Sometimes the test will be too complex for the statistician to

handle in one good design, and it will be more feasible to run two or more smaller

tests where the first one looks only at the effect of a couple of prominent indepoidemt

variables and later tests serve to amplify the work completed in the first. In other

situations, a factorial arrangement may be split into fractional factorials to be run

separately.

An Alternative Test Design Philosophy

When confronted with very limited resources, the tester sometimes decides to try a

"shotgun" approach in which as many levels of as many variables as possible are

tested just once in an effort to locate any real holes in a system's performance. The

feeling is that one failure in some modes would be encugh basis for rejection of the

system, and that a statistically significant result is not required. A tester should

keep in mind, however, the essential variability of trial results and the fact that vari-

ations of degree only or simply between passing and failing may be happening randomly

and very infrequently. It is th:eoretically possible for all the molecules of water in a

lake to move upward at the same time and lift the lake out of its bed. The tester must

be able to satisfy himself and others of the fact that he has observed a real effect and

not something as improbable as the junping lake example.
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15. CONCLUSION I

This introduction to test design is presented as an aid to the Test Director in doing 1
his job well and as an aid to communications. No attempt is made to create test

designers; rather, the goal is to give the Test Director an idea of what to expect from

his professional support staff so he will be in a better position to use that support and

to make reasonable requests for assistance. In addition, the Test Director will be

able to plan and conduct a more useful test if he is personally familiar with the basic

concepts surrounding a designed test as well as with the importance of a well-designed ]

test.
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RE FERENCEIS FORTEST DESIGN -

A good library will have a large number of related books for the Test Officeir who

wishes to learn more about any of the topics discussed in Chapter 7. The problem is

to find one that suits the educational background and style of the individual user.

Some of the best references for the non-statistician are:

Cox, D. R.; Planning of Experiments; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; 1958.

An introduction to the general concepts of statistical test design, based on

the need to deal with different problems rather than on mathematical technicalities.

Davies, 0. L., and Goldsmith, P. L. (ed); Statistical Methods in Research

and Production. i'afuer Publishing; 1972. Especially useful, chapters on frequency

distributions and statistical inference.

Dixon, W. J., and Massey, F. J., -Jr.; Introduction to Statistical A'

(3rd ed); McGraw-Hill; 1969. Especially helpful discussions of samples, sampling

distributions, and estimation.

Mace, A. E.; Sample-Size Determination; Reinhold; 1964. The approach to

determination of the proper sample size does not vary from problem to problem,

except in specifies. This book gives those specifics.

Natrella, M. G.; Experimental Statistics (National Bureau of Standards Handbook

No. 91); U. S. Government Printing Office; 1966. Also available as Engineering

l)esign Handbook - Experimental Statistics (U. S. Army Materiel Command

Pamphlets 706-110, 706-111, 70C-112, 706-113, and 706-114). Contains a good

problem-oriented discussion of statistical design techniques and some associated

analysis techniques.

Snedecor, G. W., Statistical Methods (.4th ed); Iowa State University Press; 19-46.

Later editions are more readily available, but this one has a reputation for clarity.

' lHelpful sampling and sampling distribution discussions.

_4
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Wilson, E,. [j,; An Introduction to Scientific Research; McG raw-lill; 1952.

Although dealing, primarily With research problems, this book provides a lot

of good ideas on the- means and principles of experimentation. Available in

paperback.

Each of these books contains references to more advanced texts.

I
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TEST DESIGN CHECKLIST

1. Are the required measurements of the independent and/or dependent variables

identified ?

2. Do you know what is sufficient to conclusively answer any of the questions being

posed ?

A 3. has the population of inference been defined?

4. Have all operational employment variables been considered for a special type of

control in the test?

5. Can the test objectives be addressed without knowledge of those variables in the

Unmeasured category?

6. Can the test objectives be addressed without control of those variables in the

Uncontrolled categories ?

7. Are the primary factors controllable in operational employment?

8. Do the levels of primary factors adequately represent the questions being posed ?

o9. 1 the levels of controlled background factors adequately sample the full population

of inference?

lo. Are requirements for precision being satisfied ?

11. Can the uncertainty in results be quantified?

12. Are effects being confounded (unintentionally)?

13. Are requirements for information on trial-trial variability being satisfied?

14. Have sanple sizes been chosen to give results with the proper level of confidence

Vor to detect the required differences at the proper level of significance?

15. Are the sizes of the Type I and Type II errors acceptable ?

I

16. Are the go/no go criteria rigidly set before the test? A

17. Do any blocking designs used i'epresent the population of inference in the correut 1
proportions ?

2
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18. Do controls imposed by randomization satisfy the requirements for sampling the

entire population of Inference ?

19. Can human bias affect the test results?

20. Can this experiment be reproduced?

21. Will this experiment detect operationally-significant effects ?

22. Can the test be simplified?

23. Does the test measure more detail than is required for operationally-useful con-

clusions ?

24. Is the data analysis plan complete?

25. Would there be an advantage to running a short preliminary test?

J 26. Has full advantage been taken of the ability to do nondestructive testing?

27. Has the possibility of running a sequential test been considered? I
28. Does the fact that certain background variables are held constant at a single level

prevent you from drawing inferences in certain areas ?

29. Is the proposed test compatible with the documented (ROC, DCP, etc.) system

requirements ?

30. Has the statistical analyst agreed that lie can derive the information you need from

the test data ?

31. Are resources available to support this test design?

32. Can the trials be ordered to minimize the cost of a premature termination of the

test ?

33. Can the trials be or red to minimize the probability of a delay in test comple-

tion if bad weather or scheduling problems appear ?
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Chapter 8 11
SIMULATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

A icle use of simulations is made in OT&E. In fact, all of OT&E is in itself a simu-

lation except for the infrequent condition of a live war with test items being investigated

in combat. In all other cases the degree to which the simulation represents the real

war must be considered. A sinialation may be defined as an artificial representation

of a process or a situation hose complexities arc too great to explore by other means.

Its value lies in being able to control an input and easily observe an output and thereby

be able to explore a wide range of values of the inputs and outputs.

2. TYPES 1'F SIMULATIONS

Simulations can range over a great breadth , and complexity:

The simplest type of simulation may be done with pencil and paper and the flow

diagram of a process. For given inputs, calculations may be made of condi-
tions at various points throughout the process.

A more complex simulation night be lone with a compute r and the program

for the flight of a missile. With this simulation characteristics such as

times required to accomplish various functions (such as intercept) can be

determined and used in test planning.

An even more complex example might involve the representation of the

enemy target, including its evasive maneuvers, run against the friendly wea-

pon with its constraints. At times it may be useful to couple a man into the
loop to obtain operator reaction times or human decisions.
The various types of simulations are summarized in Figure 8-1.
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* Paper and pencil

0 Mock-ups

0 Mathematical formulae and desk calculators

0 Computer and program

k War games

L Exerciser
Figure 8-1. Types of simulations.

3. PHASES OF APPLICABILITY

Simulations can be useful in many phases of the OT&E process from early preliminary

planning to the analysis of data:

In the information gathering phase a simulation can be extremely useful

as an instrumen*t to learn more about the system to be tested. Various

aspects of the system's response to different stimuli can be explored as

well as the determination of the degree of interaction that may occur

when several parameters are varied simultaneously.

In the categorizacion of variables during the early phase of test design a

helpful estimate of the importance of various independent variables can

be obtained by using a simulation to examine the sensitivity of the de-

pendent variable3 to changes in the independent variables. In this way

unimportant independent variables can be dropped from consideration and

the limited resources available to the Test Director can be used on more

interesting and productive items. In this same phase once the important

independent variables have been defined, the simulation can be used to

establish the range of interest for the variables. In tnis way the levels or

settings for the primary factors can be ascertained for the test design.

Once the first cut preliminary test design has been obtained, the test

conditions can be "dry run" by use of the simulation to explore for any

unexpected results that might limit the scope, range, or usefulness of the

tes,.
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, In fact, it is possible in limited cases (the more simple cases) that the

simulation might be the main instrument of OT&E with the physical tests

providing inputs to the simulation and being used as validation of the model

at several specific points. The validated simulation can then be run to

provide more continuous data over a large number of test conditions.

This approach should not be attempted without full consideration of the

precautions and disadvantages discussed later.

During the conduct of the test a simulation can be a useful near real time

diagnostic tool if ,nexplained results occur that raise doubts about the

advisability of continuing the test. The troublesome test conditions can

be inserted into the model for a quick model result comparison with the

actual test results. The simulation can quickly explore the whole region

in the vicinity of the difficulty and, if the results arc valid, determine the

range of test conditions over which the surprising test results might be

expected.

4. ADVANTAGES

There are several marked advantages to the use of simulations:

Simulations can be accomplished in a relatively short time given the ex-

istence of the computer program, personnel who know it and/or docu-

mentation to fully explain it.

The cost of accomplishing the simulation with the above stated condi-

tions can be substantially less than the cost of performing comparable

physical tests.

The number of test conditions that can be explored are very great pro-

viding virtually continuous data over ranges of interest.

Future conditions can be explored which today cannot be reproduced

physically. For example, a missile's performance may be explored
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against a future enemy target whose altitude capability or speed capa-

bility cannot be physically reproduced within the present state of the art.

The above advantages all contribute to a better understanding of the test

item's capabilities and limitations.

5. DISADVANTAGES

There are also a variety of disadvantages or precautions that must be observed in the

use of simulations.

A current scientific author states, "A successful scientist knows that all

models are somewhat defective and that certain aspects of his visualization
do not apply to the problem in hand." To be successful with simulations

one must pay close attention to idealizations, simplifications, and assump-

tions which may frequently rule out the realistic use of the simulation for

the purposes desired. Frequently the assumptions made are more for

mathematical convenience than for realism.

Simulations are useful only if they have been adeq'mtely validated. The

validations that do exist have probably come from previous OT&E which

immediately raises a warning. It is, therefore, to be expected that the

range of validation is quite limited, and the information in previous test

plans and test reports on conditions surrounding the data acquisition is so

limited or indefinite as to be of little use.

Large simulations are to be regarded with particular caution. The dangers

in this area are we.l summarized in a recent report (ARPA Report R-1060-

ARPA/RC, dated May 1972; subject: "Models, Simulations, and Games--A

Survey",) and is quoted below:

"The evident preference for large, all-machine models and simulations Is questionable

on severalgrounds. Large-scale, finely datailed Models/Slmulations/(Games that try

to deal with problems having significant uncertainties may only sirv to generate

errors, not clarifying anything. Given what appear to be weak-to-poor data, extreme-
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ly fine temporal and spatial levels of model resolution, and low levels of demonstrated

concern for supporting research, the Models/Simulations/Games produced may have

doubtful reliability.j

Large models are usually complicated, expensive to build and use, take extended

periods to operate and interpret, and are the least scientifically defensible. They

quickly begin to suffer from the disorganization created by changes in purpose and

personnel, bad documentation, gaps in logic, and problems of data-base preparation,

maintenance, and validation.
J

If large models must be produced, the key to control seems to be in continuity of per-

sonnel. Changes of personnel have significant effects. Usage decreases because no

one knows what a model is supposed to do, how it does it, or why. Where sunk costs

are great, there is a tendency to use a large and expensive model anyway, even though

none of its caretakers can determine its validity for new applications. Documentation

should ameliorate this problem, but it seldom does."

Finally, appropriate validated simulations are difficult to find for most OT&E pur-

poses. However, some do exist and some effort is warranted in developing from

experience a catalog of existing simulations, and also researching the literature

to locate models. Some existing catalogs and models are listed below:

"Weapon System Effectiveness, Analysis, Optimization & Simulation"

Tech Report AFALT-TR-71-20

AF Armament Lab

"A Piloted Power Approach Simulation"

Tech Report AFFDL-TR-73-27

AF Flight Dynamics Lab -!

"Evaluation of Air Defense Analysis, Digital Simulation for Aircraft

Vulnerability"

Tech Report TN4565-3-73

Army Material Sys Analysis Agency
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"Current Mathematical Models- (Simulations) for Digital Computers"

Tech Report NWL TR-2390

Warfare Analysis Department, Naval Weapons Laboratory

"The Literature of Gaming, Simulation, & Model Building Index &

Critical Abstracts"

ARPA Report R-620-ARPA

Rand Corporation

6. SUMMARY

In summary, simulations can be useful in many phases of OT&E; however, caution is

advised in checking on inherent assumptions, simplifications, and idealizations, as

well as on the range of validation the simulation has attained. Large simulations are

particularly suspect lest the Test Director becomes placed "at the mercy of the model."
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Chapter 9

DATA

1. INTRODUCTION

The full value of a well designed and conducted test can not be realized unless adequate

data are collected to support the test objectives. A common error in designing test is

to select a set of trials as the driving factor of a test design and then to try to force fit

a data collection scheme that may or may not support an adequate analysis and eval-

uation. The selection of test profiles and the derivation of data requirements are in-

separable and of equal importance. Well executed tests with inadequate data collection

are as useless as ir-'elevant tests with excellent data collection.

The following provides an approach to development of a data support scheme and

outlines essential considerations and procedures associated with the role of data in

test and evaluation.

2. DATA COLLECTION

Data collection is the act of capturing and recording raw data, to include the gathering

of the recorded data to a prescribed location. The three basic methods of performing

this function, each with attendant advantages and disadvantages, are manual, semi-

automatic and automatic. Occasionally the required data will dictate a particular

method, but generally a choice exists.

Manual data collection involves a human observer with no machine assistance. It is

generally divided into objective and subjective categories. Collection of objective data

is supported by forms that record quantitative data that does not require the judgment

of the recorder. An example of this approach is the USAF maintenance data collection

system where maintenance actions, running time hours, and other prescribed functions

are recorded on specified forms. There are numerous existing objective data collection

systems in the USAF and where possible the test designer should incorporate their

usage in the data collection scheme. Examples of standard T& E data collection forms

in common usage are AFSC Form 258 and AFFTC Form 0-294 used in conjunction with

the AFSC SEDS aircraft evaluation system and AFTO 349 and 350.
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Subjective data collection employs questionnaires. Data collection forms are used to

record objective and verifiale data; questionnaires are used for collecting opinions

and not to record actual measurements or events. They are used to record likes and

dislikes but not the capability or performance of an object under test. They are par-

ticularly valuable in assessing the suitability and compatibility of the man-machine

interface and should be used for all tests characterized by such interfaces. The con-

struction of questionnaires is discussed in greater detail at the end of this chapter.

Manual collection of data is attractive from a cost standpoint and is an effective

approach within certain limits. It is suited to the recording of events that do not

occur in rapid fashion and hold their value constant for a reasonable period. Examples

are maintenance actions, pre-flight checks, counting the holes in a target, and mea-

suring the impact point of a bomb. The accuracy of the observation deteriorates

rapidly as the frequency of observation is increased or when external influences are

inserted. The recording of performance, position, or engagement data by a pilot

will result in progressively poorer quality data as the intensity of the test increases.

Manual recording of altitude values from an altimeter by a dedicated observer tends

to become less accurate and reliable as the rate of change or rate of recording in-

creases.

Semi-automated data collection involves the use of both man and machine. It should

not be confused with the manual collection of objective data which may include the

recording of meter readings, etc. It is a system that is dependent upon both an

operator and some device such as a manually operated tracking camera. The actions

of the two are interdependent since either camera malfunction or poor tracking by the

operator can contribute to loss of data. The distinction between manual and semi-auto-

mated data collection is made to point out that manual methods are seldom employed

to measure performance while semi-automated systems, with less predictable limits,

are often improperly stretched beyond repeatable capabilities to provide data that

should rightfully be collected using automated techniques.
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Automated data collection refers to tlhe measurement and collection of data with little

or no data collector involvement. The distinction between semi-automated and auto-

mated systems is governed by whether an operator must actively participate in gathering

the data as it occurs. An auto-tracking radar with appropriate data recording devices

is typical of this category, although it may require operator assistance in initially ac-

quiring track of the target. An on-board or integrated monitoring recording system
on the test object is also representative even though it may require someone to start

it, stop it and change its tape. The measurement accuracy, precision, and perform-

ance of the automated system is the most predictable of the three approaches to data

collection. Also, the use of automated data collection is often dictated by the rate of

change of the measured values and the duration of the coverage requirement. The

principal disadvantages of automated systems are that they may produce nearly un-

manageable quantities of data for manual reduction techniques, and that their expression

of measurement may be misunderstood or abised during the processes of reduction

and analysis. Unmanageable quantities of data may be resolved through

proper planning and application of automated data reduction techniques while it is

advisable to use personnel with a thorough understanding of test instrumentation to

avoid the second disadvantage.

3. DATA VERIFICATION

Data verification is the process of assessing whether the data correctly represents

the variable it characterizes and insuring that sufficient data is collected to support

the test design. The process is performed prior to conduct of the tests (validating

collection method); during conduct of the test (insuring that critical data is being

recorded), and after completion of the tests (when quick-look analysis indicates that

the recorded data consists of questionable values). The results of verification may

lead to rerunning tests where critical data was lost, revision of test profiles where

the degree of realism prevents dependable collection of data, or revision of the

test design where valid data cannot be collected without unduly compromising the

realism of the test.
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Manual, semi-automated, or automated methods may be employed to verify data.

Usually, the approach used to verify data is the same regardless of the method

used. The data is first inspected for general content, format, and continuity:

0 Does the data appear as specified in the data plan?

* Is alphabetic data appearing ca forms where only numeric data should be

entered ?

1 Is expected analog data erroneously represented by pulse or stepping type

data ?

L Does the data recording comply with the coverage requirements or does it

have gaps where coverage was specified?

0 Is the data item annotated with prescribed events, phases and recorder

start/stop times?

• Are the proper timing or reference signals present?

The second level of verification is to check the recorded data against what was ex-

pected:

0 Do the data values represent the anticipated range of values for the test or do

they grossly exceed what was predicted or known?

o Is the frequency or pattern of the data representative of what could be

expected ?

o Do variables held constant during conduct of the test fluctuate in the daa

representation ?

* Does data which is known to vary appear constant?

Manual verification is straightforward and requires few supplemental tools. Where

quantity of data is not a factor, manual inspection is most effective. The human

observer is capable of detecting a larger variety of data errors than most automated

methods. Assessments of data item quality are easily performed by humans.
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C riteria for selecting a maAW1 or automated ::pp,oach -or sorne'~Trnbia t ion;

of both include data qu4ntity, the form of the data, and the degree of repetition. Lrge

quantities of data with consloerable repetition are most suited to automated and sdmi-

automated verification techniques. For example, verification of the data from a 16-

channel recorder that will be&4sed on a series of 12 identical tests would best be handled

by a properly programfned automated system that would verify each test's data in a

matter of minutes.

Thi' tools for manual verificaUon of data are- relatively simple and Inexpensive. The

verifier niust have a description of the data presentation Lormat and the predicted data

characteristics for the individual trial or test. Thts information should be readily

available from test profile charts, data item description forms and operating test logs

(described in subsequent sections). Scales for translation of chart data to meaningful

representations are basic and may be prepared by hand or mechanically for each data

channel. An inexpensive and effective scale is easily constructed by duplicating the

chart recorder calibrations on a piece of chart paper and.then using the individual chan-

nel calibrations as scales for each channel. Accurate verification of chart data may x

accomplished with magnifying glasses, professional scales (Gerber, Matson, etc.)

and data scanners. Film readers and appropriate playback and display units are required

for review of film and video data. Their use should be programmed for the verificationi

process as well as analysis applications. Other devices, such as audio reproduction

equipment or photo-detection devices may be required depending upon the type and form

of data collected. A reasonable rule of thumb in selecting devices and aids to assist

manual inspection is that the same devices used for translating and displaying data for

analysis are often required for verification.

Verificvttion of data entries on forms and questionnaires is particularly suited to manual

processing. Aside from verifying that each block on a form has the required entry, 9

the format of the data is easily checked, and the content of the entries may often be

verified for logic and magnitude. The review of manually prepared data (forms and

questionnaires) is always Important as omissions and errors in preparation are common.
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Semi-automated verification is appropriate for a wide variation of data situations. An

example is data that is manually inspected for format and completeness and then entered

in.o a computer for verification of values. Other examples are the use of calculators

and tabulators for running total checks, and bumi-automated inspection of photogr'ammetric

data values through use of an X-Y scanner. Roll chart scanners with chart illumination

and transluscent scales are effective for review of roll chart data.

Automated data verification is usually applied through the use of gcneral purpose or spe-

cial purpose computers. The principal value of computers is the ability to rapidly check

anything that may be reasonably predicted. Because of their speed they are appropriate for

checking large volumes of data. A further advantage i. the ability to rapidly correlate

or manipulate data to provide a higher degree of confidence in the verified values.

Airspeed, altitude, target position, and range to target may be cross correlated rapidly

by the computer to determine if the results are reasonable. Their biggest drawback is

that computers must be told exactly, step by step, what they are required to do.

A computer may be able to verify 100 trillion data entries in the amout of time it takes

an individual to prepare the computer instructions required to perform the check. Hlow-

ever the quantity of data may be such that the data can be verified manually in considerably

less time than it takes to develop the computer instructions. The approach must further bLe

weighted in terms of how many manhours are available during testing.

Many standardized computer routines are available for checking various characte,'istics

of data. Data formats and continuity are routinely verified by computer and existing

routines can accommodate a wide range of variables like alphanumeric characteristics,

length of the data entry, whether an entry is required, etc. Use of this capability re-

quires defining the structure of the data to be checked by the computer. Verifying the

value of the data is more complex and is related to how well the range of values can be

predicted, how often the values change, and how many data elements have common ranges.

The implementation of computer verification is best determined by a coalition comprising

the test designer, support officer for data, and data processing and operations analysis

personnel.
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In summary, data verification is necessary because it may force revision to either the

t test profiles or test design. It may also impact on the value of the testing. The verifi-

cation method beleeted relate, directly to the time available for review of the data, and

the relative costs and quality of the method selected.

; " I.4. DATA REDUCTION

Data reduction is the process of transforming rat\ data into ubeful, ordered, or simplified

form. l)ata reduction may be accomplilied either manually or in an automated fashion.

A typical exampie might bc the transformation of tracking radar range, azimufl, and ele-

vation ra',% data into aircraft position according to sonic coordinate system. The same

radar raw data may also be "reduced" to present aircraft velocity, bearing, altitude,

rangc to target, dive angle, etc. Another example may be the translation of telemctiy

analog values into units that represent the actual factor measured (i. e. , 3. 5 volts on a

0 to 5 volt analog scale may equate to 70% fuel level).

Th, definition of ra%% data is often ambiguous but should be thought of ab the form of the

data at the time it was recorded. The confusion occurs when there arL various possible

levels )f reduction in [.rcsenting the data. To illustrate, the analog values of a measure-

iner'., if recorded on magnetic tape in digital format, woLld have to be transformed back

into analo, values on a chart or other analog, type display before they are understandable.

One analyst may vie%% the reduction to an analog rt presentation as being adequate because

he trinslates the data directly from the chart using a scale representing the chart values

n iinits related to the factor being measured. Another may feel the data is usable only

after he recives the measurement values represented in list form versus time.

There are many reasons for reducing data. Along with presenting the data in Intelli-

gible form the analyst may only %%ant to bample oegnents or regular intervals of a large

quantity of data, reserving the option to reduce the unsampled data at a later time. Re-

duetin of event data may be limited to presenting the times of each event. rather than dis-

playing an entire recording and then searching for the events. The same data may have

to ndergc, several reduction processes, resulting in different presentations of the same '
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values. Different combinations of data may ie summed, subtracted, or otherwise mani-

pultated during reduetiloh for analysis purposies. Because of this wide variation in

meaning of Aata reduction it is essential that data reduction requirements be clearly

stated in a btep-by-step fashion. Blnck diagrams and flow charts are " aluable tools

in defining reduction requirements to avoid misunderstandings.

Mlanual reduction methods consist of translating recorded measurements on carts or

displays into units (degrees, feet, et-.) related to the factor being measured (dive

angle, miss distance, etc. ). It may also involve calculating sums and ratios,

determining elapsed time bet%%een events, and otherwise putting the data in a form

suitable for analysis. A manual approach to the r(cduction of large quantities of data is

neither smart nor recommended. Aside from the prohibitive time re tuirements, ac-

curacy and precision of data are degraded oy operator fatigue in a relatively short
period of time, no matter how; simple the reduction process. Complex reduction pro-

cesses are best assigned to computing machin with less susceptibility to error. Un-

less the data reduction process is relatively straightforward and addressing small

quantities of data it should be accomplished by data processing equipment. Typical

tools supporting manual rtduction of data include pencil and paper, slide rules, hand

calculators, data scales, refi;renco tables, dlata chart scanners and film projectors.

The principal considerations in .,electing automated data reduction metheds are the

availability of Automatic Data Procebsing ADP) equipment, applicable reduction methods

and procedures, quantity of dtLt to be reduced, complexity of reduction processes and tim,

available. If appropriate reduction methods and procedures arc not available these

must tlhen be considered from the standpoint of planning the development of new ones

(i. e., computer program development). Availability of reduction equipment is an easier

problem to cope with as the -lata may be reduced on a variety of computers at locations

removed from the test site, again, assuming routines and methods are available or carI

be developed for use on the eandidate computers.

When operators record i eadings from data display devices this Is termed semi -automated

data reduction. Data displa. de% ices include scmi-:utoinatic data scanners and film
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readers, rV displays, position plotting boardb, data comparator's, etc. The precess

is often hmrited to sampling of the data in a prescribed scheme (time interval, events,

phases, etc.) Because of the human element it is susceptible to error and misinter-

pretation. Accuracy and precision of the data from semi-automatic reduction is about

on a par with that produced by manual techniques. The advantage of semi-automated
reduction is that it is ,sually faster thian striLtly manual reduction and thus reduces

operator error caused by fatigue.

5. DATA SUPPORT SCHIEME

Preparation of the data support scheme for a particular project is interrelated with tle
test desg'n and asscciated test profiles. The objective of the data support scheme is to

provide the data specified by the test design as necessary for analysis and evaluation
of the test. This imposes the requirement for a thorough understanding of the test

design and test profiles as well as data collection methods and systems.

Prior chapters of this document described the approath to test de_-sign and the identifi-

cation of discrete elements for ,nalysis called variables. The data support effort must

provide data corresponding to these variables. The variables may equate directly to

data elements on a on(. for one basis or several data elements may be required to

produce one variable 'Figure 9-1). Measurement of the linear distance between target

center and weapon impact would result in a data e:ement which woald relate directly

to the variable "Radial Iiss Distance." The variable "aircraft altitude" might cor-

respond to a single data element produced from altimeter mcasurements or it might be

produced from a combination of range, azimuth and clc\ ation dat-i elements from a track-

ing radar. A data ehkment may also be used with other data elements to produce more

than one variable. Azinge, azimuth and elevation data elements from a tracking radar

ma oc used to provida the variables "aircraft altitude" and "aircraft velocity" while

contributing to a "range to target"' variable.)I
"l' he folluNing is an organized approach to de ,.lopment of the data suppott scheme. It

includes definition of variable "characteristics" within the test profiles, selection of

methods (data collection and reduction) to provide the required variable.,, and guide-

lines for maintaining control of the developing data support schcme.
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MATCHING VARIABLES VI IH OATA

VARIABLE DATA CATA ELEMENT
PROCESSING

BtUIAL FROM TGTISsCE CENTER TO )
MItI

C1SACE _______________________

ATTM ALTIMETER
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(,,I A COMPUTAION I
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C iA r 9-1. MathEn vaMP iAcs itd A
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I fI TARGET
\ PO$IT;Q0'4

Figure 9-1. IMatching vaz'iales with data.

Detining test design variables is often not sufficient in its self to permit selection of the

data collection and reduction methods. The test profile may exert a greater influence

on the selection. The range of ,alues or reqired accuramy for a variable ofton changes

during the course of an individual test. As this may dictate the selection of different

data sources for the same variable during different phases of a test, the Support Officer

for Data (whom we shall call the SOD) requires an organized approach to separating

and asessing the impact of these influences. One approach is the use of time-line
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techniques, referred to as Data Profile Time-Line charts (DTL). The purpose of the DTL

is to display 'he variable characteristics vrsus test profile segments. A representative

DTL is illustrated in Figure 9-2*. Along one axis of the chart the SOD lays out those

significant test segments during which data must be collected for analysis or test con-

trol purposes. The characteristics of the variable that are likely to be affected by

variations in the profile are listed on the other axis. Below the variable characteristics

space is reserved for noting when the data is required and recording what methods will

be used to provide the d-ta. Once the chart is set up the SOD should enter the appro-

priate characteristic recairements under each test segment. This process should be

repeated for each vaiiable until all variables are accounted for. Characteristics to be

considered are the rapg- of values, accuracy, precision, frequency of change, coverage

requirement, unexpectedness and priority of the variable.

Ran~ge of values refers to all the i alues tl.at a particular variable may have. For the

variable "Altitude of Object A" typi-cal values might range from 1500 feet io 50,000 feet

for one segment of an air combat maneuvering test profile and remain relatively stable

at 20, 000 feet during a "station keeping" segment.

The utility of defini~g the range of values for each variable is that when applied to the

measurement capabilities of instrumentation or observers it places boundaries on the

test arcaa, the degree of realism and freeplay in the test, and on the knowledge that can

be obtained from the test.

*Thls chapter ilustrates various representative "forms" or "formats" that are show

simply to demonstrate how such tools are used. They arc not, in any respect, advanced
as standard forms. When the program is assigned to a given test range (or test area)
the forms/formats in use there should be sought out and applied. In som caies these
might be from the RCC UDS. If such is the convention--this should be us..
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DATA PROFILE TIME LINE CHART

Test Project t NANIE SOD Subtest #
DataPat r!Subtest Prof Ue, ' Parameter/ ...

Attributes Tai Take Off Climb Cruise Penetration Etc.

Altitude, Object A

* Range - 0-200 ft 200-5K ft 5K-30K ft 20K-30K ft

* Accuracy - -1 loft - 100 ft + 200 ft -100 ft

* Precision - 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft

* FOC - Continuous Continuous Controlled Moderate

* Coverage None Continuous Continuous Check Point Continuous

a UF Low Low Low Moderate

o Priority Desirable Desirable Required Mandatory

(when required)
o Real Time Range Safety Range Safety

* Quick Look + 2 Hours

* Final + 24 hrs. + 24 hrs.

Figure 9-2. Data profile time-linc, chart.

Accuracy refers to the degree to which the measuremert differs from the true value.

Using the example, "Altitude uf Object A", accuracy refers to.hcew close the altitude

measurement represents the actual object position, e. g., to -10 feet. Care should be
taken to assure that accuracy of measurement is not iver -stated as the cost of measure-

ment rises rapidly with increasing accuratcy. Frequently the accuracy required for a

particular variable changes within a test profile. For example "Aircraft pitch attitude",

may require varying degrees of accuracy in aircraft position for the delivery of different

types Oi weapons. With this coia-ition the required measurement accuracies for each

weapons delivery mode should l)e stated separately rather than by stating the most

stringent accuracy as the requirement for all modes. This approach allows a logical

#1 determination of what specific requirements may not be met without inferring that the

overall accuracy cannot be met simply because It relates to the most stringent requirement.
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Precision relates to the degree of exactness of a measurement. It is sometimes con-

fused with accuracy which specifies the degree to which a measured value deviates from

the true value. Data precision is a term that corresponds to the number of significant

digits in a measured value. For example if the measured height of an object that is

exactly 72 inches high results in a value of 72 inches the measurement has 1001A) ac-

curacy and adequate precision. Extending the precision to tenths or hundredths of an

inch will not change the accuracy, and in this case not improve our knowledge of the
object. If, however the object were 72. 53 inches tall, extending the precision could

improve our knowledge of the objet's height yet not improve the accuracy of the mea-

surement. There are practical reasons for not extending the precision beyond the ability

of a system to accurately measure a value. For example, a precision requirement to

display altitude values to a tenth of a foot when the accuracy of the measurement is -100

feet is poor application of precision criteria and could result in wasted analysis of
meaningless inaccurate variations.

Frequency of change (FOC) is a reasonable estimate of how often the variable

value changes and must be stated by the test designer. This characteristic is determined

(luring test design and relates to how often the variable must be measured or observed

to satisfy the analysis requirements and provide a desired data confidence level. The

thoroughness in addressing this characteristic is reflected in the quantity of data that will

be collected and reduced, and could have an impact on test analysis if adequate reduction

capability cannot be provided to cope with unexpected large quantities of data.

Coverage requirement, the period during which the isteasurements are required, must

be well defined. In conjunction with the frequency of change characteristic, it provides

an indication of data volume. The combination of the two characteristics more com-

pletely defines measurement requirements and often identifies the need fGL redundant

recording. Redundancy refers to the physical recording of the same variable on separate

recording media. Variations in'frequency of change characteristics during a mission

could dictate periodic bursts of high rate data collection that could not be sustained by

a single recorder for the entire mission. Another example is where coverage duraion

simply exceeds maximum recorder capacity. There are efficiencies t, be ohtained
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through careful analysis and definition of the coverage requirements. For example

the recording of mcasurements during periods when the data is not required for analysis

or conduct of the test unnecessarily acids "noise" to the overall data support effort.

The Unexpectedness Factor (UF) relates to how predictable the assessments of

the variable characteristics are likely to be. In information applications the richness of

the factor is measured by the unpredictability of the information and relates to recording

only that information that you cannot reliably predict. The factor expresses how much

confidence is placed on the values predicted for each variable characteristic and should

affect the selection of those values. At a minimum, some latitude should be considered

when selecting data sources for those variables with a high degree of unexpectedness.

Priority indicates the degree of importance attached to the variable in the test design.

Typical categories of priority include "mandatory," meaning that the test would be a

failure if the data were not gathered; "required," indicating that loss of the data would

- have a serious impact upon the value of the test; and "desirable," which implies that

the data would contribute to knowledge gained from the test but that its loss would not

have a serious impact upon test results.

Once the characteristics have been estimated for each test segment the SOD should

then define when the variable is required. Test control, analysis and management are

considerations at this point. Test control relates to data required for conducting each

test in accordance with the test objectives and procedures. Test management refers to

determining whether the test program (as opposed to a specific test) is progressing

satisfactorily and what alternatives in the test program .may be exercised. The manage-

ment -requirements are usually fulfilled by abbreviated analysis of data related to cri-

tical objectives or otherwise supporting the decision process. ]
Three generally accepted terms for describing when data is ioquired are "real.-time,"

"quick-look," mcd "normal." "Real-time" refers to near instantaneous collection, re-

duction, and display of the data and is usually reserved for test control purposes.

"Quick-look" is intermediate or simplified data produced in a relatively short time
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iframe (% ithin t few hours) after completion of the test and is used extensively to sup-

port test management objectives. "Normal" refers to routine data reduction require-

ments normally accomplished within a period of days or even weeks. The length Uf

tine required tu accomplish routine data reduction requirements varies significantly

dependent upon the quanstities of data, type of reduction and test priority. In addition

to defining the reductien category, the data deliver time from test completion in hours,

days, or weeks, should be specified for each data item.

Selection of Data Collection and Reduction Methods naturally foluws completion of che

data profile time-line charts. This process requires a high degree of familiarity

with data collection methods, instrumentation, appropriate test ranges, and data

reduction methods. Depending upon the size of the test project it may be a

formidable task; it is therefore expected that the SOD will seek technical assistance

from in-house or range agencies established for this pupuse. When using this technical

assistance the SOD function is that of e . aluating the gencral applicability of proposed data

cohllek.ion methods and systems, and selecting the most valid and dependable approaches.

SclecL:ing the method of data collection is the first. step in fulfilling the data requirements.

Method relates to the manner in Nvhich the data is collected. Will the data be provided

through ineasuremer.t or observation? Will it be recorded by instrumentation, or people, I
or both ?

The preferred data collection method is usually measurement by instrumentation to

prevent the influence of subjcetiit3. Huoicver, operator opinion data is often desired

as the man-machine inteifacc ib one of thc principal considerations of Operational Test

and Evaluation. In fact, all testb charactcrized by man-machine interfaces should ha\ L

provisions for human judgmeat datat that Cxlrubses the operator's opinion of the uilit3

of the object. 1
Using the Data Profile Time-Line chart, the SOD may proceed to match data sources to

the time sequenced data requirements. i.nitial inspection can show data characteristics

vary considerably along the time-line with respcct to the stringency of the measurement

and the SOD should be prepared to consider alternate methods of collecting the data
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rather than attempting to apply the highest level of stringency to tie data collection me'h-

od. An example is where test article position accuracy requirements vary considerably

between range safety (surveillance) and a weapons delivery phase (precision tracking).

Obviously, applying the stringency of precision tracking to the range safety requirement

is not ev;ot effective. The test designer should bracket those areas on the

DTL where the characteristics vary significantly. Segregation of the significant areas

should be applied to each variable until all requirements have been scrutinized.

Often the initial inspection of the DTL, or command policy, will dictate a particular

fest range (or ranges) that may be used to su,,port the tests. In this case the SOD

submits his completed DTLs, along with supporting descriptions of the test design pro-

files, objectives, and proposed schedule to the Range Requirements Office for initial

ceview and translation into specific methods of fulfilling the data requirements. The

Range Commanders Council Universal Documentation System formats can be used for

this purpose if in use at the selected r tnge. The requirements translation phase,

whether conducted in-house or by a candidate test range, will require considerable

dialogue between the data support officer and the agency selected to translate variable

requirements into pntential data sources. The translation will often dictate a reduc-

tion or processing requirement to produce a specified variable from diverse data elements,

further complicating documentation of the translation process. To maintain contol of

the process SOD should enter the proposed data sources and any required reduction

processes below the variable characteristics on the DTIL, or alternatively as attachments

to the charts. The translation should include what instrumentation will provide the data

elements, data element format, recorded measurement rate, recording medium, re-

cording identification and data channel assignments, as well as the recorded data range,

accuracy, and proulsior, of the raw and reduced data. These specifications should also

be documented with etwh DTL to facilitate comparison and insure continuity.

As translation of 'equLirements into data sources often -'esults in variations between the

DTL requirements and range capability, the SOD miust record these deviations on the DTL

and determine whether their effect upon the test design warrants revision of the test

profiles, possible purchase of instrumentation, or revision of the test design. Larger

projects often require all three approaches in design of the data support plan. I
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I)uring identifieation ol data sources the SOD must asses. the dependability of the data

source. Decisions for data redundancy at this point may prevent considerable diffi-

culty later in the l1 roject when a marginal data source faiis to provide essential data.

No hard and fast riles apply to redundancy although cost of measurement is always a

factor. Consideration should be given to essential data requirements and data that is

difficult or impossible to duplicate or approximate. Other factors influencing redun-

dancy are the ability to monitor the recorded data in near real-time, the amount of

control possible over each phase of the test, the unexpectedness of the data content,

and the validity of redundant sources of data. Where data collection is provided by an

established test range the issue of redundancy is satisfied by the test range in accor-

dance with the priorities assigned to the variables.

Defining the data reduction and display requirements is the responsibility of the SOD

in conjunction with determining the data sources. Displa:,' requirements refer to the

form of the data presentation, and when and where it will be presented. The data re-

duction and display requirements are derived principally from the test design, i. e. ,

what data will be displayed in what units of measure, according to what order or func-

tions, and referenced to what coordinates. When and where the reduced data will be

displayed, and how many copies of the data will be produced, arc also questions ger-

mane to data reductior. Of basic importance in describing the reduction and display

requirements is clearly defining the units of measure, the coordinate system to be

used, the scales of the presentation, and the prclsion and accuracy of the reduced

data. Where possible, the reference foi 9 pcticular process o. definition should be

cited (L. e., CEP) to avoid interpretation or misunderstanding by the element reducing

data.

Where there are alternate sources of data (redundancy) there should be flexibility in-

corporated in the scheme to allow for reduction of the back-up data when the irimary

source fails or is questionable. The question of when the data is reduced rchates to

the urgency associated with the results anticipated from the data. Data required for

test control or safety must be presented in real-time to facilitate making decisions

concerning conduct of the test. The same raw data providing this real-time display may

be subsequently reduced hours or days after completion of the test for analysis purposes.
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Data reduced for analysis is also ordered by its importance to the test project. Here

we ref-3r to data that indicates whether the test was a success or failure versus data that

merely provides background information on performance of the article under test. Data

display requirements should be stated in terms of (near) real-time, quick-look, pre-

liminary, and final with delivery times stated in terms of hours or days from mission
termination. In specifying the reduction and display requirements the data should always

be identified by source name, data item (recording) number, and recording channel

assignment.

Properly selected variable descriptions often, imply the reduction requirements Iden-

tifying variables as aircraft altitude, aircraft range to target, etc. when these are the

desired variables indicates the manipulation of metric tracking data that must be trans-

formed (reduced) into the desired variables. Processing requirements on the desired

variables for analysis purposes (frequency analysis, regression analysis, etc.) sho',iN be

prepared by the analyst supporting the test design.

It is essential that data reduction requirements be communicated clearly between the

SOD and the agenoy supplying the service. Regardless of who determines how the

requirement should be met, the procedures of the reduction process should be docu-

mented in step-by-step detail, accompanied by block and flow diagrams.

As the data sources and processes required to supply the variables a-'e identified on the

DTL, the SOD should prepare data origin charts providing an overview of the dz.ta f!ow.

A representative data origin chart is illustrated in Figure 9-3.

In block 1 the name and number of the analysis variable a:e entered as these are princi-

pal objectives of the data collection scheme. Block 2 contains the name and number of

the data item (rccordr.g) containing the variable and the channel, block, track, or axis

within the data item whvre the variable appears. The name or description of any reduc-

tion or processing requirements applied to data clemonts for prolucing the displayed

variable are entered in block number 3. In block 4 are entered the data element(s),

one per line, required to derive the variable. Block 5 identifies the source of the data

elements and block 6 is used to identify where the data elements are recorded prior to
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DATA ORIGIN CHART

PROJECT NUMBER- NAME SOD:

IJ VARIABLE r. EATAIIM . HROB 4 0ATAITEM 7 TEST
T" €)4A~d --(, U REDUCTIONI DATA DATA -

NBR NAME NBRINAME o',r'A PROCESSING ELEMENTS SOURCE NBR C I 2 3 4 5 N

[t

19

Figure 9-3. 1)ata origin chart.

being processed in producing the analysis variable. Block 7 is recd to identify what tests

-Iuir' collection of the data element(s) to produce the variable. Where the variable is

produced by more than one method (multiple reduction techniques or different sets of -

data elements and sources), a separate entry for Lach process is required by repeating

the variable entry and each new procedure. The completed form should allow the SOD

to trace the source(s) of each variable and assist him in maintaining control of the

leveloping data support scheme.

In conjunction with accounting for the individual variable requirements the SOD should

identify the composition of the individual data items as in Figure C4. I. addition we

must also account for the associated calibrations and recording environme-at. Under

"environment" the items of interest are recording rate (frame;/ sec., pulses/sec., etc),

recorder speed, timing reference and coverage requirements (recorder start/stop keyed

to test segments). For continuity, the source of the data elements, associated variables,

and originator of the data item are included. The completed form provides the test

designer with an overview of the contents of data items hn must control.
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Figure 9-4. Data item identification.

The data control form (Figure 9-5) represents a means of checking that all ruqdLircd

data items for each test are accounted for b1 recording who should receive each data

item when each item is to be delivered, and the organization that wrill serve as a

repository for each data item. It should indlude data release stipulations, and any

other instructions that facilitate retrieval of the data during its life cycle. Classifica-

tion cf the data item is also indicated on the forn, -, ith any special handling require-

ments covered in the remarks section. Classification down-grading instructions would

also be Included for handling by the data repository.

With the required variables accom~ited for and the subsequent flow and characteristics

of the data documented, the SOD may proceed to verification of the data support

scheme. Data verification ranges from insuring that all required data elements are

accounted for to checking the recorded data for 'alidit3. The most successful tech-

nique, but often the most difficult to accomplish, Is simulation. Dependent upon test

J complexity, verification through simulation may involve nearly as much planning as

does the scheme undergoing validation. Exceptions to this are largely repetitive tests

with a small number of data elements.
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PAOJ(Ct NBR TITLE SOO]:

DATA ITEM RECORD DISPOSITION OISTRIRIJTION TESTSREAK
N OPR I ORGANIZATION 4. ... n

_IR

4EMARKS - I I DATA ITEM NOR ISOF THE FORM A B C/O A - G.IGINATING ORGANIZAION.
8 - DATA SOURCE.

(1) 0 - UNIQUE DATASET NOR ASSIGNED BY IECT DESIG4ER, D -SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
OF DATA ITEM.

EC YwSMR S3--1/S MIGHT EOUATE TO A DIGITAL RECORDING TAPE, CLASSIFIED SECRET,
CONTAINING XYZ DATA FROM FPS-16 IADAR NBA SWf .1 ,HITC SANDS MISSILE
RANGE

121 DATA ITEM TYPE REFERSTO RECORDING OR DISPLAY MEDIUM. .. TTAPE, C.CIIART. ETC.
131 DISTRIBUTION PRICWITY ISOUOTED IN INEARI REA&.TIME OR HOURtS AND 3AYS FROM END

OF TEST
4) THE NUMBER OF COPIES or EACH DATA REQUIRED BY EACH RECIPISNT IS LISTED UNDER

EACH !EST COLUMN

Figure 9-5. Data control form.

Simulated data may be produced by a trial test that produces data similar to that expec-

ted during a real test, or the data may be produced manually or by hardware without

a trial, according to some pro-conceived plan. Although the more valid of the two, the

trial lest is usually the most difficult approach due to normal time constraints on test

project milesbnes and the unavailability of hardware, instrumentation, or funds at

this point in test planning. The second approach commonly used in checking reduction

and display processes, involves the creation of artificial data, distribution of the data,

and subsequent reduction, display, and analysis of the data. With the exception of

creating artificial data, all other processes are performed in accordance with the

procedures developed in the daW scheme. In the case of forms or questionnaires it

often proves whether the data elements were prcperly selected or described. To a

limited extent, control and distribution of data may also be verified.
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Creation of artificial data, in tile case of forms ard questionnaires, involves estab-

lishing the criteria of tile situation to Ihe descrihcd and selection of a representative

group of personnel to complete the forms or questionnaires. To be a success the group

must know the cri- -ria and understand the purpose of the simulation. The completed

data items would then proceed through reduction and analysis to determine if the dis-

played data represents what was anticipated and whether it is of actual or potentlal

value to thu analysis. At this point the test designer will often discover that some item,

on the questionnaires produce completely unex.)ccted results. This is usually caused

by ambiguity of the questions that leads to misinterpretation of what is requested.
C'

The creation of artificial instrwinentation data requires cstablishing the analysis indi-

cations zind then deriving the raw data characteristics and quantities to support the

analysis. The method of creating these characteristics an6 quantities via instrumenta-

tion must be carefully planned and controlled to insure that the artificial data resembles

the expected test data. The difficulty of creating realistic data cannot be understated

and may often appear not w'rth the derived benefits.

Regardless of the difficulty encountered in creating artificial but realistic instrumenta-

tion data the price should often be paid where the reduction process is unique and where

different organizations are used to support the collection and reduction processes.

Problems detected during the verification process may reflect as far back as the test

design so it is imperative that the verificatien process be well documented. The -elect, d

cr.tcria, method uf acoomplishunent, pai:ticipating c!mcnts and a detailed description ol the

results are minimun aspects to be documented. Properly treated, the documented

verificAtion may assist in solving data problems that occur during conduct of the test.

The verified data support scheme should now be integraji-d ,,ith the Test Plan. Data

control procedures and check lists may also he incorporated in the test plan at the

option of the Test Director although they ari. ,,rimarlly oriented towa-,xi insuring that

the data support scheme is implemented as desigaed.
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6. DATA CONTROL

With the basic data support scheme reasonably developed tie SOD should develop pro-

cedurcs to insure compliance vith that scheme. Procedures and checklists should be

prepared to insure (1) data validity, (2) proper distribution, handling and control of th3

data items, (3) proper conduct of the data collection effort during each test, and (4)

that data support related events occur as reqaired within the overall test project schelule.

Checklists and schedules should be prepared for the project as a whole and for each

untique test type when the data support effort varies. Project related events should

include approval of the data scheme by data collection and reduction elements, data

collection training requirements, arrival and checkout of instrumentation, publication

or acquisition of required data forms, acquisition of data recording and display sipplies,

and retirement of data items to eventual repository. Events related to individual tests or

missions are more detailed and serve to insure that the data collection/reduction/display

requirements are carried out as specified. Typical of test related .events are check-

points during preparation and conduct of the test to insure i1 strumentation and displays

are ready for support, review of "red-line" readings, start and stop times of data cali-

brations and data recordings, scheduled changes to data or recording environment
(c. g., revisions in sample rate or recorder speed), collection/ recording contingency

plans, delivery times of data items, and ackno\ ledgement of data item validity. The

test related ckiecklists should be used as the foundation for pre- and post-test briefings

for all personnel participating in the data support effort.

During conduct of the active test phase procedures are necessary to verify authenticity

and qualf.t% of the data and to insure that all data is distributed properly and is accounted J

for.

Distribu;.on and accounting for the data is easily handled by distributing data im lists

(similar to Figt'e 9-., to all data recipients prior to each test and instructing them to

report any deviations from the delivery schedule or in the data items received.

The SOD should establish procedures for inspecting all data items to determine quality.

The Inspection is best performed by the individual responsible for analy.sis of tie data

as he is more apt to Identify gross dev'ations In the anticipated data characteristics.
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The inspection should include, as a minimum, that the data item identification (sheet) is

'present and filled out, that prescribed calibrations arc present, that the data rcpresenta-

tions appear normal ani indicative of an operable condition, that the data item is properly

annotated with respect to test profile segments and events, and that the specified refer -

cnce or timing is present on the recording.

* 'Adequate training and indoctrination for the individuals involved in collecting aad handling

the data is essential to insuring that the data support effort is a success. It also provides

a degree of confidence that the piocedur-s and objectives of the support effort are under-

* stood and complied with. Development of training or indoctrination plans will often lead

to the development of additional procedures or checks as their need becomes more ap-

parent when considering, in detaii, what each individual's role and limitations are vwith

respect to the overall data support effort.

Procedures establishing ar unrestricted communications channel between data collector.,

processors, analysts and controllers cnsures that the specialized talents of all individuals

have the opportunity of contributing to the success of the data support effort. Free floN%

of information and ideas should be encouraged with the understanding that absolutely no

devi ations from the support scheme or procedures arc to be made by any individual with-

out the concurrence of the SOD.

7. CONCLUSION

In summary, the objective has been to point out that no matter how simple the tz.,st pro-

ject may be, it cannot be assumed that iseful data will be collected unless an organized

approach Is used In preparing for the data collection effort.

Definition of data related terms and a discusslin of the functions associated with collec-

ting, reducing, and verfying data have been presented to acquaint the Test Officer with

the role of data In support of t3sting and evaluation. The following elapter "Range

Inetrumentation" treats many of the systems supporting the different data functions and

shotdd be used for familiarization with ranges and test instrumentation. Iowever it

is no substitute for th. use of qualified specialists In instrumentation and test facilities

during the development of the data scheme.
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An organised approach to preparing the data support scheme for test projects has been

presented to assist the Test Officer in determining what data must be collected, how it

is to be collected and presented, and what procedures are nec ssary to insure the proper

data is collected. A simplified overview of this process is illustrated in Figure 9-6. To

assist the Test Officer in maintaining order during development of the data suppo;.

scheme and conduct of-the test a g.meralized checklist is presented at the end of this

chapter.
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8. SUBJECTIVE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

a. Introduction

Operator and maintenance personnel must be -considered as important contributing

factors to the overall suitability and effectiveness of every system being considered

for operational deployment. Because procurement specifications cannot anticipate

all user-desirable features, an objective of OT&E should be to collect subjective

opinions of the system's suitability. Numerous data collection systems and instru-

mentation techniques are available to acquire objective data and measurements

relative to a system's performance. Often, however, the Test Officer must

custom design questionnaires for the collection of subjective data relative to the

system he is testing. This paper treats with considerations for the design of

questionnaires and the analysis of data collected with them.

The following conventions are used: (1) OBJECTIVE DATA refers to measure-

ments and factual observations of events, made by a human data collector and

recorded by him on 2ata collection forms or voice tracks on magnetic tape re-

corders. (2) SUBJECTIVE DATA refers to the data collector's opinion of a situ-

ation presented to him in questionnaire form; the key word here is "Opinion. "

Measurements and factual observations ideally leave no room for opinion, and are

not discussed here. (3) QUALITATIVE DATA refers to "ballpark" measurements

and observations not necessarily recorded by a human data collector. This data

can be objective, but never subjective. (4) QUANTITATIVE DATA refers to

measurements and observations, not necessarily recorded by a human data collec-

tor. When these measurements and observations are acquired and recorded by

means of instrumentation, that instrumentation is usually calibrated, and the

validity of the data can be described in terms of confidence intervals. This data

can be objective, but never subjective. Objective data is recorded on data collec-

tion sheets; subjective data is recorded on questionnaires.

One major application for questionnaires is to determine human factors effects in

system design and operation. Data of this type is very difficult, and often
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impossible, tc acquire and record in any other manner. MIL STD 1472 defines

human factors design criteria, and can be used effectively as a basis for formu-

lating a questionnaire.

Another major application of questionnaires is for reporting upon the quality of

services provided by supporting agencies. In this case, the questionnaires are

usually compAed by the supporting agencies and distributed to the agencies re-

ceiving the service. The data is used as a "self-policing" measure to insure that

the quadity of service is maintained at a high standard.

b. Questionnaire Construction

The Test Officer should consider the following procedure for construction of

questionnaires:

(1) Select topics in MIL STD 1472 which are applicable to the system being

tested.

(2) Determine which topics should be addressed to operator personnel, and

which should be addressed to maintenance personnel.

(3) Decide upon a method of administration for the questionnaire. Among

the methods available are:

(a) Post-test Debriefing - advantages include:

1 Pesponses are still "fresh" in the mind.

2 Misinterpretations of questions can be avoided.

3 Spontaneous responses can be secured.

4 100% sample return is assured.

(b) Post-test Debriefing - disadvantages include:

1 Free-form answers may not lend themselves to statistical

analysis.
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2 The debriefer may unintentionally bias his questions or his

recording of responses.

3 Interviewers may require specialized training.

4 Debriefings require more of a respondent's time than any

other method of questionnaire administration.

(c) Take Home or By Mall - advantages include:

I This method requires less time and expense to administer.

2 The need for trained interviewers is eliminated.

- 3 Unintentional biasing of questions is reduced.

4 The answers provided ray be more complete and well thought

out than they would be in a debriefing.

5 This method is usually most convenient to the respondent.

(d) Take Home or By Mail - disadvantages include:

I Many questionnaires will not he returned.

2 Some questionnaires will be unusable because of illegibility,

incompleteness, or unintelligibility.

3 Memories of the test may not be fresh iii the respondent's mind.

4 Completion of data collection may require more time.

5 Written answers may be misinterpreted.

(e) "Over the Shoulder" Interviews (while testing is in progress) -

advantages include:

1 Continuous, real-time observations may be recorded. This method

can be effective in assessments nf supportabtity, maintenance,

and training requirements.
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(f) "Over the Shoulder" Interviews - disadvwntages include:

L Potential interference with the conduct. of the test.

2 The requirement for a trained data collection team.

3 "Bits and pieces" answers from numerous respondents may

require careful analysis to derive meaningful data.

(4) Decide upon a form for each question which is appropriate both for the

method of application of the questionnaire, and for the information which

must be extracted frodi the response to the question. For example, the

possibilities for free form answers to debriefing questions will be wasted

if the respondent is allowed owly a "yes" or "no" answer. Likewise, a

multiple choice answer may not include the best possible response choice,

and the respondent is forced to compromise his answer to fit the choices

available. An example is used to illustrate the types of information which

may be derived from a questionnaire by proper wording;

(a) Should the AN/PRC-X,= To-Way Radio be adopted for use in

USAF motor vehicles?

yes no F777

Comment: This approach will yield the easiest data to process and

analyze, as only two answers are possible. This is done, however,

at the expense of visibility into deficiencies which produced the "no"

answers, and deficiencies which were accepted within the "yes"

answers.

(b) What is your opinion of the overall suitability of the AN/PRC-)NX

Two-Way Radio for use in USAF motor vehicles?

Outstanding (no ,deficiencics observed, no reservations or

doubts about Its merit)

Good (few doubts about its merit, and none serious)
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Adequate (can probably serve its purpose, despite

some shortcomings)

Inadequate (unacceptable in its present state, can probably

be made adequate with minor fixes)

Poor (unacceptable in its present state, probably

requires major re-design and major fixes)

Comment: This approach yields a more precise insight into the test

participant's opinion of the system he is testing. Data analysis is still

relatively straightforward. No insight into the nature of the system's

shortcomings is provided, however.

(c) Please comment upon the following aspects of the AN/PRC-X.O= and

suggest improvements when possible:

1 The Channel Selector
iI

2 The Whip Antenna

3 The Hand Microphone

4 The Volume Control

5 The Squelch Control

Comment: This approach calls for free-form open-ended answers in

sub-categories of the overall system. Insights into deficiencies are

provided but data analysis becomes difficult. Often, however, trends

may be spotted even in a relatively small number of samples.

(d) Which of the following statements most closely describes your feelings

about the AN/PRC-XM Two-Way Radio:

1 If it came with the motor vehicle, I'd replace it with another radio.

S2 If it came with the motor vehicle, I'd use it even though I didn't

particularly like it.
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3 I see very little difference between the AN/PRC-XXX and a con-.

ventional Two-Way Radio. I'd use either one just as readily.

F- 4 Given a choice between a vehicle with a AN/PRC-XXX, and a

ivehicle with a conventional radio, I'd probably choose the vehicle

with the AN/PRC-XXX.

5 I'd strongly recommend that every conventional radio be replaced

with a AN/PRC-XXX.

Comment: This approach simplifies data analysis and decision making.

If a limited number of options is available to the Tester, he simply

presents them to the respondent and asks him to choose the option which

most closely matches his wishes. In this example, the options were to:

(1) Remove all conventional radios, (2) Return all conventional radios

and (30) Remove some conventional radios.

(e) Describe your experiences with the AN/PRC-XXX Two-Way Radio.

Comment: This "open-ended" approach is probably the least desirable.

It allows the respondent to give as minimal an answer as he wants, just

to satisfy the requirement. It does not inform the respondent about

what, in the realm of his experience, is relevant to the test at hand.

(f) Which features do you consider most desirable about the AN/PRC-=X?

Assign each a number (1, 2, 3, etc.) in order of descending desirability:

L The Channel Selector

jThe Whip Antenna

Tne Hand-Held Mike

The Volume Control

W The Squelch Control
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Comment: As the number of items to be ranked increase, the difficulty

in organizing and assigning rank increases for the respondent. Ex-

cessive numbers of Items should be avoided. This approach focuses

attention on desirable aspects of the system. A ranking In order of

ascending desirability would focus attention on system weaknesses.

(g) What is the maximum distance from base you have successfully operated

your AN/PRC-XXX- ?

( ) 10 to 20 miles

)30 to 40 miles

( ) 50 to 60 miles

( ) more than 60 miles

Comment: This type of approach can be used effectively to provide the

respondent a means of answering a question when he does not know or

cannot remember the precise value being asked for.

(5) Determine what information is necessary to Identify the respondent.

Typically, this may include:

Name

Rank/Grade

Unit/Mail Code

Description of training received for participation in this test.

Degree of familiarity/experience with the test item

Formal training received in test item operation/maintenance

This information may be requested in questionnaire form, if desired, by

adapting each question to one of the forms described above.

(6) Assemble the questionnaire.
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c. Reviewing Completed Questionnaire

Apply the following checklist to each question. Unless every answer is affirma-

tive, consideration should be given to rewriting that question.

(1) Is the topic of the question relevant to the test?

(2) Does the question require consideration of only one topic c, r idea which

must be responded to?

(3) Will the answer to the question provide the information it was intended

to? I. e. , is the question ambiguous or likely to he misunderstood ?

(4) For multiple choice items, are the choices mutually exclusive, clearcut,

distinct, and separate?

(5) Has a third response (e. g., "No Opinion, "Neither," "Don't Know," etc.)

been considered?

(6) Has provision been made to keep the third response from becoming a

"cop-out" that enables the reslondent to avoid providing useful data?

(7) Is the wording of the question clear and precise?

(8) Have 'lqeading questions" that may bias the respondent been avoided?

(9) Have lengthy lists of items which must be ranked according to preference,

been avoided?

(10) Have "antagonistic" questions which force the respondent to reveal self-

derogatory information been avoided?

(11) is the scope of thu question sufficiently limited to enable the respondent

to decide what experience to base his answer on?

(12) Apply the following checklist to -the questionnaire as a whole. Unless all

answers are affirmative, consideration should be given to restructuring

or limiting its size.
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(a) Does each question "stand alone?" Unless they do, a misunderstanding,

provoked antagonism, or inaccurate answer may propagate itself and

invalidate a "chain" of questions.

(b) Does the physical appearance of the quest.onr.aire convey the impression

questionnaire forms do not encourage sincere, meaningful aniswers.

Professional-appearing questionnaire forms suggest that considerable

time and effort has gone into their preparation, and that the answers

will be carefully looked at.

(c) Is the length of the questionnaire reasonable ? Having an understading

of what duties the respondent will bave performed before pardeipating

in a post-test debriefing (e. g., several hours in a cockpit, a full day of

flight-lie maintenance, etc. ), the Test Officer should ask himself

whether he could (or would) maintain concentration throughout the

entire questionnaire.

(d) Are preliminary instructions kept as brief as possible, and as uncompli-
cated as possible ?

(e) Ts the amount of writing required of the respondent reasonable and kept

to a minimum?

(f) Has consideration been given to the possibility that the questionnaire

may not be returned, may be illegible, or unintelligible. The success-

ful accomplishment of dati collection should not hinge upon obtaining

usable data from every respondent.

d. Statistical Considerations

In the event that the sample size of subjective data for an OT&E test program is

small, many commonly used statistical methods may have limited application.

The sample size will be equivalent to the number of operators or niaiitenance

persomel who participated in the test. Conceivably, this sample size could
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be one. Therefore, considerable importance must be attached to thorough

-i identification of the participant's relevant backgrounds and previous experience

with the test item or similar items. Dissimilarities between the respondents

and actual USAF personnel who will operate and maintain the system will bias

or negate the value of the data.

The 'rest Officer should seek qualified data analysis assistance in dealing with

subjective data. lie should coordinate his questionnaire with data analysts prior

to the test (1) to insure that meaningful data can be derived from its application,

and (2) to formulate a plan for analysis of the data.
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CHECKLISTS FOR DATA

A. DATA SUPPORT SCHEME PLANNING CIIECK LIST

1. Set up a project data support file. Establish data support log for recording

appropriate data events.

2. Review project objectives

3. Review test design and test profiles

4. List 'variables' required by test design

5. Add all other potential data requirements to list.

6. Identify 'variables' that are oupp'ied by established data collection systems

(AF Maint Data Collection, WSEP, etc.)

7. Plot 'variable' characteristics versus test profile segments on data profile

time-line charts (DTL)

S. Prioritize the data requirements on the DTL in accordance with test design,

test control, and test management needs.

9. Enter when the data is required to the DTL.

10. Verify that 'variables' and other data candidates arc accounted for on DTLs.

11. Segregate significant variations in data requirements on DTLs.

12. Identify candidate data collection and reduction methods for each variable.

13. File copy of each DTL in project data file.

14. Subnit DTLs, test profiles, project schedule and other supporting informa-

tion to candidate test range(s) or data collection agencies for review and

translation into collection methods.

15. Document identified collection/reduction methods as they occur on the

appropriate DTLs.
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16. Advise test designer of potential problems in supplying data in accordance

with the test design. Enter correspondence with appropriate DTL in project

data file.

17. Acknowledge receipt of range statement of support capability (SSC).

18. File copy of range SSC in project data file.

19. Prepare preliminary cost estimate of data support scheme.

20. Review Range SSC with test designeL to identify data support problems.

21. Coordinate acquisition of required instr..mentation and establish schedule

for same.

22. Prepare revised DTLs, as necessary, based on range SSC and revisions to

Iest design or test profiles.

23. File copy of revised DTLs In project file.

24. Prepare data origin descriptions to correlate collection/reduction processes

to each 'variable'

25. Coordinate data origin descriptions with test designer, test analysts, and

collection/reduction agencies.

26. File copy of data origin descriptions in project data file.

27. Prepare descriptions of each data item to be collected and file copy of each in

the project data file.

28. Prepare "data item" distribution control forms and check forms for continuity

and completeness against data erigin descriptions.

29. Coordinate distribution control forms with data recipients and Test Director.

30. File a copy of distribution control forms in project data file.

31. Order necessary supplies to support dati support effort.
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[ 32. Submit manpower requirements for support of data collection reduction

effo rt.

33. Prepare any required data collection forms or questionnaiv',s.

34. Prepare project schedule of data support events to include the following:

a. Procurement of required Instrumentation

b. Data support personnel arrivals/departures

c. Data support supplies acquisition

d. Receipt of required instrumentation

e. Instrumentation integration with test article

f. Checkout of required instrumentation

g. Data training schedule

h. Data support procedures distribution

i. Any decision forks in the program affecting data support

j. Completion and verification of associated softvare development

(computer programs)

k. Distribution of draft and final test plan

1. Active test operations

in. Project phase-down operations

B. ACTIVE TESTUG CHECKLIST

1. Prepare pre-test riefing for each test and include the following:

a. Data collection requirements

b. Data rcduction requirements

c. Data disposition procedures
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d. Test countdown data events (calibrations, status, etc.)

e. Test profile, as it affects data collection

f. Data contingency plans

g. "Operator Log" recording requirements

h. Deficiency reporting procedures

2. Define red-line data criteria and develop associated procedurez

3. Develop test countdown of the .following data events:

a. Calibrations start/stop

b. Status checks (equipment manned, ready, etc.)

c. Contingency points

d. Coverage requirements for each data collector

4. Check data collection for completeness after each test.

5. Check data distribution after each test against data distribution requirements.

6. Follow-up on data disposition as project progresses.

7. Document all completed data events and deviations in data support log.

8. Provide required information to Test Director for Test Report.

9. As project is completed, document the provided data support and file in

picoject support file.

10. Recommend what data should be retained for future reference.

11. Coordinate data retention requirements with Test Director.

12. Document final data disposition and retrieval methods and file copy In

project data support file.
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RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

1. INTRODUCTION

The satisfactory completion of any test program requires the availability of adequa te

testing resources (facilities and services). The cost of these resources is frequently

quite high. if provided solely by the test agency for its exclusive use, the cost would be

many times that of the basic program. It is because of this fact that general purpose

test facilities (laboratories, test tracks, test ranges, etc.) are vital contributors to

test missions and their maximum use represents the most economical overall advantage

to the Air Force.

This section provides a general introduction to the services offered by DOD test ranges.

A test range is generally a designated geographical area remote from any areas of

population or significant civil activity. Most ranges are under cognizance and control

of one of the major Military Departments.

Testing activities, depending upon the range, can include singularly or in combination,

missiles, ordnance, aircraft, remotely piloted vehicles, avionics systems, electronic

systems and various ground vehicles.

lEIach range provides instrumentation, facilities and services to support the variou,

tests. Test data is gathered from the range instrumentation and is normally pro-

cessed by a central data reduction facility. This data, when reduced and in final form

to facilitate test analysis and evaluation is submitted to the range user.

Twenty-six high use test wnd evaluation activities have been designated as elements of

the DOD T&E Facilities Base (TEFB). The TEFB over which The Office of the Secre-

tary of Defexwse (DDR&E) exercises management monitoring of the planning, programming

and budgeting consists of extensive land and sea testing areas and major testing
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facilities which are set aside for specific purposes. TEFB facilities, instrumentation,

technical test resources and data processing capabilities are of planning interest to

all test and evaluation programs. The DOD Component exercising management re-

sponsibility and location of each of the 26 elements of the TEFB are listed In

Table 10-1.

Use of most of these ranges, particularly those designated as National Ranges, in-

volve common OSD prescribed.funding policies and use of standard test planning and

operation formats jointly developed through the Range Commanders Council, Universal -

Documentation System (UDS). Guidance concerning the policies, procedures and use

of the UDS may be obtained from the Secretary, Range Commande-s Council, White

Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. Other test ranges are generally classified as

'Service" ranges and are controlled by the responsible DOD component following

bI

established policies and procedures.
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TAB LE 10-1. MAJOR ELEMENTS
i OF THEDOD TEST & EVALUATION FACILITY BASE

ARMY

Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely, Alaska
Tropic Test Center, Fort Clayton, Canal Zone
Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, Arizona
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, Indiana

*Wlite Sands Missile Range, White Sands, New Mexico
*Kwajalein Missile Range, Huntsville, Alabama

Electronics Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona
Dugway Proving Ground, Salt Lake City, Utah
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdecn, Maryland

NAVY

*Pacific Missile lin-e Point Mugu, California

Atlntic Undersea T&E Center, Andros Island, Bahamas
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, New Jersey
Naval Air Test Facility, Lakehurst, New Jersey
Naval Aerospace Rerovery Facility, El Centro, California
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California
Atlantic Fleet Weapons Range, Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico

AIR FORCE

*Space & Missile Test Center, Vandenberg AFB, California
*Eastern Test Range, Patrick AFB, Florida

Satellite Control F'acility, Sunnyvale, California
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma, Tennessee
Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California
Armmnent Development & Test Center, Eglin AFB, Florida
Air Defense Weapons Center, Tyndall AFB, Florida,
Special Weapons Center, Kirtiwud AFB, New Mexico
Tactical Fighter We&pons Center, Nellis AFB, Nevada

*Designated National Ranges for Joint Access.
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It is also appropriate to point out that although most of the elements of the TEFB are

highly structured and w-ll instrttmentd thtc often do nut lend themselves to supporting

specific operational tests. This could be because of size limitations, non-representa-

tive terrain and. natural features, heavy DT&E workloads and/or ot~her factors. In

such cases, other locations must be identified. For example, the classical COMBAT

IUNTE11 tests were accomplished at Fort Riley, Kansas. In this case, the test support

instrumentation had to be taken to the location.

The key point is that the appropriate location for the planned operational tests is se-

lected by a hos t of criteria such as availability, size, representative natural features,

economy, logistics, support instrumentation and others. If an element of the TEFB

can meet the majority of the criteria it should be used. In essentially all cases such

selection assures less problem for the Test Director.

2. NON-TECHNICAL RANGE SERVICES

In general and in addition to range instrumentation, each range provides a variety of

services to the range user to support his test progran. For exmunp)c crane facili-

Iftics, fork lifts, warehouses (including some with clim atic control), ammunition

bunkers, ground target areas, launch pads, ,d rhbse support, impact areas, drop

towers, photographic laboratories, communications, machinc shop, repaiir facilities

and other services are usually provided. Furthei, such physical accommodations as

food and housing services for visiting test personnel are available.

Range Safety is a vital service provided fur protection of not only range and test

personnel, but also surveillance of areas adjacent to the range in the event of mal-

functioning and thus errant test devices posing a danger to these areas.

3. RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

'Test Rtange Support Instrumentation can be viewed as falling within one of the

following system categories:

a. Metric Data (also termed "TSPI" or Time Space Position Information)

Systems.
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b. Engineering Sequential or Documentary Systems.

f c. Telemetry Systems

d. Rlange Timing Systems

e. Range Support Systems (including range Communications, calibration,

meteorological, recovery, frequency monitoring and geodetic control).

Metric data measurement, or TSPI is normally accomplished by either optical tracking

instrumentation, radar or multilateral position measurement systems.

A Metric System (or Tracking System or TSPI System to introduce alternate terms)

acquires a target (or multiple targets), locks on automatically and proceeds to "track'

it. Data outputs from the system subsequently plot the trajectory or path of the test

object whether it be a missile, projectile or aircraft. The derived track in terms of

range, azimuth and elevation measureme :ts, when coupled with timing pulses, will

provide recorded data that can be -.nalyzed after te test flight or operation. For ex-

ample, a missile/target miss distance or "score" could be computed from appropriate

data derived from a Metric System.!A
Various types of tracking radars are often available, from the Wol ld War II SCR 584

to ie AN/F'PS-.16, AN/FPQ-6 and the AN/MPS-36. The AN/FPQ-6 family provides

the greatest accuracy.

Multilateral position measurement devices are g3nerally used to provide aircraft

position data when more than one target is to be tracked. A co-operative beacon or

transp,nider is installed in the aircraft with ground sensors installed along the air-

craft or target path. The sensor outputs are routed to a central con'-ol area for pro-

cessing and display (including real time). The number of ground sensors and of

course their inherent system capabilit determine the accuracy of the metric data

obtained for the range user.

Optical devices are used when a clear line of sight exists to the target. These devices

are available from basic manually aimed telescopes on raounts to remotely controlled

optical tracking systems capable of being slaved from other devices such as a tracking

radar or another optical system.
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Cameras are generally installed on.the optical instrument for data collection. Timing

pulses are recorded on the film for time correlationA of each photographic frame of data.

Each data frame also records the azimuth and elevation angles of the tracked object as

measured from the instrument.

Optical instrumentation may be placed in two broad classifications: metric; optics and

engineering sequential/documentary photography. Metric optics are concerned with

acquisition of precise, ,ieasurable information regarding flight characteristics of

missiles, ordnance and aircraft, such as position, and attitude (yaw. pitch and roll).

Engineering sequential and documentary photography includes the recording of signifi-

cant est events (e. g., bomb release) and for the preparation of training films and pro-

duction of other film sequences.

The optical instrument generally used for metric data is the cinetheodolite. This

device records test flight 'ictures" and azimuth and elevation data and timng codes

on a single film so that velocity and acceleration can be accurately computed. As

mentioned previously, optical instruments in this category can be slaved to (and thus "

"steered" by) a tracking radar, that is, they can be remotely aimed at the target by

the pos itioning of the radar antenna.

A telemetry system consists of a sensor or group of sensors which are coupled to a

telemetry transmitter on the aircraft, missile, etc., under test. The sensors are

arranged to measure temperature, pressure, voltage, current, and other physica

parameters pertinent to the planned test. These outputs serve to modulate the tele-

metry transmitter. This equipment is installed in the aircraft, projectile or other

object under test whether airborne or on the ground.

The ground based telemetry reception equipment, installed at the various instrumenta-

tion sites on the range, receives the transmitted data, and records the information on

magnetic tape or paper chart along with range time codes. These recordings are made

available for further data reduction and analysis by the range user. The final product

to the user is the parameter (temperature, control surface position, etc.) plotted and/or

tabulated as a function of elapsed test time, i.e., time of actual occurrence.
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Timing is generally a central system supporting all instrumentation. A central time

standard calibrated to a master clock or National Bureau of Standards Radio Timing

Signal transmitted by WWV/WWVH, is used for local calibration of the central timing

system.

Timing signals are routed throughout the range viai telephone lines and/or microwave

links. In addition, timing information can be trnmitdd to test aircraft for correla-

tion of data being obtained from the airborne instrumentation.

4. RANGE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Range Support Systems are those used to facilitate proper operation of range instru-

mentation and to assist range users in a circuitous manner that does not yield direct

A;;st data. For example, many diverse radio frequency signals are present at and

9 near most test ranges despite their remote locations. These signals must be cate-

-gorized and continually monitored to prevent RF interference and, if present, to

rapidly establish the source of interference and correct it without excessive loss of

critical and expensive range time. This process uses the range's Frequency Moni-

toring and Interference Control System. A second example would be the highly im-

portant range communication network that serves to correlate the many support

elements of any given test operation.

In addition to the instrumcntation described, most ranges utilize TV cameras and I
$ i ,3.s ,oci.ted % (mponents portable recorders fo~r bothl video and digital data. Airborne

instriunentation packages are also available for use in test and supporting aircraft.

Another support function directly related to va-ious tests is the Meteorological Group.
This system provides data from surface and upper air observations of atmospheric

conditions to range users mid the range data reduction facility as required.

One or more surveillance radar systems, depending upon range size, are generally

utilized to monitor air space over the range and for certain off-range areas. This V

surveillance, in addition to providing vectoring information to test and support air-

craft, is of value to Range Safety in detection of any outside "intruder" civilian or

military aircraft in restricted areas during tests.
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Communications, scheduling, planning, maintenance, power distribution, instrument

calibration and safety are but a few of the functions and services which are not speci-

fied by range users, bu., which are essential to the operation of the range. Internal

requirements encompass all areas of support necessary to testing. While the basic

function of a range is to provide data and other support to meet range user require-

ly. Additionally, there are secondary requirements which must be met in obtaining

the user's data. In general, the users do not specify requirements in these ,eas, but

they are nontheless essential to the operation of the range.

5. USER REQUIREMENTS SUBMISSION PROCESS

In the case of established ranges, users are normally ,'equested to submit program

descriptions, schedules, and requirements to the range at the earliest possible date

to insure adequate lead time for preparation of support. Because the lead time for

an instrumentation system acquisition program is quit(- long, short lead time documented

workload must be supported %% ith then existing range capabilities. For this reason, the
rangc s g-merall enc)urizge the isers to establish their requirements as far in advance

of the test project start date as possible to aid in economical range support planning.

Discussions with range uscis are normally formalized in the Range Commanders

Council's (RCC) System (UDS) in which requests for support from the users, and

statements of supportab Iity fro:n the range are exchaned. The Operations Directive,

the final document of the series, becomes the actual support directive. Conferences

are held with the range users to asceltain the validity of program requirements and

to inform them of support capabilities available to them. The various submitted docu-

ments of the series slowing who prepares them and in what sequence is shown in Fig-

ure 10-1. Not all test ranges (even those of the TEFJ)use the RCC UDS, per se. Some

use modified versions specifically tailored to their o\,,n unique test support capability.

The important point is that all ranges of any consCqucie must necessarily employ
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Range User P repares Functioii Range Operator Prepares

Progam Itrodctio
Document (P1)1

and managemont Range Statement
approval of Capability

detailed RpequirProgra

Document(PSP)

Serves astai

gt tjo acual Oeatin'

testtio opeatinqsuDiectve OD

Figurete 1 . Sutao of mo.)e an dcuetain

som mehodof trutuuidiS ied t er c omu io"wth thera ir sesn

t All Test Directorb, once a given range (or ranges) has been selected for his tests,

shul inmditcyf:mlaiehmsl .n i applicable staff rntmbers) with the

methouds used at that range for levying the test '..upport (i.e., range user) requirements.

This is, of course, becst accomplished b3 a visit to the ranige ardcl obtaining a cop) of tleir

"Ranwe Usurs Handbook" which, again, must structured ranges maintain and provide

to users.
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6. TEST RANGE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

A generalized structure of range instrumentation can be represented by Figure 10-2.

It is shown to demonstrate the basic support elements of any reasonably equipped

range.

'Instrumentation Systems Structure", represents the total capability. This in turn, can

be subdivided into three elements, called Data Collection Systems,. Data Control and

Instrumentation Support System, and Test Support Systems. These three elements can

be further subdivided into different System Levels, with each system in a particular

level contributing its unique functional capability to the next higher level system of

which it is a part.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS STRUCTURE

DATA CONTROL AND
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTATION TEST SUPPORT

SYSTEMS SUPPORT SYSTFMS SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC TEST AND MEASURING
TELEMETRY INSTRUMENT

MEASUREMENT OPTICAL SYSTEMS O ATA SYSTEMS CONTROL SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS SUPPORTSYSTEMS CALIBRATION

ELECTRONIC ~TELEMETRY ~TELESCOPE COMMUNICATIONS -DIGITAL -REPORTING PHOTO OPTICAL
METRIC OATA RECEIVEJRELAY SYSTEMS h SYSTEM COMPUTING SYSTEMS DEVELOPING AND
SYSTEMS ISYSTEMS IENGINEERING F SYSTEMS PRINTING

-SURVEILLANCE I SYSTEMS TO /SEUENTIAL) -INSTRUMENTATON -- ANALOG - MANAGEMENT TESTOBECT

RAAMETRM HCKOU ICDT RECOVERY--CINETIIEOOOLITE TIMING SYSTEM COMPUTING SYSTEMS SYSTEM

ELECTRONIC FEST.OBJECT (MTIC DA- SYSTEM

ATTITUDE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS) FEY
- II IEVISIDN IoLIII: nAlAIIANntIN6 L ANGESAETY MONTORIN

SYSICEMS CONIIIIf SYSIEMS SYSTI . INEERE NCE

SCORING SYS, M CGNTHOL
SYSTEMS - LECTRO OPTICAL SYSTEMSYSTEMS METEOROLOGICAL.

LAUNCH AREA SYS1tM
OPTICALINSTRUMENTATIC N OATA DISPLAY TELEMETRY DATA TARGETS COMMAND
SYSTEMS ANG DATA CONVERSION LAUNCH & AND CONTROL

DOCUMENTARY UTILIZATION HANDLING SYSTEMS AIR SUPPORT SYSTEMS

'HOTOGRAPHY SYST.e SYSTEMS SYSTEMS

Figure 10-2. Instrumentation systems structure.
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The Data Collection Systems sub-structure represents the ultimate objective of any

range's effort, the collection of data, or more generally the gathering of information.

The Data Control and Instrumentation Support Systems sub-structure represents the

mechanism for applying the collection resources to the workload, and the Test Support

Systems sub-structure represents additional items of support capability necessary for the

range to operate the data collection systems and to function as a range.

Sub-elements of particular interest are discussed below.

Metric 12r TSF I. Measurements

Again, it is noted that "Metric Data", "Time Space Position I ,rmation Data", or in

somae cases "Electronic (or optical) Tr,,jLctor. Measurement Data" Systems are, for all

practical purposes the same thing. These are all terms used by the Lest range community

with "Metric Data Systems" being the most common.

Metric measurements include (a) Trajectory Measurements (i. e. , the time history of

the flight path of a missile, bomb, aircraft, etc.) and (b) Attitude and Event Measure-

ments.

Trajector data are time-correlated position, % elocit , and acceleration data which describe

the phsical motion of the center of mass of the %ehicle under test. In practice, trajectory

measurements dre almost alas angle and,/or range measurements from which position

data are computed. Vekcit. and acceleration are usually obtained as derivative data-

from the position information. Thus, velocity and acceleration measurements are

usuall\ not measurements at all but are mathematical derivations. In general, they are

limited b the precisiois of the position data from which they are derived. It follows

that the requirements fur posit.on data arc must representative of the total trajector4

ieatsurement requtiroinent.

Attitu I 'Ii,.'aturlei nt.j arv (finlt,-co re'lIatod .IigIch. and giall ' ralt, Inoui urvtlluntit of th :

orient.",,in of a set of body-fixed axes with respect to the velocity vector or .1 set of

earth-fLxed ,xes. For convenienr'e, event time measurements a.nd miss distance n:ia-

surements are usuall3 included in this categor3. These measurements are made either
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with ground-base instriments (almost always optical instrumeits) or with vehicle-

borne sensors, the outputs of which are telemetered to the ground. Real-time missions

usually require real-time attitude data. On-board senso-s are the only practical source

of rea!-t ime attitude inforrmation.

Figure 10-3 illustrates metric requirements for several typical USAF tactical system

tests.
-rcory eea ypclUA rtcticawl system

' Representative

Category of
USAF Tactical AttitudeSystc~ em "ing: Trajectory (Pitch, Yaw, Rolk)'

Position Velocitv Acceleration Attitude Attitude Rate _'X

Air-to-air and 111gh-Medlum Very llig,- Very 11lgh-uligh Medium LW
Surface to Surface (Launch, .gh (Blost, (Launer, Boost) (B3oost, (Boost)

Booster sustained Intercept)
Intercept) flight)

Dispenser and Medium Medium Usually not Usually not Usually notI Bomb Drops (Lnun'ch. (Laurch required required required
r] erminal) Terml.-,al)

Target Systems fligh-Medium Medium-Low l.ow Low Usually not
Drone (Boost, (Sustained (Boost (Sustained Flight) required

Sustained F1lght)
Flight,

i Terminal

Equipment illgh-Medium Iligh-Medium High igh Usurlly not
Comp'nents or (Sustained (Sustained (Latinch-Boost) (Sustained Flight) required
Subsystem Flight) Flight)

LEGEND FOR MEASUREMENT PRECISION REQUIREMENTS (Nomin.al)

Very ilgh Hiigh Medium Low

Position (ift) <1 1-10 10-50 >50
Veocity (ft/ee) <0. 5 0, 5-2 '--20 >20
Acceleration (t,/see2 ) <0. 5 0.5-2 2-20 >20
Attitude (degrees) <0. ! .1. 5-2 2-10 >10
Attitude Rte (de-rees/see) <1 1-10 10-45 >45

Figure 10-3. Typical metric (TSPI) requirements.
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Surveillance Radar Systems

An Airspace Surveillance System provides airspace coverage for range and certain off-

range areas. Under ideal circumstances, the system can prvide manual plotting

information on multiple targets.

Television System

Closed circuit Television Sy.stem provides viewing of remote and hazardous areas in

addition to providing an instrumcntation operation aid. The majority of the systems are

utilized in climatic chambers, propellant handling areas, test stands, and other hazar-

dous or remote areas.

Communications and Data Transmission

The Communications and Data Transmission System, using all standard modes-, provides
for transmission of voice, test data, timing, and all other types of signals to required

locations on the range (instrumentation sites, launch areas, aircraft, etc.).

Instrumentation Timing

The hnstrumentation Timing System generates 2nd distributes coded time formats to

define t time base for every range instrument, thus providing correlation of all col-

lected data. Timing accurac. is affected b3 the generating means, the distributing

means (%%ire line, radio, cab;e, etc. ) and b the recording means. Systems generally

provide an un-range timing correlation accurac in the order of t50 microseconds

under optimum conditions for select instrumentation sites.

Geodetic Control System

The Geodetic System locites and orients range latnch points, impact points, and

Instrunent .ites/statiois ,t!. respect to the reference geold and local coordinate sys-

tems including range user requirements for such services.

Data Systems

Both real-time and non-real-time data analysis and processing capalilities are nor-

mally provided. Systems Include real-time data inputs, real-time data outputs, real-time
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telemetry data input, teletype irput and output, and remote terminal input/outputs.

Machine processing of real-time inputs is unique according to the specific real-time

mission. Non-real-time processing requires pe formance of the following functions:

Computation of firal solutions.

Generation of tapes and listings for subsequent review and analysis.

Printing and distribution of final data reports to range users.

Data Conversion Systems

Raw field data must be corrected for system errors and converted to engineering units

to be meaningful to the range user. A range's capability can include both real-time

and non-real-t ine, data correction, conversion and formatting for computer entry.

Test and Measuring Instrument Calibration

Most ranges operate a standards and calibration laboratory which not only executes a

local calibration program in the interest of quality assurance, but which also provides

services to Range users. Special services provide for integrity of measurement and

transduction in areas of optics and gauging, mechanics and dynamics, photometry and

radiometry, electricity and magnetism, radio and microwave technique, materials

testing and radio-logical survey.

Photo-Optical Developing and Printing

The range produces a great volume of data records on photographic film or photo-

sensitive paper which must be processed within a few days after exposure. The facility

processes film and provides other services such as loading, issue, storage, repro-

duction, etc.

Test Object Recovery System

Most recovery operations are dependent upon visual search by ground and/or airborne

observers. Radar vectoring, or data from other trajectory measuring systems, is used

to position ground and/or airborne observers in the approximate impact areas. Once

located and recorded, the test vehicle (or debris) is returned to range user or disposed

of as required.
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Frequency Monitoring and Interference Control System

The FMIC activity monitors all frequencies used in connection with range testing.

Spectrum utilization by all transmitters, receivers, and antennae, as well aS ,Athor

propagation phenomena are evaluated. Contrl ..r'. a-as are applied when undesirable

radiation could interfere with testng.

Meteorological System

The Meteorological System provides data from surface and upper air observations of

atmospheric conditions to range users and the range data reduction facility as required.

A network of sites are maintained on range to gather meteorological data off-range

testing.

Targets, Launch and Air Support Systems

Rockets, aircraft, and drones are supplied either by the user or the range (depending

upon pre-established agreements) to provide aerial targets for range users. Targets

may carry augmentation in the form of radar beacons, optical lenses, corner reflectors,

infrared generators, and smoke. Ground targits are usually project-peculiar facilities

and are sited in various range Impact areas.

Command and Contro-l System

The command and control system provides the means to implement decisions made

during tests. Thor ! decisions concern aircraft vectoring and control, missile guidance,

and missile flight .fety commands.. By Its nature, the system must operate in real-

time and must recive real-time data from the measurement systems.

7. SUMMARY

It can be seen Cr'm the foregoing that significant assistance to a Test Director is

available from siractured test support ranges. Further, a method exists to allow him

to communicate nis support requirements to the range and for the -range to specifically

respond as co what it can provide.

This overall st-i,,ict has been treated only generally, the most Important point to be

made is to esh'blish early communication with the specific range that is selected to support

any test or t.,st series. 321
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Chapter 11

* TEST PLAN

1. INTRODUCTION

rhe Test Plan is the vehicle which translates a test concept, statistical/analytical

test design, and Test Directive into "real world" resources, procedures, and respon-

sibilities. It reflects the Test Officer's method of accomplishing the test objectives
within constraints of time, budget, manpower and material resources. The size and

complexity of the test program is determined by the nature of the system being tested

and the type of testing that is to be accomplished. OT&E of major weapons systems

may require large numbers of separate tests to satisfy test objectives and the associ-

ated Test Plan may therefore be several volumes in length, while othe- testing may

be well defined by a relatively brief Test Plan. The Test Plan formac described herein

is intended to be minimum, basic, and applicable to a very wide spectrum of Air

Force operational testing. It calls out topics which must be considered during the

planning process, and which must be contained in the Test Report. Every effort has

been made to have the Test Report format "track" the Test Plan format so that a

straightorward relationship can be seen between test planning and test reporting. J
Existing Major Command Regulations, IOT&E and FOT&E Test Plans, and AF and

DOD level requirements were researched during the preparation of the format de-

scribed in the following pages. These inputs, plus deficiencies noted during a survey

of OT&E Reports, formed the basis for the format. It achieves the requirement for

standardization, indicates potential for producing a better-quality Test Plan, and

causes minimum disruption to formats now in use.

2. 'rEST PLAN OUTLINE

The Test Plan format comprises three major subsections:

a. The Main Body containing thirteen numbered headings.

b, The Basic Annexes contadning detailed information supporting the Main Body

of the Test Plan.
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c. Detailed Test Procedures Annexes containing definitive instructions for per-

forming sub-tests within the overall test program.

The Main Body and Basic Annexes comprise the Basic Plan. The size and complexity

of the overall test program determines the number of Detailed Test Procedures

Annexes which will be required. Prograns requiring the simultaneous testing of'

numerous subsystems, and programs requiriag separate time-phased tests may identify

appropriate subsystems or test phases which will have dedicated Detailed Test Pro-

cedures Annexes.

The Basic Plan contains all support requirenments, overall schedules, and descrip-

tions of the general methods of test for the oi erall program. When possible, detailed

test procedures should be included as annexes at the time the Basic Plan is distri-

buted. For programs of extended duration wiere it may be impractical to define de-

tailed, step-by-step procedures months in advance, Detailed test procedures should

be written and distributed prior to each indivdual test in the program. The distribu-

tion should be made sufficiently in advance of the test start date to allow for coordina-

tion, briefing of all participants, and rosource acquisition.

The Test Plan format (see Figure 11-1), with Instructions for completing the plan

elements, are presented on succeeding pages. The following general rules apply for

successful use of this format:

a. The numbering system should be kept intact. If any part of the format is not

applicable to the test in question, it should be so stated. If non-applicability

is not readily obvious, a brief explanation of why the section is not being

addressed should be included.

b. This is intended to be a basic, minimum format. If a particular test requires

additional information, it should be included under the appropriate major

heading. The sequence and content of subsections is not constrained.

c. Provision is made for classified annexes. These should be used when most

of the planning information is unclassified, with a limited number of agencies
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having a need-to-know classified details. If classified ih.orination is called

for in any section of the format, the classification should be stated in that

section, and the actual information placed in an identified classified annex.

Within the classified annexes, references should be made back to the appro-

priate format section. The agency originating the Test Plan should have con-

trol over distribution of the classified annexes. They should not be used

when not required, or when classification of the entire Test Plan is more

practical.

d. Six annexes (Test Design, Data Requirements, Instruanentation, Logistics

Support Requirements, Reliability and Maintainability, and Intelligence/

Threat Information) are called out as part of the format. These should be

used in every Test Plan, and lettered A through F, as indicated. Other

annexes may be used as required to provide detailed information pertaining

to any section within the Main Body. These Annexes should be lettered

successively, beginning with 1tG"1.

e. Detailed Test Procedures Annexes should be listed within the Table of Con-

tents after the Basic Plan Annexes (those described above), and should be

designated Annex 1, 2, 3, etc.

f. The term "test item" refers to the subject of the test, i. e., that which is

being tested. It may be hardware, tactics, procedures, or doctrine. For

simplicity, it is called the test item.
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PRELIMINARY PAGES

i. Title Page
ii. Abstract

iii. Table of Contents
iv. Terms and Abbreviations
v. * Related Documents

*The actual number of these pages will be determined by the length of preliminary
elements (e. g., Table of Contents, Terms and Abbreviat-ms, etc.).

MAIN BODY

1. Introduction
2. Test Purpose and Objectives
3. Concept of Test Operations

, 4. Method of Accomplishment
5. Test Schedule
6. Test Manage ment and Organization
7. Re sponsibililies/Support
8. Personnel
9. Required Test Reports

10. Safety
11. Security
12. Information
13. Environmental Protection

ANNEXES

A. Test Design
B. Data Requirements
C. Instrumentation Plan
D. Logistics Support Requirements
E. Reliability and Maintainability Data Plan
F. Intelligence/Threat Information
G. -Z. as Required

1, 2, 3, etc. Detailed Test Procedures (Name of Test)

DISTPIBUTION:

Figure 11-1. The Test Plan format
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3. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING TEST PLAN FORMAT

The following instructions for use of the Test Plan format are keyed k) the format by

paragraph number.

PRELIMINARY PAGES

i. Title Page: Existing cover and title page formats in use by the major commands

should be retained. Typically, the title page contains:

a. The Security Classification. State the security classification of the Test

Plan document. Include appropriate downgrading and distribution limitation

statements.

b. The Title. State the title of the plan. If the plan is prepared in more than

one volume, state the overall title, and subtitle the individual volumes

appropriately.

c. The Number. State the alphanumeric designation by which the document is most

commonly referred to by the originating agency.

d. The Date. State the distribution date of the Test Plan, including at least the

month and the year.

e, The Command. Identify the major command releasing the Test Plan and the

operating agency which prepared it.

f. Approval. Identify who the Test Plan was (1) prepared by, submitted by,

mid (2) approved by (provide a signature block for approval).

ii. Abstract: The abstract should be written in narrative form and may contain the

following information:

a. The word "ABSTRACT" in capital letters at the top of the page.

b, The nomenclature of the test item.

c. The purpose of the test.

d. A brief e.xplanation of the mission of the test item.
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e, The test agency, major support agencies, and test locations.

f. The anticipated time frame of the tests. Indicate optimum start and stop

dates, weeks, or months, as appropriate.

g. A brief description of the test app'oach.

lh. A brief description of the data to be gathered.

iii. TABLE OF CONTENTS: The table of contents is seldom used in a plan of eight

pages or less. If used, list numbered headings, with the page numbers on which

the headings occur. Start the table of contents on a new righthand page.

Separate lists of illustrations and tables should be included if considered essential.

The lis; of illustrations should include the figure number, legend, and page number

for each illustration. Abbreviate lengthy legends.

iv. TERIS AND ABBREVIATIONS: Define unusual terms the first time they are used

either in the text of the plan or as a footnote. When more than five such terms

Sare used, list them in alphabetical order with definitions in this section of the

plan.

Define abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols when first introduced in the text.

When more than five are used, include a list (separate from the list of terms

descr.bed above) of definitions in this section of the plan.

v. RELATED DOCUMENTS: Identify prior or concurrent Test Plans, reports, technicoi

orders. manuals, and other appropriate literature related to the test. Include

titles, identifying numbers (including DDC accession numbers when possible),

publication dates, security classification, and originating major commands.

EXAMPLES: ROC, PMD, TOA, DCP, PMP, PM, Test Directive.
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IMAIN BODY

i. Introduction.

The introduction should contain:

a. Background: Include details relevant to the origin of the test requirement,

explanations of prior or anticipated phases of the test program, and other

information which may help management and other participants in their

understanding of the test. If applicable, identify system dsficiencies and/'

or problem areas, including unresolved test objectives revealed by prior

testing. State actions taken to correct these deficiencies/problem areas

and identify retest requirements, if any.

b. Authority For Test: Identify the authorization for the test.

c. Management Agency: State tile name and location of the agency having overall

responsibility for administration, planning and coordination of the test.

d. Priority: State the assigned command priority and USAF precedence rating.

c. Mission: Summarize the mission and concept of operations of the test item.
fj" the test item is a subsystem, state its function and the mission and con-

cept of operations of the total system. If appropriate, reference other docu-

ments containing detailed descriptions of the mission and OPS concepts.

f. System Description: Describe the functional relationships of the major sub-

systems of the test item. If the test item is a subsystem, describe the

functional relationships of the total system at the subsystem level. Use

block diagrams if necessary. If the test item is non-hardware, describe

flight profiles, formations, existing procedures being modified, and other

information to afford a clear understanding of the test item. List significant

physical parameters of the test item (e. g., size, weight, frequency, power,

packaging, etc.). Iduntify the differences between the test item and anticipated

production hardware. State the anticipated effect of these differences upon

testing.
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2. Test Pirpose and Objectives

State the overall reason/requirement/purpose of the test. This should be a short,

concise statement, normally contained in one sentence.

For IOT&E, identify critical issues relevant to the test. These critical issues

are contained in the Program Management Directive (PMD), Command Supple-

ments to the PMD, the Program Management Plan (PMP) and the Development

Concept Paper (DCP).

Where testing of effectiveness is cited as a test objective, identify those data

elements of the system's Availability, Dependability, and Capbility that will d
be measured, analyzed and reported upon. 1

State the test objectives; the Test Officer will receive the test objectives con-

tained within a Test Directive, Test Order, or Project Order. Depending upon

the size of the program, complexity, and degree of command interest, these

objectives may be stated in varying degrees of detail. The Test Officer may be

given the latitude and responsibility to formulate specific test objectives. These

specific objectives must be relevant to resolving the critical issues and feasible,

within time and resource constraints. The Test Officer should assign importance

factors to each objective. If resources and support are likely to be "bumped" by

higher priority programs, the most important objectives should be accomplished

first when feasible. Primary and secondary objectives may be designated.

Primary objectives are those essential to answering the critical issues of the

test. Secondary objectives are those which will yield additional, useful data or

training on the system, but ar3 not critical to successful accomplishment of the

test.

Typical objectives may be:

a. To determine the capability to accomplish a penetation mission in the presence

of------

1See Chapter 6
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b. To determine the bounds on employment of ---

c. To determine the* ompatibility of the test item vith interfacing systems----

Test Objectives (Logistics).

Assessnients of logistics supportability, reliability, and maintainability are cited as

typical major objectives of OT&E in AFR 80-14. Depending upon the latitude of the

test objectives given him and the degree of AFLC participation in the tests, the Test

Officer may be given the option and responsibility to formulate specific logistics test

objectives. Typical objectives may be to:

a. Verify maintenance concepts and procedures.

b, Assess achievement of maintainability requirements and study individual

items of equipment for ease of removal or repair.

c. Assess; and predict meeting reliability requirements. Comparison of

estimated failures to actual failures.

d, Verify AGE adequacy and compatibility including software. This should

include an evaluation of Integrated Data Systems if applicable.

e. Examine Technical Orders for accuracy, completeness, and usability.

f. Observe and analyze supply procedures.

g. Analyze throw away/ievel of repair recommendations.

h. Verify and uxlate estimation of life cycle Cost/Logistic Support Cost

Model parameters listed below, if applicable.

(1) Meantime between maintenance action

(2) Maimenance man-hour per action

(3) Percentage of repair action per location (flightline, field shop,

etc.

(0) Other Items required to be quantified to operate the appropriate

Life Cycle Cost/Logistic Support Cost Model.
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I Analyze safety aspects of support.

j h O s, rv cor'osion cfftcts.

k. Predict supportability under simulated deployment condition.

1. Analyze configuration management and quality control.

m. Evaluate transportation, handling, and packaging procedures.

n. Evaluate the program/project management organizations' verification

and update of Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) tests and

analyses required by AFR 80-13, and as reflected in the ASIP Master

Plan.

o. Evaluate the adequacy of the Non-Destructive Inspection NDI) program

and equipment.

Test Objectives (Training).

Refinement of operational requirenmts for personnel training is cited as a typical

major objctivv of follow-on ()'Ir&F:. I)pe1nding q)on tho latitude of the test objectivos

gl\,n him and, tho dgre ()I* ATC parti lel)atiofl In the tosts, th 'lost ()ffice r may lbe

given the option and responsibility to formulate specific tradning assessment tost I
objectives. Typical objectives will:

a. Assess personnel subsystems vs. T. 0. Is, manuals, and training

b. Addrass the determination of, or the adequacy of training requirements

for Air Force personnel.

c Determine that selection of personnel to support the program is made

from the prope technical career speciality code(s).

3. Concept of Test Operations

Define those aspects of the complete system that will be tested. The complete

system will include:

a, The test item, all possible modes of operation, and all environments.
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b. Test item operators and training requirements.

c. Maintenance concepts and procedures.

(. Maintenance personnel and training requirements.

e. Logistics requirements and supply procedures.

f. Two-sided scenarios, evaluating the test item in one or more threat

environments.

Tests of limited scope.

Many tests will have directed or self-imposed limitations to scope. Not all aspects

of the complete system, as described above, will be tested.

Jndicate, as appropriate:

a.'The type of test (combinted DT&'E/IOT&E, IOT&E, FOT&E, joint, etc.)

I). rhe number of test a tWc,is to be employed.

c.Overall tactics and techniques to be evaluated.

d. The maintenance concept: (i. e., degree of contractor maintenance

involved).

e. The logistic support concept.

f. The expected test duration.

g. pecial supporting personnel and equipment required (I. e., special

intelligence or other unique personnel needs, special sensor readout,

unusual data, Instrumentation or scoring equipment requirements.)

,1. Method of Accomplilshnient

If applicable, list separate subtests or test phases. Criteria for separating the test

program into individual phases may include: completion of data collection to satisfy

a test objective, commitment of different resources to support the test, limited

availability of specific resources, etc.
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For each subtest listed above, identify the objectives to be addressed during that

test. If practical, this may be done in matrix form, with subtests listed on one

axis and objectives on the other.

Describe the general method of each test, i.c., actions to be taken and procedures

to be followed during the actual conduct of the test. See Annexes for a Detailed Test

Procedures Format.

Summarize raw data, and the source of that data, to be taken to address each objec-

tive. Describe the reduction to be performed on each raw data item and describe the

final form of the reduced data.

Include, as appropriate, a summary of missions/sorties/flying hours by material

category required to accomplish each test, and profiles describing each mission.

uiiclude a trials/variables matrix which summarizes the combinations of test con-

ditions or variables to be tested during each trial.

5. Test Schedule

Indicate nominal program milestone dates. When practical, use a line chart with

calendar days across the top axis and different lines showing the duration and time

phasing of the various activities listed below it. Milestone dates may include, but

not be limited to the following:

a. Receipt of Test Order, Test Directive.

1). Distribution of T)raft Test Plan for review and coordination,

c. Distribution of Final Test Plan.

d. Finalization of support agreements.

e. Procure equipment and instrumentation.

f. Receive equipment and instrumentation.

II

] g. Planning briefings ,and meeting.
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h. Distribution of Detailed Test Procedures.

i. Deployment of supporting units.

j. Commence testing.

k. Periodic reviews.

1. Complete testing.

m. Ship equipment. and instrumentation to next test location.

6. Test Management and Organization

Identify the organization having overall responsibility for planning, coordination,

and conduct of the test. V

Identify key project personnel, to include the OT&E Staff Officer, OT&E Test

Director, and OT&E Test Officer. 2 State the organization, office symbol/code,

and telephone number (autovon and commercial) for each.

Describe the mainr command relationships, including AFTEC participation. Include

an organization chart showing reporting channels. If appropriate describe the com-

position of the Joint Test Force, including military departments, in the organization

chart.

Identify primary and alternate points of contact for each organization supporting the

test. Include the office symbol/code and telephone number (autovon and commercial)

for each.

Identify the organization or individual to exercise administrative control over units

deployed to support the test. This sectio may include reporting-in proced.uies,

disciplinary authority, court-martial jurisdiction, etc.

If base support or tenancy agreements exist for all deployed units, they should be

referenced but not repeated.

2. See Chapter 1
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7. Responsibilities/Support

Identify each participating organization and list the responsibilities, services or

equipment to be accomplished or provided by them in support of the tests. The

responsibilities of key project personnel may also be listed separately, if required.

This section should reflcct the degree of AFTEC, implementing command, supporting

conunand, user command and contractor participation in the tests. If necessary,

detailed listing of services, instrumentation, etc., should be placed in an annex and

referenced here.

Identify procedures and communications necessary to return unused funds, test

instrumentation, test items, supporting aircraft, and personnel to the agencies which

committed them to the test.

8. Personnel

Ientify personnel required to support the test program. This may be done in

tabular form, with column headings such as: Job Title, Grade, Air Force Specialty

Code, Organization Providing, Period of Utilization, Desired Skill Level, and Num-

ber iequired. When possible, identify the individuals by name. Personnel accom-

plishing the test should be of the type and experience similar to those who will employ,

maintain, and support the test item if acquired and deployed. If this is not possible,

identify differences between the test personnel and operational personnel.

Identify training requirements for test participants. Personnel requiring specialized

training may include data collectors, aircrews, test range controllers, system

operators, and maintenance crews. Integrated training, including practice runs with

all participants playing an active role, may also be required. Identify training

schedules and outline the content of the instruction to be provided each group requiring

specialized training.
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9. Required test reports

This section of the plan should state the required frequency of test reports, where

they will be sent, special content/format instructions, and preparation responsibilities.

The basic format and content of test reports is described in Chapter 15.

[ . 10. Safety

The amount of safety planning required for a test varies with its inherent hazards.

Typically, this section of the plan will:

a. Designate a Safety Officer and outline his responsibilities which typically j

include: (1) briefing all test personnel on safety critical aspects of the

test, (2) implementing all prescribed safety measures, (3) monitoring the

conduct of the test, (4) investigating and reporting accidents occurring

during the test, (5) drafting the Safety section of the Test Plan, and (6)

coordinating it with the cognizant Couad Safety Office.

b. Designate a Flying Safety Officer and outline his responsibilities, which

are similar to those of the SafeLy Officer, in flying operations related to

the test.

c. Identify safety critical aspects of the test and procedures to be followed

with relation to L'.m.

d. Establish responsibilities for investigating and reporting aircraft accidents,

in accordance with AFR 127-4.

e. Establish an emergency reaction plan.
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11, Security

This section should be written in a manner which does not reveal classified information.

Identify, - but do not reveal - classified aspects of the test, to include but not be

limited to:

a. Data. Identify classified data that will be produced during the test. State

storage requirements, handling procedures, and restrictions.

b. Photography. Identify classified non-data documentary type photography I
to be produced during the test. Indicate reasons for classification, S. g.,

external views of classified hardware, assessment of weapons effects, etc.

c. Hardware. List classified hardware items and identify responsibilities for I
storage and handling.

d. Events. Identify classified events to occur during the test and state the A

reasons for classification, e. g., bomb release altitude, target acquisition j

range, etc.

e. Communications. State requirements for secure communications lines and

telemetry links.

If all supportinig agencies have received a DD Form 254 containing the above informa-

tion, it should be referenced, but not repeated.

12. Information

State restrictions upon release of information concer-ning the test. Identify individuals

or offices with authority to make news releases. Identify the cognizant Office of Infor-
mation. If appropriate, identijfy responsibilities for providing photographic support

and transportation for information coverage of the test.

13. Environmental Protection

If an environmental assessment has shomn the test to have potential impact upon the

environment, identify actions and procedures planned to minimize, mitigate, or
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neutralize any adverse effects of the test. These actions and procedures should

comply with AFR 19-1 and 19-2. Examples of projects that could adversely affect

the environment include projects involving chaff, radiation, lasers, smoke, chemical

or biological weapons, and noise. including sonic booms.

identify data that will be collected to assess the impact of the test item upon the

1! environment.

I The Test Plan should contain one of the following two statements, as appropriate:

a. "AFTEC has determined that the conduct of this evaluation will not have

an adverse effect on the environment."

b. "All pertinent environmental factors have been considered, and AFTEC

has determined that the designed conduct of this evaluation will inflict

minimal hazards to the environment."
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ANNEXES

A. Test'Design

Recorded information on the test design is important for several reasons:

1. A written record is useful for retrospective analysis of many tests to

determine type and quality of test design used and how to improve test

design.

2. Also test design information is essential to future users of the test data

in order to know the quality and limitations of the data and thus insure that

the data is not misused.
3. Review and approval of the Test Plan may require establishment of confidence ,

in the validity of the test design, especially as regards the handling of differ-

ent operational variables in the test.

Therefore although it is essential that a part of the Test Plan adequately describe the

test design, it is not necessary that all parts of the Test Plan be distributed to all

recipients.

Describe the analytical/statistical approach being used to answer questions posed by

the test objectives. This description should include (as appropriate) but not be limited

to:

1. Listing of independent and dependent variables for each trial or group of

trials (as applicable) and description of the statistical handling of each

independent operational variable (i. e., investigated at different levels,

blocked, randomized, or held constant; factorial or nonfactorial arrange-

ment).

2. Basis for establishing scope of the test.

3. Rationale for selection and description of scenarios to be used.
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4. Factors driving degree of operational realism (including physical environ-

ment, operating and maintaining personnel, test hardware).

5. Statistical basis for replication.

6. Prediction of uncertainty in results. !

7. Effect of resource limitations on test design.

8. Use of modeling and simulation. :

B. Data Requirements Summary

This annex should include, but not be limited to:

1. Sample data sheets, questionnaires, debriefing forms, etc., that will be used

to collect data during the tests. If standard forms are to be used, and if

their inclusion in the plan would be impractical, their numbers may be

listed.

2. A summary of all raw data items to be produced during the test. This

summary should include:

a. An identification of data requirements for each subtest or trial. This

may be done in matrix form by listing data items (e. g., documentary

photography, TSPI for specified aircraft, debriefings, etc.) down one

axis, and listing subtests or trials across the other axis. X's would

be used to indicate requirements. Detailed data requirements for each

subtest should be identified in the detailed Test Procedures Annexes.

b. An identification of the agency responsible for providing each data item

listed above. This may be done in matrix form by listing data items

down one axis and supporting agencies across the other axis. X's would

be used to indicate responsibilities.
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C. Instrumentation Plan3

1. List Project Unique and/or Project Furnished lnstrumentalon required to

support the test. Identify:

a. The nomenclature, manufacturer, and model number.

b. The number required.

c. Location where required.

d. The source providing it.

e. Responsibilities for repair and calibration.

f. Need date and duration of its requirement.

g. Tho. utilization (e.g., data recording, telemetry package, system

checkout, etc.)

2. If appropriate, include a block diagram explaining the instrumentation setup.

3. If range support is required, identify:

a. The rest Range supporting the test

b. Range instrumentation that will support the tests. Include a map or

diagram defining the coordinate ,ystem to be used for the data, vehicle

positions, ground station sites, and flight paths.

3. Test instrumentation may have limited application in some types of OT&E.

Instrumentation is commonly 'hought of as a DT&E associated function, and many

testers are loathe to "hang wires" on a system undergoing OT&E. However, instru-

mentation not physically connected to the test item is involved in many types of OT&E.

Data recording devices, communications, and TSPI instrumentation must all be con-

sidered by the Test Officer. Even though he may have little or no role in their

selection, acquisition, or operation, he must be aware of their limitations and capa-

bilities to meet his requirements. See Chapter 10 for a discussion of range instru-

mentation.
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c. Test range coordination documentation (CG, PI, PRD, etc.) defining

Range participation and support.

d. If a test is to be run on an area other than an established range, this

fact should be stated and arrangements which have been made or will

be made should be explained.

List radiating sources (and frequencies) associated with the test item and project

peculiar instrumentation. Identify frequency management responsibilities for each

test location. Reference approved assignments and clearances.

D. Logistics Support Requirements

Logistics requirements vary considerably according to the test and test item. This

annex may include, as appropriate:

1. Supply procedures, including organization codes, delivery destination

codes, requisitioning, bench stock issue, Not Operationally Rearly Supply

Support (NORS), special tools availability, Due-in From Maintenance

(DIFM) items, listings of critical items, and supply requirements data

collection forms.

2. Maintenance support requirements including data collection forms for

operational readiness, reliability/maintainability, material performance,

phase inspectioms, etc.

3. Munitions maintenance support requirements.

4. Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) support requirements.

5. Base support requirements, including billeting, messing, transportation,

postal services, accounting and finance, security, TDY funding policies,

medical, POL, etc.

6. Shipping and transportation, Including schedules, listings of materials to

be shipped, estimated cubage and weight, departure points and destinations,

methods of shipment, numbers of personnel, etc.
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If base support/tenancy agreements or range documentation contain the above infor-

mation, they should be referenced here but not repeated.

L. Reliability and laintainability Data Plan

List R&M data elements, identified by AFLC and/or AFSC, to be recorded during

the test.

Ideatify the data collection system, e.g., AFM 66-1, System Effectiveness Data

System (SEDS), etc., and/or data collection forms to be used for collection of these

data elements.

F. Intelligcnce/Threat Information

Describe the threat which generated the requirement for the test and/or the hostile

environment in which the test item is to function when operationally deployed. If

this information is classified, this Annex should be bound and controlled separately,

with distribution limited to those with the required Security clearance and need-to-

know. If the test item is to counter a particular weapons system, describe that system

in terms of quantitative performance parameters. Describe the hostile environment,

to include (as applicable):

I. 'Nr)es and intensity of hostile ground fire

2. Electronic counter measures

3. Ground-to air missile defenses

4. Air-to--air missile defenses

5. Enemy interceptor capabilities

G. Radar defenses

7. Air-to ground ordnance

8. Enemy ground forces.
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DISTRIBUTION

Annexes G-Z shoull be used as required to provide additional information relating

to any section within the main body of the test plan. List agencies and offices to

receive the plan. IdentLfy the number of copies that each will receive.
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4. DETAILED TEST PROCEDURES FORMAT

Separate detailed test procedures should be written for each test called out in

Section 4 of the Test Plan. Once distributed and approved, they become Annexes to

the Test Plan, and are numbered consecutively according to the order in w'ich they

occur chronologically. These procedures should be written comprehensively. They

must contain all the information needed to perform and repeat the test. To the maxi-

mum extent practical, every significant action should be anticipated and listed. It

is understood that routine actions and procedures involved in flying an aircraft, oper-

ating support radars, performing maintenance, etc., cannot be prescribed in the

procedures. Every action affecting measured and recorded test variables and para-

meters should, however, be included in the detailed test procedures. The Test

Officer should consider implementing the following practices:

a. Establish a review and concurrence cycle for these detailed test proce-

dures. Copies should be distributed to each individual or organization

participating in the test sufficiently in advance to allow for required revisions.

These revisions, if any, should be minor in nature since support and

method of test have already been agreed to in the Test Plan.

b. Establish an "action item" and open issues file. Preprinted forms, with

spaces for the date assigned, assigner, individual responsible for per-

forming the action, nature of the action to be performed, and due date,

should be present at all planning and coordination meetings. This is the

best way to insure that problems do not "fall through the cracks" and sur-

face during the test. The Test Officer should maintain a master file of

action items. One agenda item for the pre-test briefing should be a review

of action items to insure that all have been successfully completed.
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c. Establish a technical assistance panel of Test Officers and/or engineers

for the duration of the test program, each with responsibility in their area.

Areas of responsibility are assigned as needed and appropriate. Typical

areas may include:

Test instrumentation

Test item engineering

Test item maintenance

Ground safety

Flying safety

Operations analysis

Data collection

Data processing

Test range operations

Information

d. Establish test log books for the duration of the test program. Typically,

a dedicated log is assigned to each System Project Officer and to major

equipment and lnstru~nentation systems involved in the test. All actions

affecting the system are entered in the log. The contents may include:

Changes to detailed test procedures

Procurement and transfer of accountability actions

Maintenance actions

Hours of operations

Packaging and shipping actions

Etc.
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e. Insure that the same project peculiar/furnished equipment, instrumentation,

and cables (manufacturer, model no., and serial no. ) are used for the

duration of the test program. Use of unfamiliar instrumentation may

introduce unknown variables hito the test system in the form of slightly

different impedance characteristics, unknown stabilities and regulation,

different nonlinear gain and loss characteristics, etc.

f. Insure that control is maintained over personnel used in the test program.

Uncontrolled shuttling of test participants tends to destroy test program

continuity and makes assessment of training requirements difficult.

The format (I. e., major elements and their ordering) of the detailed test procedures

is shown in Figure 11-2.

TITLE

I A. TEST PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

B. PARTICIPANTS

C. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

D. DATA

E. PRE-TEST PROCEDURES

F. TEST CONDUCT

0Cz POST TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA REDUCTION

H. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

L SCHEDULE

APPENDICES

Figure 11-2. Detailed test procedures format
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Th ,flbwing iiss'ifctibis f6r use of the Detailed Test Pr6cedures foiAmat are keyed

to the format by paragraph numbers as shown in the Figure 11-2.

TITLE

State the nrame of the subtest as listed in Section 4 of the Test Plan.

NAME OF SUBTEST

A. TEST PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

1. State the purpose of the subtest.

2. Identify which objectives of the overell test program are to be addressed

during the subtest.

3. Identify particular objectives of the subtest, it different or more specific

than above.

B. PARTICIPANTS

1. List the personnel actively participating in the test. Identify their organiza-

tion and state their job title or function (e. g., Test Director, Data

Collector, etc.)

2. Identify responsibilities for notifying ill participants and concerned agcncies

of the upcoming test.

C. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

1. State the location of the subtest.

2. Describe the configuration of the test system. Do not repeat the System

Description called for in Section 1 of the Test Plan, but def sne, as appro-

priate:

a. The scope of the test item. Is this a system test, or a limited test

of subsystems ?
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I

b. The physical configuration of the test system (test item, cameras,

tape recorders, mounts and fixtures, etc.) Include diagrams as
required.

c. The instrumentation configuration, including, as appropriate, block

diagrams, cabling and wiring diagrams, transducer locations, etc.

3. List all instrumentation to be used in the test. Include model numbers,

manufacturers,. and serial numbers.

4. List all AGE to be used in the test. Identify test item dedicated AGE.

Include model numbers, manufacturers, and serial numbers.

D. DATA

1. Exclusive of logistics data elements, identify measurements and other

data that will be taken to address each objective. For each measurement

shown ideritify:

a. Real-time display requirements, including location and method of

display, if applicable.

b. The recording medium, including channel assignment, if applicable.

c. The source of the data, e.g., Range FPS-16 radar, Range KTH-53

cinetheodoli-e, magnetic tape voice track; etc.

d. The expected, or acceptable range of values for the measurement.

e. How verification will be accomplished.

2. Identify logistics data elements to be collected, and the data collection

system and/or forms that will be used.

E. PRE-TEST PROCEDURES

1. Define equipment installation and instrumentation set-up procedures and

responsibilities. lodicate timing of each action, if significant, and timing
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I
of the entire procedure with relation to commencement of testing. Include

a description of equipment and instrumentation readiness checks to be

performed prior to test item turn-on. This description should be

accomplished as shown below in Section F of this format.

2. A pre-test briefing should be held, with all, or selected test participants

in attendance. This briefing should be scheduled to occur as close to the

start of the test as Is practical. The optimum time would be betwebn

instrumentation set up and readiness checks, and commencement of testing,

thus allowing system engineers and technicians to report on the status of

their areas of responsibility. The Test Director normally conducts this

briefing and works from a checklist of systems' status and support readiness.

This section should state the time and location of the briefing, a brief des-

cription of the agenda, and required attendees.

F. TEST CONDUCT

Several methods mas be used to describe actions and procedures occurring during the

conduct of the test:

I. If time phasing oi the actions is not critical to the test, as may be true

in testing electronics and communications gear, the following checklist

i,.ethod may be used:

a. State the initial condition of all switches and controls on the test item

and test instrumentation.

b. List all following steps in this manner:

STEP NO. EVENT OR ACTION REMARKS
(EXAMPLE)

Turn r-idar scope power Allow a 5 minute warm-
switch "ON" up and stabilization

before proceeding

2 Adjust gain vernier Display should be 2 era
until display appears high on scope graticule.
etc.
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2. If time-phasing of events during the test is critical, a test countdown, or

"timeline" may be used. Basically, a countdown may be constructed by de-

leting the "step no." column in the checklist example above, and substituting

'IT" or - time references in hours, minotes, or seconds indicating the

timing of events and actions. The T -O event or action is usually chosen

to mark the start of the test, with T-times indicating system readiness

checks, calibrations, aircraft arrival times on station, etc. An indication

of timing criticality for the events should be included. If the validity of

Lest data will suffer from non-precise timing, it should be so stated. Some

events, however, may be less time critical, for example, equipment turn-

on times, calibrations, take-off times, etc. Include an indication of "Go-

No Go" decision points and critical events. These are points where the

test will be terminated or put in a "hold" mode if the preceding events have

not occurred as planned.

3. Many variations of the tim 'Ine are possible. A recoinmendedapproach is

shown in Figure 11-3.

Parameters/ Subtest Profile
Attributes* Taxi Take Off Climb Cruise f

ALTITUDE, OBJ A

Range 0-200 ft 200-10K ft 5K-30K ft
Accuracy 10 ft 50 ft. 100 ft
Precision 5 ft 10 ft. 10ft
FOC CContinuous Continuous
Coverage None
UF LOW LOW

SPEED, OBJ A

Range 0-,t0K o-2
Accuracy 12K

Precision I1 K/
~FOC Continuwas

~ , Cve0r age

*See Chapter 9 Figiire 11-3. Tine line display
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4. If procedures defined in Technical Orders, Preventive Maintenance
Instruction (PMI) cards, etc., are to be used during the test, reference

them, but do not repeat them here.

5. Include flight profiles and a missions/sorties/flying hours summary, bv

aircraft type.

6. Identify the number and location of voice communications terminals that

will be used in the test. State call signs, frequencies (primary and alter-

nate), and requirements for secure links.

7. Define steps to be followed in the event system malfunctions or other cir-

cumstances occur that cause deviations from these Detailed Test Proce-

dures. The Test Director must decide whether to terminate the trial in

progress, interrupt the trial for replacement or repair of equipment, or

to continue the trial in a partially degraded mode. A "Go-No-Go" decision

table may be formulated before the test.

Possible malfunctions are anticipated and the course of aution is decided

beforehand. Factors contributing to this decision table may include:

a. Does the malfunction affect a primary or secondary test objective ?

b. Is there a back-up system available?

c. Ilow long would repair take?

d. Are resources and support available to perform the trial at a later

time?

In the event a malfunction occurs that was not anticipated by the decision

table, a system of decision responsibility should be established before the

test. Define which individuals shall have the authority to recommend a

course of action to the Test Director, who shall have final authority.

These individuals are usually the Test Officers or Engineers comprising

the "Technical Assistance Panel." All changes occurring during the test

should be entered in appropriate test logs.
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8. Exclusive of equipment failure or cancellation by support agencies,

identify:

a. Meteorological conditions which will cause cancellation of the test,

e. g., surface or upper wind velocities, visibility, clouds, etc.

b. Periods (time of day) during which the test must be completed or

be cancelled.

c. Other criteria which will cause cancellation of the test.

G. POST TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA REDUCTION

1. A post-test debriefing should be conducted as soon after the test as

practical. The Test Officer may decide to limit attendance at

this debriefing to certain key participants. This section should identify

those participants. Include the agenda and/or sample questionnaires and

debriefing forms.

2. Summarize all data items (tapes, strip charts, films, etc.) to be pro-

duced during the test.

3. State the disposition and handling of each data item (i. e., identify who

assumes responsibility for it at the conclusion of the test). For raw

data items requiring an intermediate processing step (e. g.. film processing,
data tape processing etc.), state the required turn-around time, responsible

agency, and agency or individual to receive the data.

4. Identify the processing, reduction, and analysis to be performed on each

raw data item. State the form in which the final, reduced data will be

presented in the test report, and group the final, reduced data by test

objectives. A Data Processing Plan should be prepared prior to the test
and coordinated with the computation center that is to perform the reduction

and analysis of the data produced in the test. Typically, the Data Processing

Plan will include (for each data channel):
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a. Start and stop times of calibrations and trials.

1). The desired sampling rates for data reduction.

c. Identifications of statistical analysis programs to be applied to the

data.

d. The desired form of presentation of the processed, analyzed data.

e. The desired number of copies of processed, analyzed data.

f. The security classification of the data.

g. The coordinate system that data points are being compared to.

h. Identification of channels to be stripped out.

i. Desired stripout paper speeds. 4

j. Desired maximum pen excursions for stripped data.4

5. Identify storage requirements and responsibilities for raw and processed

data produced in the test.

Ii. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Identify required test reports, including preparation responbibllities, content,

approval cycles, and agencies to receive the reports. Include sample report

outlines.

I. SCHEDULE

Describe a nominal test s' hedu!e, which may include, but not be limited to days

on which the following evepts will occur:

1. Review and concurrence with these Detailed Test Procedures.

2. Package and ship equipment and instrumentation.

4 "Stripped Out" - Converted from the original raw data tape and re-recorded on
strip charts displaying one or more channels of data per chart.
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I3. Commence installation and checkout of equipment and instrumentation.

iI  4. Complete installation and checkout of equipment and instrumentation.

5. Conduct pre-test briefing.

6. Commence testing.

7. Complete testing. )

8. [Receive data.

9. Begin data reduction and analysis.

10. Complete data reduction and analysis.

11. Submittal dates of reports.

12. Package and ship equipment and instrumentation.

156
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TEST PLAN CHECKLIST

1. Is the plan consistent with the directed test objectives ?

2. Is the plan consistent with program objectives expressed in the ROC, DCP, and

3. Does the plan define a test which will yield the required information?

4. Does each section of the plan give adequate detail to allow the desired actions to

be accomplished? 1
5. Does each section of the plan give adequate detail to cause the desired actions to

be accomplished ?

6. Does each section of the plan give adequate detail to control test conduct to the

degree desired?

7. Does each section of the plan give adequate detail to properly inform authorities

who will review and approve/disapprove the plan?

8. Does the plan call for schedules or expenditures of resources which cannot be met?

9. Does the plan follow the Standard OT&E Test Plan Format?

10. Arc the plan sections numbered/lettered properly?

11. Have all suggestions in Chapter 11 for content of each section been considered?

12. Is classification of the plan properly marked?

13. Is the material clearly presented?

14. Is information unnecessarily repeated in different places?

I
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Chapter 12

CONDUCT OF THE TEST

1. INTRODUCTION

The culmination of test planning and design activity is realized during the conduct of

the test. The progress and ultimate success of a test will greatly depend upon the

planning which preceded it, the support provided it, and the proficiency of the partici-

pants; and will be a direct reflection on the guidance, capability, and leadership of the

test director.

The very nature of testing is involved with exploring the unknown or uncertain and

always cairies a degree of risk. With thorough planning and attention to detail, the

risk can be reduced and controlled. However, when experimenting with unknowns,

even with low level risk in complex engagements and scenarios requiring high degrees

of operational freedom, the probability of fault is magnified. It is therefore necessary

to include in the plan contingencies in case of failure. The best test results will nor-

mally bc! obtained by the Test Director who has the knbwledge and versatility to react

to the unexpected.

Testing is dynamic in nature. Tests are subject to mechanical and human failures,

priorities, weather, and other factors which can be only partially controlled. When

tests involve complex systems, often with man as a part of the system as well as the

evaluator of its capability, such tests are likely to deviate from the Test Plan. In

addition, test findings may include discovery of unforeseen capabilities or limitations

which make .he original design of the tests somewhat less than optimum. Due to the

vicissitudes of testing, it may be necessary to make changes in the test plan during

the course of testing. However, do not change the plan unless absolutely necessary,

and then only after careful consideration of the disruption that will be caused. In-

progress changes tc. ,c test plan will often have profound effects in the requirements

levied upon support agencies for range operation, instrumentation, data collection,
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reduction, and analysis. In some instances, desirable changes will not be possible

under the constraints of test resources and priorities. In order to cope with such

situations, Lest personnel can benefit from a thorough understanding of the methods

and techniques of testing which this document presents.

A test of only moderate complexity normally requires that the efforts of many indivi-

duals and items of equipment with different jobs and capabilities be combined to

achieve a common goal, i.e., obtaining valid information in a form which permits

analysis and the drawing of scientifically sound conclusions. The preparation of a Test

Plan will involve meetings from which there will emerge a common understanding of

what is required and how it is to be obtained.

Since the Air Force OT&E programs vary widely in objective, scope, complexity, and

urgency, it is not possible to describe precisely how the Test Director will go about

day-to-day test direction. There are, however, several precepts which have general

application to all AF OT&E's which are discussed below.

2. REHEARSALS OR DRY RUNS

Perhaps the most common error in running tests is to assume that when the Test Plan

is coordinated, approved and published, often with considerable difficulty, that agree-

ment as to what is to be lone is equated with the capability to do it. Since each agency

is confident that it can fulfill its commitments, inadequate consideration may be given

to the overall accomplishment. At this point, the Tes'. Director must rehearse or dry

run the test down to the last detail before valuable test items and resources are ex-

pended. No matter how carefully conceived the Test Plan has been to foresee problem

areas, "dry runs" will reveal others. The alternative to rehearsal is to utilize the

first few replications of a test for that purpose, thereby compromising test design and

increasing the duration and cost of physical testing.

3. MAINTAINING RECORDS

Tests are conducted to obtain data/information for subsequent analysis. Test data/

information may be collected in many ways: electronic, electro-inechanical, direct
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observation, etc. When processed for analysis, the information will normally consist

of relationship of numbers (quanitative) and words (qualitative). It is very important

that information be correlated, o that observations relating to an event are identified

with it, time tagged and cued to each action. Identification will require a system which

labels each bit of information accurately.

There is often a temptation to discard data which are obviously faulty or gathered in the

course of a test phase which was incomplete and has to be redone. Keep all data, no

matter how suspect they are. Frequently such data become invaluable in analyzing

overall test results.

4. PERIODIC TEST PROGRESS CHECKS & EVALUATIONS

Only in the most simple tests are the test completed prior to examination and evalua-

tion of the collected data. When tests involve multiple objectives and considerable

replication, it is essential to pause periodically to examine and evaluate what has been

done and consider the impact of testing to date upon the testing that remains. Mile-

stones for such pauses are usually self-evident, but need to be planned. For example,

in a test involving aircraft, a check point would be planned after each mission. A

mission is ordinarily planned to falfill more than one specific objective, and the data/

information relating to each objective should be examined carefully to see whether sub-

sequent missions require modification. Collecting data and assembling them in a form

for quick evaluation takes time and may cause impatience on the part of test operations

personnel. Under certain conditions, it may be reasonable to pause after two or more

similar missions. There is a point, however, beyond which it is inappropriate to collect

more data without evaluation.

The necessity for periodic evaluation has been widely recognized by the Air Force.

Even with the mst advanced electronic data processing, the ability of instrumentation

to gather data/information has far outstripped the capability to process and evaluate it.

Consequently, provision is ordinarily made to extract carefully selected data for "quick
look" evaluation which may lead to changes in the course of continued testing.
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5. CHECK TEST DATA FOR CONSISTENCY WITH TEST OBJECTIVES

One test execution pitfall which may have damaged or ruined more tests than any other

is the tendency to reach the end of a test with a varying amount of information about

each of the objectives but insufficient information to say anything with confidence aboit

any of them. Tests are ordinarily designed to produce the required amount of infor-

mation, I)bascd upXn a predetermined number of replications, for each test objective.

The test plan should arrange the objectives in order of priority. They may range

from "essential" information, through "highly desirable," to other information which

would be "by product". It is essential, as the test proceeds and changes are made, to

adhere firmly to these priorities. Some lesser objectives may have to be dropped dur-

ing testing if these interfere with obtaining "essential" information. For example, it

would be poor test management to conclude a test with low-confidence information on

a series of eight objectives, when by discarding the lowest five it would have been

possible to gather high-confidence information on the objectives which ranked 1, 2,

and 3. The corollary of this guidance is to avoid including low-ranking objectives in

the Test Plan if obtaining information about them will obviously endanger achievement

of the "essential objectives, " It is not always possible to fulfill the test plan com-

pletely, hut it is inexcusable W finish a test with no valid informatior..

0. MAKING CHANGES DURING TESTING

AF OT&E is a dynamic process. The Test Director must be alert to the desirability

and even necessity of making changes in the test plan on short notice. The raost dras-

tic change that can be made is to suspend testing for a period-or indefinitely-or to

bring an end to the test before the test plan has been fulfilled. Paradoxioally, these are

the easiest actions to take and to defend. It is common sense to recommend suspen-
sion of testing if meaningfal results are not being obtained or if data recovery is so

meager that there is no reasonable chance of fulfilling th,? essential test objectlves.

Sometimes there is no alternative to stopping the test. One major reason for 'nter-

rupting a test is the discovery that the data collection effort (white forces) is not

4
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producing realistic data which can be adequately used to fulfill test objectives. Correc-

tive actions are then required to improve the data collection process. If such actions

are not successful, the next option may be a restatement of more realistic test objec-

tives. The test may also be concluded if the objectives have been fulfilled earlier than

planned. Although this is not common, it has happened often enough to be cited as a

possibility..

Perhaps the most difficult change to make is the addition of a test objective during the

course of testing. Historically, some of the most valuable findings of tests were not

anticipated but became apparent in the course of testing. Such findings are essentially'

by-products of the planned testing process. Unexpected test findings sometimes arouse

unusual top level interest and test modification to investigate them is actively supported

to the extent that the original objectives of testing assume secondary status. Such a

change should be made with an awareness that it must be very important to justify the

trouble it will cause. In such eases, it is recommended that a separate test - with all

the urgency the situation justifies, be considered.

Before making changes in the test plan for any reason, test integrity must be kept in

mind, i.e., the original test design and the comparability and validity of test results

may be affected. Unless it can be demonstrated that valid results can still be obtained

and that useful conclusions can still be drawn, it will probably be inadvisable to make

substantive' changes during the course of testing.

7. IMPORTANCE OF THE TEST DIRECTOR

A special study of a relatively large number of operational tests performed over a

period of years, with the tests ranked according to the success with which they had been

conducted, revealed the names of certain Test Directors which appeared repeatedly.

Since the number of Test Directors at this particular test agency, during the period

studied was also several times the number of tests which made the "most successful"

list, there is considerable evidence that good Test Directors produce good tests. While

there are other contributing reasons to the situation noted, this general conclusion has

held consistent and remains valid.
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8. CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD TEST OFFICER

Leadership. Test Director must be capable of leading a dedicated team of indivi-

duals whose background, experience and interests will be quite different. Teamwork

is essential in all operational tests, in major OT&E programs the team assembled to

conduct it will be very large. There will be disagreements and misunderstandings.

The Test Director must clearly establish his authority and responsibility very early in

his relationship with his team members. Ile must be decisive, for while he will have

access to expert advice, he is ultimately responsible for making the decisions.

Understanding the Test as a Whole. The Test Director must acquire a comprehensive

knowledge of the system or equipment being tested, the design of the test, and the test

support which he will use. He should know the capabilities and himitations of instru-

mentation. He must have a good grasp of data collection and reduction procedures and

problems and the techniques and goals of analysis of test results. Knowing as much as

possible about the test has some very practical results. For example, the Test Director

will know what demands he may reasonably make upon those people and organizations

assisting him, and can, therefore, avoid unrealistic requirements. He will also know

when his test program is being improperly supported and can take appropriate correc-

tive action. He must become a part of the test: operate the equipment, fly a sortie,

collect some of the data, participate in the analysis, and keep mobile while keeping in

contact with control.

Objectivity. The Test Director must develop and maintain an unbiased attitude toward

the test, and he mus'. be sure that all test personnel under his direction maintain the

same attitude. There will inevitably be preconceived opinions about test progress and

what it will prove. However, without such preconceived ideas, test concept develop-

ment and design would be nearly impossible to achieve and, certainly, inefficient.

Furthermore, operational tests of Air Force systems will usually be conducted to

validate pretest calculations of performance and capabilities, often subjected to prior

study and/or simulation. There will nearly alwa:,s be a desired result expressed in

quantitative form.
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CHECKLIST

CONDUCT OF TEST

OT&E PROGRAM MANAGEMENT MASTER CHECKLIST

Carefully study assignment responsibilities and develop clear test management ap-

proach. Study the mission and employment methodology for the test itern(s). Define

the practical limits of the test in general terms.

1. Get an assistant - Your future Operations Officer's a good one.

2. Acquire appropriate background and directive documentation - Test Direc-

tive, ROC, PMD, DSARC Reports, DT&E Plans and Reports, other related

test documentation, and test item descriptions, tech manuals, operating/

employment instructions, intelligence estimates, etc.

-Develop a clear understanding of the problem(s) and critical issues driving

the test.

-Initiate a preliminary planning and coordination conference to include all

responsible wommands and agencies involved in operation and support of the

test item.

3. Become intimate with the test item whether it is hardware, software, doc-

trine, tactics, or operational procedure, etc.

4. Take action to have assigned a cadre planning staff. Administration, Opcra,-

tions, Engineering, Maintenance and Logistics, Tech Support, and intra

command/agency liaison personnel as required.

-Carefully review the qualifications and experience of proposed team mein-

bers.

5. Provide for staff office space, administrative support, and living accommo-

dations.
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6. Initiate action in other participating commands/agencies for required Test

Plan Support Annexes.

7. Provide for and properly schedule any required special schooling required

for the staff and/or test team members, particularly for any training re-

quired prior to reporting for duty with the test team.

8. Establish interfaces with other commands/agencies as required.

9. Become more intimate with tie test item and scout tebt location and test support

resources while the cadre staff is assembling.

10. Assign specific responibilitius and projects to arriving staff members, with

particular emphasis on tasks prerequisite to designing the testing program
and writing the Test Plan.

-Define the test concept and scope the test.

11. Complete the test design (Refer to Chapter 7) coordinate and publish

12. Complete, coordinate, and publisn the Test Plan (Refer to Chapter 11).

13. Establish, if program size and complexity warrants, a Program Review

Council and meeting schedule comprised of test team staff, representatives

of participating units, and supporting organizations.

Establish:

SProblem resolution policies

Communication channels (internal)

Status reporting procedures

Detailed milestones and schedules

Working rapport within the tes t force

1--. Prog,_'am, schedule, and complete formal acquisition of requir,.d test resources

and support.
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15. Insure that required test resources, team members, instrumentation and plans

are in hand and functional when test inventory/item is received, or scheduled

start date is reached.

16. Make provisions to have visitors briefed without disturbing key personnel.

17. Start active testing.

Provide procedures for quick-look analysis for checks on test problems and

progress,

18. Start Test Report (Refer to Chapter 15).

19. With infinite aplomb and composure sit back and watch your perfectly con-

trived plans executed with magnificant precision and professionalism, to an

impressive and timely conclusion, and an exquisite Test Report -- like Hell!

Grow eyes in the back of your head; manage, supervise, drive, flnagie, cajole,

scheme and drive some more, and with any luck at all, everything will come

out reasonably well, and someone will, hopefully, appreciate what you and

your troops have done.

20. Insure that data management and analysis is accomplished as planned (Refer

to Chapters 9 and 13) and that conclusions and recommendations are sound and

substantiated by valid data.

21. Insure that all required special, interim, and progress reports are submitted

as planned; and that the final Test Report is in process concurrently with active

testing.

22. Plan for the disposition of accountable test resources and disbanding of the

test team on a timely and programmed basis,

23. Write letters of commendation and appreciation as appropriate - ,hey do good

things for everybody and are particularly helpful for subsequent test programs.

24. Host a final appreciation party before the test team is physically disbanded,
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Ii 25. Review, coordinate, edit, polish, and-publish the Test Report. Command

and AFTEC approval is required.

, 26. Have anather party, a promotion one hopefully.
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2qapter 13

DATA ANALYSS

Data analysis, like test design, is an area somottmos considored tho sacrosanct kingdom

of the statistician and properly of Interest only to the statistician. This Is a mistake

because a Test Officer can take greatest advantage of his professional staff only by

understanding the types of things they can do and the variety of ways to draw conclusions

from test data. This section is designed to give the Test Officer an introduction to the

field.

In spite of the fact that no two operational tests ever seem to be the same, the Test

Officerwill learn that most of the data analysis problems can be boiled down to a

fairly short list. Each test has its own problems, to be sure, and at times the unique

nature of the test design or the test data requires the statistician to employ a specialized

and seldom-used -analysis tool, but when abstracted from the nouns used in a particular
problem, there is a limited number of fundamentally different questions being asked.

What is the value of some parameter believed to be ? In whit range will the value of

some parameter probably be ? What is the relationship between values of one variable

and values of another ? What are the sources of the observed variability among trials ?

Do two (or more) groups appear to be the same ? Does a parameter have the value

claimed by the advocate or developer of the system ?

At times these same questions get turned around to ask about the probability of

realizing certain conditions in the population of inference. What is the probability

that a parameter is between two given values ? What is the probability that the

parameter is less than a given value ? What is .he probability that some percent of

the population values for a variable will be less than a given value ?

The application of techniques to answer these and other questions will be Illustrated

by example below. The list is not exhaustive; it illustrates most of the classes of

problems that will be encountered, and the understanding of other specific techniques

will not require a great deal of reorientation.
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,. STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

Estimation

(a) Point Estimates

(1) Central Value. Estimation of the population (arithmetic) mean or

median are the most common examples of this category. Ti',e popula-

tion mean p, which is estimated by the oample mean 7, is a good

parameter to use In describing symmetrical distributions. For the.

data of Figure 13-1, the sample mean is 5.5 hours and the estimated

population mean is 5. 5 hours.

1.0, 1.1, 3.0, 3.6, 5.2, 6.6, 6.7, 8.9, 9.2, 9.7

Figure 13-1. Time-to-repair data (hours)

If the distribution is skewed the population median (a measure of the

counted middle position of a series of numbers, unweighted by the value of

each number) may be more useful. The population median is estimated by

the sample median.

0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 8, 15

Figure 13-2. Miss distance data (meters)

The estimated population median for the data from Figure 13-2 is

2 meters. Hlf the shots are expected to miss by more than 2 meters;

half by less.

(2) Dispersion - One Measure - Two of the mostusefulmeasures of disper-

sion, or spread, are the range and the variance. Population range is

the total spread in value between the highest value and the lowest value of

the population; it Is estimated by a tabulated constant times the sample

range. For the dataof i1gure 1:1-I, t. ,tImsit.i jiip d:ii, rful it l, q
hours. For the data of Figure 13-2, the estimated range Is 15 meters.

The population variance is the arithmetic mean of the sum of the

squares of the differences between the individual oomorvation tand their
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arithmetic mean. An unbLased estimate is made by summing the squares of the:

differences between individual sample obsarvations and the sample

mean and dividing the sum by one less than the total number of ob-

servations in the sample. For Figure 13-14dta, the estimate of the

population variance is [(1.0-5.5)+(1.1-5.5)2+... + (9.7-5.5)2]/9

or 10. 57 hours. Since tusigned miss distances (Figure 13-2) are

measures of dispersion in themselves, the variance of this set of

data would measure "dispersion of the dispersion" -- probably not

the most useful bit of data for the operational tester. Consider

instead the variance of the signed data (Figure 13-3). The estimated

population variance is 29.29 meters2 . Another commonly-encounterca

population dispersion measure is the standard deviation. The population

standard deviation is the square rootof the population variance but because

of the skewness of the sampling distribution of standard deviation esti-

mates, the square root of the estimate used or variance is only moderate-

ly useful in estimatingthe population standard deviation. On the average,

it gives an estimate which is too low. It is in the units of the measured

data, however. Unbiased estimates of the standard deviation can be made.

0, -1, -1, 2, -2, -2, 2, -3, 5, 8s 15

Figure 13-3. Signed miss distance data (meters)

(3) Dispersion-Variance Components. It may be that the test scenario

has several sources of trial-to-trial variability in outcome or

response. In a properly designed test it is possible to divide the

total variance into several components, each attrlbutable to one of

the controlled independent variables or to the trial-to-trial variability

whe6 all independent variables are (suppi.'ily) held constant. This

last is usually referred to as experlmc.-,,, error and indicates the

extreme lower limJt on the uncertainty with which population event

outcomes can be predicted. The technique used Is known as maalysis

of variance.
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From the data of Figure 13-4, the population variance from trial

to trial for any single operator is estimated to be 0.38 seconds 2

while the population vaviance among the (mean) average performances

for different operators is estimated to be 2. 09 seconds2 .

TRIAL UNDER SIMILAR CONDITIONS

OPERATOR 1 2 3 4 5

1 10 11 10 11 12

2 13 12 11 12 11

3 15 14 14 13 13

,4 11- 11 12 11 11

Figu:e 13-4. Time for radar operator to detect approaching aircraft
after aircraft comes within specified rang- (seconds)

(4) Relationships. Another type of estimate Is the relationship between

values of an independent variable and the values of a detpendent

variable. Then for any value of the independent variable a point

estimate of the dependent variable can be made. If there is a clear

relationship, and the independent variable is controllable in operational

employment, the relationship canbe usedto predictor controlthe de-

peadent variable to some degree. An example would be the relationship

between aircraft velocity on a bombing run and miss distance. The

aircraft is assumed to have released one bomb at a 45' dive angle

on each trial, and three trials were conducted at each of several

release altitudes. The data is plotted in Figure 13-5 and because it

plots well in logarithmic scaes, these graduations are 3hown on the

top and right sides and were used to simplify cahulations. A use-

ful fit to this data is the straight line

log10 (miss distance) = -1. &6+0. 953 log (release altitude).

log1 0 is the base-10 logarithm in each case. Another way to exprovii

the same line is

0.953
miss distance = 0.00139 (release ,altitude)
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LOGIo IRELALIIUDE)

20 30 40
I0ofj- -. 0

00 0 * 2.0

0I

I0 1.0

100 1000 00,000

RELEASE ALTITUDE (FEET)

Figure 13-5. Release altitude - miss distance relationship data

The statistician woud say that this line is the least square

regression of miss distance on roleaso altitude. See Figure 13-6.

(b) Interval Estimatos of Parameters.

In most cases the point estimate of a parameter does notc arry enough

information to give a useful picture of test results. For instance,

whether the data are

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

or

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12

the arithmetic mean is 6. 5. Interval estimates give an Interval (or

for more than one dimension, region) within which the true population

parameter is with a specified probability. Now in fact, the parameter

either does or does not lie in the stated interval. The probability spoken
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LOGIo(REL ALTITUDE)

2.0 30 40
I000 30

ino - 2,0

1J 00

z .,

100 1000 to 00

RELEASE ALTITUDE (FEET)

Figure 13-6. Estimated line of regression of miss distance on
release aititude

of is the robability that the statistician is constructing an interval which

actually does contain the population parameter. The higher the probability
of containment, the longer the interval will be. Interval estimates contain

i more i.nformatiort than point estimates because the former take into

L consideration the variability of the sample data as well as the sample
I' size (A larger sample allows a shorter interval to be used),

: (1) Centrald Value. The arithmetic mean of the population of times-to-

repair from which the sample of Figure 13-1 was drawn will be

between 1. 7 hours and 9. 3 hours with probability of 99% In other

words, based on the statistician's knowledge of sampling, there is

only one chance in 100 that the population arithmetic mean is not between

1. 7 hours and 9.3 hours. An alternative interval estimate for the same data ia
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that the population mean is less than 8. 8 hours with probability

99%. Interval estimates for measures of central value other than

the arithmetic mean tend to give longer intervals for the same level

of coniidence in their correctness.

(2) Dispersion. Interval estimates for measures of dispersion can be

presented and interpreted in just the same way that those for mea-

sures of central value are. For example, a 95% probability interval

estimate of the population variance for the sample of Figure 13-1 is
2 2the interval from 3.17 hours2 to 22.33 hours 2 . A 90% probability

interval for the same estimate is the interval 3. 91 hours 2 to

19.87 hours2 . This puts probable 'bounds" on the variability of

repair times.

(3) Relationships. Two different interval estimates related to a

regression line may be useful. One gives an interval for the popu-

lation mean of the predicted variable at a single value of the predicting

variable while the other gives an interval for the predicted variable

at any value of the predicting variable -- in other words, a "band"

estimate for the line as a whole. Both of these will be illustrated

for the example used in 1. a. (1). (d). The interval estimate for the

single release altitude 3000 feet is shown in !igure 13-7 as a vertical

line. Notice that it is shorter than the band estimate for the entire

regression line (Figure 13-8) at 3000 feet.

(c) Interval Estimates of Content.

knowing where a population mean is likely to be might not be very

helpful to the Air Force. Who cares, for instance, that the esti-

mated (arithmetic) mean miss of all bombs dropped under the condi-

tions of the data in Figure 13-9 is 0-2.8 meters with about 95%

probability (point and interval estimates combined)? This says that

all aiming biases have probably been removed, but does not predict how
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Figure 13-7. Inerval estimate of regression of mitss distance on release
altitude 3000 feet (95%)
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Figure 13-8. Band estimate of regression of miss distance on reletwc
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F
[ -10, -9, -8, -7, -3, -3, -2, -1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6, 7, 9, 9

Figure 13-9. Signed miss distance d~ta (meters)

much scatter there will be in the operational bomb drops. An estimateL: of the variance would help some, but population variance and standard

deviation do not always have an obvious significance to the non-statistician.

A useful device may be the estimated tolerance interval, which includes

a specified fraction of the population with a stated probability. For the

data of Figure 13-9, as an example, it may be stated that the interval

-9. 5 meters to +9, 5 meters will contain 75% or more of the (population)

hits with 95% probability. This says that there is only one chance in

twenty that more than 25% of the hits will be further than 9. 5 meters

away from the target. This problem has been for a one-dimensional

distribution of miss data only; tolerance regions for two and three

dimensions are also useful..

b. Comparisons

(a) One Sample vs. Assumed Population.

Ai aircraft development firm claims that there is no built-in bias

in the navigation system of a new prototype. Yet, in operational

testing the Air Force collects the error data in Figure 13-10 for

repeated sorties over similar routes. Is there a bias in the

system? Although eight out of the ten trials gave a positive
range error, it can be shown that more than five percent of the samples

of size ten from a population with zero bias will give this much of an

appearance of bias in one direction or the other as long as there

is a certain level of variability. Fewer than ten percent will, how-

ever. The statistician will say that the results are statistically

significant at the . 1 level, though not at the . 05 level. Without further

[1.0, 0.7, -1.1, 0.4, 0.8, 0.6, -0.8, 0.6, 0.9, 0.2

MFigre 3-10. Navigation error-range (kilometers)
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interpolation, the observed significance level is said to be 05; actually

it is only slightly higher. The lower the significance level, the more

likely it is that the observed difference indicates a real difference. For

a different illustration of the idea of statistical significance (never to be

confused with operational significance), consider the test of a new flight

suit in which the wearer was asked to give an indication of preference

for either the old suit or the new, based on comfort. If the two were

actually indistinguishable, the tester would expect just about half of the
wearers to prefer the new suit and half to prefer the old. Perhaps the
data from the test shows 15 of the 25 participants preferring the new suit

while 10 prefer the old. A statistical test on the proportion (actual vs.

expected) reveals that for sample size 25 the result is significant at the

.32 level, and hence we would say that no clear preference is initiated

by this data.

(b) Two Samples. Often, the operational tester will want to find out whether

one test item is significantly better than another. The meaning of

"significant" is ambiguous here; it was used to point out that very problem.

First the Air Force must define an operationally significant difference,

and then the tester can find out if the test data indicate that such a dif-

ference has been observed or if there is a statistically significant

deviation from the expected (hoped for) difference. Perhaps two dog-

fighting techniques are being evaluated and the criterion for decision is a

25% increase in the maximum time a friendly aircraft can pull lead on an

enemy aircraft lat any one time in a particular game. If technique A

maximun time is about 20 seconds, a 25% increase with technique B

would give a total of 25 seconds. A test gives the date in Figure 13-11.

The sample (arithmetic mean) averaged differ by 4 seconds. 'riw statli-

tician cannot say that the htred-for Improvrnw:it wsiM rostaIzi.i. An

estimate of the true difference based on the results of this tent would

be +4. 0+2.0 seconds with 95% confidence; this Includes the hoped-for
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GAME NO.

TECHNIQUE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A 20 .19 18 15 24 24 22 21 19 12 20 26

B 28 26 24 25 23 23 16 22 24 19 30 28

Figure 13-11. Maximum time pulling lead

operationally significant difference so the statistician certainly would not

say the difference does no' exist. The most direct reply to the question

}1: ~of an operationally significant (+5 seconds) improvement is that the

observed (sample) difference is a statistically significant deviation from

the operationally- significant improvement only at the .20 (approximately)

level. The observed (sample) overall improvement of 4 seconds with

technioue B is a statistically significant deviation from the possibility of

no improvement at the. 0025 (approx) level.

(c) Several Samples. At times, it will be important to decide whether

there is any difference among several groups of data. Consider as an

example a bombing accuracy test run with six separate aircraft. The

tester wants to check an earlier assianption that there is no change in

bomb delivery accuracy determined by the particular aircraft used.

A first step is to see if the dispersion (as measured by the variance)

differs from aircraft to aircraft. For ie data of Figure 13-12 it can

be shown that the dispersions (varlanqs) are all equal for a .005 signifi-

cance level. Another test can now be used to determine whether any

one of the aircraft gives an unusually high or low mean radial error, or

if the apparent differences only reflect the dispersion of the bomb drops.

The technique known as analysis of variance (see 1. (a). (3)) is also used

in detecting differences among means and together with a proper test of

significance it indicates that there is no probable real difforence (. 25

significance level) in mean radial error among the six aircraft. This

result comes in spite of the fact that miss distances for one aircraft

(#651) appear to be quite a bit higher than for the others. The reason
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TRIAL AIRCRAFT TAIL NUMBER

643 243 651 652 496 314
1 83 10 118 113 0 46

2 105 176 148 65 20 139

3 2 150 138 37 53 33 1

4 57 43 115 43 88 113

5 61 29 86 179 110 4

6 29 7*1 31 145 204 193

7 197 37 189 113 166 121

8 93 108 172 9 ill 95

mean 83 78 134 88 94 93____

Figure 13-12. Bombing radial error (meters)

=I851 is not obviously different is the large dispersion among hits for any

~one of the aircraft.

(d) Independence. The tester may have observed what appears to be a corre-

lation. between pilot rank and the scoring of direct hits in an operational

test of a new laser-guided glide bomb. The data being examined is in

Figure 13-13, and the tester wants to know If bombing accuracy and pilot

rank are independent or if they are correlated as it appears.

PILOT NUMBER OF BOMBS
RANK DIR-ECT HITS MISSES

CAPTAIN 40 12

MAJOR 33

LT. COL. 24 17

Figure 13-13. Pilot scoring records
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A stitistical test for independence shows that these results are statistically

significant at the 2 level but not at the ,1 level. Now does the tester

conclude that the younger pilots deliver bombs with greater accuracy ?

This example is a good illustration of the difference between making con-

clusions (which the science of statistics does not do) and quantifying the

conclusiveness of the test data.

2. GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

A great deal can be learned from test data when it is layed out on paper in "picture"
~form. As the amount of data collected grows, the process of digesting the data becomes

more difficult. A large table of numbers may be inconclusive (sometimes the meaning

to be attached to just a few numbers is not clear. ) and the statistical descriptors chosen

to Fummarize the data may not tell the whole story. A good visual presentation of the

data not totally dependent on numbers may suggest trends and exceptions not immediately

obvious from the raw data or picked up in statistical tests. it can be helpful both to the

data analyst and to the user of a test report.

Histograms.

The histogram is a graph of frequency of occurrence against level of a variable

for a limited number of discrete levels or groups of continuous levels.

Figures 13-14, 13-15, and 13-16 are examples.

is5

LL 4
0

u,, 2 -

A 8 C D E F G H

AIRCRAFT

Figure 13-14. Sample histogyn
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Figure 13-15. Ssmple histogram
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Figure 13-16. Sample histogram
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Continuous Frequency Functions

A If the number of intervals into which the data is naturally divided is large and- he

intervals can be ordered on a scale of values, or if the data is taken at a finite

number of points along a continuous scale, a smooth density distribution curve

or cumulative distribution curve can be useful. Figures 13-17 and 13-18 are

examples.

w
z

0

SU.

w. 0

z I

- //_ 225 250 275 300 325 350

RANGE AT DETECTION (KILOMETERS)

Figure 13-17. Density distribution function

1I00

a 0
z-
W

.225 250 275 300 325 350

RANGE (KI LOMETERS)

i! Figure 13-18. rumulative distribution function
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Scatter Diagrams

Understanding of two-dimensional data and possible relationships between values of

two different variables are both facilitated by presenting the data as a series of

points on a set of perpendicular axes. Examples are shown in Figures 13-19 and

13-20.

35.
C,)
cc 30-

O25- :

(. 15:*

z
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Figure 13-19. Miss distance scatter diagram
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Figure 13-20. Intelligibility score scatter diagram
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Time Line Diagrams

At times it will b3 desirable to make a "big picture" review of the events in a

dynamic scenario, and trends in data not easily quantified may be obvious by showing

graphically what happened, when it happened and (perhaps) where it happened. In

time line diag,,ams one can show momentary events, continuing events, interactions

between participants, and insertion or removal of participants. An air-to-air en-

gagement involving several aircraft is the basis for the time line diagram of Figure

13-21.

25,000 - .

20,000

U. •

10,000 R
-' 1,000ENEMY 7AIRCRAFT

Z U.S. AIRCRAFT FOLLCVWS ENEMY

NO PURSUIT ADVANTAGE

5000 - MISSILE FIRED

* MISSILE FIREb HITSTARGET

0 too 200 300 400
TIME (SECONDS)

Figure 13-21. Time line diagram air-air-game
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Data analysis has been divided into two parts -- the statistical and the graphical

techniques. Although the statistical teclmiques are more quantitative in nature,

the usefulness of being able to grasp large amounts of data in a pictorial summary

cannot be overstated. It is often important for the tester to follow progress closely

and be able to draw tentative conclusions (or at leat summarize tI. results of a

test) at any time. Graphical analysis techniques, together with the current avail-

ability of hand-held calculatorr and high-speed computers, make this task easier

for the Test Officer. It is a much bigger problem to draw supportable non-statistical

inferences from the data than it is to derive fantual information.

<
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REFERENCES FOR DATA ANALYSIS

A good library will have a large number of related books for the test officer who wishes

to learn more about any of the topics discussed in Chapter 13. The problem is to

find one that suits the educational background and style of the individual user. Some

of the best references for the non-statistician are:

Davies, 0. L., and Goldsmith, P, L. (ed); Statistical Methods in Research and Pro-

duction; Hafnev Publishing; 1972. Helpful discussion of regression ad analysis of

variance.

Dixon, W. J., and Massey, F, J., Jr., Introduction to Statistical Analysis (3rd ed);

Good on estimation and hypothesis testing. Includes a large number of tables.

Natrella, M. G.; Experimenthd Statistics (National Bureau of Standards Handbook

No. 91); U. S. Government Printing Office; 1966. Also available as Engineering

Desiga Handbook -Eyperimental Statistics (U. S. Army Material Command Pamph-

lets 706-110, 703-1il, 706-112, 706-113, and 706-114). Written in near cookbook

style, Includes a large number of tables (706-114).

Snedecor, G. W.; Statistical Methods (4th ed); Iowa State University Press; 1946.

Later editions are more readily available, but this one has reputation fov clarity.

Helpful analysis o variance diocussion.

There are svral books of statistical tables available. Some of the most extensive

are:

Abramowitz, M., and Stugun, I. A.; liandbook of Mathematical Functions with

Formulas, Graphs, and Mathematical Tables (National Bureau a'. Standards

Applied M.lathematics Series No. 5,1); U.S. Government Printing Office; 1970.

B 3yer. W. Ii. ; Hlandbook of Tables for Probability and Statistics (2nd ed); The

Chemical Rubber Company; 1968.

Owen, D. B.; Handbook of Statistical Tables; Addison-Wesley; 1962.
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L Chapter 14

FORMULATION OF THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. IMPORTANCE OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The real impact of any operational test is determined by the statement of conclusions

and recommendations in the test report These are the grounds for taking future action

and they are among the limited pieces of a final report that are incorporated, verbatim,

in an executive summary for quick review by senior officers. Any inaccurate or un-

justified statement ir these sections or any omission of relevant information could have

a major impact on a multimillion dollar acquisition decision or on the safety, defense,

and/or effectiveness of operational troops. These conclusions and recommendations

are supposed to contain, in effect, all that has been learned in a test, and they must

not be considered so lightly that they are formulated and written down fifteen minutes

before the final report goes to press.

2. THE MEANING OF CONCLUSION

Before striking off blindly to tell everything he has observed in the course of a test, the

tester should make sure he is aware of the type of information that is supposed to be

conveyed in a statement of conclusions and recommendations. A conclusion, when

used In this context, is not simply a closing statement but is rather an inference or

a factual statement that the tester believes he has evidence to support. It is not a

decision. Nor Is It a re-statemein of the results of a test. A conclusion is a state-

ment of what has been shown and embodies a prediction arrived at by a logical reasoning

process. "The mean rsdial miis distance was 20 meters" is not a conclusion; "The

mean radial miss distance for all Mk 1 bombs dropped in this way is estimated to be

20 meters" Is a conclusion. "Bombs released from higher altitudes missed the target

more often" is not a conclusion; "Releasing Mk 1 bombs from higher altitudes causes

them to miss the target more often" is a conclusion.

Two types of logic may be used in arriving at conclusion. Deductive logic is used by

the tester who says, "This missile consistently fails to guide properly; therefore, the
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air-to-air engagement capability of the launch aircraft will be low. " Inductive logic

i, used by the tester who says, "The test missiles failed to guide properly in nine out

of ten launches; therefore, this type of missile consistently fails to guide properly.

A conclusion is derived from a particular source (or sources) of information. This

means that the tester should make clear the basis for the conclusion and differentiate

among conclusions based on: (a) the test results alone, 1b) the test results and the

results of other evaluations, (c. the test results and knowledge of operational practices,

(d) the test results and the knowledge of operational requirements, and (e) some com-

bination of the above.

3. THE MEANING OF RECOMMENDATION

The meaning of "recommendation" is not so apt to be misunderstood; it Is simply a

statement of advice. Although recommendations may be poorly formulated, their

purpose is seldom misconstrued. Conclusions may turn out to be recommendations

in disguise (e. g., it is concluded that the AN/ABB-X should be purchased as an

anti-personnel weapon system), but the practice should be avoided. The Test Officer

can check to see that (1) all recommendations appear in the Recommendations section

of the report and (2) the Conclusions and Recommendations sections are not redundant.

4. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

flow does the Test Officer go about drawing correct conclusions? low does he go

about reaching all the conclusions that he could? Hlow does he limit this activity to

conc!isions which are relevant? Some general gu!delines can be suggested for drawing

conclusions: (I) to address test objectives and (2) summarize the test data in other

significant ways.

The test was conducted to provide answers for questions posed by the objectives.

(There may be objectives aimed simply at the collection of data for use by someone

else - such as whcn the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center collects data for Air

Force Logistics Command -, but in these cases there will be no "answer"). The test

design was formulated to make sure data would be collected as required to answer
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those questions. Therefore, if the test was properly conducted the-data analyst should

be able to draw conclusions quite mechanically. In theory this is completely correct;

in practice it only outlines a more involved process of analyzing the test data and

making inferences. See Figure 14-1. The Lester draws his conclusions in four steps.

PROPERLYORGANIZED ANALYSIS TENTATIVE TESTING 'VALID INCLUDING STATED
INFORMATION SYNTHESIS CONCLUSION THE CONCLUSIONLITAON VLD

CONCLSIONCONCLUSION

Figure 14-1. Derivation of conclusions.

Organization.

All information appearing relevant to a single objective, whether from the current

operational test or from other sources of information being exploited, is brought

togethcr in a logical format. At times this can be done mentally, but there are also
times when it will require tables and matrices of data or even stacks of formal and

informal reports. The nature of the organization will depend on the stated objective

and is not important to anyone other than the tester. What is important is that extra-

neous material be temporarily set aside and that the format be useful to the tester.

Analysis/Synthesis.

From the data available, the tester attempts to draw logical conclusions- possibly

about the outcome of the single test but more likely about a population of inference.

He compares generally similar events to see what migPat be different and he compares

generally dissimilar events to see what they might have in common. In analysis he

resolves events into finer levels of detail to seek out reasons for observed differences

while in synthesis he builds classes of events on the basis of potential causes for

observed similarities. These processes are closely related to the inductive and

deductive inferences discussed above. Conclusions are drawn in this step but they are
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only tentative. The next step is to scrutinize the tentative conclusion and sce if it will

really "hold water.

Testing the Conclusion.

This is not something that happens only at a single time in the derivation of a properly-

stated, valid conclusion. There has already been some ir.formal screening as the

tester tries to draw tentative conclusions and retains only a few while discarding the

majority as unreasonable. Now the testing or screening becomes more formal. A

valid conclusion has two characteristics: it is supportable and it'is appropriate. Con-

sider these one at a time.

Supportable. The conclusion that is not supportable is in a very tenuous position.

The tester cannot explain why he believes it to be true, the information-seeker

does not know whether he should consider it as evidence in making a decision,

and anyone who attaches any importance to it compounds the risk that it will be

used as the basis for an incorrect decision. If a conclusion cannot be supported

by test and evaluation data, it would be better left unsaid. In the long run it will

be more useful to decide to buy the new AN/DBD-66 because SDB Corporation

has an outstanding record in product service than to overlook poor product service

while making a decision to buy on the basis of one unsupportable (and possibly in-

correct) conclusion. Use the following checklist to determine whether tentative

conclusions are supportable or not.

a. Is the conclusion supported by the weight of the data? In other words,

does the data fit the conclusion? Both quantitative and qualitative

information can be used to support a conclusion; a qualitative descrip-

tion of an event may be more useful than large amounts of quantitative

data on it. If the data is not clearly in support of the tentative conclu-

sion, the conclusion may be discarded outright or other variables

may be investigated to see if the conclusion should be modified.
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b. What is the impact of any missing data? Is the credibility of the

(tentative) conclusion hurt by a lack 6f data over a certain part of

the range of some variable?

c. Was the test sufficiently controlled? A big drawback of freeplay

exercises is that they cannot be recorded in enough detail to permit a

later repetition of the same exercise. If the subject test is not ad-

equately controlled, the tester may have to admit he does not really

know the conditions under which the data was collected.

d. Are effects confounded? The tester must be certain (and able to

prove) that he has identified the cause of any effects he reports on

and is not attributing an observed effect to the wrong cause or

multiple causes.

e. Is the correct population of inference being reported? A review

should be made to see if the population about which inferences are

being drawn was correctly sampled or if, perhaps, a smaller popu-

lation was sampled.

f. Was the test realisic? Was a prototype hardware item tested instead

of a production item? Was the test accomplished by operational and

support personnel of the type and qualifications of those expected to

use and maintain the system when deployed? Was the system evalu-

ated in the context of anticipated operational missions? Was the

operational environment realistic ?

g. Was the test design adequate ? The design for primary factors should

have permitted all the necessary comparisons to be made. The design

for controlled background factors should have permitted proper sampling

of the population of inference while maintaining control over the test

conditions.
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h. Did aeviations from the test plan invalidate any of the data? If trials

were rescheduled, the randomization plan may have been affected.

If certain replications were not run, the precision was probably affected.

i. Have the simulations used been validated? Computer programmers

are fond of saying, "garbage in - garbage out." The same holds

true for any simulation, whether It is conducted on a computer

or not.

Appropriate. A tentative conclusion could be supportable yet not proper for the ques-

tion at hand. Use the fbllowing checklist to screen out inappropriate conclusions.

a. is the conelusion relevant? The issue must not be cluttered by state-

ments - true or not - that have no direct bearing on it.

b. Is the conclusion too broad? The tester should be addressing only the

stated objective.

c. Is the conclusion trivial? Was this conclusion already recognized?

is It only repeating a widely-accepted idea?

The tester should not immediately discard conclusions that have been

found supportable but not appropriate. They may be useful in address-

ing other objectives or they may be included without reference to any

particular test objective.

If a t6ntative conclusion has passed the above tests, it may be con-

sidered valid for inclusion in a report on the test results. The state-

ment of the conclusion can now be put in its final form.

Including Limitations.

The reporL reader should be left with no uncertainty about the meaning of a written

conclusion. Two cautions are in order.

State the Population of Inference Clearly. The tester does not want to make claims for

populations he has not really evaluated. Therefore there should be no opportunity for

the report user to interpret the conclusions. Applicability should be quite clear.
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State the Uncertainty. Conclusions, almost by definition, are never statements of an

absolute fact. Consequently, the tester should report the certainty/uncertainty of his

conclusions. Uncertainty comes from an inability to measure some characteristics

more accurately or precisely, whether this is caused by limitations in the meas§ure-

ment process itself or limitations in sample size.

Uncertainty also comes from a lack of intent to measure some characteristic more

accurately or precisely, simply because the information would not be operationally

useful.

Further Data Organization.

The process described for arriving at a properly-stated, valid conclusion is repeated

for each test objective that seeks more than raw data or for each question posed by a

test objective. Then the tester should try to derive other information from the data by

organizing the avaitable data in other ways and repeating the process further. By taking

a different view of the data he may see things that were not apparent before. Several

ways of organizing the data are:

a. By System Characteristic. If not already covered in a test objective, what

can be stated with regard to overall system effectiveness, supportability,

suitability, compatibility, etc. ?

b. By System Function. What has been learned about the system's ability to

fulfill different roles ?

c. By Mission Segment. What has been learned about the aircraft takeoffs,,

landings, refueling, ordnance delivery, etc. ?

d. By Each Measured Variable. What has been learned about system behavior

with respect to each of the measured variables ?

e. By Interface. What can be stated about any machine-machine or man-

machine interface ? Has the test uncovered any human engineering problems ?

f. By Population of Inference. If generalizations cannot be made about one

population, can they be made about a smaller one ?
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Before sending the report to press, the tester should insure that conclusions are not

redundant and that they are consistent with each other. This is not the time to be too

mechanical in appro.ach. It will be helpful to sit back, put things in perspective, and

take as broad a view of all the available information as possible.

5. FORMULATING RECOMMENDATIONS

A Test Officer formulates recommendations in much the same way he formulates con-

clusions. Wherever some sort of action beyond his responsibility seems indicated by

the conclusions drawn or by the inability to draw conclusions, he may compare tentative

recommendations. Then he subjects them to tests of supportability and appropriateness

(only this time support should come from the conclusions or lack of conclusions) and

makes their statement as unambiguous as possible. Six types of recommendations are

commonly made:

To ')rchase/not to purchase.

To employ for a particular puypose.

To employ with certain techniqaes or within a certain envelope.

To make modifications.

To conduct further investigations into an apparent deficiency.

To conduct further tests to resolve uncertainty.

At this time it becomes apparent that a fourth test of appropriateness should be added.

Does the tester have the type of information required to make recommendations in this

area? Recommendations involving the acquisition of a system should be very carefully

considered so that the operational tester does not imply that lie has full knowledge of

more areas (urgency, cost, alternatives, etc.) than he actually does.

6. CONCLUSION

As suggested at the beginning of this section, the conclusions and recommendations

following a test can easily receive altogether too little attention. They will contain,

however, whatever justification there is for the time and money spent in a test. If the

conclusions and recommendations are not justified or simply wrong, the test will have

been counter-productive. If the data is not combed for every inference that can be

drawn, the Air Force has received less than its money's worth.

It will help insure action on the recommendations if the pertient action organization

is identified.
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CHECKLIST FOR DRAwUNIG CONCLUSIONS

1. Have all questions posed by the test objectives been addressed?

2. Have you tried to reach other conclusions by organizing the data according to:

a. System characteristic ?

b. System function?

c. Mission segment?

d. Measured variable?

e. Interface ?

f. Populatio, of inference?

3. Is each conclusion relevant?

4. Is each conclusion a statement of inference, rather than a repetition of the test data

or a recommendation for action ?

5. Is each conclusion supported by data?

6. Is each conclusion drawn about the correct population of inference?

7. Is any data inconsistent vith any conclusions?

8. Was the test realistic?

9. Was the test design adequate?

10. Was the test controlled sufficiently?

11. Are any effects confounded 9

12. Has the impact of missing data been checked?

13. Did deviations from the test plan invalidate any data?

14. Have simulations been validated?

15. Is any conclusion trivial?

16. Is any conclusion too broad?
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17. Is the degree of uncertainty for each conclusion clear?

18. Is the basis for each conclusion clear?

19. Is the population of inference for each conclusion clear?

20. Are the conclusions consistent with each other?

21. Are any concltisions redundant?

22. Do the conclusions cover all that was learned?
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CHECKLIST FOR MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Do you wish to make recommendations regarding:

a. Purchase decisions?

b. Employment for a particular purpose?

c. Employment techniques/envelopes?
d. Modifications?

o. Further investigations into apparent deficiencies ?

f. Further investigations to resolve uncertainty?

2. Do you have the type of information required to make each recommendation?

3. Is each recommendation relevant?

4. Is each recommendation supported by the conclusions?

5. Is any conclusion inconsistent with any recommendation?

6. Is any recommendation trivial?

7. Is any recommendation too broad?

8. Is any recommendation too narrow?

9. Is any recommendation ambiguous?

10. Are the recommendations consistent with each other?

11. Are any recommendations redundant?

12. Should any additional recommendations be made?

13. Is the organization to whom the recommendation applies identified?
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Chapter 15

TEST REPORT

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to present a standardized format for the preparation

of the Test Report to be required at the conclusion of any formally directed and

planned Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) and/or Follow-on OT&E.

The format and outline recommended here is as close as possible to a composite

format of those used and developed within the Air Force Commands that carry out

OT&E programs. The basic format has been progressively refined over the years

and pioved its effectiveness; concurrently a myriad of less effective formats have

been tried and discarded. This proposed format will not be unfamiliar to either the

Air Force testing communities or the readers/users of such reports. It has, however,

not only been welded together from the best of the past and present, but also has been

expanded to insure the inclusion of all inputs required by Headquarters USAF, and

DOI) Directlves pertaining to 01 &E and DSARC requirements. In addition to detailed

guidance on format, and a wide range of pertinent areas the report may be required to

address, this chapter also includes some recommended philosophy and practical

pointers. These are directed at inspiring enthusiasm and professionalism in the

preparation of the final Test Report, upon which will be based costly productiomn

decisions.

2. RESPONSIBILITY

In addition to the other demands made upon him, the Test Director is solely

responsible for insuring that all reports required on a test program are prepared

and distributed, in accordance with this manual, te Test Directive, rest Plan, and

AFR 23-36. The Test Report will normally be the most complete and comprehensive

document of the required reports; as a consequence it will also be the most difficult

to plan, organize, write, and edit.
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The Test Director should find this guide and checklist of considerable value in
p:eparing an:, test report required during the conduct of thl test prog-am.

Since the background and experience generally looked for in selecting a Test

Director does not usually equate to his ability to write technically, the report

writing details may be quit-: arduous and trying to him. As a consequence, the

'Test Ilircetor should make a determined effort to have someone assigned to the

test team who is an expert In and enjoys teclinicai writing, and insura that he is

assigned the task of preparing specific reports, particularly the Test Report,

starting from the inception of the testing program. By having the demanding details

of this burden in competent hands, the Test Director will have significantly more time

for running the best test program possihle, with the maximum confidence that it will

be properly and professionally reported.

3. PURPOSE OF TilE TEST REPORT

The sole purpose of any test report is to communicate the results of the accomplished

test(s) to the offices and agencies who require the information to carry out their

functions and missiors of planning, operating, and maxiaging the Air Force. After the

testing is completed, the data analyzed and calculated, and the conclusions reached,

the test report is the terminal effort that must bring all of its preceding direction,

planning, testing, and analysis to fruitiun. The most well planned, capably conducted,

and comprehensively analyzed test is of virtually no value until it has been accurately

and understandably reported to those in position to translate the test findings Into

sound and effective action.

Objectives. There are two primary objectives to be accomplished with the Test

Report:

a. To disseminate information required by decision makers, planners, and

operators.

b. To establish a formal, professional document of the test results as a future

and permanent reference for the Air Force; and as appropriate, for the eatire

scientific and technical community.
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Comprehenciveness. All formal reports ot tests have certain common requirements

in that each must state what was done, how it was done, how the results were

observed or acquired, what they were, how they were analyzed, the conclusions

reached, and usually the testers recommendations. The Test Directive author-

izing the test being documented, and the Test Plan detailing its accomplishimert

will state the requirements and usually the desired contents of all required re-

ports, which can run the gamut, from oral/phone reports, through wire, letter,

preliminary interim and progress reports, to the final report. All of the written

reports, however, should follow the same standard format as required by this

manual, appropriately abbreviated or limaited to be .omprehensive and concise to

the degree directed. The recipients of the reports and the use to which they will

be put will quite logically establish the level of comprehensiveness required.

Timeliness. In the dynamic enviroranent of the Air Force the value of test

information may diminish rapidly with time. This fact makes the timeliness oi

test reports extremely important, and the tradeoff between completeness and

timelii;ess becomes one of the Test Direct)r's biggest problems, particularly so

with the Test Report. The problem of timeliness can be solved, but it takes

continuous .and energetic actlon and planning to do it. Hiatory has shown that two

of the most successful methods for reducing the time required to publish the

report are:

a. Writing the initial draft of the report concurrently with the conduct of the

test. This aiso avoids having to recall and remember impoitant Yact9 after

the test is completed.

b. Delegate the responsibility for writing different parts of the report to

different and knowledgeable test team members. This is particularly

effective on the more extensive and complex OT&E's, because it permits

the concurrent writing of the major portions cf the report.
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With a program of progressive report writing, it should be possible to produce

the final test report promptly because the data and test circumstances will have been

properly recorded whfle they were fresh in the minds of the participants, and writers.

Also, in this case, final editing provides a more accurate review of the original test

results and should enhance the quality of the report.

4. OUTLINING AND ORGANIZING

The format for the Test Report is shown and described in detail below. Although '.he

format shown applies to the final report written at the conclusion of a test, it should

also be used for written preliminary, interim, and progress reports, but abbreviated

to the extent necessary to provide only the information required in the specified

reports by the appropriate test directive and Test Plan. The reason for using the

prescribed format are many, but the important reasons are:

a. Many years of Air Force Testing and hundreds of tests have shown this to

be the most effective and expedient format for formally documenting test

results. A myriad of less accommodating formats have been proposed,

tried and failed through the years.

Ii. Experienced personnel and officials requiring the results of such tests are

at home with the format, which greatly facilitates their extracting the needed

information in the degree of detail that meets their requirements quickly,

and easily.

c. It provides a practical, well organized, and easy to follow guide to assembling

and writing a comprehensive, coherent, and logical report, which may be

quickly reviewed as a unit from its basic framework.

d. It reduces report writing to little more than translating the outline into prose,

with appropriate tables, charts, graphs, and pictures that will be effective

in communicating the results to the readers.
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e. When the report is being written jointly by a number of participants, the

outline framework is the most effective way to show each the bounds and

areas he is to cover, and how his efforts contribute to the whole report.

Although it can be anticipated that specific unique types of tests might be accommodated

more appropriately with a different format, for reasons of readability and familiarity

a determined effort should be made to use the standard format. This format also

enjoys the advantages of being able .o accommodate unusual test programs without

requiring extensive changes to its general framework.

Format. The general format for documenting test results in written test reports is

show,- in Figure 15-1 (see "Checklist" for expanded version of this format).

Organizing. The format establishes the general framework of the report. Within this

framework, however, there is considerable latitude as to the nature and quantity of

information that is to be included in the report. Ordinarily the objectives and scope

of the tests addressed in the Test Plan will provide appropriate guidance for a large

part of the Report organization. For many test programs, particularly IOT&E's

associated with major acquisition programs and there .are a number of Issues and

specific items that must be addressed and included in the report to comply with

directives and/or regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Defense, the Depart-

nient of Defense, and Air Force Headquarters. Careiully addressing each of the

items enumerated in the expanded outline detailed below will insure that all of the

specific Items to be reported on by higher echelon directives are given consideration

in the organization of the test report. All items in the outline which fall in this

"required" category are identified with an asterisk following the itemized paragraph

number (e. g., iii. b*, 3. a*, or C. 3. *).

Organizing the report includes another important aspect, in addition to structuring it

in a logical manner: deciding what material is to be included in the report. Generally,

during the course of testing, the accumulated data and information exceeds that which

can, or should be, effectively included in the report, and consequently it must be

evaluated and assessed for the merit of including it in the report. Usually this in-

formation will fall into three categories: (1) essential, and must be included in the
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Preliminary Pages

i. Cover/Title Page

ii. Formal Review and Approval of Report
iii. Foreword
iv. Abstract
v. Table of Contents

Lists of Tables, Graphs, and Figures/Illustrations
vi. List of Abbreviations and Symbols

vii. Glossary of Terms
viii. List of Related Previous Tests and Reports

*The actual numbering of these pages will be determined by the length of the
preliminary elements (e. g., Table of Contents, Glossary of terms, etc.)

Report of Test Activity

1. Introduction
2. Purpose of OT&E
3. Method of Accomplishment
4. Discussion and Analysis
5. Summary

Annexes

A. Detailed Description of Test Item/Tactics/D octrine
B. OT&E Environment
C. OT&E Test M'ethodology/Design
D. Supporting Data and Analysis
E. Pre Testing Required/Accomplished
F. Test Organization
G. Test Operations
H. Maintenance
I. Logistics and Supply
J. Personnel
K. Training
L. Safety
M. Security
N. Others

Completion Pages

Reference List and Selected Bibliography (if appropriate).
Distribution List.
DD-1473, Report Documentation Form.

Figure 15-1. Test report format
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main body of the report; (2) relevant and supporting, which should be included but

usually in appropriate annexes; and (3) superfluous, which is not significant enough

or sufficiently relevant to be included in the report, but which generally must and

should be saved for the period of time specified by command policy.

Outlines. This section provides the details and considerations relative to the Check-

list. The Checklist, with these descriptions and directions should be used by test

report writers as an outline guide and memory jogger to insure that each report is

submitted in the proper form, and that none of the required information is omitted.

It should also serve as a reminder of all the significant areas and items that the

author is expected to cover. Bear in mind that there may be circumstances or

special OT&E items which could require some alteration to the outline, or which may

not be referred to in the present format. Responsible project officers and report

writers should stay alert to this latter possibility to prevent the possibility of omitting

some siguificant element in their report because it was not addressed here. The

degree of detail required and those outline items which are not needed in a particular

report will be a function of the nature, scope, and objective(s) of the test itself, and

the previous guidance received from the Test Directive and the basic Test Plan for the

OT&E being reported.

5. WRITING THE REPORT

This section is not intended to instruct in the art of writing per se; its purpose is to

provide some useful practical guidance on how to communicate the results of tests

promptly and effectively to the people that need them.

Report writers can communicate and present test results in several ways - with

words, numbers, graphs, charts, and illustrations. A truly professional report is

usually composed of combinations of these which present the desired information in

the most concise manner possible. Some "musts" to be observed are:

a. The report must be written In the third person. Never ue I or we; the

report is to convey what was done, not who did it.
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b. The report must not be so stylized as to detract from the importance of

the subject and the technical presentation. Also avoid the use of innuendo,

humor, sarcasm, emotion, melodramatics, and the like.

c. Jargon must not be used. Although it might improve communication within

a given profession, technical reports are rarely confined to one segment of

the technical/procurement community and jargon generally Will tend to

inhibit accurate communications with all readers.

For the most part, the information used in the Test Report will have been acquired

during testing. Usually this information and data will becomc available as the testing

progresses. Trends in testing will usually be discernable, and a preview of the

content and emphasis of the final report can be established before the actual testing

is completed. Report writers should take advantage of this early information and

data, and have the preliminary draft of the report written prior to the completion of

the actual testing. This progressive and concurrent report writirj. I..s some very sig-

nificant advantages. The most obvious advantage is that it should permit the final test

report, and any interim reports, to be published promptly. Another important advan-

tage is that the data and related circumstances are documented immediately, which is

more effective than attempting to remember and reconstruct the tests from scant notes

and raw data considerably after the fact. Still another plus is that it gives the writer

an opportunity to review his initial writing, with probably a considerably broader view

and seasoned background, to evaluate it in a more knowledgeable and meaningful man-

ner than when it was originally done. The result will be enhancement of the profession-

alism and value of the Test Report.

6. EDITING THE REPORT

Some final pointers for polishing the final product before formal publication are:

a. It is virtually impossible to write a cohesive report directly from an outline

when a group of team members has each authored a different section of the

report. The resulting variations in style, technique, completeness, and

clarity will necessitate very conscientious and probably extensive editing.
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Generally the larger and more complex the test program being reported

upon, the longer and more difficult the Test Report will be, and the more

extensive the editing required to publish a really good report - one worthy

of all the work and effort that has gone into planning, executing, supporting

and reporting the whole test program.

b. The pressure to publish a timely report to meet a compulsory deadline may

curtail editing time and effort. These circumstances should be anticipated

and planned for to insure that efforts of the Test Director and the test team

are not degraded at the last minute by producing a hurried, unpolished, and

inadequately edited report.

c. It is usually a good idea, particularly if professional technical writers are

available, to have someone rather than the original author edit his writing

after the author has edited his own efforts. Final editing of one's writing is

usually difficult because everyone has a tendency to read what he intended

to write as opposed to what he may have actually written. Editing by some-

one who can assume the objective view of the intended reader can be an

immense help.

d. A technical editor, if available, can also save a lot of time toward publishing

the report by more expediently correcting grammatical errors, checking

numbering ol graphs, tables, illustrations, etc., checking proper cross-

referencing, and insuring that proper paragraphing and form is maintained

throughout. Any changes he does propose should always be concurred in by

the Test Director or team members to insure that no change in meaning is

inadvertently made and published.

e. Remember when the first draft is finished, most of the hard work is done.

The subsequent revisions and polishing take time and patience, but will

produce a more rewarding report. The extra. effort will be appreciated all

jthe way up the line, as well as throughout te contemporary technical

community.
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7. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING REPORT FORMAT

The following instructions for use of the Test Report format are keyed to the format

by paragraph numbers.

PRELMINARY PAGES

i. Cover/Title Page.

Each of the Major Commands (MAJCOM) has developed a specific and standardized

cover format that contains a characteristic and artistic command emblem and color

that identifies the originating command. The remainder of the information required

on the cover must be provided to properly and specifically identify the report and the

test program it documents.

Should there be any Command restrictions on the distribution of the report, this in-

formation and identification of the office having distribution authority for the report

should be specified on the cover.

ii. Formal Review and Approval of the Report.

This page is required to authenticate the report. It must show the azsigned project

number, project title, he organization responsible for the project, and that the report

has been reviewed and approved by the AFTEC Commander or the major command

headquarters prior to its distribution outside AFTEC or the Command as required by

AFR 23-36. This will be a single page following the Cover/Title Page, and is not

numbered.

iii. Foreword

The foreword should consist of a short paragraph that states the authority for conduct-

ing the test, the type of test conducted, where the test was conducted, and what

organization(s) actually accomplished the testing. The initial paragraph should be

followed by a list of the key participating personnel to show their responsibility for the

Test Program, and should indicate their rank and organization. Any kudos for organi-

zationa or personnel significantly supporting the test organizations may be briefly

added to this section.
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The first page of the foreword should startthe lower case Roman numbering of the

preliminary pages; i. e., "i", which should be carried on in sequence.

It should be noted that the identification of the type of test and test organization(s) must

be specified in accordance with DOD directives.

iv. Abstract

The Abstract should provide a very abbreviated narrative summary of the tests con-

ducted, critical issues addressed, and significant or major conclusions reached.

v. Table of Contents through vii. Glossary of' Terms

These lists are self explanatoty; however, it should be emphasized that they are very

important in saving the reader much time and lost motion if he is interested in only

certain areas of the report. Also it can be time consuming and frustrating to search

for the meaning of an unfamiliar abbreviation "seen before someplace in the body of

the report." Hence, the List of Abbreviations and Symbols, and the Glossary of

Terms must be complete and easy to find. Refer to AF Manual 11-2 for widely used

Air Force abbreviations, and guidance in forming new ones.

viii. List of Related Previous Tests and Reports.

This list must include any tests and reports of tests accomplished or in progress,

which have been or are being conducted in conjunction with the test being reported on.

Also included in the list should be any test known to the report writers or testers that

are related to the present test(s); for example, tests of the same equipment in different

test environments or wvith different objectives.

Any other tests known to the writer(s) that they feel might be of significant interest to

readers/users of their report may also be included. The list should include the test

title, dates of the tests, the report number and date, and the project number.
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REPORT OF TEST ACTIVITY

This is a title only and indicates the beginning of the basic test report. The tenor of

this report should be a concise, factual reporting of critical issues addressed, signi-

fCcant factors, objectives, and results of the test(s). Details, supplementary informa-

tion and other than primary and essential results and data should be relegated to the

Annexes. Liberal references to the details in the Annexes should be made in this

portion of the report, so that interested readers may be accurately directed to more

details and specifics should they be so interested.

Arabic numerals starting with page 1 are used to number the pages in this section of

the report.

1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction contains a succinct description of the tests that were conducted and

the directives that authorized them. It should include:

a. Background of the Test Requirement which may encompass the Required

Operational Capability (ROC); include a problem area, or the rationale that

established the requirement for the tests conducted. A short history of what

has been accomplished or transpired preceding the current test program may

be appropriately documented.

b. Description ef the Test Item, Tactic, or Doctrine that was tested and evalu-

ated should be given in sufficient detail to adequately identify what was tested,

and to permit proper differentiation of similar or related items; or to, delin-

eate the changes to a specific item which has made it a candidate or subject

for testing. References to Annex A should be made for a complete and com-

prehensive detailed description. Although generally referred to as "test

item" herein, the subjects of OT&E may well be something other than hard-

ware, e. g., software, tactics, doctrine, operational procedures.
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c. Scope of Tes(s) is a broad brush statement covering the original test limits,

and any limitations observed during the course of the subject testing pro-

gram.

2. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

This section contains an abbreviated presentation of why the test program was under-

taken and its major objectives, which are amplified upon in the following subpara-

graphs.

a. Overview of Test Requirements is a restatement of the purpose of the test

from the Test Plan for the project, expanded to include any subsequent

changes to the plan and test requirements during the test program so that all

requirements actually addressed during the test program are identified.

b. Specific Objectives are also a reiteration of the critical issues and test

objectives addressed, as well as any subsequently added changes or deleted

issues and objectives occurring during the conduct of the test program.

c. Known or Anticipated Discrepancies Addressed permits the report writer to

acknowledge and specifically respond to Test Plan direction to investigate

and evaluate any known or suspected discrepancy or problem area during the

test program. If no such specific requirements are stated in the Test Plan

this subparagraph should be omitted in the report.

3. METHOD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

This section discusses how the OT&E was carried out. It should generalize and

summarize but nevertheless present a reasonably complete picture of how the testing

was done, including the effects of the areas discussed below on test accomplishment.

There should be ample references to appropriate Annexes for details and specifics.

The areas to be considered in this section include:

a. Test Schedule should summarize when certain tests were accomplished,

precedence/priorities assigned to test series, the time span covered in the
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test and/or specified test serias, and the impact on the overall test program.

Any failure to meet an established schedule or milestones must be noted and

explained.

b. Test Procedures should address how date was gathered and recorded, types

of missions (profiles) or tactics flown, or tests accomplished on hardware.

The effects or consequences of data collection or the authenticity of opera-

tions, procedures, or function should be noted in general terms, with ade-

quate references to appropriate Annexes for details.

c. Test Personnel must be identified as to experience and background. Special-

ists specifically selected to enhance testing, or specially trained technicians

used for testing, are to be highlighted. If random selection of "average"

operational personnel is used, the consequences of their use, as well as the

effects of specialists on test results, should be addressed. Again, -pecific

and lengthy details should be presented in Annex J.

d. Measure of Effectiveness components are Availability, Dependability, and

Capability. If effectiveness is an objective of the test, all of these components

must be addressed. How the components were obtained, derived and evaluated

should be discussed in sufficient detail that the results of the test(s) discussed

in Paragraph 4 below are meaningful to the maximum extent and their signi-

ficance is completely understood (see Chapter 6).

e. Test Environment should be summarized so that the essentials and salient

features of the testing environment, particularly in relation to the anticipated,

or known, operational environment are recognized. All of the significant

details of the test en'ironm6nt and the consequences of them on the test pro-

gram and test results will be addresser] in Annex B, and it should be referred

to as required to effectively augment this subparagraph.

f. Changes/Deviatlons from Test Plan. or Test Directive must be identified and

explained in this subparagraph if they effect the purpose and objectives of the

test program. This summary should refer to Annex D-4 for details of
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changes, deviations, omissions, or additions to the programmed and planned

tests, and for information or all other changes to the plan that do not neces-

sarily or directly impact upon the test objectives.

4. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

This paragraph is the heart of the entire test report because it presents the results of

the test conducted and the consequences of the evaluation of those results. This is the

reason the tests were conducted. This is what all the time, money, manpower and test
resources were expended to produce. It must be comprehensive to the extent that all

results affecting critical issues to be addressed and significant test objectives are

discussed logically, accurately and completely; and that all conclusions are amply sub-

stantiated by properly validated or technically sound data.

Each subparagraph (1), (2), etc., should address as a unit, the results, conclusions,

and recommendations appropriate to each critical issue and test objective. This will

provide related continuity to each objective and save the reader from trying to track

through several pages of results followed by several pages of conclusions and then

another several pages of recommendations. Also, as a part of each subparagraph,

any actions taken during the course of the test program to correct or remedy any

known or discovered discrepancies concerned with the issue or objective should be

identified. Any known or substantiated result of such recommended or accomplished

actions should also be described and evaluated.

Issues, objectives and questions which could not be properly evaluated because incom-

plete, inconclusive, or unsubstantiated data prevented the acquisition of significant or

adequate test results, should be reported in these subparagraphs. Any valid results,

conclusions, recommendations, or informvtion that would be of value to the report

reader should be included here, as well, even if it is ,not related to a specific objective.

5. SUMMARY

The Summary provides the medium whereby the significant management aspects of thc

test program car- be elaborated upon, when reporting upon them has been directed, or

when the Test Director feels that such reporting may be productive, valuable, or
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historically significant. The following subparagraphs indicate those areas frequently

of interest or generally requiring expansion by DOD or higher headquarters directives

or regulations. Obviously, as the existing directives. and regulations are changed and

modified to meet future requirements these areas of interest may change also. The

major areas to be considered in this section include:

a. Milestones/Schedules not Met must be specifically identified. Valid signifi-

cant reasons for failing to meet prescribed schedules should be identified and

explained as an aid to more effective future planning. These reasons can be

many and varied, anticipated or unexpected, technical, fiscal, political,

administrative, etc. Examples might be an unanticipated need for additional

training, or technical capability; inadequate funding, manpower, or test re-.

sources; lack of logistic support, or unexpected high hardware failure rates;

weather; strikes.

b. Resources Overruns will be identified with the reaons and extent of the over-

run(s) explained. The impact and effect on the test program of encountered

overruns should be addressed.

c. Evaluation of Tradeoff Studies should be made if such studies were accom-

plished during the test program. If, as a consequence of the test conducted,

the Tee't Director, or Test Staff feel that there may be merit in conducting

additional tradeoff studies, they should be recommended in this subparagraph.

d. Plans for Future Thsting and their relationship to the test program being re-

ported upon, should be Identified as they become known to the test staff.

e. Management Summary provides the Test Director with the opportunity to

document s.gnificant problem areas encour-ered during the conduct of the

test program and the execution of the Test Plan. He should also make any

appropriate recommendations that he feels could improve the effectiveness

and expediency of future test programs.
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; ,ANNEXES

qi This is a title page only and indicates the beginning of the detailed annexes. The

annex identifying letter (A, B, etc.) and its specified subject matn.r are to be main-

tained as indicated in the Checklist.

Those subjects which are sufficiently explained in the body of the report, or which are

not appropriate to the test program conducted may be omitted, but its title letter is to

be omitted as well. In this manner each lettered annex (A thru M) will have the same

subject in all reports, which will facilitate both reading the report and finding specific

details.

2. Should the nature of the test program, the test item, or special requirements or

direction, necessitate additional md/or supplementary annexes, annexes N and beyond

may be used as appropriate to accommodate those unique requirements.

Each annex is to be a unit within itself with outlining and paragraphing as required by

the length, quantity, and complexity of the details to be included. Information

included in one annex shoald not be repeated in other annexes, although adequate

cross referencing may be used as needed.

Page numbering in the annexes will be with arabic numerals in sequence starting with

1 and running the length of each separate annex, the number on each page must be

proceeded by its appropriate annex letter (e. g., A-i, A-2, A-3, B-i, B-2, etc.).

To provide neat and obvious separation of the annexes, each annex should have its own

title page which will be blank except for the annex title centered and its subject directLy

under it, approximately one third of the way down the page. (e. g., ANNEX B, OT&E

ENVIRONMENT) (see Checklist at end of chapter).
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LFurther explanation and breakdown of the annexes than that provided in the Checklist

will not be provided here. The outlining provided will show the nature of material,

information and details required and the general format desired. The author(s) should

bear in mind that the annexes are the places to includ; all the information, procedures,

details, and rationalizations, etc., that are in any way significant and appropriate to

test program accomplished, and particularly those not discussed or noted in the Re-

port of Test Activity section of the report. Remember that the annexes are for the

report users who need to know all the significant details about one, a few, several,

or all areas of the OT&E Test Program; as opposed to the users whose need is only to

know generally what was done and what resulted.
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COMPLETION PAGES

REFERENCE LIST AND SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

References should be numbered sequentially as they appear in the text of the report,

C", and thus will be listed in this section in the same order, as is standard referencing

procedure.

Probably few reports will require this section; however, it is not an unlikely require-

ment if the testing conducted is follow-on or related to previous tests whose reports

\4.. are used to avoid repeating subtests or to extract appropriate data.

If studies are accomplished in conjunction with or as a prerequisite to the test con-

ducted any reference material should be acknowledged and listed.

Should special or unique test procedures, data reduction or acquisition methods, etc.,

be used during the test program, the Technical Reports, operating instructions or

K similar documents used should be referenced and listed. In many cases, the use of

such references can substantially reduce the amount of detail necessary to define,

describe, or explain methods and procedures used in the tests being reported upon.

C DISTfIBU'TION LIST

The basic and required distribution list will be provided in the Test Plan and Test

Directive, as well as any Command or higher headquarters restrictions to the distri-

bution of the Test Report.

The author(s) should, however, keep in mind that frequently during the conduct of the

test program technical assistance or other unscheduled support may be required which

will probably add new units or agencies to the planned distribution list.

Also, the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) is required by AFR 80-44 to receive

At". twelve copies of each unclassified and unlimited report, and two copies of each

classified or limited distribution report.
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DD-1473, REPORT DOCUMENTATION FORM

DD Form-1473 is required to be completed in detail as outlined by MIL-STD 847-A.

It will be accomplished and Included in all technical reports prepared by or for Do-

partment of Defense organizations.

t
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CHECK LIST FOR PRELIMINARY PAGES

i. Cover/Title Page

a. Major Air Command Sponsoring or Responsible

b. Organization Publishing the Report

c. Type of Te L and Name of Test Item

d. l'ype of Report

e. Project No.

f. Date

g. Security Classification and Downgrading Information, if Classified

ii. Formal Review and Approval of Report

iii. Foreword

a. Authority for Test

b. Type of Test (Independent, Combined, Joint)

c. Test Location(s)

d.* Test Organization(s)

e. Key Participating Personnel

iv. Abstract

a. Narrative Summary of Tests

b. Significant Results

v. Table of Contents

a. List of Contents

b. List of Tables, Charts, Graphs and Figures

vi. List of Abbreviations and Symbols

vii. Glossary of Terms

viii. List of Related Previous Tests and Reports
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r;IIECKLIST FOR REPORT OF TEST ACTIVITY

1. INTRODUCTION

a.' Background of the Test Requirement

b.* Description of Test Item, Tactic, or Doctrine

c.* Scope of Test

2. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

a. I Overview of Test Requirements

b.* Specific Objectives

c.* Known or Anticipated Discrepancies Addressed

3. METHOD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

a.* Test Schedule - Summary

b. • Test Procedures

c. Test Personnel

d. Measure of Effectiveness

e.* Test Environment

f * Changes/Deviations from Test Plan

4. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

a.* Results (by objective and critical issues)

(1)* Conclusions

(2)* Recommendations

(3)* Actions Taken to Correct Discrepancies

(4) 1 Known Results of Actions on Recommeridations

b. Issues, Objectives, and Questions not Completely Evaluated

5. SUMMARY

a.' Milestones/Schedules Not Met

b.' Resources Overruns

c. * Evaluation of Trade-off Studies

d. 1 Plans for Future Testing

Relatiunship With Test ProgTam Being Reported

e. Management Summary
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CHECKLIST FOR ANNEXES

A. DI)ETAILIJE,1) DESCRIPTION OF T'1'EST1' ITI M/TACTICS/DOC'RIN E

1. Description of Ilardware/Tactics/Doctrine Tested

a. Special installation Requirements

b. Problems and Significant Difficulties Encountered

c. 4 Major Subsystems Not Tested

2. Deviations from Operational Configuration

Major Subsystems Modified for Test

3. Configuration Changes During Test Program

4. Anticipated Configuration Changes That Will Impact Test Results

B. OT&E ENVIRONMENT

1. Authenticity of Physical lE"nvironment

2. Authenticity of Tactical Environment

3. Environmental Effects on Validity of Results

4. Constraints and Limitations Imposed/Encountered

C. OT&E TEST METHODOLOGY/DESIGN

1. Test Procedures Used

2.* Simulations

a. Physical

b. Computer

c. Authenticity of. '1h,'CIt Simuliations

3., Models/Modeling Employed

4. Data Collection Methods
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5. Data Reduction Procedures

6.* Data Validation Procedures

7. Instrumentation Constraints and Limitations

8. Describe the analytical/statistical approach being used to answer questions

posed by the test objectives. This description shall ilude:

(a) Li3ting of independent and dependent variables fo-- a,-h trial or group

of trials (as applicable) and description of the statis 'ca3 handling of each

independent operational variable (i.e., investigated at different levels,

blocked, randomized, or held const t; factorial or nonfactorial

arrangement;

(b) Basis for establishing scope of the test;

(c) Rationale for selection and description ofscenarios to be used;

(d) Factors driving degree of operational realism (including physical

environment, operating and maintaining personnel, test hardware);

(e) Statistical basis for replication;

(f) Prediction of uncertainty in results;

(g) Effect of resource limitations on test design;

D. SUPPORTING DATA

i. 'rest Results, MOE, Procedures

2. Specific Mission Profiles

3. Special or Significant Equipment Settings

4. Deviations from Test Plan or 'rest Directive

5. Copies of all Specialized Forms and Questionnaires Used

6. Data Storage and Retrieval (DMIS Interfa.ce)
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E. PRE TESTING REQUIRED/ACCOMPLISHED

1. Concepts or Opinions Confirmed or Verified

2. Questionable Variables or Parameters Identified

3. Novel or Unique Test Methods Confirmed

F. TEST ORGANIZATION

1. Deviations from Normal Organizational Structure

a Rationale for change

b. Effects and consequences of changes

2. Evaluate Probable Performance of Standard Organization

G. TEST OPERATIONS

1. Test Operational Environment vs. Normal Operations

a. Rationale for change

b. Effects and consequences of changes

S2-. I:vduat. j)robable I erformance with Standaid Opocrational I rtocuduros

3. T. 0. and Operational Procedures Validation/Evaluation

11. MAINTENANCE

1. Reliability

2. Maintainability

3. Availability

4. Compatibility

5. T. 0. Validation

6. ignificant Problem Areas or Difficulties Encountered
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I. LOGISTICS & SUPPLY

1. Supportability

a. Peculiar Problem Areas and Difficulties Encountered

2. Deviations from Standard Logistics Procedures

3. Life Cycle Cost Analysis

a. Results

b. Determination Methodology

J. PERSONNEL

1. Manning Deviations from Standard UMD

a. Rationale for Change

b. Effects and Consequences of Changes

2. Evaluate Probable Performance With Normal UMD

K. TRAINING

1. Training Accomplishod Prior to Testing

2. Training Acquired (luring Testing

:1. Effect on Test Results

4. Recommended Training Requirements

L. SAFETY

1. Safety Regulations Not Complied With

2. Unique Safety Procedures Employed

:1. Effect on Test Results

. Environmental

b. Operational

J c. Data Acquisition

4. Recommended Safety Requirements
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M. SECURITY

1. Special Security Procedures Required

2. Effect of Security on Test Results

a. Environmental

b. Operational

c. Data Acquisition

3. Recommended Security Procedures

N. OTHERS

As needed.
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CHECKLIST FOR COMPLETION PAG.0S

Reference List and Selected Bibliography (if appropriate)

Distribution List (Include 20 copies to DDC)

D1)-1473, Report Documentation Page (Required by MIL-STD 847-A)
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Chapter 16

JOINT OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

1. ESTABLISHING A NEED FOR JOT&E

Joint Operational Test and Evaluation has several meanings that are best understood

with reference to several authoritative sources.

The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel Report of July 1970 says that "JOT&E is operational

testing where the, new system is tried alongside of, or against, capabilities of another

military service to estimate more clearly the system's joint operational worth."

DOD Directive 5000.1 "Acquisition of Major Defense Systems" (July 1971) states:

"For programs involving two or more Components (Military Departments), the

Component having dominant interest shall designate the program manager ....

test and evaluation shall commence as early as possible. A determination of

operational suitability, including logistics support requirements, %Vill be made

prior to large scale production commitments, making use of the most realistic

Stest environment possible and the best representation of the future operational

system available."

DOD Directive 5000.3 "Test and Evaluation" (Jan. 1973) describes joint testing as

follows:

..... For those systems which have a natural interface with equipment of

another Ccmponent, oi may be acquired by two or more Components, joint OT&E

will be conducted where required. Such joint testing will include participation and

support by all affected Components as appropriate . . . . The Deputy I)irector of

Research and Engineering, Test and Evaluation, (DD(T&E) is assigned across-

the-board responsibility for OSD in 'rest and Evaluation matters. (lis stated

responsibilities include) . . . Monitoring closely such joint testing as is accom-

plished by the DOD Components in connection with their planned acquisition of

specific systems. In addition, initiating and coordinating the accomplishment of
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such additional joi 1t testing* as is necessary, with specific delegation to an appro-

priate Component (or Components) of all practical aspects of the joint test ....

Monitoring, only to the extent required to determine the applicability of results to

weapon system acquisition or modification, that test and evaluation which is (1)

Directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff which relptes to the Single Integrated Opera-

tional Plan (SIOP) operational factors; (2) Conducted primarily for development or

investigation of organizational or doctrinal concepts.

Joint operational test ana evaluation in its actual conduct differs little fromn any OT&E

conducted by a single Military Department. Therefore, the test planning, test de-

sign, measures of effectiveness, test reporting, and other related chapters of this

manual are equally applicable to the USAF member assigned and involved in JOT&E.

There are, however, some very important differences. These include the folkwing:

Policies regardir.g the need !or JOT&E

Validation of the need

Directive authority for JOT&E

Military Department OT&E structure

Organization of a JOT&E team (or force)

Resources source

Approval chain

Political arena

Policies r,.garding the need for JOT&E basically stem from the Office of the Secretary

of Defense. The actual statement of nroed can originate in OSD or from any DOD compo-

nent and often does.

A!7 lhough there are no specific restrictions placed on where and how to seek and identify

needs for joint test and e"aluatlon, at least we nave the general guidance of DODD 5000. 1.

*Several of these DD(T&E) Initiated Joint Tests are noted In Appendix B.
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and. 3 as cited above. This guidance suggests the evaluation of major and selected

less-than-major systems. Within this category, systems exhibiting the following

characteristics are of primary interest:

Systems which are developed by one DOD Compon, nt for use by two or more

DOD Components.

Systems -valuations which can be significantly improved or be more realistically

evaluated through employment of two-sided testing lechniques.

Systems which have interoperability, or inter-supportability relationships in-

volving other DOD Components.

Systems wl:ich embody employment concepts, doctrine an tactics not fully

assessed, supported or adopted on a joint service basis. In most cases these

involve critical issues which are of joint interest in the OSD, DCP coordination

and DSARC decision process,

It is the general policy of OSD to r(. ,uire joint test and evaluation of major and selected

non-major Defense Materiel Items in the acquisition proce.ss, whenever:

New or competing military employment concepts are associated with critical

issues of joint interest in the OSD decision making process; and, technically

valid and cost effective ways of reducing decision uncertainty through test and

evaluation are identified.

Defense Materiel Items are developed by one DOD Component for use by two or

more DOD Components.

Defense Materiel Items have clearly identified major inter-operability or inter-

supportability relationshlps v. .th operational mission elements of other DOD

Components.

Materiel Itom acquisition decisions require additional data whirnh can be optimized

through employment of "two-sided" test and evaluation techniques involving two or

more DOD Components.
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or, whenever it is necessary to:

Validate the role of the system in specific military situations.

Resolve or aid resolution of DSARC questions and critical issues.

Measure systems operational performance parameters in a realistic field and

ILS environment.

Develop or validate engagement models and factors used for operational planning,

force development, doctrine and tactics.

Evaluate systems modifications and improvements.

When it is determined that a specific Defense Materiel Item in the acquisition process

meets one or more of these criteria, the DOD Component advocating acquisition of the

item will identify joint test and evaluation options in draft DCPs submitted for OSD

action. Generally, one of the following circumstances will govern such action:

The required operational capability was generated by another DOD Component

or in parallel with another DOD Component.

Harmonization actions (see AFR 57-1) arising through the DCP coordination

process identify joint ccincerns or considerations which can be quantified through

test and evaluation.

The Defense Materiel Item to be .cquired is related through "in progress" devel-

opment or modification of a Imate iel item of another DOD Component.

2. VALIDATING THE NEED

Having a basic need for JOT&E identified, It is now necessary to move through a vali-

dation step. Reasons are obvious- in most cases significant resources will be com-

mitted to the action; further, not all JOT&E needs lend themselves to a reasonable

technical solution within a required time frame.

Normally this validation is made by a feasibility study wor,:lng group formed at the

DL) (T&E) level. The objective of this group is to develop and e:amine test design

concepts for technical adequacy and efficiency relative to the stated test objentives,
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schedules and resources. The feasibility study working group is chaired by a member

F :of the DD(T&E) staff who is responsible for the organization and selection of WSEG/

IDA and other working group participants as necessary to fulfill the above stated

objectivt's. The feasibility study conducted by this group provides the baseline input to

subsequent planning. Thus, the group's output obviously becomes highly important to

the JOT&E Test Director and hi team. This assumes, of course, that the need was

validated and the JOT&E will take place.

For the USAF officer who might find himself involved in a JOT&E action, it is recom-

", ,mended that he not use the feasibility study working group's output without proper study.

This documentation must be carefully assessed for pra3ticality, completeness and

technical adequacy. Some questions which will enlighten this area are.

Who were the members of the Joint Test, F~asibility Working Group? What is their

background and experience in OT&E 9fow many Operating command people parti-

cipated in the study or review of its recommendations ?

Who was the principal author(s) of the study report? Will he (they) be assigned

to the ,JTD for follow-on planning and joint test program implementation?

Are the stated purposes ind objectives for the test program general or specific?

Examples of typical over-generalized statements which signal trouble are:

Resolve or aid resolution of (unspecified) critical issues; or validate the role

cf the xyz system in combat situations (unspecified).

JHow drces the test concept compare with current operating command and intelli-

gence estimates of the threat, doctrine and tactics from both red and blue view-

points ? Are deviations identified, explained and justified ?

t' IHow were the requirements ior type and number test items determined? Are

units specifically defined ? For example: "Strike sized element" is not a speci-

fically defined unit.

Has test design pluning been a part of the feasibility study? Was an easy or

difficult area selected ? How far did they carry it? What are the characteristics

of the related back-up documentation not appearing in the study report?
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Are environmental factors involved in the test? Do they occur in usable testing

areas? Has the frequency of occurrence been checked by authoritative sources?

Is the quality and quantity of data specified? Can it be practically related to the

amount of time and funds provided for the evaluation?

3. AUTHORIZING TESTING

The authority to direct a specific JOT&E resides with the DD(T&E) as noted above in

the excerpt from DOD Directive 5000. 3. Joint testing which is determined to be

feasible is implemented through DD(T&E) designation of an Executive Agency (DOD
Component or other DOD agency) which provides the Joint Test Director and exercises

responsibilities for the accomplishment of all of the practical aspects of the joint test

and evaluation. DD(Tg&E) exercises overall management monitoring of the joint test

and evaluation activities and provides planning, programming and budgeting support

for unique test costs.

4. ORGANIZING FOR THE TEST

Now that we have a validated need and a directive to proceed, it is next important that

we get organized.

Obviously, in order to effectively organize a test team or force using personnel (and

procedures) from other than ones own parent department, a thorough understandiig of

the OT&E structure and procedures used by each of the Military Departments is neces-

sary to anyone who finds himself involved in Joint OT&E actions. This information is

provided in Appendices B, C, D, and E. A summary of the major interfaces is shown

below for ready reference.

Army Navy Air Force Marines

Asst. Dir.
RDT&E DC/S (O&P) Spl Asst. /OT&E

ACS FOR* (OT&E) OP-98C AFXOOW DC/S (RD&S)

OTEA OPTEVFOR AFTEC Same as

Ft. Belvoir, Va. Norfolk, Va. Kirtland AFB, N.M. Navy

HQ & field JOT&E focal points
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This participation ranges from comments and inputs to draft DCP's, maintenance of

five-year OT&E plans and programs, to test management and conduct of independent

evaluation and reporting of test results. The identified Headquarters staff offices

maintain liaison with DDR&E, DD(T&E) as necessary to fulfill requirements for co-

ordinated OT&E actions.

The organizations of joint test forces arc in most cases an extension of "ad hoe" test

feasibility working groups formed in the "verification of need" phase. The alignment

of these working groups is usually along lines that permit assignment of responsibilities

to each participating agency or service. For examlle, in the joint Electronic Warfare

test there were functional areas as follows: Sinrrlation, Instrumentation, Inte-

grated Air Defense System (Red Force), Data Reduction, Analysis, Operations, Com-

munications/Electronics, and Plans and Programs.

The organizational phase begins when an executive agency has been designated and the

Joint TestDirector is identified. Experience has shown that the transition to the organ-

ization phase has been most smoothly accomplished when the selected JTD h-.s been

extensively involved in the earlier test feasibility study working group activites.

An initial organizational consideration is the characteristics of the implementing direc-

Live issued by DD(T&E) establishinar the joint T&E program. Of equal importance are

the charter which is drawn by the Joint Test Director for approval of DD(T&E), and

memorandum agreements or Letters of Instruction concluded between the participating

DoD Components.

5. ROLE OF THE JTD

In the development of a charter the JTD should clearly and appropriately define the

scope, responsibility, and authority necessary to implement and conduct the program.

Sound plans and effective management are only possible through positive action to

establish a clear baseline for their development. Responses to the initial questions

(such as what do you want and what do you need?) must be carefully thought out. The

following checklist will assist in insuring thorough consideration of these matters
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since they are usually confronted before adequate thought has been given to planning

and organizational requirements.

The Situation Driving the Requirement

Is a logical basis for T&E action provided and is it supported by complete informa-

tion in the sources of background information? How was it developed and by whom?

Are the fundamental objectives clearly stated and are they consistent with the

basis for T&E action ?

How are T&E concepts and solution options defined ? Are they directive or other-

wise restrictive? Do they involve untried, high risk or unique planning character-

istics or technical factors ?

Have all major participants and related development agencies been identified ?

What are their official views concerning support, resources, schedules and

priorities ?

Resource Provisions Cited

What financial planning, programming and budgeting actions have been taken rela-

tive to the Joint Test program? What are the funding targets and limits?

Are responsibilities for Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS)

actions identified? What program elements, funding categories, accounts, etc.

are involved ? Can they be adjusted ? On what authority ?, Within what !,mics?

And on what schedule?

Have test staff manpowc r estimates been made? What standards and pr(cedents

were used? What latitude is provided for change ?

What provisions have been made for test items, instrumentation support equipment

and facilities ? Are existing contracts involved ? What is the contracting officer's

and system program manager's positions with respect to change if it should be re-

quired ?
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Will installations within the DOD Test & Evaluation Facility Base be involved, e.g.

National Ranges? If so, have Range Commanders' Statements of Capability been

issued? What is their position relative to funding needs and other resource capa-

bilities ?

Will the test program involve military construction? What PPBS provisions bave

been made?

Schedules & Milestones

Does the directive document contain information on phases and completion dates ?

If so, are they adjustable based on detailed planning actions ? Under what condi-

tions ?

What is the ratio of time allowed for planning versus test operations ? Note: For

relatively straightforward tests not requiring design and development of special-

ized instrumentation, equipment or facilities the ratio should be at least 3 to 1.

Do schedules provide for a planning review period ? Note: The planning review

period should be at least half the length of the basic (initial) plan development

period.

Are the .ies consistent with availability of test items ? Is adequate time

allowed for test item modification? Has this been verified by the Development

Agency, Logistic Agency and contractor, if involved? Are allowances made for

contingencies, e. g., damage in transit, missing parts, or field reliability factors.

The foregoing discussion on organizing for JOT&E assumes a directive has been issued

and that the directive deals with a perfectly feasible test series. This conclusion should

not be without some question. If you are involved in a JOT&E assignmentexamine the

scope of the testyourself. Asking the following questions will prove helpful:

How does the test force size and composition compare with that planned for a

real military engagement?

What are the boundaries of the system to be tested?
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Are the number of test samples selected considered sufficient to realistically

exercise the threat spectrum described in the system's design objectives ?

Is the testing appropriately spread throughout the system's performance envelope?

Are simulations identified and can they be realistically related to the elements of

the test model?

Does the testing involve development of new or unproven techniques, instrumenta-

4 tion or unusual test item modifications ?

Does the test involve live firings and if so have the safety and environmental con-

sid-,rations been assessed ?

Are specialized training or other ILS factors involved in the testing concept?

Is an environmental impact statement required ?

6. RESOURCES FOR TESTING

Assuming need, validation, directive, some initial organization and planning, and a

well thought out charter (agreed to by the directive authority) the topic of resources

must be considered. Two aspects of resources are important: (1) what do you

need, and (2) where are you going to get it?

In JOT&E, you have to depend on several sources including your parent department,

other participating departments, and the DD(T&E). Take careful note of this in the

following discussion.

The task of determining requirements for resources is an essential early planning

step. These are addressed in terms of the four established DOD Appropriations cate-

gories; i. e., Manpower, Items of Equipment (procurement), Operations and Mainte-

nance; and Military Construction.

The Five-Year Defense Program is the heart of the DOD Planning, Programming and

Budgeting System. Understanding of the PPBS and its objectives and implications is

important to the JTD because any program which cannot be realistically accommodated

within it is going nowhere. There are substantial procedural hurdles to be passed in

gaining approval in this "survival of the fittest" competition for resources. The JTD

must give particular consideration to four of these problems in his initial planning
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Manpower. Organizations are people. The characteristics and combinations of

talents found in the selected people are a primary factor in determining ap organiza-

tional approach. Finding competent and appropriately experienced test and evaluation

professionals who can be made available to the joint test force staff is very difficult,

particularly when relatively scarce OT&E experience is emphasized and DT&E experi-

ence is de-emphasized.

The key to the identification of the right type, numbers and mix of personnel is the

statement and analysis of the testing goals or objectives. If the objectives stated in

the concept and plan are conflicting or incomplete, the organization will become a

conglomeration of incompatible, separate enterprises, each following its own aim or

interest. Any doubt concerning the clarity or consistency of the objectives should be

removed by reconvening the test feasibility working groups and rectifying these defici-

encies. Well formulated objectives encourage synergistic planning in all of the crea-

tive parts of the organization and result in unity oi action that cannot be achieved in

any other way.

A feasibility study is not a plan although many such studies contain the elements of a

good plan. Adequate manpower and organization development deponds heavily on the

plan, therefore, before attampting to man the test staff, the plan should be

examined in terms of the following general characteristics of a good plan:

Based on objective thinking and free of undue emphasis on peripheral objectives

with logical development of the basis of action.

Accurate forecast of the nature and requirements of test events and their

sequer -ing.

Flexibility for adjustment of contingencies without serious loss of econcmy or

effectiveness.

Comprehensiveness to cover all actions that will be required of participants and

test force organizational elements for satisfactory accomplishment of the ob-

jectives.
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Simple and unambiguous so that it can be carried out readily without ,onfusion.

Economical in its use of assigned test resources.

Considers and assesses alternate methods for attaining objectives by identifying

the most important factors and relating tangible factors separately.

Each member of the test staff will be a product of his experiences add have some

biases. There is no sure way to avoid ihis. Appropriate attention must be given to

insure that the end value of any data produced Avill be enhanced by knowledge of those

involved, in addition to how these data were collected and evaluated. Several criteria

for staff selection suggest themselves:

Assure that the test planning group contains members who are expert in equipment

operation and tactics in combat, operational procedures, the particular equipment

to be tested, statistical and mathematical test design, methods of simulating

combat in test situations, and methods of test data collection and test data analysis.

Assure that no constraints are placed upon the test team which would prevent any

members from making the fullest use of their expertise in their respective fields.

Policy statements require that all operational testing be accomplished by the type of

personnel at experience levels planned for the materiel items end use. However,

blind adherence to this requirement can seriously impact the cost/schedule/perfor-

mance of the test. This may dictate that some Contractor or Development Agency test

and evaluation specialists be added to achieve an effective test team complement.

Idcntification of these added T&E specialists and characterization of their role in

planning and execution of the test is offered as a way to remove criticism based on

fear of developer bias -and concern for truly independent evaluation.

Exports in operation and tactics should come from personnel who have actual combat

experience. They should also Include officers, non-commissioned officers, and
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enlisted personnel who have had actual combat operational support experience. For a

team such as described, rank and specialized expertise are not necessarily in a straight-

line relationship. For example, if in the course of planning, an officer who is expert

on tactics supersedes the views of an enlisted maintenance man about the difficulties of

repairing the system, or inhibits free expression of views, valuable data may be lost

or test problems may intensify.

Items of Equipment. Material for test and test support equipment/facilities (not

including brick and mortar) to be used or expended during the test must be identified in

the planning phase. Listing and categorization in terms of source, condition, config-

uration status, schedule, support requirements, modifications, documentation, training

operator characteristics, etc., should be addressed.

After all items of equipment to be employed in the conduct of the test have been identi-

fied they must be categorized as unique to the test and other. The categoiization as

"test unique" is necessary because in joint OT&E, funds for unique items are provided

by the DD(T&E) from Program Element i65804D.

The Air Force Manual, AFM 173-10, and the equivalen: Army and Navy publications,

should be used to the maximum extent practical in estimating O&M and other costs.

It will undoubtedly be found that AFM 173-10 is more useful in establishing cost in

the O&M category. For equipment identified as unique, test item modifications,

and equipment not in operational inventory, it will be necessary ro seek implementing

and supporting command assistance.

Operations and Maintenance. The participating DOD Components in Joint Tests

are required to provide the necessary O&M support without reimbursement (from

65804D). This metins that the participating services will fund for all other require-

ments not specifically accepted for funding under the DD(T&E) determination of test

unique costs. Foreseeable situations exist wherein the test can involve test ranges or

projects which are funded from the RDT&E appropriations category or are industrially

funded facilities which require reimbu.rsement by projects using the test facilities.

The solution to this problem is clear understanding at the outset. This, in tun,
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depends on accurate identification and estimation of test needs, schedules ana costs.

Careful consideration of O&M resource matters including responsibilities for the plan-

ning, programming and budgeting (PPBS) for them is essential to good test management.

This should also include the identification of an agency or agencies responsible to moni-

tor the PPBS of all participating elements.

The support provided to joint test programs by operating commands must be recognized

as secondary to the mission of the Command. Diversion of operational systems and

expenditure of related supporting resources can only be viewed as a reduction in the

operational readiness of the unit. Therefore, the test organization and plan must in-

elude provision for contingencies and flexibility to capitalize on opportunities as they

arise. For example, consider a change in DEFCON status.

Military Construction. Situations can arise in the design of joint tests where, in

spite of all attempts to eliminate needs for high dollar value real p eoperty items. they

just cannot be avoided. When this occurs the Joint Test Director will be immediately

confronted with schedule incompatibilities and significantly increased potential pro-

gram sLppages. Beyond adequate planning for lead time and MILCON unique budgeting

considerations similar to PPBS relationships previously discussed, there are some

additional approaches to these problems which can be identified and discussed.

Certain instrumentation and Communications/Electronic items can be specified and

justified for procurement on a "turn key" basis. Although this has been an abused

practice and has created rigorous standards for approval and use, it remains as a

viable approch when it is properly undertaken.

Another approach is to incorporate Combat Engineering, Air Force "Prime Beef" or

SEABEE type organization into the plan. Justifications for this can be most readily

seen in Joint Operational Test and Evaluations. The point is, without len.thy belabor-

ing, that there are wany innovative ways to circum~ent MILCON type problems if the

services of a professional Civil Engineering Officer are included in the organizational

phase. Details of the MILCON program procedures are contained in AFM 85-26.
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7. THE TEST PLAN AND TEST REPORT

Recall that the actual planning of the test, test designing, establishing measures of

effectiveness, data collection plans, range support requirement documents, test

methods, execution of the test, data analysis, evaluation and preparation of the Test

Report'- all aimed at meeting the originally directed test objectives - are, for all

practical purposes, the same in JOT&E as with any OT&E. All of these matters are

treated elsewhere in this manual. What we have been discussing in this c:tapter are

those things unique to JOT&E.

One disgression from this is necessary in the form of a short comment about the

Test Plan and the Test Report.

The Test Plan and Test Report formats given in this manual are for USAF standard

use. They may not be the format that the Joint Test Director will decide to use;

however, they should be considered. The JOT&E plan and report will also have lengthy

approval chains. They will have to go through each participating Department as well as

the Office of the DD (T&E). This approval chain should be established at the (utset

to avoid later surprises. The approvals should then be coordinated with all in the

chain - this step might even cause it to get shortened by some ,ise and sympathetic

senior official.

8. THE POLITICS OF JOT&E

The politics of a JOT&E can become very hazardous. Remember that JOT&E is

often pitting the materiel, personnel, and tactics of one military department against

another. The "loser" could easily have one of his favorite weapons shown to be

obsolete. Recall what Bill Mitchell did to the battleship and what the waving of white

bed sheets did to the horse mounted calvary.

Those involvea in JOT&E "like Ceasar's wife must be above suspicion." Scrupulous

attention to one of the best aspects of all operational testing, test realism, will go a

long way to avoiding becoming meshed in debilitating and even career ruining situa-

tions.
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I. AChJIEVING REALISM IN TESTING

Experience indicates that realism has a positive effect on the validity, credibility and

utility of an OT&1 program. Major characteristics of realistic tests for establishing

the feasibility of test concepts and subsequent detailed test planning are:

Operational and support personnel having relatable combat experience should

participate in the selection of test objectives and development of the test design.

They should also be participants in data collection and evaluation (White Force)

functions.

System operators should not have test data collection responsibilities; this function

should be the responsibility of trained White Force personnel.

Real-time casualty assessment and damage assessment should be used.

Instrumentation should be provided which permits the operators and the threat to

exercise (by simulation) the kinds of options available to them in combat.

The program should consist of exercises simulating combat or combat support

situations in which collection of test data is superimposed. These may be sup-

ported by experiments and other measurements not involving exercises.

The exercises should be optimized for simulations of two-sided engagements.

Operators of systems being evaluated should be subjected to combat zone conditions

and status during the test.

Crews should stay at action stations for times representative of the military situ-

ations being simulated, including bad weather and night.

The system operators and interface system operators should be put under stress

as in combat, using isolation, rumors, noise, odors, smoke, pyrotechnics, blank

charges, time constraint, foreign languages, and other psychological devices and

procedures to a practical degree.

System operators should be typical operational personnel with varying levels of

skill (including for system maintenance) and should use typical operational pro-

cedures.
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Operational constraints and opportunities typical of the situation and locale should

be imposed.

Tactical profiles and combat delivery modes should be used.

resting should be performed in a variety of operationally representative physical

environments, including climate and season, weather, terrain, vegetation, visibility

and EW characteristics.

Scenarios should provide planned and unplanned conditions in which crews will

react to "enemy" actions, and system problems.

Secrecy should be maintained about the "enemy's" moves and strength except for

that normally gained from intelligence in the specific situations.

Threats should be simulated according to the best current intelligence about enemy

doctrine, deployments, tactics, appearance, signals and actions.

Tactius ;hould be consistent with the selected military situation.

10. SUMMARY

In summary i can be seen that JOT&E differs very little from OT&E as a single mili-

tary department would approach it. The major differences are at the front end (where

the incentive comes from); in the organization (two or more departments, each with its

peculiarities, are involved); source of funds (test unique costs paid by OSD); politics of

planning (each participating Department will want to look as good as possible); and at

the back end (more people/organizations to satisfy). These are formidable differences.

Significant dangers await those assigned to JOT&E roles who do not recognize and work

hard to cope with these differences.
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CHECKLIST FOR JOINT OPERATIONAL TEST & EVALUATION

1. Review the report cf the Joint Test Feasibility Working Group

a. Are the objectives of the test program cleariy stated?

b. Are intelligence estimates current and compatible with those of operating com-

mand?

c. Are the environmental factors realistic?

d. What test design has been accomplished?

2. Have all participants been identified?

3. What financial planning, programming, and budgeing actions have been initiated at

what levels?

4. What manpower will be required? What skills and backgrounds?

5. What provisions have been made for test items, and support equipment?

6. What range will be used? Have Statements of Capability been issued?

7. Are schedules compatible with availability of test items ?

8. Are sample sizes compatibie with the availabil ty of hardware, range schedule, and

time availaule ?

9. Is full use being made of simulations to reduce physical testing?

10. Is an envirorincntal impact statem:nt required?

11. Are "Unique" items of equipment defined for funding by DOD?

12. Has the appAoval chain been defined and reduced as much as possible?

13. Hab the "charter" been drawn up and t pproved by DD (T&E)?

14. Are memorandum agreements or Leters of Instructions with participating DOD

components concluded?

15. Have the formats for the Test Plan and Test Report been defined?
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